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Preface

Welcome to the 21st Workshop on the Semantics and Pragmatics! Like all previous years, this year’s
SemDial has its unique name: “SaarDial”. This is the second time Saarbrücken hosts SemDial (first time
in 2003). It is the first time that SemDial co-locates and shares sessions and keynote speakers with SIGDial
(http://www.sigdial.org/workshops/conference18/). The two events bring academic
and industry researchers interested in dialogue, and bridge the gap between research in the theoretical
and experimental semantics and pragmatics of dialogue on the one hand, and research in computational
dialogue and discourse modelling on the other.

The SaarDial and SIGDial programmes jointly feature three keynote speakers: Oliver Lemon, Elizabeth
Andre and Andy Kehler. We are honoured to have them in SemDial and we thank them for their partici-
pating. Abstracts of their contributions can be found towards the beginning of this volume.

This year, SemDial hosts a joint SIGdial/SemDial special session on ‘Negotiation Dialogs’, organized by
Amanda Stent (Bloomberg LP), Aasish Pappu (Yahoo Inc), Diane Litman (University of Pittsburgh) and
Marilyn Walker (University of California Santa Cruz). The papers from this special session that appear in
the proceedings were submitted and reviewed as regular SemDial papers. Papers not accepted through the
regular review process are not included in the proceedings, but were invited to be presented as 5 minutes
talks in the special session.

We received 26 full paper submissions. 13 of those will be presented as talks in SemDial, 2 will be
presented in the SIGDial/SemDial joint special session, and 4 will be presented as posters. In addition we
received 12 abstracts, 8 of which will be presented as posters and 3 as posters and demos. All accepted
full papers and poster abstracts are included in this volume. For the first time, SemDial proceedings
will also be archived in ISCA, regular papers will receive a DOI index. The mix of papers reflect a
diverse range of research topics, including semantic/pragmatic comprehension, negotiation, multimodal
dialogues, computational modeling, learning in dialogue, and child-adult interactions. We are extremely
grateful to all the members of the Programme Committee for their timely and detailed reviews.

SaarDial together with SIGdial have received financial support from the luster of Excellence ‘Multimodal
Computing and Interaction’ (Saarland University), Microsoft, Maluuba a Microsoft Company, Interac-
tions, Amazon, Adobe, Facebook, Parc a Xerox Company, DFKI, Educational Testing Service (ETS),
Honda Research Institute (HRI), SemVox and Charamel GmbH.

We would also like to thank Saarland University for cooperation, in particular Spoken Language Systems
Group (LSV) and Knowledge and Technology Transfer Agency (WuT) for support in organizing the
workshop.

Volha Petukhova and Ye Tian

Saarbrücken & Paris

August 2017
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Challenges for Data-driven dialogue systems:
finding the goldilocks zone for conversational

data

Oliver Lemon
Department of Mathematical and Computer Science

Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK
o.lemon@hw.ac.uk

I will review current approaches to data-driven dialogue systems, both for tasks
and social chat, focusing on three main issues: synthetic data, big data, and noisy
data. With reference to some of our current projects, I will illustrate (1) the lim-
itations of using synthetic data; (2) how linguistic knowledge, in the form of a
semantic grammar, can be used in combination with machine learning to bootstrap
dialogue systems from very small amounts of data; and (3) how our Amazon Alexa
Challenge system has been built to avoid some of the problems of large amounts
of real but problematically noisy data.

For more information please visit: www.macs.hw.ac.uk/InteractionLab

References

[Eshghi et al.(2017)] Eshghi, A. and Shalyminov, I. and Lemon, O. (to ap-
pear) Bootstrapping incremental dialogue systems from minimal data: linguistic
knowledge or machine learning? In: Proceedings of EMNLP, 2017

[Eshghi and Lemon (2017)] Eshghi, A. and Lemon, O. (2017) Grammars as
Mechanisms for Interaction: The Emergence of Language Games Theoretical
Linguistics, 43(1-2): 129–133

[Shalyminov et al.(2017)] Shalyminov, I. and Eshghi, A. and Lemon, O. (in this
volume) Challenging Neural Dialogue Models with Natural Data: Memory
Networks Fail on Incremental Phenomena In: Proceeding of the 21st Workshop
on the Semantics and Pragmatics of Dialogue, SemDial 2017 (SaarDial)

[Papaioannou and Lemon(2017)] Papaioannou, I. and Lemon, O. (2017) Com-
bining Chat and Task-Based Multimodal Dialogue for More Engaging HRI: A
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Scalable Method Using Reinforcement Learning In: Proceedings of the Com-
panion of the 2017 ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot In-
teraction, pp. 365–366

[Kalatzis et al.(2016)] Kalatzis, D. and Eshghi, A. and Lemon, O. (2016) Boot-
strapping incremental dialogue systems: using linguistic knowledge to learn
from minimal data In: Proceedings of the NIPS workshop on Learning Meth-
ods for Dialogue

[Yu et al.(2017)] Yu, Y. and Eshghi, A. and Lemon, O. (to appear) Learning how to
learn: an adaptive dialogue agent for incrementally learning visually grounded
word meanings In: Proceedings of the Robo-NLP workshop, ACL 2017

[Lemon et al.(2002)] Lemon, O. and Gruenstein, A. and Battle, A. and Peters,
S. (2002) Multi-tasking and collaborative activities in dialogue systems In:
Proceedings of the 3rd SIGdial workshop on Discourse and dialogue-Volume 2,
pp. 113–124
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Empowering Human-Robot Dialogue by
Affective Computing Research

Elisabeth André
Faculty of Applied Informatics, Augsburg University, Germany

andre@informatik.uni-augsburg.de

Societal challenges, such as an ageing population, have created the need for
a new generation of robots hat are able to smoothly interact with people in their
daily environment. Such robots require a significant amount of social intelligence
including the capability to be attentive to the user’s emotional state and respond
to it appropriately. In the past ten years, a significant amount of effort has been
dedicated to explore the potential of affective computing in human interaction with
humanoid robots. On the one hand, robust techniques are researched that recog-
nize emotional states from multi-sensory input, such as facial expressions, gestures
and speech. On the other hand, mechanisms are under development that generate
and display emotional states of robots, for example, by deformations of synthetic
skin. In my talk, I will describe various computational approaches to implement
empathic behaviors in a robot. Besides analytic approaches that are informed by
theories from the cognitive and social sciences, I will discuss empirical approaches
that enable a robot to learn empathic behaviors from recordings of human-human
interactions or from life interactions with human interlocutors.
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Conversational Eliciture in a Bayesian Model of
Language Interpretation

Andrew Kehler∗
Department of Linguistics; University of California, San Diego

9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA 92093-0108, USA
akehler@ucsd.edu

Whereas sentence (1a) states that the employee was fired and was embezzling
money, it also strongly invites the inference that the employee was fired because of
the embezzling. An analogous inference is lacking in (1b), however: one does not
normally infer that the firing was caused by the employee’s hair color.

(1) (1a) The boss fired the employee who was embezzling money.
(1b) The boss fired the employee who has red hair.

My talk will come in three connected parts (theoretical, experimental, compu-
tational). I will first argue (joint work with Jonathan Cohen) that these inferences
do not follow directly from the procedures that have been claimed to underlie other
sorts of pragmatic enrichment, such as from a violation of communicative (e.g.,
Gricean) norms based on principles of rationality/cooperativity (as in IMPLICA-
TURE), or the need to complete/expand a proposition so as to appropriately fix
truth-conditional content (as in Bach’s IMPLICITURE or a Relevance Theory’s EX-
PLICATURE). I will argue instead that they follow from more basic, general cogni-
tive strategies for building mental models of the world that are known to be used
to establish the coherence of passages across clauses. For want of a term of art,
we brand the phenomenon as CONVERSATIONAL ELICITURE, selected to capture
the fact that a speaker, by choosing a particular form of reference, intends to elicit
such inferences on the part of her hearer.

I will then demonstrate how the importance of accounting for such inferences
goes beyond the recovery of implicit communicated content, using pronoun inter-
pretation as an example (joint work with Hannah Rohde). A passage completion
experiment was conducted using stimuli like (1a-b) as context sentences, presented
to participants with or without an additional pronoun prompt. Whereas accounts
of pronoun interpretation that appeal primarily to surface-level contextual factors
find little to distinguish contexts (1a-b), a Bayesian analysis (Kehler et al. 2008;
Kehler & Rohde 2013) predicts a difference, through an interconnected chain of
referential and coherence-driven dependencies. The results confirm that pronoun

∗Contains joint work with Jonathan Cohen and with Hannah Rohde
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interpretation biases, but not production biases, are sensitive to whether an eliciture
is drawn, revealing precisely the asymmetry predicted by the Bayesian analysis.

Finally, I will briefly discuss the lessons this research carries for computational
work. Computational approaches to language understanding are often reactive:
language input triggers a search for an interpretation. Human language under-
standing, on the other hand, is proactive: comprehenders use context to create
‘top-down’ expectations about the ensuing message and integrate them with the
‘bottom-up’ evidence provided by the speaker’s utterance. The Bayesian model
naturally captures these two contributors via its prior and likelihood terms. Be-
cause the work described above revealed that much of the complexity in human
pronoun interpretation resides in contextual factors that condition the prior – the
part of the equation that is independent of pronominalization – these results sug-
gest a path for training systems with fine-grained contextual factors without the
need for large annotated corpora.

References

Kehler, A., Kertz, L., Rohde, H., and Elman, J. L. (2008). Coherence and corefer-
ence revisited. Journal of Semantics, 25(1): 1–44.

Kehler, A. and Rohde, H. (2013). A probabilistic reconciliation of coherence-
driven and centering-driven theories of pronoun interpretation. Theoretical Lin-
guistics, 39 (1-2): 1–37.
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Referring Expressions and Communicative Success
in Task-oriented Dialogues

Laura Aina, Natalia Philippova, Valentin Vogelmann, and Raquel Fernández
Institute for Logic, Language and Computation

University of Amsterdam
{laura.aina|natalia.philippova|valentin.vogelmann}@student.uva.nl

raquel.fernandez@uva.nl

Abstract

This paper studies lexical and structural
properties of coreference chains in task-
oriented dialogue and investigates their re-
lationship with perceived and factual com-
municative success. In line with previous
literature, our quantitative analysis shows
that lexical entrainment is the most reli-
able predictor of task success, among the
ones we compute. But also that there is
a complex relationship between these fac-
tors – for example, neither high nor low,
but rather intermediate levels of lexical
alignment predict high perceived and fac-
tual success.

1 Introduction

The relationship between contextual information –
broadly understood – and speakers’ choices of re-
ferring expression is one of the most studied prob-
lems in both discourse and dialogue. In monolog-
ical discourse, the main focus has been on contex-
tual accessibility as a determinant of referring ex-
pression choice. For example, according to Ariel
(1991), fully specified indefinite descriptions are
used to refer to low accessibility entities – i.e., en-
tities that are deemed to be completely unfamiliar
to the audience – while definite descriptions, de-
ictic expressions, and pronouns correspond to in-
creasing levels of assumed accessibility (see, e.g.,
Orita et al. (2015) for a recent computational ap-
proach). In contrast, dialogue research has empha-
sised the fact that referring is a social act, draw-
ing on evidence from the seminal work of Krauss
and Weinheimer (1964), who showed that refer-
ring expressions get shorter when conversational
partners provide ongoing feedback but not oth-
erwise. In conversation, referring is not an au-
tonomous act by the speaker who takes into ac-

count a generic audience, but rather a participa-
tory act that requires coordinated actions from the
addressee (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).

In this paper, we study the shape and dynam-
ics of referring expressions in a classic reference-
matching task between two dialogue participants
who collaborate to build a puzzle. More con-
cretely, we analyse lexical and structural proper-
ties of coreference chains (i.e., sequences of ex-
pressions with a common referent) and investigate
the relationship between these properties and com-
municative success with respect to the referring
task.

Several previous studies have considered the in-
terdependence of speakers’ linguistic choices and
communicative success in task-oriented dialogue.
Metzing and Brennan (2003) showed that partici-
pants took more time to find an object when their
interlocutor suddenly switched referring expres-
sions (e.g., by first referring to an object as ‘the
shiny cylinder’ and later as ‘the silver pipe’), thus
breaking a conceptual pact (Brennan and Clark,
1996). Similarly, Nenkova et al. (2008) found
that reuse of high-frequency words positively cor-
related with task success in a referential game.
Reitter and Moore investigated syntactic and lex-
ical repetition and showed that linguistic choices
that reuse previously introduced material are more
common in task-oriented dialogue and are reli-
able predictors of task success when repetition
is present in the long-term (Reitter and Moore,
2007; Reitter and Moore, 2014). In contrast,
Carbary and Tanenhaus (2011) and Foltz et al.
(2015) found that only lexical alignment increased
throughout the dialogue and positively affected
task completion time.

Here we add to this line of research by mak-
ing the following contributions: We develop three
measures to quantitatively assess the dynamics
of speakers’ choices of referring expression, fo-
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cusing on length, lexical repetition, and syntactic
form matching. We apply these measures to a cor-
pus of task-oriented dialogues in two languages,
German and English, and provide a descriptive
analysis of our findings. We then investigate the
extent to which our measures are related to com-
municative success, distinguishing between per-
ceived success and actual task success. Our results
show that lexical repetition is the most reliable
predictor of success in a non-trivial way: interme-
diate levels of lexical alignment (neither high nor
low) predict high perceived and factual success.
We end with a qualitative discussion of this and
other findings of our study.

2 Dynamics of Referring Expressions

According to Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986),
the referring process often includes an initiat-
ing phase, a refashioning phase, and a conclud-
ing phase, during which referring expressions are
grounded by the interlocutors. This can lead to
lexical and structural entrainment (Brennan and
Clark, 1996; Branigan et al., 2000), as well as to a
simplification of the expressions over time (Krauss
and Weinheimer, 1966), due to the establishment
of consolidated antecedents (Ariel, 1991). In
this section, we propose three simple measures to
quantify these dynamics of referring expressions.
The measures assume that referring expressions
have been identified and are grouped into corefer-
ence chains, i.e., into chronologically ordered lists
of expressions referring to the same entity.

Length Decrease. We are interested in a mea-
sure that allows us to quantitatively assess the de-
gree to which the length of the expressions used to
refer to a particular object declines over a certain
timespan.

Let Ri be a coreference chain with referent i,
i.e., a set of referring expressions used for the ob-
ject i ordered chronologically in a given timespan.
As an intermediate step, we define a measure of
length drop for a referential expression rit ∈ Ri

uttered at time step t > 1 and preceded by the set
of expressions Ri

t′<t:

LenDrop(rit) =
L(Ri

t′<t)− len(rit)
L(Ri

t′<t) + len(rit)

where len(x) is the number of tokens in an expres-
sion x and L(X) = µ({len(x)|x ∈ X}), that is
the mean length of the expressions in coreference

chain X . LenDrop outputs a value in the range
[−1, 1]: it is positive when the length of the target
expression is shorter than the average length of the
preceding expressions, negative when it is longer,
and 0 when its equal to the average length.

We then operationalise the tendency towards
length decrease within a coreference chain Ri as:

LenDecrease(Ri) =
µ({LenDrop(rit) | rit ∈ Ri

t>1})

that is, as the average LenDrop of each of the re-
ferring expressions in the chain. Since LenDrop
is undefined for the first phrase used to refer to i
(it cannot be compared with any previous expres-
sions), we compute the mean over all expressions
except the first one, i.e., on Ri

t>1.

Lexical Alignment. Our second measure aims
at capturing aspects of lexical entrainment, in par-
ticular the degree to which the choice of lexical
items in a referring expression for object i involves
words previously used in preceding expressions
with the same referent. We define a function W
that returns the set of content words in a set of
referring expressions. We then compute the in-
tersection of the content words W ({rit}) of each
expression rit ∈ Ri at time step t > 1 with the
set of content words used in preceding expressions
W (Ri

t′<t). We capture this information with the
following ratio:

LexAlign(Ri)=

∑
t=2 |W ({rit}) ∩W (Ri

t′<t)|
|W (Ri

t>1)|
which expresses the relative frequency of choos-
ing a content word in a referring expression that
had already been used before to refer the same ob-
ject. Similarly to LenDecrease, we define the ra-
tio taking into account that the content words in
the first phrase do not contribute to the overlap.

Form Alignment. Regarding syntactic form,
our goal is to measure the extent to which speak-
ers opt for constructing their referential expression
using a type of phrase that had already been used
before to refer to the same object. Let syn(rit) be
the syntactic type of the referring expression rit.
Then, for t > 1:

FormAlign(Ri) =

∑
t=2[syn(r

i
t) ∈ F (Ri

t′<t)]

|Ri
t>1|

where F (X) is the set of syntactic types of the
expressions in coreference chain X . FormAlign

9



hence measures the relative frequency of encoun-
tering a referring expression whose syntactic type
has already been used before in a previous expres-
sion with the same referent. Again, when obtain-
ing the denominator for normalization we do not
consider the first referring expression.

An Example. To illustrate how these measures
work, consider the following sequence of referring
expressions used in this order to refer to a single
puzzle piece:

(1) a. a red piece on the left which looks like
an elephant

b. the left piece next to the yellow one
c. the elephant

The LenDecrease of this coreference chain will
be ≈ 0.4 (averaging over a LenDrop of ap-
proximately 0.16 and 0.65 at the intermediate
timesteps). LexAlign will be 0.5, as 3 over 6 con-
tent words had already been used before. FormA-
lign is instead 0.5 as only (1c) has the same syn-
tactic type (definite noun phrase) as a preceding
referring expression, in this case (1b).

3 Data

We use a subset of the human-human dialogues in
the PentoRef corpus (Zarrieß et al., 2016), which
consists of transcripts of conversations between
two participants who can only communicate ver-
bally and who work together to solve a Pentomino
puzzle. In each dialogue, an instruction giver
(IG), who has the full solution of the puzzle, di-
rects an instruction follower (IF), who only has a
board with an outline of the puzzle and the set of
loose pieces. Their common goal is to get the IF
to assemble the puzzle, which involves identify-
ing pieces and locations on the board. The cor-
pus is thus particularly suitable for studying hu-
man mechanisms related to choice of referring ex-
pressions and the relationship with task success.

The dialogues we leverage in the current ex-
periment correspond to the control sections of the
Push-to-Talk (Fernández et al., 2007) and Noise-
NoNoise (Schlangen and Fernández, 2007) sub-
corpora of PentoRef — i.e., dialogues from exper-
imental conditions with no manipulations.1 The

1Push-to-Talk includes an experimental condition where
turn-taking is restricted, while Noise-NoNoise includes a
condition where brown noise was added in real time at ran-
dom points. We do not use these manipulated conditions in
the present work; only the unrestricted dialogues.

experimental setup for these control dialogues was
identical, except for the fact that in the Noise-
NoNoise experiment one puzzle piece was already
placed on the right location on the board when
the task started. In addition, the two sub-corpora
differ in language: The participants were na-
tive English speakers in the Push-to-Talk corpus,
while they are native German speakers in Noise-
NoNoise. Since the measures we introduced in
Section 2 are language-independent, we conduct
our experiments on both sub-corpora. In the re-
mainder of the paper, we will refer to the control
sections of these sub-corpora as our experimental
dataset and distinguish between the English and
German section when needed. An overview of the
dataset is provided in Table 1.

The corpus contains a range of annotations,
including the identification of referential expres-
sions together with the id of their referent (a piece
or a location on the board) and their syntactic form
(type of phrase, such as definite noun phrase, or
pronominal phrase). The dialogues are divided
into moves, where a move “covers all speech that
deals with a particular piece, from the point when
the players start to describe the piece [. . . ] to
the point when participants have agreed on the
piece and its target location to their satisfaction
and move on to the next piece” (Fernández et al.,
2007). Each move is annotated for grounding sta-
tus (i.e., the level of confidence of the participants
on the placement of a piece) and for actual status
on the board (i.e., the actual task success with re-
spect to the puzzle solution).

Grounding status includes tags confident,
unconfident, on hold, and reconfirm. The
first two indicate that the participants conclude a
move placing a piece on the board with confidence
or lack thereof, respectively. The tag on hold in-
dicates that the participants do not finish the place-
ment of the piece before moving on to the next
piece, while the tag reconfirm is used for moves
where the participants go back to a piece that was
already placed and leave it there. Board status
includes tags correct, wrong, and not moved.
The first two options are about the success or not
of a placement. The tag not moved is used for
moves where a piece has not been placed nor re-
placed (either because the move has been left un-
finished or it consists of a reconfirmation without
re-placement). Further details on the annotations
are provided by Schlangen and Fernández (2008).
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EN DE EN+DE

Dialogues 4 5 9
Utterances 1597 2764 4361
Moves 52 135 187
Utterances per move (µ) 30.7 20.5 23.3
Moves containing referring expressions 96% 99% 98%
Coreference chains per move (µ) 5.4 4.2 4.5
Coreference chains with length > 1 61% 59% 60%
Referring expressions per coreference chain (µ) 4.2 3.5 3.7

Table 1: Overview of the English (EN), German (DE), and combined (EN+DE) datasets

Table 3 gives an overview of the distribution of
these communicative success tags for a subset of
moves, as will be explained later on in Section 4.2.

4 Experimental Analysis

We now turn to applying our measures for quan-
tifying the dynamics of referring expressions in-
troduced in Section 2 to the dataset. We start by
describing the results obtained for each measure,
comparing them to a random baseline. We then
move on to analysing the relationship between our
measures and communicative success.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis of Dynamics

For each move in a Pentomino puzzle game, we
compute the LenDecrease, LexAlign and FormA-
lign measures for each set of co-referring expres-
sions mentioned in the timespan of a move. Since
the three measures require to compare each ex-
pression to some previous ones and are hence un-
defined for singleton sets, we only take into ac-
count coreference chains that include more than
one referring phrases. We evaluate the expres-
sions uttered by the two participants collectively
and also those uttered by only the IG or the IF,
respectively. However, in our computations, we
always consider the set of previous expressions to
which the target expression is compared to be all
the preceding referring expressions in the corefer-
ence chain, regardless of the speaker who uttered
them.

To enable the interpretation of the results, we
build a randomised baseline. For 100 iterations,
we shuffle the order of expressions in the corefer-
ence chains spanning a dialogue, distribute them
across moves respecting the original number of
expressions in each move, and compute the mea-
sures on such a shuffled dataset. We then compare

the distribution of the original data for each mea-
sure with the average of the shuffled distributions.
This amounts to testing how crucial the chronolog-
ical structure of the dialogue is for the investigated
phenomena. It is worth pointing out that, given
the limited vocabulary (constrained by the task at
hand) and limited variety of phrase types, the base-
line dialogues contain a considerable amount of
local repetition despite the random shuffling. Any
statistically significant values above the baseline
will therefore be highly indicative of an effect.
The statistics for each measure on our dataset and
the random baseline can be seen in Table 2.

In order to level off the most relevant morpho-
logical difference between the English and Ger-
man datasets, we make use of a compound splitter
(Daiber et al., 2015) on the German referring ex-
pressions. This has effects on the length decrease
and lexical alignment, as we treat compound com-
ponents as separate tokens. For example:

(2) in die bauchseite ; in die bauch seite
[into the side of the belly]

After this pre-processing, as the phenomena we in-
vestigate and the methods we use are language-
independent, we do not expect the English and
German sections of the dataset to differ substan-
tially. To test this, we compared the statistics
obtained for each measure in the two languages,
without finding any significant differences (Mann
Whitney test p > 0.01 for all measures). There-
fore, here and in the remainder of the paper, we
report results on the combined dataset of English
and German dialogues.

Length Decrease. We obtain an average of 0.08
LenDecrease across moves. The magnitude of
such a decrease is significantly larger than the ran-
dom baseline. We can thus conclude that in the
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present dataset there is a general tendency for the
length of referring expressions to decrease in the
course of a dialogue, as attested in the literature.
We did not find a significant difference between
the length decrease of IG and IF.

Lexical Alignment. Our analysis of the reuse of
lexical material yielded an average LexAlign re-
sult of 0.43, a value which is significantly higher
than the random baseline. This confirms the well-
known fact that in the course of task-oriented in-
teractions speakers tend to progressively agree on
a set of words to refer to a certain object. Although
the mean value of LexAlign for the IF is higher
than the one for the IG, there is no significant dif-
ference between the two distributions. However,
while we found a significant difference between
LexAlign of the IGs and the random baseline, the
difference for the IFs is not statistically significant
(possibly as a result of the high standard deviation
σ = 0.40). Our analysis in the next section gives
clues as to why this may be the case.

Form Alignment. We obtain an average of 0.75
FormAlign, a value that is significantly higher than
the random baseline. This indicates that in on our
dataset there is a tendency to match preceding syn-
tactic forms within a coreference chain. IFs align
significantly more than IGs in this case (p < 0.01).
In addition, we found a positive correlation be-
tween Lexical and Form Alignment for all three
levels of assessment – General, IG and IF (Spear-
man’s ρ ≈ 0.20; p < 0.01).

The results reported above seem to confirm
some of the discourse tendencies attested for task-
oriented dialogues in the literature. However, the
high standard deviations of our measures point to
a strong variability in the quantified phenomena
across interactions. In the next section, we lever-
age precisely this variability to investigate whether
patterns of use of referring expressions are infor-
mative with respect to communicative success.

4.2 Relationship to Communicative Success
As explained in Section 3, moves in the dataset are
annotated for grounding status and world status.
The former type of annotation codes perceived
communicative success (i.e., the level of confi-
dence of the participants) while the latter codes
actual task success on the puzzle board. Here we
analyse the possible interdependence between our
measures and these levels of success. For this
analysis, we consider as datapoints those moves

EN+DE Random
µ σ µ σ

LenDecrease
General ∗∗ 0.08 0.25 0.02 0.03
IG ∗∗ 0.09 0.26 0.02 0.02
IF ∗∗ 0.09 0.23 0.03 0.03

LexAlign
General ∗∗ 0.43 0.33 0.38 0.10
IG ∗∗ 0.44 0.36 0.38 0.08
IF 0.50 0.40 0.46 0.07

FormAlign
General ∗∗ 0.75 0.32 0.70 0.24
IG ∗∗ 0.73 0.33 0.70 0.09
IF ∗∗ 0.82 0.32 0.74 0.08

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation for our three
measures in the overall dataset and the random
baseline; significance tested with Wilcoxon sum
rank test (also known a MannWhitney), ∗∗p<0.01

that have communicative success tags and that
contain referring expressions – this amounts to
around 88% of the original dataset. Table 3 gives
an overview of the communicative success of these
moves. Note that grounding and board status inter-
act significantly (χ2 = 159.19, p < 0.01), even if
not moved, reconfirm and on hold are omitted
(χ2 = 8.38, p < 0.01).

For each move in this subset, we calculate the
mean and variance across the coreference chains
in the move for each of our measures (LenDe-
crease, LexAlign, and FormAlign). We do this
overall as well as for the IG and the IF indepen-
dently. In addition, we compute the number of
referring expressions per move. We exploit this
information in two types of analyses: A compari-
son of distributions for different success levels and

correct not moved wrong Total

confident 84 1 10 95
reconfirm 0 24 1 25

on hold 0 31 2 33
unconfident 5 1 5 11

Total 89 57 18 164

Table 3: Contingency table for moves that con-
tain referring expressions and are annotated for
grounding (rows) and board (columns) status.
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a linear regression experiment where we estimate
the probability of different levels of communica-
tive success given our variables.

Comparison of Distributions. We start by test-
ing whether our variables per move differ signif-
icantly across moves grouped by type of commu-
nicative success. We use the Wilcoxon rank sum
statistical test (also known as Mann-Whitney) to
check for significant effects and report common
language (CL) effect size (McGraw and Wong,
1992) for the comparisons that are significant.

Regarding number of referring expressions per
move, we find that moves tagged as not moved

– i.e., moves that do not lead to a piece be-
ing placed on the board – include significantly
less referring expressions than other moves that
led to identifying a piece and its location (mean
number of referring expressions 12.77 vs. 25.6,
p < 0.001,CL = 0.69). There are no signif-
icant differences in number of referring expres-
sion in confident vs. unconfident moves and
correct vs. wrong moves.

As for LexAlign, we observe significant
differences regarding grounding status, in par-
ticular on the behaviour of the IF: The IF reuses
more lexical material in non-confident moves
(unconfident, on hold, reconfirm) than in
confident moves (mean LexAlign 0.60 vs. 0.36,
p < 0.01,CL = 0.64). In moves where the
participants have confidently achieved grounding
(according to their own perception, regardless of
world status), there is less lexical alignment by
the IF. Such a variable behaviour by the IF could
explain the high standard deviation of LexAlign
reported in Table 2 and the lack of significant
difference between the dataset and the random
baseline distributions for the IF.

Concerning LenDecrease and FormAlign, we
do not find any significant differences across
communicative success levels when considering
the mean values of these measures. There is
simply a general tendency towards decreasing
the length of referring expressions and towards
reusing phrase types, as we have reported in Sec-
tion 4.1. However, for FormAlign we observe sig-
nificantly more variance in confidence successful
moves for IG than for the IF (average variance of
0.028 vs. 0.015, p< 0.01,CL=0.40). We do not
find such a difference in variance for confident but
wrong moves. The results of the regression con-
firm this effect and shed some light on the issue,

as we discuss in the following paragraph.

Linear Regression Experiment. The observed
differences between distributions grouped by type
of success suggest that our measures do contain
some information about the achieved level of com-
municative success. However, they do not yet
specify the directionality of the relationship, i.e.,
which values of our measures are associated with
which degrees of communicative success. To this
end we perform a linear regression, where we es-
timate the expected value of success conditioned
on the values of our variables. Since we are only
interested in assessing directionality of the rela-
tionships and not primarily in accurate prediction,
we opt for linear regression, the simplest possi-
ble model. This ensures a maximum of achiev-
able interpretability of the estimated relationships
and avoids further complicating the interpretation
of the roles of our variables. Moreover, assum-
ing communicative success to be a continuum ap-
proximated by the order of the categorical labels in
Table 3, we can justify the assumptions made by
linear regression models. Although the two types
of success interact (as noted for Table 3), we con-
struct separate models in order to shed light on the
differences between the relationship of the type of
success and our measures.

We consider the mean of each of our measures
per participant role as described above as the main
predictors in the regression models, but we also
expect and include interactions of the mean with
the following:

• Itself: This is equivalent to a quadratic transfor-
mation and allows for a non-monotone, specifi-
cally unimodal, relationship between the mean
and the level of success. At least for some of
the predictors, such a relationship may be more
plausible, as extreme values of alignment may
lead to similar probability of a certain success
level, and vice-versa.

• Variance across coreference chains: High vari-
ance indicates low consistency of alignment
across coreference chains in a given move,
which may in turn signal communicative is-
sues. We expect such issues to influence the
achieved level of success at grounding and
board levels.

• Number of referring expressions in the move:
This is used as an indicator of the length of
the communication needed to decide for an ac-
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Grounding status (perceived success) Board status (factual success)
predictor coeff. SE predictor coeff. SE

LenDecrease overall -0.19 ∗ 0.08 LexAlign IG -0.38 ∗∗∗ 0.1
LexAlign IF -0.37 ∗∗∗ 0.09 LexAlign IG 2 -0.12 ∗∗ 0.05
LexAlign overall 2 0.22 ∗ 0.09 LexAlign IG:num.exps 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.0
LexAlign IG 2 -0.16 0.09 FormAlign:num.exps -0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.0
LexAlign IF 2 -0.19 ∗ 0.09 FormAlign IG mean:var 0.17 ∗ 0.08
LenDecrease IF:num.exps 0.01 ∗∗ 0.0
LexAlign IG mean:var 0.26 ∗ 0.14

Table 4: Coefficients and standard error of the selected predictors of the linear regression models for
perceived and factual success. Asterisks on the coefficients indicate their significance levels.

tion, and can intuitively be expected to affect
both our measures and the resulting level of
perceived and actual success.

The mean values of our measures together with
these three types of interaction leave us with too
many predictors to construct an informative re-
gression model, and moreover we are interested in
which of them have the highest predictive quality,
so the first step is selection of predictors. We base
this on persistence across different models, i.e., we
select a predictor if the majority of models assigns
it significant predictive value. In terms of the mod-
els we consider, we perform exhaustive search of
all possible numbers and combinations of intro-
duced mean values of our measures and their inter-
actions with the three variables. For each predictor
we then count its occurrence in models with high
goodness-of-fit value. We select those predictors
whose probability of occurring in a model with
high goodness-of-fit is more than half.2 Table 4
shows the predictors we selected for each type of
success, where 2, :var, and :num.exps refer to the
introduced types of interaction, respectively.

Subsequently, we construct two regression
models from the selected predictors of which we
inspect the coefficients (found in Table 4) in or-
der to assess the directionality with the respec-
tive type of success. In these models, all se-
lected predictors are significant with the excep-
tion of squared LexAlign of the IG. The results are
to be read as follows: If the predictor is not an
interaction, a positive coefficient indicates higher
probabilities of success of the respective type, and
the opposite for negative coefficients. In the case
of self-interaction, a negative coefficient translates

2The procedure is based on the R language’s leap func-
tion and validated by stepwise AIC selection.

to highest probability at intermediate value of the
predictor, and at extreme values for a positive co-
efficient. As for the other two types of interaction,
a positive coefficient indicates that the effect of our
measure on the respective success type is higher
if the interacting variable has a higher value, and
vice-versa for negative.

Regarding the interpretation of these results, it
is first to be emphasised that they are to be read
with some caution: The goodness-of-fit of both
models, and all models constructed for this anal-
ysis, is very low (respectively 0.15 and 0.12 ad-
justed r2), and regression models become less re-
liable with lower goodness-of-fit values. On the
other hand, this does not come as a surprise since
it seems clear that success of both types does not
only, or even mainly, depend on our measures.
Looking at the coefficients in the model, it can
however be stated with good confidence that it is
not the case that high values of our measures lead
to high levels of perceived and factual success (at
least for those which were selected as predictors).

Furthermore, according to the models, the role
of the IG prevails for factual success, while for
perceived success, the IF’s and overall alignment
are more informative. See the next section for a
discussion of this phenomenon. As already emer-
gent in the previous analysis regarding the differ-
ences in distributions, LexAlign is clearly the most
important of our measures when predicting com-
municative success. More specifically, LexAlign
seems to have a non-monotone relationship with
both types of success, i.e., neither high nor low,
but intermediate levels of lexical alignment predict
high perceived and factual success. The relation-
ship of LexAlign with perceived success seems es-
pecially intricate: Note that due to the negative co-
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efficient for LexAlign of the IF in the model, high
probability of success is actually below interme-
diate and more towards no alignment. In contrast
with the individual speaker roles, extreme values
of overall LexAlign predict high success which
alludes to the difference between individual and
combined communicative effort.

Finally, the coefficients of the interaction terms
where the measure itself was not selected as a
predictor have no direct interpretation. At the
same time, according to the way we model the
relationship between our measures and success of
both types, they are of high predictive value. We
hence regard them as modelling artefacts and re-
frain from more detailed interpretation. As for
the interaction of the mean value of FormAlign of
the IG with its variance in factual success, it can
however be stated that it confirms the observation
made in the difference of variance in the previous
section. This allows us to infer that FormAlign of
the IG affects the probability of factual success to
some degree, but the model does not give any in-
formation as to the directionality of the effect.

5 Discussion

The comparison of distributions and the results of
the regression study suggest a complex relation-
ship of the dynamics of referring expressions as
captured by our measures with task success and
grounding status. As already mentioned in the pre-
vious section, it is not simply the case that a higher
degree of length decrease, lexical alignment and
syntactic form matching leads to a higher proba-
bility of achieving success.

In line with previous literature, lexical align-
ment emerges as the most informative phe-
nomenon and predictor, in particular when assess-
ing separately the extent to which the IG or the
IF reuse lexical material to compose their refer-
ring expressions. The effects are not symmetric
for both participant roles: Lower lexical alignment
by the IF leads to higher probability of confident
grounding, while lower lexical alignment by the
IG leads to higher probability of factual task suc-
cess. In both cases, however, no lexical alignment
also seems counter-productive.

Qualitative analysis of the dialogues indicates
that low levels of lexical alignment by the IF in
confident moves often are the result of grounding
being achieved without the need to confirm or clar-
ify, as in the following example:

(3) IG: You know about the red cross?
IF: Yeah, I got it.

In contrast, when confirmations and clarification
requests are needed to achieve grounding, there
is more scope for the participants to reuse lexical
forms, as in the following example where the par-
ticipants do not manage to ground the referent (the
move is tagged as unconfident and not moved;
co-referring expressions are boldfaced):

(4) IF: The top of the T faces the right-hand
side? Okay?
IG: (...) The top of the T fits next to the
first piece, where the the backwards L is.
IF: The top of the T fits next to the first
piece?

As for the IG, low levels of lexical alignment often
correspond to cases where an initial referring ex-
pression is expanded (e.g., from “a Z” to “a Z but
with one end stretched out longer”) or refashioned
using a different conceptualisation of the referent
(e.g., first trying “a staircase with a square” and
then “a zig zag going down on the back”). These
referring strategies, which do not involve high lex-
ical alignment (and often no length decrease ei-
ther), seem to augment the probability of factual
success.

Finally, our predictors selection led us to disre-
gard the direct influence of the FormAlign in our
model – it is only present within interaction terms
for factual success. This suggests a weaker role of
the dynamics of syntactic form matching between
referring expressions for communicative success,
at least when assessed by means of our FormAlign
measure. In this case, qualitative analysis did not
shed light on the interaction of the mean value of
FormAlign of the IG with its variance.

6 Conclusions

This paper has analysed the dynamics of referring
expressions in task-oriented dialogue and inves-
tigated their relationship with perceived and fac-
tual communicative success. We have introduced
three simple measures to quantify length decrease,
lexical repetition, and syntactic form matching
in coreference chains and applied them to a sec-
tion of the PentoRef corpus of human-human dia-
logues annotated with information on referring ex-
pressions.

Our descriptive analysis confirms well-known
tendencies attested in previous literature: refer-
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ring expressions with a common referent tend to
decrease and to reuse lexical and syntactic forms
more than expected by chance. We have also
observed high variability of these results, which
we argued is related to a complex interaction of
our measures with communicative task success.
Although we have operationalised our regression
experiment considering success as the dependent
variable to be predicted, our study does not as-
sume that alignment causes success (in contrast to,
for instance, the Interactive Alignment Model pro-
posed by Pickering and Garrod (2004)). Instead,
our results hint at more complex relationships be-
tween different forms of entrainment and different
types of success.

We have shown that lexical alignment has a pre-
vailing role in being indicative of success. How-
ever, its relationship to task success is not linear
nor symmetric for both participant roles. Qualita-
tive analysis has revealed that there is a connec-
tion with the presence or absence of confirmations
and clarification requests and with different strate-
gies for proposing referring expressions – very
high levels of alignment may be a sign of having
reached an impasse in the dialogue, as illustrated
by example (4). Achieving a better understanding
of what surface forms of referring expressions are
related to factual and perceived success, respec-
tively, remains an open issue for future research.
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Abstract

We examine how changing perceptual
contexts affects grounding of words, in
particular spatial descriptions, in percep-
tual features and argue that grounding is
interactive. We discuss two effects of per-
ceptual context. Grounding of spatial de-
scriptions may be affected by the richness
of the perceptual context which allows us
to build more complex representations of
scenes. Secondly, perceptual grounding
is dependent on the task (and associated
attention) which affects the preference of
features. The second property connects
perceptual grounding closely to linguistic
grounding in dialogue. We argue that dy-
namic perceptual grounding has implica-
tions for the words-as-classifiers approach
to semantics.

1 Introduction

Humans interact with each other and language is
a central part of their interaction (Clark, 1996).
The properties of their interaction define the se-
mantics of words. There is a significant body of
research that shows how semantics of words is co-
ordinated and integrated in the common ground of
conversational partners (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs,
1986). The focus of these investigations is the
linguistic interaction between conversational part-
ners, the conversational strategies that they em-
ploy while observing and discussing a shared per-
ceptual scene. However, this is only one part of the
interaction that takes place in this scenario. Both
conversational partners also interact with their en-
vironment through perception while constructing
their representation of space. An important ques-
tion is how do conversational partners know what
properties of the environment are relevant when

they generate or hear a description such as “the
ball is over the basket”. The properties of the per-
ceptual scene, the features that agents individually
and later through linguistic coordination consider
as salient have an effect on the meaning assigned
to words used in that context. In lexical seman-
tics the idea of dynamic interpretation of words
in contexts and defining procedures for generating
semantic representations for words on the basis of
particular contexts has been captured in the notion
of the generative lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995). The
question of feature salience and selection has been
mainly explored in the literature on generating re-
ferring expressions (GRE) (Dale and Reiter, 1995;
Deemter, 2016). However, these models typically
assume the features (and therefore semantics of re-
ferring expressions) are constant over all percep-
tual scenes. Extending this work we argue (based
on the finding of our experimental results and in-
line with the notion of the generative lexicon) that
feature selection is dynamic, dependent on (i) the
feature richness of the perceptual scene which al-
lows us to construct different representations of
the scene and (ii) the task that an agent is en-
gaged with which affects the salience of features.
This poses a challenge to the view of grounding
as classifiers (Harnad, 1990; Roy, 2005; Dobnik,
2009; Larsson, 2013; Schlangen et al., 2016) as
these typically consider a fixed set of features that
ground the semantics of expressions.

2 Spatial descriptions

We work in the domain of spatial descriptions such
as “over”, “above” and “left” and the composed
phrases containing them such as “the ball is over
and to the right of the basket”. Spatial descrip-
tions are a good domain because they are relatively
complex phrases which include both references to
objects and relations between objects. Studies in
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spatial language (Herskovits, 1986; Talmy, 2000)
show that their semantics are dependent on sev-
eral contextual sources of information which can
be briefly summarised as: (i) geometric arrange-
ments of objects in the scene; (ii) properties of
objects and properties of their interaction which
can be modelled as conceptualisations in terms of
geometric shapes and dynamic-kinematic routines
over them; and (iii) the perspective from which the
scene is described which determines the orienta-
tion of the geometric coordinate frame. Here, we
focus on the first two and which we describe be-
low.

The geometric representation of spatial descrip-
tions can be represented by spatial templates
which were introduced in (Logan and Sadler,
1996). Spatial templates denote degrees of ac-
ceptability of a particular description over two di-
mensional space (as such they are 3 dimensional
graphs). In (Logan and Sadler, 1996) they are in-
duced experimentally by designing a grid of 7×7
cells which is invisible to participants. The land-
mark object is always placed in the centre cell
while the target object is placed in all other loca-
tions, one at a time. The locations encode three
different degrees of distance away from the land-
mark in each direction. Participants are presented
with pictures of such visual scenes and a partic-
ular description such as “The circle is above the
box”. Their task is to rate on a scale to what de-
gree a given description matches the scene. The
images are presented in a random order. Aggre-
gating the average acceptability score per individ-
ual locations allows us to define regions of accept-
ability or grounding of that spatial description in
space.

The effect of the properties of objects and their
interaction has been studied in (Coventry et al.,
2001; Coventry et al., 2005). They compare the
spatial descriptions over/under and above/below.
In (Logan and Sadler, 1996) objects are repre-
sented as abstract shapes and therefore their spa-
tial templates look very similar since only the ge-
ometric dimension is taken into account. In the
first experiment (Coventry et al., 2001) use scenes
with functionally related objects (a man holding
an umbrella) in different geometric configurations
and alternate whether the functional relationship is
fulfilled (with and without rain). The results show
that above/below are more influenced by geome-
try while over/under are more influenced by func-

tion (the umbrella providing protection from the
rain). In the second experiment, they introduce
functionally inappropriate objects (a man holding
a suitcase instead of an umbrella). The results are
the same as for the first experiment but it is also
the case that functionally appropriate scenes are
rated higher than inappropriate ones but this does
not interact with any of the main variables of in-
terest. In the third experiment they show that in
the scenes where the intrinsic and extrinsic ref-
erence frames do not coincide, this negatively af-
fects the ratings for above/below while over/under
are acceptable but only in those cases where the
functional relation between the objects is fulfilled.
(Hörberg, 2008) shows similar results for Swedish
över/under and ovanför/nedanför with the excep-
tion that under and nedanför are not influenced by
function to a different degree. This suggests that
there are some cross-linguistic differences.

Both (Coventry et al., 2001) and (Hörberg,
2008) use sets of images representing functionally
interacting or non-interacting objects with some
variation of their location. (Hörberg, 2008) also
shows that function influences acceptability re-
gions depending on the properties of the interact-
ing objects and compares them with the predic-
tions of the Attentional Vector Sum Model (Regier
and Carlson, 2001). In this paper we undertake
a similar investigation by examining how expres-
sions are grounded in spatial templates of (Logan
and Sadler, 1996). A similar investigation of the
effects of the context on the grounding of spa-
tial descriptions in spatial templates has been per-
formed in (Kelleher et al., 2006) but to study the
effect of distractor objects. In particular we want
to answer the following questions:

1. Do physical properties of the environment,
the representation of objects related by a spa-
tial description, have an effect on its seman-
tic interpretation measured in terms of its
grounding in a spatial template? If such an
effect is shown, then the semantics of spatial
descriptions, their grounding in spatial tem-
plates, is not static but is being constantly de-
fined by the perceptual context.

2. We expect grounding (the semantics of spa-
tial expressions) to be also affected by their
distributional properties (Turney et al., 2010),
how they are used in a particular language
in general. It follows that there will be dif-
ferences in grounding of words belonging to
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different languages, in our case Swedish and
Japanese.

3. Words compose to form phrases. Is ground-
ing compositional in the same way as pre-
dicted by formal compositional semantics
(Blackburn and Bos, 2005)? If this is so, then
functional composition of words should be
reflected in a (predictable) functional compo-
sition at the level of spatial templates. Can
the grounding of complex descriptions be
predicted from the grounding of simple de-
scriptions? Or is composition also dynamic?

3 Experiment

Two sets of images of perceptual situations were
produced. In the first set of images the target and
landmark objects are geometric shapes (a rectan-
gle and a circle) while in the second set they are
images of objects (a basket and a ball). The ball
and a basket can interact in several ways. For ex-
ample, the basket can be seen as a container to
capture the ball or to provide protection/coverage
for the ball. Geometric shapes are simpler repre-
sentations than drawings of objects which means
that they will allow for different conceptualisation
of the spatial relation between the objects (also
bringing in different functional knowledge)1 and
therefore we expect that they will have different
effect on the grounding of the spatial description
that they are relating.

	

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The experiment task for (a) geometric
and (b) functional context. Descriptions: (a) The
ball is under the basket. (b) The circle is over the
rectangle.

To investigate the effects of different lan-
guage models we compare the grounding of
the corresponding expressions to over and un-

1Perceptual and encyclopedic world-knowledge features
of objects are closely linked together.

der, two spatial descriptions that have been
shown to be sensitive to function (Coventry
et al., 2001; Hörberg, 2008), in Swedish and
Japanese. Swedish makes a similar distinc-
tion between function-sensitive (över/under) and
geometry-sensitive (ovanför/nedanför) pairs as
English whereas in Japanese there is no such dis-
tinction (上/下: ue/shita). English/Swedish de-
scriptions will therefore have different distribu-
tional properties from Japanese.

To investigate the compositionality of ground-
ing of composed spatial descriptions we compare
artificially composed spatial templates by some
known function with a spatial template of a “natu-
rally” composed description obtained experimen-
tally in the same perceptual context. In partic-
ular, we compare two different compositions of
Swedish “över” + “vänster” (over + left) with
“över och till vänster” (over and to the left).

3.1 Task

Three experiments were performed. In Ex-
periment 1 we collect judgements for Swedish
över/under in geometrical and functional con-
texts. In Experiment 2 we collect judgements for
Japanese (上/下: ue/shita) in geometric and func-
tional contexts and in Experiment 3 we collect
judgements for Swedish “naturally” composed de-
scriptions in the functional context. Spatial de-
scriptions are embedded within a sentence also
containing descriptions of the related objects.

We use an online tool for collection of lin-
guistic data called Semant-O-Matic that we devel-
oped ourselves and has been used in several other
tasks.2 Its benefit in comparison to other crowd-
sourcing tools such as Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) is that it allows us a better control of par-
ticipants, speakers of Swedish and Japanese, by
distribution of sign-up links. Random participa-
tion is prevented by requiring each participant to
provide a valid e-mail address. The requirement
to be a native speaker of a language was strength-
ened by having instructions in Swedish but this
was not the case for Japanese where instructions
were in English. After signing up, each participant
received an email with experimental instructions
and a personal link to the experiment. The tool is
therefore a convenient compromise between a lab
experiment and an open crowd-sourcing scenario.

Participants were randomly assigned either to

2http://www.dobnik.net/simon/semant-o-matic/
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the geometric or functional perceptual contexts
(Experiment 1 and 2). For Experiment 3, par-
ticipants who have already taken part in Exper-
iment 1 were re-invited. For Experiment 1 and
2 we choose a between-subject design of the ex-
periment for each language rather than a within-
subject design because the latter would explic-
itly introduce a distinction between these two con-
texts. This way, we kept it open for participants to
decide how to interpret each spatial context. Pre-
serving the perceptual contexts is also important
if our task is to capture an entire spatial template
for that context which can be applied in descrip-
tion generation and interpretation. Figure 1 shows
an example of the task in both perceptual contexts
and for both languages. For each presentation, a
participant’s task was to move the slider below the
image between the two extremes (bad and good) in
order to indicate how appropriate the description is
for that scene. The slider translated to an underly-
ing scale ranging from 0 to 100 but this was not
visible to the participant.3 The images with dif-
ferent location of the target object relative to the
landmark were presented in a random order. In
each Experiment 1, 2 and 3 we were testing two
descriptions which means that they contained a to-
tal of 48×2 = 96 presentations.

3.2 Participants

Experiment 1 was completed by 29 participants,
13 of whom were assigned the geometric con-
text and 16 of whom were assigned the functional
context. If a participant did not complete all 48
judgements for a spatial template, their score was
replaced by the mean score of other participants
per that context and location. The number of re-
sponses for the functional context ranged between
13 to 16 and the number of responses for the geo-
metric context ranged between 12 and 13. All par-
ticipants completed the experiment but there were
occasional missing values. Experiment 2 was at-
tempted by 8 participants with 4 participants per
each context. The number of responses for the
functional context ranged between 3 and 4 (com-
plete responses with an occasional missing value)
and the number of responses for the geometric
context ranged from 2 to 4 (2 participants only par-
tially completed the experiment). Experiment 3
was attempted by 12 participants of whom 1 only

3In this respect our scenario differs from (Logan and
Sadler, 1996) who use a scale of numbers from 1 to 9.

partially completed it.

4 Data and analysis

As stated earlier, for each spatial description and
for each context in which it was used we calcu-
late a mean acceptability rating per each of the
48 locations. The means form a spatial template.
To quantitatively evaluate the difference between
individual spatial templates we use a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test and Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient (r) over these 48 means.

4.1 The effect of perceptual context
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Figure 2: The spatial template for Swedish “över”
in geometric and functional contexts.

Figure 2 shows a spatial template for Swedish
“över” in both contexts. Surprisingly, they appear
very similar. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test found
no significant difference between över-geometric
and över-functional (V = 481, p = 0.383). The
mean scores per location are also highly correlated
(r(46) = 0.995, p < 0.001) which is also shown in
plot in Figure 3. Our hypothesis that there will be
an effect of the perceptual context on the ground-
ing of a spatial description is therefore not sup-
ported in this case.
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Över-functional

Figure 3: Variation of mean acceptability scores
for “över”. Each cycle of 7 represents one row in
a spatial template.

Figure 4 shows a spatial template for Swedish
“under” in geometric and functional contexts. A
Wilcoxon signed-rank test found no significant
difference between under-geometric versus under-
functional (V = 445, p = 0.145). The data is
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also highly correlated (r(46) = 0.969, p < 0.001).
Again, the hypothesis that there is an effect of the
perceptual context on the grounding of a spatial
description is not supported.
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Figure 4: The spatial template for Swedish “un-
der” in geometric and functional contexts rotated
by 90◦ anticlockwise.

Let us now turn to Japanese. As men-
tioned earlier, Japanese does not distinguish be-
tween over/above and under/below as English and
Swedish do. However, 上 “ue” (over/above) and
下 “shita” (under/below) could still show differ-
ent effects on grounding in functional and geo-
metric contexts. Figure 5 shows the spatial tem-
plates for 上上上 “ue”. A visual observation reveals
that in the geometric context the acceptability rat-
ing decrease more rapidly away from the centre
of the scene and that more unexpected (yet low)
acceptability ratings are found in the geometric
but not functional context (y < 0). In this case a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test found a significant dif-
ference between ue-geometric and ue-functional
(V = 867, p < 0.001). The data is highly corre-
lated (r(46) = 0.961, p < 0.001).
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Figure 5: The spatial template for Japanese 上
“ue” in geometric and functional contexts.

Figure 6 shows the spatial templates for
Japanese下下下 “shita”. A visual observation reveals
that the acceptability scores for the functional con-
text are overall lower than the scores for the geo-
metric context. The scores in the functional con-
text decrease more steeply from the centre position
(not visible in this graph). Similarly to the pre-
vious comparison involving 上 “ue”, a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test found a significant difference be-
tween shita-geometric and shita-functional (V =

785, p < 0.001). The data is also highly correlated
(r(46) = 0.923, p < 0.001).
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Figure 6: The spatial template for Japanese 下
“shita” in geometric and functional contexts.

Overall, the results presented in this section
show that there is no effect of the perceptual con-
text on the grounding of “över” and “under” in
Swedish, while there is an effect on the ground-
ing of上 “ue” and下 “shita” in Japanese.

4.2 The effect of the language model

In this section we examine grounding of paral-
lel descriptions across different languages. Let us
first consider grounding of descriptions in the ge-
ometric context. Figure 7 shows spatial templates
for “över” and上 “ue” in the geometric context. A
Wilcoxon signed-rank test found a significant dif-
ference between över-geometric and ue-geometric
(V = 360.5, p = 0.02). The data is also highly cor-
related (r(46) = 0.970, p < 0.001).
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Figure 7: The spatial template for Swedish “över”
and Japanese上 “ue” in the geometric context.

Figure 8 shows the spatial templates for “un-
der” and 下 “shita” in the geometric context. A
Wilcoxon signed-rank test found no significant
difference between under-geometric and shita-
geometric (V = 436, p = 0.120). The data is also
highly correlated (r(46) = 0.944, p < 0.001).

Let us now turn to the grounding of parallel spa-
tial descriptions across different languages in the
functional context. Figure 9 shows the spatial tem-
plates for “över” and上 “ue” in the functional con-
text. A visual comparison reveals that 上 “ue” is
more sensitive to proximity to the centre or the x-
axis. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test found a signif-
icant difference between over-functional and ue-
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Figure 8: The spatial template for Swedish “un-
der” and Japanese下 “shita” in the geometric con-
text.

functional (V = 997, p < 0.001). The data are also
highly correlated (r(46) = 0.991, p < 0.001).
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Figure 9: The spatial template for Swedish “över”
and Japanese上 “ue” in the functional context.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the spatial templates
for “under” and 下 “shita” in the functional con-
text. The graphs show that 下 “shita” has over-
all lower acceptability scores that “under” and
that the latter are more varied. A Wilcoxon
signed-rank test found a significant difference be-
tween under-functional and shita-functional (V =
971, p < 0.001). The data are also highly corre-
lated (r(46) = 0.947, p < 0.001).
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Figure 10: The spatial template for Swedish “un-
der” and Japanese下 “shita” in the functional con-
text.

4.3 The effect of word composition
In this section we explore whether spatial tem-
plates of complex phrases or composite spatial de-
scriptions can be predicted from the spatial tem-
plates of the individual words that are a part of
a composite description. Can the grounding of
phrases be seen as a composition of functions in
model theoretic semantics or is it interactive de-
pending both on the grounding and distributional
properties of individual words? There has been

significant focus on the question of semantic com-
position in computational semantics but the in-
vestigations focus on the composition of vector
spaces (thus distributions of words in their con-
texts) rather than composition of grounded repre-
sentations of words in the physical world (Mitchell
and Lapata, 2010; Clark, 2015). Here, composi-
tion can be achieved by some mathematical opera-
tion on distributional tensors (higher-order vectors
representing distributional contexts of words), typ-
ically multiplication.

We investigate the semantic interaction of com-
posed words in phrases in terms of their grounding
by comparing the grounding of artificially com-
posed spatial templates of individual words with
a “naturally” grounded spatial template of a com-
posite description. In particular we examine the
Swedish description “över och till vänster om”
(over and to the left of) in the functional con-
text. We already obtained the spatial template for
“över” in Experiment 1 and hence in Experiment
3 we collect spatial templates for “till vänster om”
(to the left of) and “over och till vänster om”. Fig-
ure 11 shows the spatial templates of the individ-
ual words.
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Figure 11: The spatial template for Swedish
“över” and “till vänster om” in the functional con-
text.

For artificial composition we test two composi-
tional functions: arithmetic mean ( a+b

2 ) and geo-
metric mean ( 2

√
a×b). Since both functions are

types of mean they ensure that the composed val-
ues are within the same range as the values before
the composition which means that the scores can
be directly compared.

Figure 12 shows a comparison of both arti-
ficially grounded compositions with the natural
grounding of the composed phrase. As evidenced
by the later, the highest acceptability ratings con-
centrate in the first quadrant where x < 0,y >
0. It follows from the visual observation that
geometric mean is a better compositional func-
tion for spatial templates than arithmetic mean
as the latter also predicts undesirable acceptable
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Figure 12: The spatial template for Swedish
“över” +/× “till vänster om” and “över och till
vänster om” in the functional context.

regions in the quadrants 2 (x > 0,y > 0) and
3 (x < 0,y < 0). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test
found a significant difference between “över” +
“till” “vänster” (arithmetic) versus “över och till
vänster” (natural) (V = 185.5, p < 0.001). The
data are highly correlated but r is considerably
lower than in the previous investigations (r(46) =
0.781, p < 0.001). In contrast, a Wilcoxon signed-
rank test found no significant difference between
“över” × “till vänster” (geometric) versus “över
och till vänster” (natural) (V = 562, p = 0.794).
These data are also highly correlated (r(46) =
0.959, p < 0.001). Hence, it follows that geo-
metric mean as a compositional function approx-
imates very well natural composition. (Gapp,
1994) discusses (but not experimentally evaluates)
five compositional functions for grounding spa-
tial templates and concludes that a scaled mini-
mum of applicability scores preserves all the re-
quired properties of spatial templates under com-
position: DARelcp := S(Min(DARel1,DARel2)) ×
Min(DARel1,DARel2) where S is some contextually
defined scaling factor. The first part of the equa-
tion ensures that S has a different effect on ac-
ceptability scores of different sizes. This compo-
sitional function is similar to geometric mean that
we use. However, the latter is simpler and always
ensures the scaling of the predicted acceptability
score within the range of the original values.

Returning to the question of interaction of
grounded semantics of spatial descriptions in com-
position, the findings suggest that this might be
fixed as it can be predicted well by a simple math-
ematical function.

Description p Sig r
Perceptual context: geometric vs functional
över 0.383 ns 0.995
under 0.145 ns 0.969
上 ue < 0.001 *** 0.961
下 shita < 0.001 *** 0.923
Language: Swedish vs Japanese
geo: över -上 ue 0.02 * 0.970
geo: under -下 shita 0.120 ns 0.944
func: över -上 ue < 0.001 *** 0.991
func: under -下 shita < 0.001 *** 0.947
Composition: artificial vs natural
+: över och till vänster < 0.001 *** 0.781
×: över och till vänster 0.794 ns 0.959

Table 1: Summary of comparisons

5 Discussion

Table 1 summarises the results of all comparisons.
Let us first turn to our first question: do the prop-
erties of the perceptual context, the complexity of
objects related by spatial relations over and under
have an effect on the grounding of spatial tem-
plates. The results indicate that the perceptual
context had influence on the grounding of words
in Japanese but not in Swedish. The data from
Japanese therefore confirms the previous findings
for English and Swedish. However, the effect of
the context on the spatial templates for Japanese
should be taken with caution as the acceptability
scores were collected from fewer participants and
therefore the differences could be because of over-
fitting. On the other hand, our results for Swedish
are surprising, because we know from (Hörberg,
2008) that “över” and “under” show sensitivity to
functional relations between objects. However,
there is an important difference in the way their
(and Coventry et al.’s) and our tasks were struc-
tured, in particular the way stimuli were presented
to participants. Participants in their study were
exposed to a series of images that in terms of
function could be classified to one of the follow-
ing three categories: functional interaction, no-
functional interaction and no-need for functional
interaction. Therefore, the presence or absence
of a strong functional interaction between objects
was made a salient feature in their task. On the
other hand, in our scenario, participants always
provided judgements within one perceptual con-
text and it was up to them to decide whether to
take the functional interaction between the objects
as a salient property of the context for the inter-
pretation (while estimating a belief that this was
the intention of the speaker of the utterance). This
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means that perceptual grounding is dynamic and
is constructed on the fly upon the evaluation of
the scene and the linguistic discourse. A further
support for this claim comes from the observation
from one of our participants who interpreted the
non-functional scene (involving abstract objects)
as a functional scene, since in their view it re-
sembled the game of Pong. It is also important
to emphasise the relation of our findings to (Lo-
gan and Sadler, 1996). There the stimuli lacked
functional dimension altogether as the data only
contained objects of geometric shapes and for that
reason only geometric dimension of the ground-
ing could be taken into account. In our stimulus,
the participants had a choice between the two but
they appeared to have taken bias towards the geo-
metric context while taking into account the func-
tional context only weakly as the object function
was not a salient feature of the task.

Our second question was whether we would ex-
pect a different behaviour in grounding of words
belonging to different languages on the grounds
of their distributional properties or their use in
that language. Our findings indicate that there
is a stronger difference between the Swedish and
the Japanese descriptions in the functional con-
text than in the geometric context. Coupled
with the previous observation that the perceptual
context had an effect on grounding of words in
Japanese but not Swedish it appears that Japanese
words are more adaptable to different contexts.
Note that Japanese lacks a lexical distinction be-
tween functional/geometric pairs present in En-
glish and Swedish (“over”/“above” and “under”/-
“below”). Therefore, Japanese 上 “ue” and 下
“shita” are used over a greater variety of situations
than Swedish “över” and “under” (their ground-
ing is more adaptable to contexts) while “över”
and “under” are competing with “övanför” and
“nedanför”. The presence of a lexicalised sen-
sitivity to object function in “över” may there-
fore make the grounding of “over” more stable or
conservative across contexts. The contribution of
word distributions in a language model is an inter-
esting and open research question which we hope
to address in the future.

Finally, our third question examines whether
grounding is compositional in the same way as
words are believed to be compositional in a lan-
guage model. Our results indicate that composed
grounding in a particular perceptual context can

be predicted by a simple compositional function.
This is important in respect to the previous find-
ings that grounding of words or concepts is dy-
namic, depending on the context. If grounding
of composed words were not predictable and also
dynamic then it were far more difficult to inter-
pret (and learn meanings of) composed phrases.
Composition is therefore a property of the me-
chanics of language and not the lexicon. This con-
clusion is in line with the findings of (Kirby et
al., 2008) on computational modelling of multiple
generations of agents who show that composition-
ality of language emerges from language through
repeated transmissions over generations through
the learning bottle-neck: having learned compo-
sitional rules an agent can infer the language as
a whole. Crucially, this requires compositionality
to be constant across lexical variability. In order
to confirm our hypothesis, we would have to in-
vestigate the grounded composition of words un-
der different contexts and different pairs of lexical
items, not just spatial relations. In a separate line
of work (Ghanimifard and Dobnik, 2017) we car-
ried out an experiment with machine learning of
spatial descriptions grounded in spatial templates
where the system is able to ground successfully
“decomposed” descriptions while having learned
only from their composed representations. This
provides a further support for our current claim.

6 Conclusions and future work

The preceding discussion shows that perceptual
grounding is dynamic and interactive. First, ex-
pressions may be grounded differently based on
the number of available perceptual features in the
current context. Secondly, the presence of a fea-
ture in a context is not always enough for that
feature to be used in grounding of a description.
There is a further selection of relevant and irrele-
vant features which is related to the task the con-
versational participants are performing. This way
perceptual grounding can be seen as a dynamic
negotiation of conversational participants with the
environment. Of course, participants also nego-
tiate through dialogue with other participants but
that has to do with lexical choice which provides
bias for perceptual grounding. The two interactive
processes are therefore tightly connected.

Dynamic perceptual grounding has implications
for building situated conversational agents. Most
systems assume that agents use the same ground-
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ing models or classifiers (although these may be
incrementally learnable) over a variety of situa-
tions and even tasks. What the findings here sug-
gest is that an agent would require a mechanism
of attention that monitors perceptual and dialogue
conversations and predicts a focus on certain fea-
tures of both contexts that it can explore in ground-
ing (Dobnik and Kelleher, 2016). Conversational
participants employ such mechanisms to achieve a
mutual understanding of the scene. We see this as
a promising line of our future work.
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Abstract

This paper presents differences in use of
verbal ((oh) yeah, (mh)mh, okay . . . ) and
visual backchannels (head nods, shakes,
tilts), e.g. unimodal backchannels, as well
as bimodal backchannels that combine a
verbal token and a head movement in con-
versational English. We analyze the par-
ticipants’ gaze-pattern before the produc-
tion of a BC but also during and imme-
diately after its delivery. We also ana-
lyze their placement regarding the main
speaker’s turn and within the discourse
topic. Lastly, we discuss their functions.
Our findings reveal that each BC type
shows a different picture from the other
two both in terms of where they occur
within the main speaker’s turn and what
their functions are. We however do not
confirm previous observations regarding
the constraints on their occurrence within
a discourse topic.

1 Introduction

A conversation needs at least a speaker and a lis-
tener. While the two roles can be unbalanced dur-
ing the telling of a story, when the speaker takes
the floor for a long time, the listener still partici-
pates in the building of the exchange. Backchan-
nels (BCs), i.e. short responses produced by lis-
teners to signal attention, interest and understand-
ing (Bertrand et al., 2007; Truong et al., 2011,
among other studies) play a major role in the pro-
cess. Indeed, according to many researchers (Ter-
rell and Mutlu, 2012; Yamaguchi et al., 2015, to
cite but a few), they regulate speech turns by let-
ting speakers know whether co-participants under-
stand what is being said or not and if they can keep
the floor in order to continue their story. More

simply, BCs serve to display a continued interest
and co-participation in topic development (Gard-
ner, 2001; Lambertz, 2011). Thus, BCs show
alignment and they can also be signs of affiliation
when the listener takes a stance (Stivers, 2008).
We can then say that BCs cannot be disregarded.

However, BCs can show varied forms and func-
tions. But although many studies have focused
on unimodal BCs and their occurrences and func-
tions, we can wonder about the specific character-
istics of bimodal ones, i.e. BCs that combine a
gesture and a verbal token. Do they play a dif-
ferent function than simple visual or verbal BCs?
Since it has been shown in previous studies that
verbal BCs such as mhmh may be produced soon
after the beginning of a turn whereas visual BCs
such as nods can only be produced later (Dittmann
and Llewellyn, 1968; Stivers, 2008; Poppe et al.,
2011), what can be said about bimodal BCs that
combine both tokens? Is mutual gaze an important
cue to the occurrence of a BC and is it different in
the case of a bimodal BC?

After presenting the theoretical background in
section 2, the paper presents the corpus and the
data we worked on for this study in section 3.
To answer our research questions, we examined
the gaze-pattern throughout whole sequences that
contain BCs in section 4. We also considered the
placement of BCs with regards to speech turns and
(sub)topics as well as their function in conversa-
tional English, specifically focusing on the differ-
ence between unimodal and bimodal BCs. Section
5 summarizes and discusses our results before we
reach a conclusion in section 6.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Backchannel placement

Many studies have shown that BCs do not appear
randomly in a conversation (Bavelas et al., 2000;
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McCarthy, 2003; Poppe et al., 2011). First of all,
the listener needs to have some information before
being able to respond to the speaker: Truong et al.
(2011) showed that attention is higher toward the
end of speech turns so there is a growing proba-
bility of BC production as speech progresses. Fur-
thermore, they often appear at the end of rhyth-
mic units, specifically at the end of grammatical
clauses (Dittmann and Llewellyn, 1968; Ike, 2010;
Poppe et al., 2011). This way, the listener has
the information needed to process what has been
said before showing any sign of alignment or af-
filiation. Nevertheless, as reported by Heldner et
al. (2013), there are more backchannel relevance
places than actual BCs and a BC would not be ap-
propriate at the end of a speech turn (Bertrand et
al., 2007) so their positions are precisely chosen
by listeners to help speakers in the building of their
story. Whereas yeah is preferred to acknowledge
the end of a topic, mhmh is not appropriate in this
position (Jefferson, 1983) and Stivers (2008) fur-
ther noted that nods occur in mid-telling positions
and are considered by speakers as inappropriate
when they are produced at the end of narratives.

Actually, BCs seem to be triggered by different
cues, prosodic, syntactic or embodied (Tolins and
Fox Tree, 2014). Many studies enhance the role of
prosody in their occurrence. Among others, Ter-
rell and Mutlu (2012) showed that pauses are very
important and that the more pauses there are in the
speaker’s speech, the more the listener has oppor-
tunities to provide BCs and thus facilitate the con-
tinuation of the story. Moreover, pitch around BCs
has been analysed and researchers agree on say-
ing it has a major influence on the occurrence of
BCs (Gravano and Hirschberg, 2009; Poppe et al.,
2010; Poppe et al., 2011; Hjalmarsson and Oer-
tel, 2011). However, Benus et al. (2007) noted
that BCs seem to follow intonational phrases with
rising pitch while Yamaguchi et al. (2015) report
that a major prosodic cue preceding a backchannel
would be a low pitch region. Hence, the influence
of pitch on the listener’s BC production may de-
pend on the context and be more important in cer-
tain types of interaction as in telephone conversa-
tions, for example (Truong et al., 2011). BCs also
depend on the language of the speakers (Clancy et
al., 1996; Ike, 2010).

It was found as well that participants’ gaze plays
a major role in triggering a BC on the listener’s
part (Bertrand et al., 2007; Poppe et al., 2010;

Poppe et al., 2011; Truong et al., 2011; Hjalmars-
son and Oertel, 2011; Terrell and Mutlu, 2012).
Indeed, mutual gaze enables speakers to see if
listeners align with them and listeners show this
alignment with visual BCs thus avoiding interrup-
tion of speech.

Finally, BCs do not appear in the same positions
depending on their types. Indeed, visual nods do
not interrupt speech whereas verbal ones do. Thus,
it was found that verbal and bimodal backchannels
were preferably used during pauses whereas visual
backchannels such as nods can appear at any mo-
ment (Dittmann and Llewellyn, 1968; Lambertz,
2011; Poppe et al., 2011; Truong et al., 2011).

2.2 Backchannel Function

Depending on the listener’s intention when pro-
viding a BC, these response tokens do not as-
sume the same functions. Even though they all
provide some information in the course the talk
is taking, they can express different things such
as understanding, agreement or simply attention
(Gardner, 2001). Researchers agree on saying
that BCs can be divided into generic and specific
ones (Goodwin, 1986; Bavelas et al., 2000; Tolins
and Fox Tree, 2014): generic BCs signal the lis-
tener’s participation in the conversation while spe-
cific ones show one’s stance toward what one is
being told.

Furthermore, BCs enable speakers to know if
listeners align with them, that is if listeners un-
derstand what is being said and do not plan to
take the floor. However, the tokens can also have
a more profound function and show affiliation
(Stivers, 2008; Lee and Tanaka, 2016). In this
case, the listener shows that s/he agrees with the
speaker’s stance. Moreover, BCs can be divided
into three main functions, according to Gardner
(2001): continuers, which give the floor back
to the speaker straight away; acknowledgments,
which claim agreement or comprehension; news
markers, also called assessments in other studies,
which mark the prior turn as newsworthy. Lam-
bertz (2011) also distinguishes change-of-activity
tokens which mark a movement towards a new
topic or action in the conversation.

BCs can take many forms and belong to dif-
ferent types: verbal, visual, or bimodal, but these
forms do not correspond to a single function. In-
tonation can change a generic backchannel into a
specific one, for example (Tolins and Fox Tree,
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2014). Hence, they all exhibit a great flexibil-
ity and multi-functionality of use (Gardner, 2001).
However, some BCs seem to be more appropri-
ate as acknowledgments and others as continuers,
etc. For example, Lambertz (2011) explained that
while both yeah and mhmh can function as con-
tinuers, alignment tokens and agreement tokens,
mhmh seems to be weaker as an agreement token
and appears more neutral whereas yeah somewhat
expresses an opinion about an utterance. Terrell
and Mutlu (2012) reported that nodding is a com-
mon non-verbal BC that plays many roles from
indicating agreement to conveying sympathy and
understanding with the speaker’s perspective. It
then seems that BCs can assume many functions
depending on their position and their utterer’s in-
tonation (Gardner, 2001). Mhmh can be an encour-
agement to resume the tale when it occurs during
a pause (Morel and Danon-Boileau, 2001) but can
also be a follow up or a continuer (Drummond and
Hopper, 1993; McCarthy, 2003).

Finally, bimodal backchannels have to be stud-
ied as a whole. The verbal part and the visual
one cannot be studied separately. Their combina-
tion creates a whole new meaning (Bevacqua et al.,
2010; Wlodarczak et al., 2012). Some studies have
reported that bimodal BCs show a stronger agree-
ment than a nod or a yeah on its own (Bevacqua
et al., 2010; Terrell and Mutlu, 2012). Their func-
tions are as flexible as the functions of unimodal
BCs: Dittmann and Llewellyn (1968) explain for
example that yeah combined with a nod can signal
that the listener wants the floor to ask a question.

3 Data

Considering the research presented in the previ-
ous section, that often described unimodal BCs,
we want to know what the gaze pattern is in
a sequence that contains a unimodal or bimodal
BC, where BCs occur in relation to the main
speaker’s turn and within a discourse unit, and if
different types of BCs have different functions.
In order to answer these questions, a subsec-
tion of the ENVID Corpus (Lelandais and Ferré,
2016) was used that consisted of two 30-minute
dyadic interactions. This collaborative corpus was
video-recorded between 2000 and 2012 in France
and the UK. All participants were native speak-
ers of British English who knew each other well
and were video-recorded in soundproof studios
to guarantee the sound and image quality of the

recordings. They were free to discuss any topic
they chose. For the two dialogues in this study,
they were seated opposite each other and were
filmed by two cameras. Each participant was also
wearing a lavalier microphone, providing two sep-
arate audio tracks to enable the treatment of over-
lapping speech.

The corpus had already been edited in FinalCut
for previous research to align the images from the
two cameras and the soundtracks. It had then been
transcribed using PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink,
2009) and gaze direction as well as head move-
ments had also been coded at large previously us-
ing ELAN (Sloetjes and Wittenburg, 2008).

Interrater coding reliability between the second
author and the initial coder across the three types
of head movements described below on one of the
two dialogues (364 head movements playing a BC
role or not) was .72, as measured by Cohen’s K.

3.1 Backchannel identification

None of the previous research on this corpus fo-
cused on backchannels, so these had to be coded
as such. We coded three types of BCs: verbal, vi-
sual and bimodal. The verbal BCs we considered
(189 occ) were single occurrences of (oh) yeah,
(mh)mh, (oh/all) right, oh, ah, really and okay,
which were the most common BCs in our corpus.
They were not counted if accompanied by further
speech or when delivered as an answer to a ques-
tion. Other single BCs like wow or good were not
numerous enough in our recordings (less than 20
occurrences in total) to be included in this study.

Head movements coded as visual BCs in this
study were the same as the ones taken into ac-
count in Boholm and Allwood (2010): nods (ver-
tical head movements, including what some dis-
tinguish as jerks), shakes (horizontal head move-
ments) and tilts (head leaning towards shoulder).
To be considered as BCs, head movements had to
be communicative and had to be made by the lis-
tener. Head movements coming immediately after
questions were not treated as BCs since they could
be answers to these questions. The visual category
(178 occ) includes head movements that appeared
as single BCs and did not accompany any speech.

BCs were coded as bimodal (100 occ) when
one of the head movements just described ac-
companied one of the verbal BCs under study.
Head movements accompanying any other stretch
of speech (like short responses or the beginning of
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Speech/Gesture nods shakes tilts none TOTAL
(oh) yeah 49 0 2 69 120
(mh)mh 36 0 0 57 93
(oh/all) right 4 0 1 6 11
oh 1 0 2 38 41
(oh) okay 4 0 0 3 7
ah 1 0 0 7 8
really 0 0 0 9 9
none 142 11 25 0 178
TOTAL 237 11 30 189 467

Table 1: Number of BC occurrences showing the combinations of head movements and speech tokens in
two 30-minute dialogues

a full speech turn) were not taken into consider-
ation, nor were any head movements that would
come immediately after a question by the speaker.
To count as a bimodal BC, the verbal utterance and
the head movement had to be in overlap, which
may have been partial. The most frequent config-
uration is that the verbal utterance, being shorter,
is fully inserted in the gesture unit as in Example
(1) below but we also found examples in which
the verbal utterance started quite late in the ges-
ture unit and continued after the head movement
was completed or vice-versa as in Example (2).

(1) Hairdresser (ENVID, J:E)
1. E: I think she was nicer

2. than the girl I had

3. J: yeah

<-nod->

(2) Best friends (ENVID, J:E)
1. E: I think her best friends

2. are probably us (.)

3. J: yeah

<-nod->

Table 1 provides the number of occurrences of
every possible verbal and visual combination met
in the corpus.

3.2 Backchannel placement

Once all the BCs were coded as verbal, visual and
bimodal, we noted gaze direction before, during
and after BCs in three different ELAN tracks. This
included gaze direction of speaker and listener (the
participant who backchannels). Gaze direction be-
fore and after BCs was considered in the couple of
video frames that immediately preceded and fol-

lowed the BC. Gaze direction during BC produc-
tion was noted as well but any change of gaze di-
rection occurring during the BC was not consid-
ered since it could not have triggered or prevented
it.

We also noted when BCs occurred with respect
to the main speaker’s channel: BCs could occur
while the other participant was still speaking, or
during a pause. Since BCs can be quite long other
possible configurations for their occurrence were:
speech + pause (beginning during the other par-
ticipant’s speech and ending during a following
pause), pause + speech (beginning during a pause
and ending during the start of a new turn by the
other participant) or even speech + pause + speech
for the longer ones (beginning during speech and
being sustained till after speech is resumed by the
other participant after a pause).

Still in terms of placement, we defined the con-
versational topics and subtopics in each dialogue,
adopting the methodology of Grosz and Sidner
(1986). The corpus counted 109 (sub)topics. Their
mean duration was 1 min 63 sec. The shortest
one lasted 9 sec and the longest 6 min 10 sec.
We divided each (sub)topic into three equal parts
to determine the position of each BC as occur-
ring at the beginning (first section), in the middle
(second section) or at the end (last section) of the
(sub)topic.

3.3 Backchannel functions

In a last step, we coded the perceived function
of BCs which could be one of the following: the
continuer function (220 occ) was noted when the
BC did not reveal any particular stance by the lis-
tener and it could be interpreted as “I see what
you mean” or “I understand your viewpoint”. BCs
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were coded as agreements (66 occ) when they ex-
pressed a stance and could be interpreted as “I
agree with what you say”. They were coded as as-
sessments (111 occ) when they conveyed any form
(positive or negative) of judgment or evaluation by
the listener. And they were coded as follow up (70
occ) when they directly followed another BC in
accordance with McCarthy (2003).

Interrater reliability between the authors across
the four backchannel functions for the BCs in one
of the two dialogues (155 BCs) was .56, as mea-
sured by Cohen’s K. Discrepancies in the ratings
were resolved by discussion.

4 Results

To answer our research questions, we used a series
of Generalized Linear Mixed Models (GLMMs)
fit by maximum likelihood estimation using the
R 3.4.0 statistical programming language (R Core
Team, 2012) and the lme4 package (Bates et al.,
2014). Because there was quite a large variation
between speakers and dialogues in the production
of BCs as shown in Table 2, we systematically in-
cluded Speaker and Dialogue as random factors in
the models.

4.1 Gaze-pattern in sequences that contain a
BC

4.1.1 Speaker gaze
We first explored possible interactions among the
three BC types (fixed factor = Type; values = bi-
modal, verbal and visual) and gaze direction of
the main speaker (fixed factor = Gaze towards
co-participant; values = yes; no) before the co-
participant produces a BC. The main effect of gaze
direction was significant for bimodal BCs (β =
1.82, SE = .38, p = .001), as well as for verbal
BCs (β = -1.06, SE = .32, p = .001) and more
marginally for visual BCs (β = -.07, SE = .35, p
= .02). The left hand graph in Figure 1 shows
that the proportion of bimodal BCs produced as
the speaker is gazing at the listener (the one who
produces the BC) is very high (86 %). It is a lit-
tle lower for visual BCs (76 %) and lower still
for verbal BCs (68 %). Yet we can say that all
BC types are generally triggered by speaker gaze
towards listener, their total proportion being well
over 50 %.

Considering possible interactions among the
three BC types (fixed factor = Type; values = bi-
modal, verbal and visual) and gaze direction of

Figure 1: Percentage of speaker/listener gaze to-
wards the other participant before, during and after
the production of bimodal, verbal and visual BCs

the main speaker (fixed factor = Gaze towards
co-participant; values = yes; no) while the co-
participant produces a BC, we found that the main
effect of gaze direction was significant for bimodal
BCs (β = 1.62, SE = .33, p = .001), as well as for
verbal BCs (β = -1.10, SE = .31, p < .001) and
more marginally for visual BCs (β = -.08, SE =
.33, p = .01). As shown in Figure 1, the proportion
of bimodal BCs produced while speaker is gazing
at co-participant remains quite high (84 %), while
it is lower for visual BCs (71 %) and verbal BCs
(63 %).

Lastly, we examined possible interactions
among the three BC types (fixed factor = Type;
values = bimodal, verbal and visual) and gaze di-
rection of the main speaker (fixed factor = Gaze
towards co-participant; values = yes; no) after the
co-participant has produced a BC. We found no
effect of gaze direction for bimodal BCs (β = .12,
SE = .34, p = .7), for visual BCs (β = .09, SE =
.26, p = .7) or verbal BCs (β = .12, SE = .34, p =
.7). The graph in Figure 1 shows that speaker gaze
direction towards co-participant drops to 51 % af-
ter the latter has produced a bimodal BCs. The
proportion of visual and verbal BCs after which
speaker still gazes at co-participant is of the same
order as for bimodal BCs (59 and 51 % respec-
tively).

4.1.2 Listener gaze
We applied a similar GLMM model to listeners
before, during and after they produced BCs (fixed
factor = Gaze towards co-participant; values = yes;
no) to see if there was an interaction with BC type
(fixed factor = Type; values = bimodal, verbal and
visual). We found that the main effect of gaze di-
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Speaker bimodal verbal visual TOTAL
Dial.A: Elena 42 93 78 213
Dial.A: Joey 32 53 6 91
Dial.B: Michelle 21 29 58 108
Dial.B: Zoe 5 14 36 55
TOTAL 100 189 178 467

Table 2: Number of BC types produced by the 4 participants in the two 30-minute dialogues

rection was significant for bimodal BCs (β = 2.16,
SE = .58, p < .001) before listeners backchannel.
There also was an effect of gaze direction before
the production of verbal BCs (β = -.8, SE = .34, p
= .01). There was however no effect of gaze direc-
tion before the production of visual BCs (β = -.07,
SE = .36, p = .8). The right hand side of the graph
in Figure 1 shows that listeners gaze at speakers
86 % of times before the production of bimodal
BCs. Visual BCs are not very different since lis-
teners gaze at speakers 84 % of times before their
production. Verbal BCs have a lower percentage
than the other two types with 76 %.

Considering possible interactions among the
three BC types (fixed factor = Type; values =
bimodal, verbal and visual) and gaze direction
of the listener (fixed factor = Gaze towards co-
participant; values = yes; no) during the produc-
tion of BCs, we found that the main effect of gaze
direction was significant for bimodal BCs (β =
2.56, SE = .63, p = .001), as well as for verbal BCs
(β = -1.31, SE = .39, p = .001) but not for visual
BCs (β = -.30, SE = .41, p = .4). Here again, Fig-
ure 1 shows that listeners gaze at speakers 90 % of
times during the production of bimodal BCs. Vi-
sual BCs are not very different since listeners gaze
at speakers 84 % of times during their production.
Verbal BCs have a lower percentage than the other
two types with 76 %.

Lastly, we explored possible interactions among
the three BC types (fixed factor = Type; values
= bimodal, verbal and visual) and gaze direction
of the listener (fixed factor = Gaze towards co-
participant; values = yes; no) immediately after
the production of BCs. We found no effect of gaze
direction for bimodal BCs (β = .12, SE = .34, p
= .7), for visual BCs (β = .09, SE = .26, p = .7)
or verbal BCs (β = .04, SE = .25, p = .8). As
shown in the graph in Figure 1, gaze direction of
the listener towards co-participant drops to 74 %
of times before the production of a bimodal BC,
and almost reaches the proportion of gaze direc-

tion towards co-participant before the production
of verbal BCs (71 %). Interestingly, gaze towards
co-participant after the production of visual BCs
is sustained at 84 %.

4.1.3 Mutual gaze
The models built so far told us about gaze direction
of speaker and listener before, during and after BC
production but we also wanted to know if there is
an interaction among the three BC types (fixed fac-
tor = Type; values = bimodal, verbal and visual)
and mutual gaze of both participants throughout
the whole sequence (fixed factor = Mutual gaze;
values = yes; no) so as to know if gaze is more of-
ten sustained by speakers and listeners in some BC
types as compared with others. There was a sig-
nificant main effect of mutual gaze on BC type for
visual BCs (β = .57, SE = .26, p = .03) for which
gaze towards the other participant is generally sus-
tained throughout the whole sequence. There was
also a significant main effect of mutual gaze on
BC type for bimodal BCs (β = -.84, SE = .21, p
< .001) for which mutual gaze is less sustained
throughout the whole sequence. There was no ef-
fect of mutual gaze on BC type for verbal BCs (β
= .08, SE = .26, p = .7).

4.2 BC occurrence within a main speaker’s
turn (overlap)

We then explored possible interactions among the
three BC types (fixed factor = Type; values = bi-
modal, verbal and visual) and their occurrence
within the main speaker’s turn (fixed factor =
Overlap; values = pause; pause-speech; speech;
speech-pause; speech-pause-speech). The main
effect of overlap was significant for bimodal BCs
(β = 1.62, SE = .36, p = .001), as well as for ver-
bal BCs (β = -1.88, SE = .31, p = .001) and visual
BCs (β = 1.06, SE = .40, p = .008).

Figure 2 shows where verbal, bimodal and vi-
sual BCs occur with respect to the main speaker’s
turn. Whereas verbal BCs occur for a large
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Figure 2: Distribution of verbal, visual and bi-
modal BCs with respect to the main speaker’s turn

majority during a pause of the main speaker, a
higher percentage of visual BCs overlap the main
speaker’s speech and bimodal BCs show a very
evenly distributed proportion of each type of over-
lap, which means they may occur equally during
speech or during pauses.

The difference in distribution of the three BCs
may be explained by a difference in duration of
verbal, visual and bimodal BCs, as represented in
Figure 3. The main effect of duration was signif-
icant for bimodal BCs (β = 6.95, SE = .11, p =
.001, mean duration = 1174.7 ms), as well as for
verbal BCs (β = -.93, SE = .07, p = .001, mean du-
ration = 479.5 ms) and more marginally for visual
BCs (β = -.13, SE = .05, p = .01, mean duration =
929.6 ms).

Figure 3: Duration (in ms) of bimodal, verbal and
visual BCs

4.3 BC occurrence within discourse units

We first explored possible interactions among the
three BC types (fixed factor = Type; values = bi-
modal, verbal and visual) and their position within
discourse units (fixed factor = Position; values =
beginning, middle, end). The main effect of type
was significant for position (β = 1.19, SE = .33, p
< .001) with bimodal BCs occurring more often
at the beginning of the discourse topic than other
BCs. The middle position showed no significant
interaction with BC type (β = .19, SE = .29, p =
.50). There wasn’t any significant effect of the end
position and BC type either (β = 17, SE = .28, p =
.52).

In a second step, we also tested a possible in-
teraction between unimodal (mh)mh, (oh)yeah and
nod and BC position within discourse units (fixed
factor = Position; values = beginning, middle,
end). The main effect of position was significant
for (oh) yeah which occurs slightly less often in
the middle of (sub)topics than the other BCs (β =
1.59, SE = .47, p < .001) but there was no effect
of position on (mh)mh (β = -.23, SE = .43, p =
.59) or nod (β = -.19, SE = .36, p = .58). Look-
ing at single nods themselves, we found that 33
occurred at the beginning of a (sub)topic, while 52
and 53 occurred in the middle and at the end of
discourse (sub)topics respectively so that they are
quite evenly distributed among the three positions.

4.4 BC functions

We then tested possible interactions among the
three BC types (fixed factor = Type; values =
bimodal, verbal and visual) and their functions
(fixed factor = Function; values = agreement, as-
sessment, continuer, follow up). The main effect
of function was significant for bimodal BCs (β =
.98, SE = .26, p < .001), as well as for verbal BCs
(β = 1, SE = .31, p = .001) and visual BCs (β =
1.28, SE = .34, p < .001).

Figure 4 shows the distribution of functions for
each type of BC and reveals that whereas visual
BCs are more often classified as continuers than
the others, bimodal BCs have an agreement func-
tion more often than the other two types of BCs
and verbal BCs are more frequently used to ex-
press assessment or follow up than the other two
BC types.

Finally, we tested whether there was a pos-
sible interaction between the functions of BCs
(fixed factor = Function; values = agreement, as-
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Figure 4: Distribution of functions (agreement, as-
sessment, continuer, follow up) in verbal, bimodal
and visual BCs

sessment, continuer, follow up) and their position
within the discourse unit (fixed factor = Position;
values = beginning, middle, end). The main effect
of position was significant for BCs used to mark
agreement (β = 1.26, SE = .30, p = .001) as they
appear preferentially at the end of the discourse
topic. We cannot say however that continuers are
distinguished in a significant way from other BCs
in terms of placement in the discourse unit and
they do not occur significantly earlier than other
BCs (β = -.25, SE = .33, p = .43). Lastly, follow
ups do not occur later in the discourse topic than
other BCs as we might also have expected (β =
-.02, SE = .40, p = .95).

5 Discussion

In terms of placement, we have shown that mu-
tual gaze is a strong condition for the production
of a BC whatever its type which confirms previous
results (Hjalmarsson and Oertel, 2011; Poppe et
al., 2011), it also confirms previous findings show-
ing that the condition is stronger for visual and bi-
modal BCs than for verbal BCs (Bertrand et al.,
2007). We add to this that there is a difference
not only in the context immediately preceding the
BC, but also in the fact that for visual BCs, mu-
tual gaze is more often sustained throughout the
whole sequence that contains a BC than for ver-
bal BCs, whereas for bimodal BCs, mutual is less
sustained throughout the sequence with a drop of
gaze towards co-participant immediately after the
production of a BC.

With respect to the main speaker’s turn, we re-
fine previous results. We concur with Truong et al.
(2011) that verbal BCs are preferably used during
pauses whereas BCs with a visual component, be-
ing less disruptive, are more likely to occur during
speech. However, graphs show that whereas bi-
modal BCs may occur anywhere within the main
speaker’s turn, unimodal visual BCs are preferen-
tially produced during speech. That bimodal BCs
may occur in overlap with speech although they
contain a verbal element can be explained by the
fact that they are not just simply a superposition of
a verbal and a visual BC, but they are also longer
than unimodal visual BCs. Their greater length
can be explained by the fact that the head move-
ment itself is longer in a bimodal BC than in a vi-
sual BC: the listener initiates a head movement,
most of the time during speech, and while sustain-
ing that head movement, adds a verbal token when
there is a pause in the main speaker’s turn.

Our study did not confirm that nods are pref-
erentially placed in mid-telling position (Stivers,
2008) or that (oh) yeah would be preferred over
mhmh at the end of a topic (Jefferson, 1983). In
our corpus, (mh) mh and nods were evenly dis-
tributed at the beginning, in the middle and at
the end of (sub)topics, whereas (oh) yeah occurs
less in the middle section of the (sub)topic. The
only constraint we found concerning the place-
ment within a discourse (sub)topic concerns bi-
modal BCs which tend to occur more at the be-
ginning than in the middle or at the end. A pos-
sible explanation for these differences is that both
Stivers and Jefferson examined the occurrence of
BCs within narrative parts of speech whereas our
study did not distinguish between different dis-
course types. If there is a constraint in BC place-
ment in narrative, this may not hold for non-
narrative parts of speech. Bertrand and Espesser
(2017) have also shown that listeners tend to pro-
duce more complex BCs as narrative delivery is
unfolding in time. The simple BCs considered in
the present study may therefore not be constrained
by placement.

We did however find differences among the
three types of BCs concerning their function as hy-
pothesized by Wlodarczak et al. (2012), although
perhaps not the differences one would have ex-
pected. Our intuitive idea was that a bimodal BC
would have more communicative weight than a
unimodal one and would therefore be more likely
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to express agreement and assessment, i.e. be a
marker of affiliation (Stivers, 2008), than a uni-
modal BC. Our results show that this is only partly
true and that BCs are more specialized than this.
Visual BCs are in a large majority used as contin-
uers, which is in perfect agreement with our find-
ings that, being less disruptive, they are also more
often produced in overlap with the main speaker’s
turn. Bimodal BCs are more often used than uni-
modal BCs to express agreement. Yet, assessment
is more often expressed with the use of verbal
BCs. This is explained by the fact that verbal BCs
are more varied than visual ones and tokens like
all right or really for instance are more likely to
express assessment in their semantic content than
nods. Another reason for this is that verbal BCs
are modulated by intonation contours, which is not
the case of visual BCs. One should enquire further
however why bimodal BCs, which contain a ver-
bal component (and therefore a possibility of in-
tonation modulation), are not used more often to
express assessment than verbal BCs.

Finally, we found that although BC types are
not constrained in placement within discourse
(sub)topics as they are quite multifunctional as
shown in Figure 4, we did find a link between
the functions of BCs and their placement within
a discourse unit. Contrary to what we expected,
the least affiliative BCs (continuers) do not oc-
cur earlier in a discourse unit than more affilia-
tive BCs like assessments. However, BCs marking
agreement occur later, namely when the listener
has sufficient information to be able to express a
stance. Follow up BCs do not occur later in the
(sub)topic than agreements and assessments which
means they are not used as end-of-topic markers,
probably because their domain is the speech turn
rather than a larger discourse unit, as suggested by
McCarthy (2003) who also calls them “third-turn
receipts”.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a study of BCs in con-
versational English, based on a corpus of two 30-
minute dialogues. Most studies so far have de-
scribed verbal and visual BCs, and very little re-
search has been conducted on bimodal BCs in a
comparative perspective. Our aim was to estab-
lish if there are differences between verbal ((oh)
yeah, mhmh, etc.), visual (nod, tilt, shake) and bi-
modal BCs both in terms of placement in the main

speaker’s turn or within the discourse (sub)topics
and in terms of their function.

Our main findings were that whereas mutual
gaze between participants strongly favors the pro-
duction of a BC, mutual gaze is more often sus-
tained during and after visual BCs than during and
after verbal and bimodal ones. There is also a clear
distinction between verbal and visual BCs con-
cerning their placement within the main speaker’s
turn. Whereas verbal BCs occur preferentially
during pauses, visual BCs occur mostly during
speech. Bimodal BCs show no such restriction and
occur both during speech and pauses. The expla-
nation for this is that they are much longer than
the other two types of BC. The only difference
we found concerning placement within a discourse
topic is that bimodal BCs occur earlier in the
(sub)topic than the other two types. Considering
their functions, we found that visual BCs are more
often used as continuers. Bimodal BCs are more
often used as agreement tokens than the other two
types and verbal BCs are more often used as as-
sessments than the other two. Finally, we found
that there is a correlation between one function
played by BCs and BC position within a dis-
course (sub)topic. More affiliative BCs marking
agreement occur later in the discourse (sub)topic,
namely when the listener has sufficient informa-
tion to be able to express a stance, but contrary to
expectation, the least affiliative BCs (continuers)
do not occur earlier in a discourse unit than more
affiliative BCs marking agreement or assessment.

These results are very encouraging but the cor-
pus is still limited in length with only 467 BCs
considered. Future research could not only en-
large the corpus, but also vary the type of inter-
action to give a fuller picture of BCs. If these pre-
liminary results were to be confirmed, this could
be a tremendous asset for research on human-
machine communication and the development of
virtual agents.
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Abstract

This paper presents some novel prop-
erties of the so-called Negative Wh-
Construction. It is argued here that not all
wh-phrases participating in the construc-
tion can be analyzed the same. Namely,
since when-questions can target some as-
pect of the previous speech act, and not
necessarily the propositional content con-
veyed by it, as opposed to Negative Wh-
Constructions with where. It is pro-
posed that since when-questions operate
on a meta-conversational level, expressing
a question about the common ground.

1 Introduction: The Negative
Wh-Construction

The Negative Wh-Construction (NWHC) is a spe-
cial question type: by its form it is a wh-
interrogative, but it serves as a denial to some pre-
vious utterance.

(1) A: John is a vegetarian.
B: Since whén is John a vegetarian?

Since when in B’s reaction bears emphatic stress
and the utterance expresses that B does not be-
lieve the proposition ‘John is a vegetarian’. Wh-
questions expressing such a denial have been ob-
served in a variety of unrelated languages, such as
Malay, Gungbe, Hebrew, Slovenian, Kannada and
Bengali, among others (Cheung, 2008).

Languages differ in the subset of wh-words
they allow to participate in a NWHC, and besides
since when, counterparts of where, when and how,
among others, have been attested. The following
are Cheung’s examples.

(2) a. Cantonese

Koei
he

bindou
where

jau
have

hai
be.at

toushugun
library

sik
eat

je
thing

aa3?!
Q

‘No way did he eat anything in the li-
brary.’

b. Korean
{Eti/Ettehkey}
{where/how}

John-i
John-NOM

60
60

sal
year.old

i-ni?!
be-Q

‘No way is John 60 years old.’
c. Spanish

De
of

dónde
where

va
goes

a
to

tener
have

60
60

años?!
years

‘No way is he 60 years old.’
(Cheung, 2009, p. 298)

The wh-words in NWHCs have been analyzed
as “surrogates” for conversational backgrounds.

(3) What is the proposition q such that in view
of q, p? (Cheung, 2009, p. 313)

By uttering a NWHC, the set of propositions q
ranges over a set of propositions contextually rel-
evant to or compatible with the evaluation world
w. This interpretation makes NWHCs equivalent
to descriptive negation (Horn, 1985), thus the at-
issue meaning of since when p? is ¬p. Crucially,
Cheung claims that there is no difference between
NWHCs using different wh-words, they all are
interpreted the same way. The at-issue mean-
ing is accompanied by two conversational implica-
tures, the Conflicting View Condition (Speaker be-
lieves that Addressee holds an opposing view) and
the Mis-Conclusion Condition (Speaker believes
that Addressee has come to the wrong conclusion)
(Cheung, 2009).

This paper challenges Cheung’s analysis: since
when-questions, at least in the languages looked
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at, behave differently from where-questions,
as they do not necessarily express a proposi-
tional negation but seem to express a meta-
conversational move instead.

Example (4) challenges Cheung’s analysis
which would predict that (4B) convey the proposi-
tion ‘you don’t use the tu-form with me’, which is
far from reality.

(4) A: [utterance in tu-form]
B: Ma da quando mi dai del tu? (Italian)
‘Since when do you use the tu-form with
me?’

NWHCs with since when have uses that do not
involve negation but express merely surprise or
disapproval. Also, since when-questions can tar-
get enthymemes more readily than NWHCs with
where, in languages that can use both question
words in NWHCs. These two uses suggest that
instead of a propositional negation analysis, it
is more advantageous to assume that by a since
when-question, the Speaker asks for further evi-
dence before grounding the proposition under dis-
cussion.

The present paper argues for the following:
since when-questions differ from where-questions,
contrarily to what Cheung claims, and a NWHC
with since when expresses a question about the
common ground, asking ‘Since when is it part of
our common ground that p?’. Section 2 presents
supporting arguments for the claim that since
when-questions are meta-conversational moves, in
section 3, the context is defined and the denota-
tion of since when is given, in section 4, since
when- and where-questions are compared in terms
of commitments, section 5 presents typical follow-
ups, and section 6, the conclusion.

2 Meta-conversational since when

The present paper argues for the idea that since
when-questions are actually questions about the
common ground, which is not incompatible with
how Büring views since when-questions or as he
calls them, “since when-attacks” (Büring, 2012).
Thus (1B) can be paraphrased as follows: ‘Since
when is it part of our common ground that John
is a vegetarian?’ Such moves initiate a revision of
the common ground of the interlocutors because
of a mismatch in the interlocutors’ dialogue game-
boards, which are their version of the common
ground (Ginzburg, 2012).

Ginzburg (1997) calls our attention to the fact
that any utterance, like other spatio-temporally lo-
cated entities, can be the object of description or
wondering. Furthermore, dialogues are in large
part made up of activities that actually relate to the
conversation itself, an example of which is clari-
fication. His observations support the picture of
NWHCs with since when presented here and the
idea of them being meta-conversational moves.

Also, speakers of different languages have re-
ported that since when-questions do not necessar-
ily express a full rejection of the proposition ex-
pressed by the preceding utterance. That is, a since
when-question signals that the profferred proposi-
tion cannot be accepted into the common ground
as it is, in other words, it cannot be grounded
(Clark, 1996), until more evidence is provided.
This intuition seems right in light of the facts pre-
sented in the following subsections.

2.1 Special uses of since when

There are at least two uses of since when that do
not fit into the picture Cheung gives about the
NWHC.

2.1.1 Targeting enthymemes
Consider the following examples. In neither of
them does the since when-question directly reject
the proposition p expressed by A’s utterance, but
something that is contextually entailed by it, q:
‘sources are always reliable’ or ‘John likes study-
ing, because he started a university program’, re-
spectively.

(5) CR: ...and there are scurrilous rumors
about many members, mainly spread by
this man who publishes this magazine
Hustler. No one wants to use him as a re-
liable source, heaven knows, but it’s got
members very concerned.
PJ: Since when, in this particular year,
were sources always necessarily reliable?
(COCA 19991212)1

(6) A: John has started a university program.
B: Since when does John like studying?

In both examples, the reacting move does not
express propositional or descriptive negation of
the proposition expressed by the latest move;
rather, it challenges or negates the enthymeme,

1Corpus of Contemporary American English,
www.corpus.byu.edu
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and thereby is a request to provide more evidence
so that p could be grounded.

B’s response in (6) exemplifies a case in which
the interlocutors rely on the notion of enthymemes,
which are arguments that are not spelled out in a
discourse but on which discourse participants can
rely on to make sense of the conversational moves.
Aristotle pointed out the importance of building
on common beliefs and opinions when address-
ing a crowd, a point that has been brought to
our attention again in recent works on the micro-
rhetorical analysis of dialogues (Breitholtz and
Cooper, 2011; Breitholtz, 2014). The interlocu-
tors understand (7a) because they rely on the en-
thymeme (7b).

(7) a. Oh! I’m invited to a wedding that
night. But the bride is pregnant so I
might drop by in the wee hours!

b. Because the bride is pregnant, the
speaker will be able to drop by the
birthday party. (Breitholtz, 2014)

The enthymemes targeted by since when-
questions are thus considered true by CR in (5)
and A in (6) but false by the utterer of the
since when-question. Targeting enthymemes is
not a unique property of meta-conversational since
when-questions, why-questions can also do so
(Schlöder et al., 2016), just as polar questions and
rising declaratives.

What is important here is that since when-
questions differ from where-questions as they can
more readily target enthymemes than NWHCs
with where, which is shown by languages that use
both since when and where, like Hungarian and
Italian.

(8) A: John has started a university program.
B’s reply:

a. Hungarian

Mióta
since-when

szeret
likes

John
John

tanulni?
studying

‘Since when does John like studying?’

b. #Hol
where

szeret
likes

John
John

tanulni?
learn

Lit.: ‘Where does John like studying?’

c. Italian

Da
since

quando
when

John
John

ama
likes

studiare?
studying

‘Since when does John like studying?’

d. #Ma
but

dove
where

John
John

ama
likes

studiare?’
studying

Lit.: ‘Where does John like studying?’

NWHCs with where seem to have an echo-
condition, and so they are more restricted in what
they can target. Both where and since when can
express a descriptive negation of the proposition
expressed by the latest move, but since when al-
lows for a weaker rejection by questioning the en-
thymeme on which that proposition is based. Che-
ung’s analysis leaves no room for that.

2.1.2 Targeting the register
Another use of NWHCs with since when that does
not echo and negate the proposition expressed by
the latest move is the one that targets the register
of the previous utterance. The examples in (9) are
uttered by a Speaker who was addressed in the tu-
form instead of the vous-form, a fact that made
him upset. B’s utterance expresses a scold, and
could be paraphrased as ‘you should not use the
tu-form with me’.

(9) A: [utterance in tu-form]
B’s reaction:
a. Mióta tegezel? (Hungarian)
b. Ma da quando mi dai del tu? (Italian)
c. Enjey-pwuthe neka nahanthey pan-

malhani? (Korean)
d. S kakix eto por chto vy obrash’aetes’

so mnoj na ty?
‘Since when are you using the tu-form
(informal style) with me?’

Such utterances do not fit into Cheung’s pic-
ture of NWHCs either. The way he represents the
meaning of NWHCs, they have to reject the propo-
sitional content of the previous utterance; how-
ever it looks like different aspects of an utterance
can be targeted. These scolding NWHCs need the
same discourse-related conditions in order to be
felicitously used: there should be a previous utter-
ance, thus they cannot be uttered out of the blue,
the Speaker’s and Addressee’s views on the issue
should be in conflict and Speaker must think that
the Addressee is wrong. The difference is that in-
stead of the issue being the truth of a proposition
p, in this case it is the register of the utterance.

Crucially, not all wh-words that can be used
in NWHCs can target the register of the previous
utterance directly, in the languages looked at, it
looks like where cannot do the same.
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(10) a. Te
you

hol
where

tegezel?
use.tu.form

(Hungarian)

b. Ne
you

eti-ka
where-NOM

na-hanthey
I-to

panmalha-ni?
use.tu.form-Q

(Korean)

‘Where are you using the tu-form (in-
formal style) with me?’

B’s utterance in (10) could only receive an inter-
pretation of ‘you don’t use the tu-form with me’,
and such an utterance would only be felicitous if
A’s utterance expressed the proposition ‘I use the
tu-form with you’. In this case, however, the de-
nial happens no longer on the meta-conversational
level of register but on the propositional level.
NWHCs with since when have no such require-
ments on the propositional content of the preced-
ing utterance that they target. Such moves can also
be made by why-questions (Schlöder et al., 2016),
polar questions and rising declaratives.

In sum, these two special uses show that meta-
conversational since when-questions, as opposed
to where-questions, express a move that is weaker
than rejection, a move that is closer to conversa-
tional backoff (Rawlins, 2010), which can hap-
pen at a propositional level, questioning the truth
of the enthymeme under discussion, or at a non-
propositional level, targeting the register of the
preceding utterance.

2.2 Syntactic markedness

The claim that since when-questions are meta-
conversational moves gets further support from
facts about the syntax of NWHCs. Most of these
facts have also been observed by Cheung, al-
though he used them to support his propositional
negation analysis. Here, these observations are
used as arguments for the claim that since when-
questions are meta-conversational moves.

2.2.1 Cooccurring answers
The constituent that in a genuine question would
serve as an answer to the wh-phrase can cooccur in
the same question, as in (11), a property observed
by Cheung.

(11) Since when has he been working at UCLA
since 2000? (Cheung, 2009, (8))

2.2.2 Temporal properties of the predicate
Another similar property comes from the unex-
pected compatibility can be observed between the

temporal properties of the event predicate in the
wh-phrase.

(12) Italian

Da
since

quando
when

ha
has

deciso
decided

di
to

votare
vote

per
for

lui?
him

Lit.: ‘Since when did he decide to vote for
him?’

(13) Russian

S kakix por
since when

ty
you

stala
became

l’ubit’el’nicej
fan

xokkeja?
of.hockey

‘Since when did you become a hockey
fan?’ (RNC)2

Neither decide to vote for him nor become a fan
of hockey can be modified by timespan adverbials,
which is why since when, in a genuine question,
cannot be used with these predicates. Yet what we
see is that in a NWHC with since when, they do
not make the sentence ungrammatical.

2.2.3 Syntactic restrictions
If NWHCs having since when are questions asked
about the common ground, we expect that they
pertain to the realm of discourse-related syntac-
tic projections in the left periphery. Indeed, this
is what we find in the case of NWHCs, as it
has also been observed by Cheung (2008): even
wh-in-situ languages allow less positions for wh-
phrases in NWHCs than in genuine questions, and
the allowed positions are always the leftmost ones.
Also, discourse-related syntactic projections are
high enough not to be able to embed, and this
property also seems to hold of NWHCs in general
and cross-linguistically (Cheung, 2008).

2.3 Summary
In sum, since when expresses a question about the
common ground, because the Speaker of it has rea-
son to believe they have opposing beliefs on the
proposition in question. This proposition, how-
ever, need not be the one expressed by the latest
move, it can be one that serves as an enthymeme
in it, or it can be a non-propositional aspect of that
utterance, such as its register. The claim that since
when does not operate on the propositional level,
and so it is a non-canonical question, is supported
by the fact that it is syntactically marked.

2Russian National Corpus, www.ruscorpora.ru
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3 The semantics of since when

The way Farkas and Roelofsen (2017) define the
context is a suitable starting point for the context
relevant for NWHCs: it consists of a set of partici-
pants, of the table, containing all the raised and yet
unresolved issues (Farkas and Bruce, 2010), and
the set of commitments, mapping each participant
to all propositions they are publicly committed to.

(14) Model of context:
〈participants, table, commitments〉
(Farkas and Roelofsen, 2017)

Ginzburg calls our attention to the fact that ut-
terances do not only contribute propositional con-
tent to the common ground, but different aspects
(if noted by the interlocutors) could also become
part of it, even formal properties such as phonol-
ogy or word order. Whenever the common ground
is updated with a proposition, it is also updated
with the meta-level properties of the utterance that
conveyed that proposition. He dubs this phe-
nomenon the ‘rich but graded update’ of the com-
mon ground (Ginzburg, 2012, p. 27). By assump-
tion, these metacommunicative properties come in
the form of propositions. Thus, upon grounding
a proposition conveyed by an utterance in a dia-
logue, the common ground gets updated with the
propositional content, but also with propositions
about the syntactic form, the style, the phonologi-
cal form, the time and place of the utterance, and
the time of its grounding.

Ginzburg’s insight on the ‘rich but graded up-
date of the common ground’ is relevant because it
grasps the difference between NWHCs with where
and since when. While where-NWHCs target the
propositional content of the latest move, that is,
of an issue that is on the table, and they negate it,
since when-NWHCs can target any proposition re-
lating to p that in case of grounding p would be
added to the common ground.

Each conversation can be described as a se-
quence of states of the common ground, and these
states can be located in time. Each change made
on the common ground, the addition or elimi-
nation of a proposition, can be associated with
a timepoint, so common ground states can be
mapped onto a timeline, an idea in line with how
Ginzburg (2012) pictures the dialogue, namely as
having step-by-step representations of momentary
belief-sets, as many at a time as many discourse
participants there are, a representation similar to

the representation of a chess game.
Since when, in its literal sense ranges over

times: the idea is that in its meta-conversational
use as a NWHC, it could target the timeline of
the developing common ground. Each grounded
proposition g(p) is associated with a meta-level
proposition ‘g(p) was grounded at t’. Assuming
that since when has such a meta-discoursive func-
tion, it could be paraphrased as indicated:

(15) ‘Since when is it (or should it have been)
part of our common ground that p?’

A NWHC with since when looks for the propo-
sition q such that it expresses that p was grounded
at time t if p was in the common ground.

(16) Jsince when pK =
{q: ∃t ∈ TAB s.t. q = ˆ(t = τ (g(p)))}

Regardless of whether a proposition p has en-
tered the common ground as an issue from the
table that got resolved or as a meta-discoursive
proposition that was never pronounced, if it is
part of the common ground, it must have been
grounded (g(p)) and so it can be mapped onto the
timeline TAB by the function τ .

When a since when-question targets an en-
thymeme, the time is searched for, when the en-
thymeme q was grounded. The case when since
when targets the register of the previous utterance,
the Hamblin-set will consist of propositions that
are grounded in the interlocutors’ common ground
and express that B allows A to use the tu-form.
This is shown by an Italian example, a language
that has the tu/vous distinction.

(17) p: Ti ho chiamato ieri.
‘I called you yesterday’
a. q1: p is uttered in a café
b. q2: p is uttered in Italian
c. q3: p is uttered in the tu-form
d. etc.

Before grounding it, the Addressee considers
p and the set of propositions q expressing meta-
discoursive properties of the utterance conveying
p. The event of allowing someone to use the
tu-form at a time t preceding the utterance time
should be present in the common ground as a
proposition, belonging to an earlier stratum of the
common ground (Clark, 1996). The Speaker of the
since when-question believes this is not the case.
In this case, the truth of p itself is not threatened
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at all. However, by (9b, a new subinquiry is ini-
tiated about q3, the time of the grounding of the
event that licenses the use of the tu-form, so that it
becomes the latest move, taking priority over any
question under discussion brought up previously
(Farkas and Bruce, 2010; Roberts, 2012).

In sum, NWHCs with since when differ from
NWHCs with where in that they can target a dif-
ferent set of propositions: where-questions tar-
get a proposition from the table, but since when-
questions are not restricted to the table. Also,
where-questions express propositional negation
while since when-questions ask about the time of
the grounding event of the proposition under dis-
cussion.

4 A speech act on the common ground

The proposal to defend in this paper is thus the fol-
lowing: since when-questions are marked moves
that can target some aspect of the speech act that
precedes them (the latest move) in the conversa-
tion. Similarly to metalinguistic negation utter-
ances, this can happen “on any grounds whatever”
(Horn, 1985). Since discourse participants can
talk about the common ground, they can also talk
about non-propositional aspects of the utterances
it is built up of, an example of this is acknowl-
edgement, by which the Addressee signals that she
has noticed the speech act and possibly the content
conveyed by it (Ginzburg, 2012).

Since when-questions initiate a revision of the
common ground. Such a move needs a good
enough reason, according to the following princi-
ple:

(18) Principle of Economy
Do not use a meta-conversational move
unless necessary (to resolve epistemic
conflict or to ensure Quality).
(Romero and Han, 2004, p. 629)

Cheung’s formulation of the discourse-related
constraints of using NWHCs (the Conflicting
View Condition and the Mis-Conclusion Condi-
tion) describe a situation in which the discourse
participants have opposing beliefs: this is exactly
a case that the Principle of Economy lets through.

4.1 NWHCs in terms of commitments

Any utterance expressing the proposition p repre-
sents a proposal made to the other interlocutors to
assume p into their common ground. The proposal

nature of assertions has been emphasized by many
(Clark, 1996; Farkas and Bruce, 2010; Roberts,
2012; Ginzburg, 1997). At the same time, an
assertion commits its Speaker to the truth of the
proposition in question (Gunlogson, 2001; Krifka,
2017).

Krifka (2017) offers an analysis of speech acts
that makes reference to commitment states. In his
view, speech acts create commitments that get as-
sociated with interlocutors of the discourse, and
each stage of a conversation can be represented
by a current commitment state c, which is the set
of commitments associated with the interlocutors.
Speech acts are thus functions from commitment
states to commitment states. An assertion com-
mits its Speaker to its truth so that the Speaker can
be held accountable for it as long as she does not
change her commitment. But this is not the only
move an assertion makes; an assertion also invites
the Addressee to integrate the proposition p ex-
pressed by that assertion into the common ground.
The two moves can be represented as follows:

(19) a. [S:p] = Speaker S commits to proposi-
tion p

b. [p ∈ cg] = Proposition p is to be ad-
mitted into the common ground cg
(After Krifka 2017)

Every commitment state is associated with the
corresponding state of the common ground. To
model admissible continuations of commitment
states, Krifka uses the notion of commitment
space. A commitment space is a set of commit-
ment states that originate from the same root com-
mitment state

√
C. These commitment states in

the commitment space are all possible continua-
tions of the root commitment state.

Table 1: Update of commitment space C with
speech act A (Krifka 2017, Fig. 2)
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4.1.1 Since when in the commitment space
There are three components in play in a since
when-question: the non-acceptance of the latest
move, a request from the Speaker to provide ev-
idence for p so that it could become grounded and
thirdly, the expression of doubt that the Addressee
will manage to come up with such evidence.

(20) Since when expresses
a. the non-acceptance of the latest move,

[p ∈ cg]
b. a request for evidence that p is part of

cg

c. the Speaker’s doubt about Addressee’s
providing that evidence

As for the first component, non-acceptance of
p, it is expressed by the lack of an acceptance
move by the Speaker of the since when-question,
ACCEPTS(p). The non-acceptance of the speech
act itself does not imply the rejection of the propo-
sitional content contributed by it. However, there
is room for the proposition itself to be rejected by
such a move as well.

As for the second component of the meaning of
meta-conversational since when, the operator RE-
QUEST could be used, which requests commit-
ments from discourse participants. Krifka demon-
strates its use with Rising Declaratives, which, ac-
cording to Gunlogson (2001), are assertions with
a rising boundary tone expressing that the Speaker
attributes a commitment to the Addressee. By the
Rising Declarative ‘Shoplifting’s fun?’, S invites
A to commit himself to the proposition ‘shoplift-
ing is fun’ by updating the latest commitment
space with a commitment state that contains this
speech act.

Although a since when-question expresses a re-
quest as well, instead of REQUEST, its special
version, I-REQUEST is used. Beside the function
of a regular REQUEST operator, I(mplicature)-
REQUEST also conveys he conventional implica-
ture consisting of the Speaker’s doubt that the Ad-
dressee will be able to come up with a congruent
answer.

Krifka shows its use by a Negated Polarity
Question that has an incredulous intonation.

(21) Isn’t there a vegetarian restaurant around
here?!
〈..., C〉 + I-REQUESTS,A (ASSERTA,S

(‘there is a vegetarian restaurant around

here’)) =
= 〈..., C〉 + ¬ASSERTA,S(‘there is a veg-
etarian restaurant around here’) =
= 〈..., C〉 + ¬[A:p]
Following (Krifka, 2017, (62))

The I-REQUEST operator hosts the Speaker’s
negative bias towards p as a conventional impli-
cature. At the same time, I-REQUEST still re-
quests a move from the Addressee by to further
commit himself to p by presenting evidence for
p, namely to tell when p was grounded. The
content of I-REQUEST is conveyed by prosodic
means. I-REQUEST carries both the second and
the third meaning components of what since when
expresses, (20b) and (20c).

I argue that just like in (21), where the incredu-
lous intonation marks the conventional implicature
of the Speaker’s disbelief, a NWHC introduces the
same conventional implicature by the tune with a
falling contour and by the emphatic stress on the
wh-phrase. It has been shown that intonation and
stress properties can influence the interpretation of
sentences in significant ways, even if no one-to-
one correspondence can be established between
prosody and meaning (Gunlogson, 2001; Asher
and Reese, 2007; Krifka, 2017; Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg, 1990; Banuazizi and Creswell, 1999).

A NWHC with since when thus expresses the
following:

(22) Since whén is John a vegetarian?
〈..., C〉 + I-REQUESTS,A (ASSERTA,S

(the time t such that ‘John is a vegetarian’
is grounded))
= 〈..., C〉 + ¬ASSERTA,S(t such that ‘John
is a vegetarian’ is grounded in t)
= 〈..., C〉 + ¬[A: t such that ‘John is a veg-
etarian’ is grounded]

In words, what happens upon uttering a since
when-question is that the Speaker does not accept
the latest move, which is an invitation to the in-
terlocutors to admit that John is a vegetarian into
the common ground. This is shown by the lack
of any acceptance moves. Also, by the phonolog-
ical properties mentioned above, the since when-
question becomes even more marked. Recall that
since when-questions are marked already as far
as their syntactic properties are concerned. Sig-
nalling non-acceptance of a previous assertion is
expected to be marked (Farkas and Bruce, 2010;
Farkas and Roelofsen, 2017).
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Since when asks for a time t pertaining to the
timeline of the common ground such that John
is a vegetarian is grounded in t. In other words:
the Speaker expresses the question: ‘When did we
agree that John is a vegetarian became part of our
common ground?’. From the question, the inter-
locutor can infer that it is not part of the common
ground, because if it were, the question would not
arise. Also, the boundary tone L% and the em-
phatic stress on the wh-phrase contributes the con-
ventional implicature conveying that the Speaker
does not believe the proposition in question is true,
so it conveys that the Addressee will not be able to
present a congruent answer to her question3.

By the move I-REQUEST, the role of into-
nation is included in the representation of since
when’s function. Although the present study did
not aim to characterize the prosody of NWHCs,
some phonological properties are salient enough
to be considered as cues on which other interlocu-
tors can rely on. These properties include the em-
phatic stress on the wh-phrase and the falling into-
nation or low boundary tone. The Speaker makes
use of intonation to convey “how S[peaker] in-
tends that H[earer] interpret an intonational phrase
with respect to 1) what H already believes to be
mutually believed and 2) what S intends to make
mutually believed as a result of subsequent utter-
ances” (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990).

4.1.2 Where in the commitment space

Unlike since when, NWHCs with where actually
reject the latest move [p ∈ cg], and they also seem
to add the commitment [S:¬p] and [¬p ∈ cg],
which reflects Cheung’s description of NWHCs
as expressing descriptive negation. Cheung’s de-
scription of NWHCs corresponds to adding the
elements [S:¬p] and [¬p ∈ cg]. This difference
can explain why since when but not where can
target different aspects of an utterance and not
necessarily the proposition expressed by it. As a
NWHC with where expresses a rejection of the lat-
est move, commits its Speaker to ¬p and adds the
invitation to admit ¬p to the common ground, the
corresponding commitment state will contain ¬p.
This is in conflict with the interlocutor’s belief p,
that causes a crisis in the conversation (Farkas and

3Whether a proposition is true and whether it is part of
the common ground are not the same thing; but by assump-
tion, if an interlocutor does not consider a proposition as part
of the common ground, it is because that proposition is not
considered true.

Bruce, 2010).
NWHCs with since when are moves of com-

mon ground management (Krifka, 2008), that is,
they do not change the common ground (they do
not add factual information to it) but merely im-
pose restrictions on the interlocutors on the future
continuations of the conversation. NWHCs with
where do change the common ground as they do
add new commitments.

To illustrate what a NWHC with where does,
a Korean example is used, as ‘where’ in English
does not participate in NWHCs.

(23) Korean
a. A: John is 60 years old.
b. B:

B:
Eti
where

John-i
John-NOM

60
60

sal
year.old

i-ni?!
be-Q

‘No way is John 60 years old.’

The contribution of the assertion expressed by
(23a) updates the commitment space as follows:

(24) 〈..., C〉 + ASSERTS,A (p:‘John is 60’) =
= 〈..., C + [S:p], C + [S:p] + [p ∈ cg]〉 =
= 〈..., C, {c ∈ C |

√
C ∪ {[S:p]} ⊆ c},

{c ∈ C |
√
C ∪ {[S:p]} ∪ {[p ∈ cg]} ⊆

c}〉 (Krifka, 2017, (21))

The following move, the where-question, re-
jects the latest move of this update, namely the in-
vitation to admit p into the common ground. The
move immediately preceding that, S committing
herself to the truth of p is not rejected by A. C
in (25) equals the resulting commitment space of
(24), {c ∈ C |

√
C ∪ {[S:p]} ∪ {[p ∈ cg]} ⊆ c}.

(25) “Where is John 60 years old?” (=23b)
〈..., C〉 + REJECTS,A [p ∈ cg] +
ASSERTS,A (¬p: ‘John is not 60’)
= 〈..., C + [S:¬p], C + [S:¬p] + [¬p ∈ cg]〉
= 〈..., C, {c ∈ C |

√
C ∪ {[S:¬p]} ⊆ c},

{c ∈ C |
√
C ∪ {[S:¬p]} ∪ {[¬p ∈ cg]} ⊆

c}〉

By (25), there are now two opposing commit-
ments present in the commitment space. The first
speaker added her commitment for the truth of p,
and the second speaker committed himself for ¬p:
this creates a crisis in conversation, as expected.
Because of REJECT and ASSERT present in the
where-question, there is no room for any kind of
denial that does not happen on the propositional
level.
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Since when questions, I argue, do not contain
the assertion component, and there is also no invi-
tation to integrate any proposition to the common
ground, as it is shown in (22). What since when
does is to ask for a time t such that the proposi-
tion under discussion was grounded at t, with the
conventional implicature of not believing that the
Addressee will manage to do so. The commit-
ment ¬[A: t such that p is grounded] does not di-
rectly concern the proposition, it only concerns its
grounding, or in other words, its assertability.

5 Answers and follow-up

The Addressee, being challenged by the since
when-question, can either surrender or defend his
position by providing evidence. What we find is
that since when-questions are followed by a propo-
sition which either supports p or ¬p.

(26) C1: But I love Barbies
H1: You love Barbies. Since when do you
like Barbie dolls?
C2: I love Barbies. They’re my only (in-
audible).
H2: Oh no. You’ve got to be kidding me.
You’re definitely not getting a Barbie doll.
(COCA 121216)

It seems that there has been a mismatch between
the two versions of the common ground between
C and H, because of the opposing beliefs about
the proposition ‘C likes Barbies’. This issue has
been resolved so that both interlocutors believe
the proposition under discussion to be true, the
Speaker of the since when-question has thus sur-
rendered: he was given some evidence so that he
can ground the proposition under discussion.

In some cases, a since when-question can
be ambiguous between its canonical and meta-
conversational readings. The stative predicate
be illegal can be located in time, so an actual
information-seeking since when-question can tar-
get it.

(27) C: -well, we were taking a picture from
outside the gate, shooting into the univer-
sity, and we were told that that is illegal
K: Since when?
C: This is a brand new thing. There’s no
codified law like this. (COCA 19900601)

The answer C gives to the question is still com-
patible with both the information-seeking and the
meta-discoursive use of since when.

The corpus contains examples of NWHCs used
as Rhetorical Questions in that they suggest an
answer that is assumed to be shared and obvi-
ous. They can be answered, but they need not
be (Caponigro and Sprouse, 2007). In the excerpt
(28), the Speaker does not disagree with her au-
dience, rather, she uses the since when-question to
underline her argument and to contradict the views
of some third party.

(28) B: Give me one tough as a cast iron skil-
let with a bumper that’s extra large and
a hood that’s weighs over 85 pounds and
looks like prow on a barge. I like style,
but since when should a truck be touted for
“comfort” and “ride”. Power windows?
On pickups? Remind me of jeans with a
zipper that zips up the side.
(COCA 20010224)

What is seen from the follow-ups is that they
provide a proposition that serves as a support for
their original claim that has been challenged by the
since when-question. This property is captured by
the I-REQUEST operator in section 4.1.1 which
asks for evidence.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I have argued that all NWHCs
do not behave alike. Since when-questions ex-
press a move that does less than a full rejection
of the proposition expressed by the latest move.
Since when-questions are asked about the common
ground, expressing the question ‘Since when is (or
should have been) the proposition p in our com-
mon ground?’ NWHCs with since when, as op-
posed to NWHCs with where do not contain the
operators REJECT and ASSERT, which explains
why they can target other aspects of the preceding
speech act.
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Abstract

The goals of our work are twofold: gain
insight into how humans interact with
complex data and visualizations thereof in
order to make discoveries; and use our
findings to develop a dialogue system for
exploring data visualizations. Crucial to
both goals is understanding and modeling
of multimodal referential expressions, in
particular those that include deictic ges-
tures. In this paper, we discuss how con-
text information affects the interpretation
of requests and their attendant referring
expressions in our data. To this end, we
have annotated our multimodal dialogue
corpus for context and both utterance and
gesture information; we have analyzed
whether a gesture co-occurs with a specific
request or with the context surrounding the
request; we have started addressing mul-
timodal co-reference resolution by using
Kinect to detect deictic gestures; and we
have started identifying themes found in
the annotated context, especially in what
follows the request.

1 Introduction

The goals of our work are twofold. The first is to
gain insight into how humans interact with com-
plex data in order to make discoveries. It is well
known that visualization is very effective for ex-
ploring large datasets and gaining insight into the

∗Supported by NSF awards IIS-1445751 and IIS-1445796

underlying phenomena. However, users (particu-
larly visualization novices) struggle with translat-
ing higher-level natural language queries to appro-
priate visualizations that could assist in answering
their questions. Our first step has been to col-
lect and analyze naturalistic dialogues in which
novices explore such datasets. Based on the in-
sights from the data collection, our second goal is
that of developing a conversational interface that
will automatically generate the appropriate visu-
alizations by participating in a natural interaction
with users. We already have a pipeline in place
that creates visualizations in response to a limited
type of spoken requests.

In this paper, we focus on the role that context
and gestures play in the interpretation of both re-
quests and referring expressions. We are certainly
not the first ones to suggest that the context of
a request and multimodality, specifically deictic
gestures, are essential to providing a more natu-
ral interactive system. Already (Sinclair, 1992)
showed that having knowledge of utterances prior
to the current one helps the human better inter-
pret the utterance, which can lead to improved dis-
ambiguation. Similarly, multimodal systems have
been shown to be advantageous over unimodal
systems (Jaimes and Sebe, 2007). One reason is
that receiving multiple input signals rather than
just speech can reduce the chances of misunder-
standings as well as resolve ambiguities. Also, hu-
mans are able to interact more naturally by using
gestures along with speech, making the experience
more effective and natural.

This paper builds on our previous work (Au-
risano et al., 2015; Aurisano et al., 2016; Kumar
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et al., 2016) and focuses on the following new
contributions: annotation of context and gestures
on our multimodal corpus; gesture detection using
Kinect; and classification of contextual themes.

2 Related Work

There are several areas of research that are rel-
evant to our work, the first one being the vast
literature on multimodality – we will just focus
on multimodal referring expressions in this paper.
As is well known (Sinclair, 1992; Kehler, 2000;
Goldin-Meadow, 2005; Landragin, 2006; Navar-
retta, 2011), in natural dialogue, the antecedents
of linguistic referring expressions are often intro-
duced via gestures; for example in our environ-
ment, the user can point to a street intersection on a
map yet never have mentioned it earlier. Crucially
from a computational point of view, including
hand gestures information improves the perfor-
mance of the reference resolution module (Eisen-
stein and Davis, 2006; Baldwin et al., 2009).
Other sources of multimodal information are im-
portant as well, including eye gaze (Prasov and
Chai, 2008; Iida et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2013), or
haptic (force exchange) information (Foster et al.,
2008; Chen et al., 2015), but we will not address
those in this paper.

Several additional challenges concerning re-
solving referring expressions arise when humans
interact with graphical representations. First, the
user will likely expect that any visible object can
be discussed (Byron, 2003). Second, the same ex-
pression can be used to refer to an entity in the do-
main or in the visualization (Qu and Chai, 2008).
For example, in our domain, users can refer to a
type of crime in the world (Look how much theft
around UIC), or to the visual elements, e.g. dots,
that represent theft (Can you color theft red?). As
far as we know, only (LuperFoy, 1992) tried to ac-
count for different perspectives on a referent, by
linking them to a so-called discourse peg; interest-
ingly, she applied her approach to an interface for
manipulating visualizations (Hollan et al., 1988).

If the graphical representation is presented on
a large display, as in our case, yet additional
challenges arise as concerns how humans inter-
act with it, including window management prob-
lems (Robertson et al., 2005). Closer to our inter-
ests, not much work exists on interpreting deictic
gestures directed to large displays, especially as
concerns recognizing the target at a semantic level

(Kim et al., 2017).
Finally, as regards interactive systems that gen-

erate data visualizations more in general, the vast
majority of those are not focused on natural, con-
versational interaction: (Gao et al., 2015) does not
provide two-way communication; the number of
supported query types are limited in both (Cox et
al., 2001) and (Reithinger et al., 2005), while (Sun
et al., 2013) uses simple NLP methods that limit
the extent of natural language understanding pos-
sible. EVIZA (Setlur et al., 2016), perhaps the
closest project to our own, does provide a dialogue
interface for users to explore visualizations; how-
ever, EVIZA focuses on supporting a user inter-
acting with one existing visualization, and doesn’t
cover creating a new visualization, modifying the
existing one, or interacting with more than one vi-
sualization at a time.

3 Foundational Work

As we describe in previously published work (Au-
risano et al., 2015; Aurisano et al., 2016; Kumar
et al., 2016) and briefly summarize here, our work
rests on a new multimodal corpus that we col-
lected, transcribed and started annotating, and on
an NLP pipeline that can currently interpret a sub-
set of the requests we observed in our data.

3.1 Corpus and Initial Annotations

The corpus was built by collecting spoken con-
versations from 15 subjects. Each subject inter-
acted with a remote Data Analysis Expert (DAE)
in a Wizard-of-Oz setup, to explore data visu-
alizations on Chicago crime data to understand
when and where to deploy police officers. In each
session users went through multiple cycles of vi-
sualization construction, interaction and interpre-
tation; these sessions lasted between 45 and 90
minutes. Users were invited to interact with the
DAE as naturally as possible, and to think aloud
about their reasoning. They viewed visualizations
and limited communications from the DAE on a
large, tiled-display wall. The DAE viewed the
subject through two high-resolution, direct video
feeds, and also had a mirrored copy of the tiled-
display wall on two 4K displays. The DAE gen-
erated responses to questions using Tableau,1 and
used SAGE2 (Marrinan et al., 2014), a collabo-
rative large-display middleware, to drive the dis-
play wall. The DAE could also communicate via a

1http://www.tableau.com
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Words Utterances Directly Actionable Utts.
38,105 3,179 490

Table 1: Corpus size

chat window, but tried to behave like a system with
limited dialogue capabilities would. Apart from
greetings, and status messages (sorry, it’s taking
long) the DAE would occasionally ask for clarifi-
cations, e.g. Did you ask for thefts or batteries.2

However, the DAE never responded with a mes-
sage, if the query could be directly visualized; nei-
ther did the DAE engage in multi-turn elicitations
of the user requirements.

The dialogues were transcribed in their entirety:
some basic distributional statistics are presented
in Table 1, which includes directly actionable ut-
terances, the focus of our initial annotation effort.
Three coders identified the directly actionable ut-
terances, namely, those utterances3 which directly
affect what the DAE is doing; the rest are non-
actionable think-aloud utterances (during which
the user was expressing out-loud what he or she
was thinking at the time). This was achieved by
leaving an utterance unlabelled or labeling it with
one of six directly actionable request types: 1. cre-
ate new visualization (Can I see number of crimes
by day of the week?); 2. modify existing visual-
ization (Umm, yeah, I want to take a look closer to
the metro right here, umm, a little bit eastward of
Greektown); 3. window management operations
(on windows on the screen) (If you want you can
close these graphs as I won’t be needing it any-
more); 4. fact-based requests that don’t need a vi-
sualization to be answered (During what time is
the crime rate maximum, during the day or the
night?) 5. clarification questions (Okay, so is this
statistics from all 5 years? Or is this for a par-
ticular year?); 6. expressing preferences (The first
graph is a better way to visualize rather than these
four separately). After annotation, it was found
that only 15% of the dialogue consisted of action-
able requests while the remaining 85% were non-
actionable think-aloud. We obtained an excellent
intercoder agreement κ = 0.84 (Cohen, 1960) on
labeling an utterance or leaving it unlabeled; and
κ = 0.74 on the six types of actionable requests.

2Batteries in this context means an offensive touching
or use of force on a person without the person’s consent
(Merriam-Webster).

3What counts as an utterance was defined at transcription.

3.2 The Articulate2 dialogue architecture

The current system’s (Articulate2) process flow
can be seen within the rectangular box in Figure
1. It begins by translating the request to logical
form using the Google Speech API and NLP pars-
ing. Three NLP structures are obtained: ClearNLP
(Choi and McCallum, 2013) is used to obtain
PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) semantic role la-
bels (SRLs), which are then mapped to Verbnet
(Kipper et al., 2008) and Wordnet using SemLink
(Palmer, 2009). The Stanford Parser is used to ob-
tain the remaining two structures, i.e. the syntac-
tic parse tree and dependency tree. On the basis
of these three structures, a standard logical form is
obtained. Then, a classifier determines the type of
the request among the six request types we just de-
scribed. At this point in time, Articulate2 can pro-
cess the first three types of requests we discussed
earlier: it will transform the logical form to SQL
for create new visualization and modify existing vi-
sualization requests, or skip this step for window
management operations (since data retrieval is not
needed in this case). Finally, the system generates
an appropriate visualization specification which is
then executed by the Visualization Executor on the
data returned by the execution of the SQL query.
The system also stores each generated visualiza-
tion specification to its dialogue history. At the
moment, Articulate2 is limited by its inability to
resolve referring expressions (e.g., it closes the
most recently created visualization without check-
ing if the user was referring to a different window
on the screen). In this paper, we discuss what our
data tells us on multimodal referring expressions,
and discuss the first steps we have taken to model
those computationally.

Figure 1: Articulate2 dialogue processing archi-
tecture
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4 Corpus Analysis: Multimodal
references in context

Preliminary analysis of the dialogue data showed
that users referred to visualizations through
speech, gestures, or both. In addition, sometimes
clues about identifying the object referred to by
the referring expression (in the form of speech
or gesture) were found as part of the think-aloud
nearby rather than temporally aligned with the ac-
tionable request. This is why we decided to extend
our analysis to the context surrounding an action-
able request (contextual utterance annotation) as
well as any gestures that occurred during that con-
text (contextual gesture annotation).

The context is comprised of three parts: setup,
request, and conclusion. For the purpose of this
work, we start from one single utterance annotated
as an actionable request, and look at its preceding
and following context. The setup includes utter-
ances that come prior to the request while the con-
clusion includes utterances after the request. Since
often the utterances just prior or after the request
are part of a larger contiguous thought process that
can be captured, all utterances up to and including
the mention of a data attribute are included.

One example is shown in Figure 2 along with
the corresponding annotation in ANVIL (Kipp,
2001) in Figure 3. The setup component includes
just one utterance because ”June”, ”July”, and
”August” are part of our data attribute set. The
request component is always just the request ut-
terance itself. Finally, in this example the conclu-
sion part is also a single utterance, however not
because it mentions data attributes, but rather be-
cause it is followed by another request, which sig-
nals the start of a new context. Also note that UR

in Figure 2 mentions a deictic referring expression
”that map”; in the conclusion utterance, clues are
provided about the referent by means of language
(”It’s like that one right there or maybe it’s that
one”) and gesture (the user points to multiple visu-
alizations). We believe that the interplay between
different components of the context, the referring
expressions and the deictic gestures is crucial to
properly resolving a referential expression, and to
interpret a request.

4.1 Context and Gesture Annotation

We performed two separate annotations on the cor-
pus, one to determine which utterances belong to
the set-up and conclusion for a certain utterance

Figure 2: Context is comprised of setup, request,
and conclusion utterances.

UR, the second for gestures and their context.

Utterances. We use the label Timestep to appor-
tion utterances to the three components of a con-
text. By default, we start with an utterance UR

previously marked as an actionable request, which
will be assigned the default Timestep value of Cur-
rent. As we noted when discussing what type of
requests Articulate2 currently processes, also here
we focus only on the first three types of actionable
requests (1. create new visualization; 2. modify
existing visualization; 3. window management op-
erations). This is a total of 449 requests out of the
490 in Table 1.

The utterances preceding the Current utterance,
i.e. UR, are coded as Previous; and those that fol-
low the request and are pertaining to it as conclu-
sion, are coded as Next. For an actionable utter-
ance UR then, the context includes all preceding
utterances marked as Previous (the context set-
up) and all following utterances marked as Next
(the context conclusion). We obtained a very good
κ = 0.783 on Timestep annotations for utterances.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the coded
Timestep values; and then two derived distribu-
tions, Type and Context. In all three plots, the
“anchor” so to speak, is the Current utterance, i.e.
UR, the request of interest; hence, to the 449 Cur-
rent utterances in Figure 4(a) correspond the 449
Requests in Figures 4(b) and 4(c).

Figure 4(a) shows the distribution of utter-
ances preceding and following UR, whereas Fig-
ure 4(b) shows how those utterances are appor-
tioned within the context, i.e. as set-up or conclu-
sions. By comparing Figures 4(a) and 4(b) we can
conclude that set-up includes about 1.8 utterances
on average, and conclusions about 2 utterances on
average. Finally, Figure 4(c) simply confirms that
no utterance either in the set-up or the conclusion
is a directly actionable utterance. Whereas this fol-
lows by construction, the data confirms that no hu-
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Figure 3: Annotation of a context in ANVIL (Kipp, 2001).

man errors occurred during annotation.

Gestures. The annotation for gestures includes
various components, as shown in Figure 5. First,
we mark the gesture with Timestep, as described
above: the value for Timestep will be Previ-
ous/Current/Next depending on where the gesture
occurs within the context of utterance UR. Sec-
ond, Mode is used to encode whether the gesture
is Deictic (that is, whether the gesture is pointing
to objects on the screen). If not, then it is Non-
Deictic and the Space is assigned to Peripheral or
Screen. The Screen value for Space pertains to
gestures that the user makes in front of him or her-
self while interacting with the screen, while Pe-
ripheral Space is used if the gesture is made with-
out screen interaction (Wagner et al., 2014). Note
that for Deictic gestures, the Space will always be
assigned to Screen, since pointing to objects on the
screen is clearly interactive. Finally, if the ges-
ture is Deictic, then its Type and Target are also
assigned – the values for these two labels will be
discussed shortly.

Table 2 provides intercoder agreement for var-
ious labels associated with gestures. Whereas κ
values for Timestep, Mode and Space are substan-
tial, the values for Type and Target are lower. This
is not surprising: it is difficult to determine if the
user is moving the hand while pointing, or keep-
ing it stationary; and even more so, to distinguish
between the four values the Target label can have,

including deciding whether the user is pointing to
a visualization, or to objects within a visualization.

Code κg
Timestep 0.718
Mode 0.748
Space 0.764
Type 0.659
Target 0.639

Table 2: Intercoder agreement for gestures

Figure 6 provides distributions for all the la-
bels that are included in the gesture annotation.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) provide information about
where gestures fall with respect to request UR.
These two graphs show that only about 50% of
gestures are aligned with the actual request (Cur-
rent in Figure 6(a) and Request in Figure 6(b));
about 17% of gestures co-occur with an utterance
preceding UR (Previous/Setup), and the remain-
ing 33% co-occur with an utterance following UR

(Next/Conclusion).
Figure 6(c) shows that about 70% of gestures

are deictic; and Figure 6(d) shows that subjects
used gestures to interact with the screen far more
than peripherally, since apart from the 380 deic-
tic gestures, also 38 non-deictic gestures interact
with the screen. Finally, Figures 6(e) and 6(f) fo-
cus on deictic gestures. 4 Figures 6(e) shows that

4The attentive reader will note that totals in Figures 6(e)
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(a) Timestep Frequency

(b) Context Components Frequency

(c) Type Frequency

Figure 4: Utterance contextual labels

Figure 5: Coding scheme for gestures

most deictic gestures are exclusively pointing, or
pointing while also moving the hand. Finally, Fig-
ure 6(f) provides the distributions of the targets
for the deictic gestures. Three targets occur with
similar frequencies: it is not surprising that users
point to either individual visualizations, or indi-
vidual objects within a visualization; it is less ex-
pected than they point to more than one individual
object within a visualization so frequently. On the
other hand, pointing to more than one visualiza-
tion at the same time is not as common.

4.2 Lessons from Context Annotation
The most important lesson is that UR does not oc-
cur in a vacuum: as demonstrated by Figure 4(b),
about half of the time, an actionable request UR is
preceded by contextual information directly rele-
vant to UR itself; and even more frequently, about
80% of the times UR is followed by pertinent in-
formation. The second important lesson is that
about half of the gestures relevant to the interpreta-
tion of referring expressions contained within UR

are not aligned with UR either. This is a crucial
insight for coreference resolution.

5 Towards Multimodal Coreference
Resolution

Our coreference resolution approach begins with
the spoken contextual utterances from the user.
If no referring expressions are detected, then the
process flow described in Section 3.2 will be fol-
lowed. Otherwise, if a gesture has been detected

and 6(f) are slightly lower (378 and 373 respectively), than
380, the number of deictic gestures in Figure 6(c). In both
cases a very small number of gestures has been assigned an
Other Type or Target. For the sake of brevity, we will not
discuss the Other categories.
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(a) Timestep Frequency (b) Context Frequency

(c) Mode Frequency (d) Space Frequency

(e) Deictic Gesture Type

(f) Deictic Gesture Target

Figure 6: Gesture features distributions

by the gesture detection process we will discuss
in the next section, information about any ob-
jects pointed to by the user will be provided to
the Matcher. The Matcher will then be invoked
and attempt to find a best match between prop-
erties of each of the relevant entities. A diffi-
culty we still need to address is to select the prop-
erties of visualizations and objects we will keep
track of. A first inventory of good properties to ex-
tract from a visualization include, statistics in the
data (e.g., neighborhoods with lowest and highest
crime rates), trends in the data (e.g., top 5 and bot-
tom 5 crime and location types), the title, plot type,
and any more prominent objects within the visual-
ization, such as hot-spots, street names, bus stops,
and so on.

As noted earlier, when users are faced with a
graphical representation, any object in the repre-
sentation can become a referent. However an ad-
ditional difficulty is that we do not have a declar-
ative representation for all these potential refer-
ents. For example, in a map representation of
crime occurrences, each crime is represented by
a dot; however, the dot is procedurally generated
by the graphics software to render one data point
in the data; that individual dot does not exist as an
individuated object in some declarative represen-
tation of the visualization. The reason for a lack
of representation is that the language we used for
generating visualizations (Vega (Trifacta, 2014))
abstractly performs behind-the-scenes operations
on the data when producing graphs and does not
directly provide access to individual objects.

5.1 Deictic Gesture Recognition

Whereas the Matcher still needs to be developed,
we have made considerable progress on recogniz-
ing deictic gestures, to which we turn now.

Several approaches are proposed to estimate the
pointing direction using Computer Vision tech-
niques. One common method is to model the
pointing direction as the line of sight that connects
the joints of head and hand (Kehl and Van Gool,
2004). Using regular cameras to detect body joints
is still a challenging task in Computer Vision since
they lack information about the depth of the users
body and surrounding environment.

Since its release in 2011, the Microsoft Kinect
camera provided the capability of depth detection
at a low cost. It combines depth and infrared cam-
eras with a regular RGB camera for depth stream
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acquisition and skeletal tracking. The Kinect cam-
era has the ability to track 24 distinct joints of
the human body in which the 3D coordinates of
body joints can be obtained. Using the 3D infor-
mation from the Kinect camera, we constructed a
virtual touch screen originally defined by (Cheng
and Takatsuka, 2006) and adapted later by (Jing
and Ye-peng, 2013) to enable an efficient pointing
gesture interaction with the large display. The user
interacts with the large display through the con-
structed virtual touch screen to point to a specific
visualization on the display.

5.1.1 Virtual Touch Screen Construction
First, we set up the interaction space by defining
the physical space that will model the Kinect po-
sition and orientation in relation to the large dis-
play position. Each acquired joint position by the
Kinect is rotated and translated so the center of the
display represents the origin of the world coordi-
nate. We receive data from the Kinect camera as
a stream of 3D positions of body joints per frame.
Although we can track all body joints, we focused
only on the head and the fingertip of the right hand
as dominant hand.

We created a virtual touch screen using head-
fingertip positions to estimate the pointing target.
As shown in Figure 7, the virtual screen is as-
sumed to be at the position of the fingertip from
the large display. Since the large display and the
Kinect are in the same plane, the z coordinate of
the large display is zero. Each point (x, y) on the
large display is mapped to a point (x

′
, y
′
) on the

virtual screen through a line from the large display
to the head joint position (xh, yh, zh). Therefore:

xh − x
xh − x′

=
yh − y
yh − y′

=
zh − z
zh − z′

(1)

Hence, we can estimate any point (x, y) on the
large display by calculating x and y from Equa-
tion 1.

x =
zh ∗ (x

′ − xh)
zh − z′

+ xh (2)

y =
zh ∗ (y

′ − yh)
zh − z′

+ yh (3)

The user interacts with the large display as if it
was brought forward in front of him/her and we
can map any point on the virtual screen to its cor-
responding point on the large display using the
above equations. The position and dimensions of

the virtual screen are calculated based on the posi-
tions of the head and fingertip, and subsequently,
it is adaptive to the positions of the user head and
fingertip. Using pointing data, it is possible to in-
fer which visualization the user is pointing to –
in particular, we are now also able to identify the
window or windows that point (x,y) belongs to.

Figure 7: User interaction with large display
through constructed virtual touch screen at user’s
fingertip.

6 Towards interpreting requests in
context

As we noted earlier, requests don’t occur in isola-
tion: they are preceded by a set-up in 50% of the
cases, and followed by a conclusion in 80% of the
cases. The conversational interface clearly needs
to take this information into account: the set-up in
order to further refine the request, and the conclu-
sion, in order to further the task itself. As a first
step towards these goals, we focused on analyzing
the conclusion component of a context, and specif-
ically, on uncovering any relevant themes that may
occur. In the conclusion part of the context, via
additional annotation, it was found that the user
would either: discuss resulting graphs produced
from the current request (e.g., ”ok so it shows that
the theft, battery, deceptive-practice and criminal-
damage have the highest rate of *uh* crime.”), (2)
refine the current request (e.g., ”thank you, i shall
take a look at these, by the hour.”), (3) provide
some insights (e.g., ”so then maybe if may–, if it
gets cold, crime goes down at least the cops can
go where its warm, maybe take their vacations in
the winter.”, (4) or some unrelated utterances (e.g.,
”ok, thank you. ok, thank you.”).

Figure 8 shows the distribution of these themes:
66% of conclusions discuss what the user gleaned
from the request; of these, about 60% discuss
the results directly, whereas an additional 6% dis-
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cuss more general insights into the phenomenon
at hand. About 20% represent a further refinement
of the request, which sets the stage for the next
request.

Figure 8: Conclusion utterances label frequency.

Given these annotations, we trained a super-
vised classification model to predict the overall
theme of a set of conclusion utterances. The model
used three different categories of feature types:
syntactic, semantic, and miscellaneous. The syn-
tactic feature types include unigrams, bigrams,
and trigrams for words, part-of-speech, and tagged
part-of-speech. The semantic category is based
on the Word2Vec word embedding representa-
tion. Specifically, the utterances within a conclu-
sion were added together by their corresponding
Word2Vec vectors and then normalized. Finally,
the remaining feature types include total number
of words across a given conclusion, the total num-
ber of Chicago crime data attributes mentioned
across a given conclusion, and the total number
of utterances in the conclusion that ended with a
question mark (because such utterances were ob-
served to occur in the conclusions). The feature
vector dimensions was 17,904 (feature selection
was applied to reduce the dimensionality). Ac-
curacy results when using different classifiers are
shown in Table 3. Apart from Multinomial Naive
Bayes, the other three classifiers all perform simi-
larly. We will further investigate sources of confu-
sion in classfication to improve their performance.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented our work on investi-
gating the role context plays in interpreting re-
quests and referential expressions in task-oriented

Classifier Accuracy
Support Vector Machine 74%
Decision Tree 74%
Random Forest 73%
Multinomial Naive Bayes 64%

Table 3: Thematic conclusion classification accu-
racy.

dialogues about exploring complex data via visu-
alizations. This work takes place in the context
of our Articulate2 project. Our goals are both
to gain insight into how people use visualizations
to make discoveries about a domain, and to use
our findings in developing an intelligent conversa-
tional interface to a visualization system. In pre-
vious work, we had collected a new corpus of dia-
logues, started annotating and analyzing it, and set
up the NLP pipeline for the Articulate2 system.

Specifically as concerns context, in this paper
we have presented how we annotated the context
surrounding each of our directly actionable re-
quests, and how we annotated for gestures also in
context. We found that indeed an actionable re-
quest is preceded by a set-up 50% of the times,
and followed by a conclusion 80% of the times.
As concerns gestures, we found that (not surpris-
ingly) the majority of them are interactional with
respect to the screen and in fact deictic; however,
we also found that half of the gestures relevant
to the interpretation of referring expressions con-
tained within the request are not aligned with the
request, but with the setup, or more often, with the
conclusions.

As concerns the computational modeling of our
findings, so far, we have focused on recognizing
deictic gestures via Kinect, and on learning clas-
sifiers for the themes contained in the conclusion
component of a context.

Much work remains to be done. Apart from tak-
ing advantage of the context to refine and disam-
biguate requests, our most pressing work regards
resolving referring expressions. As we noted, we
still need to understand what specific properties of
visualizations and objects within visualizations are
the most useful for resolving referring expressions
in our domain. From our findings on gestures and
where they occur in the context, it is clear that our
algorithm must be incremental. We also need to
analyze the referring expressions that users use in
our data, to assess how prevalent the phenomenon
of a single referent playing a dual role (in the do-
main, or as a graphical element) is.
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Abstract

This paper outlines an account of semantic
coordination, focusing on word meaning
negotiation, formalised in Type Theory
with Records (TTR). The account com-
bines parts of two dialogue act taxonomies
related to semantic coordination, and re-
late these to meaning updates both on an
abstract level and at a more detailed level.

1 Introduction

Semantic coordination is the process of interac-
tively agreeing on the meanings of words and ex-
pressions, and (simultaneously) agreeing on which
words are appropriate in a given context. Shared
meanings are achieved by agents interactively co-
ordinating their respective takes on those mean-
ings (Larsson, 2008).

Semantic coordination can happen tacitly as a
side-effect of dialogue interaction, as a result of
dialogue participants quietly accommodating ob-
served differences in their takes on meanings and
those of their conversational partners (Larsson,
2010). However, semantic coordination can also
happen through more or less explicit discussion
and negotiation of meanings of words and expres-
sions. It is the latter type of semantic coordination
that we will focus on here.

In this paper, we will sketch a general account
of dialogue acts for semantic coordination in dia-
logue by (1) sketching a synthesis of two existing
taxonomies of dialogue acts relating to semantic
coordination and (2) relating these dialogue acts
to different kinds of updates to (agents takes on)
meanings.

2 Dialogue acts for Semantic
Coordination

In this section, we will begin to synthesize two
taxonomies for dialogue acts related to seman-
tic coordination. While these taxonomies are de-
signed for different settings (first language acqui-
sition and online discussion forums), they never-
theless overlap in interesting ways. By combining
and relating them, we hope to eventually provide
a more comprehensive overview of the dialogue
acts used in semantic coordination independently
of setting and domain.

2.1 Dialogue acts for word meaning
negotiation

In Myrendal (2015) and Myrendal (submitted),
a taxonomy for dialogue acts involved in Word
Meaning Negotiations (WMNs) in online discus-
sion forum communication is presented. We here
show only parts of the taxonomy. All examples are
taken from Myrendal (2015).

Frequently, the question under discussion
(QUD) in a WMN concerns whether a certain trig-
ger expression T correctly describes a situation S
under discussion (what may be called a SUD in
analogy with QUD). However, in some cases there
is no particular SUD, but meanings are negotiated
more abstractly.

Two kinds of WMNs are identified: those initi-
ated due to problems with understanding a specific
word or expression (NONs) and those indicat-
ing disagreement with a choice of words (DINs).
NONs typically display a regular TIR(RR) struc-
ture: Trigger (a use of the target word T), Initiator
(indicating a problem understanding T), Response
(usually repairing the problem) and an optional
Reaction to the response (acknowledging the re-
pair). By contrast, DINs are much less structured.
While the relative frequency of the various dia-
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logue acts differ between NONs and DINs, there
is a large overlap in the range of available acts.
Hence, the taxonomy of dialogue acts includes all
acts involved in NONs or DINs.

Explicification1: Provides an explicit (partial or
complete) definition of T . Myrendal (2015) dis-
tinguishes between two types of explicifications.
Generic explicifications foreground the meaning
potential of T ; a complete or partial definition D
of T is provided, but D is not clearly derived from
S2. For example, Myrendal (2015) shows an ex-
ample where a DP (Dialogue Participant) is asked
to clarify the meaning of sexism, in response to a
clarification request ”What do you mean by ’sex-
ism’?”, and in response offers a definition: ”That
people are treated differently because of their gen-
der.”

By contrast, specific explicifications fore-
ground conversational context; particular aspects
of the SUD S are made explicit and presented as
a (typically partial) definition of T 3. One example
is taken from a discussion about whether or not
piercing the ears of young children is morally ac-
ceptable, or if it constitutes (child) abuse: ”Clearly
ABUSE to pierce the ears of young children! [...]
- you inflict pain upon the child and a physical
change which the child herself has not chosen and
which cannot be made undone.”

Specific explicifications can also be negative. In
one discussion the trigger word boozing (Sw. su-
per). This discussion is about a woman who is
denied alcohol in a restaurant. The bartender re-
fuses to serve the woman a second glass of wine
when he notices that she is breastfeeding her baby
at the table. The thread starter in this discus-
sion describes the womans behaviour as ”boozing”
which receives the following response: ”2 glasses
of wine is not boozing and it is not dangerous to
drink while breastfeeding.”

Exemplification: Providing examples of what
the trigger word can mean, or usually means. In
a discussion about dietary habits, many DPs state
that they prefer to include full fat products in
their diet. One DP requests clarification about the
meaning of the trigger word (”What counts as full

1The term explicification is borrowed from Ludlow
(2014), but is adapted and elaborated in Myrendal (2015).

2Complete generic definitions are sometimes taken from
dictionaries.

3The definitional component is typically more specific
than one would expect from e.g. a dictionary definition.

fat?”). Another DP then exemplifies the meaning
of the trigger word: ”When it comes to dairy prod-
ucts ordinary full cream milk, the fattest cheese
and regular double cream (...)”.

Similar to (specific) explicifications, exemplifi-
cation can be negative. In a discussion about fast
food, a DP protests against another DP’s claim
that (all) food from McDonald’s is unhealthy (T ):
”Hamburgers with lettuce and water is not espe-
cially unhealthy.”

Contrast: A third way of contributing to a
WMN sequence is to contrast T against another
word C, thus indicating a difference in meaning
as well as updating the meanings of both T and C
with respect to some example situation or entity.
In WMNs, acts of contrasting can serve a delimi-
tation function, when the two contrasted words are
closely related and share aspects of meaning po-
tential. According to Clark (1993), participants in
conversation generally assume that a difference in
form marks a difference in meaning (the principle
of contrast). Contrasting two related words thus
indicates a difference in their meanings. It may
also result in updating both meanings with respect
to the SUD.

In a discussion about whether or not it is accept-
able to flirt with a married person, after a while
it becomes clear that the participant asking this
question has a specific situation in mind. The per-
son doing the alleged flirting has expressed strong
feelings towards the married person, sending her
many text messages and e-mails per week and also
sending flowers to her workplace. At this point,
one participant objects to the trigger word being
used to describe the SUD, and contrasts the trig-
ger word with other words taken to be more suit-
able descriptions of the situation: ”This is pure and
utter courtship/picking someone up/declaration of
infatuation! This is not how you flirt... at least not
how I flirt. This is clearly way beyond flirting in
my world.” Here, the focus of the contrast is on
the ”upper boundary” of the meaning potential of
the negotiated word. The behavior is claimed to
go beyond ”flirting” and to be more accurately de-
scribed as ”courtship”, ”picking someone up” or
”declaration of infatuation”.

2.2 Dialogue acts for first language
acquisition

Clark and Wong (2002) provide a taxonomy of
dialogue acts involved in first language acquisi-
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tion. We will here describe a subset of this taxon-
omy. (Note that we will be using some terminol-
ogy from Myrendal (2015) when describing these
acts, even if this is not exactly how they are de-
scribed in Clark and Wong (2002).)

Direct offers are utterances where speakers of-
fer conventional terms or expressions, and nothing
else; the primary function of the utterance is as an
offer. Direct offers tend to be made using only a
limited set of frames for presenting the term be-
ing offered. For example, ”That’s a pen”, ”That’s
called a dentist”, ”What is this? Chair.”, ”What’s
that called? Dancing”.

There are also indirect offers, where speakers
(adults) use their next utterance, whatever it is, to
include the term that is simultaneously being of-
fered as a correct form of a term in the addressee’s
(child’s) utterance. We will here concern ourselves
with one kind of indirect offer, namely explicit
ones. In cases of explicit replace, a term or ex-
pression C is proposed as a replacement for T .
An example from Clark and Wong (2002) is the
following:

Naomi: Birdie birdie.

Mother: Not a birdie, a seal.

Here, ”seal” (C) is offered as a replacement for
”birdie” (T ).

2.3 Towards a synthesis

A basic difference between WMN in online dis-
cussion forums (henceforth ODF) as described in
(Myrendal, 2015) and first language acquisition
(1LA) is that the latter setting typically requires
a shared perceptually available situation, whereas
ODF pretty much exclude this possibility. Deictic
phrases (e.g. ”that”) in 1LA typically refer to as-
pects of the shared perceptual situation, whereas
in ODF they typically refer to aspects of the situ-
ation under discussion, which is only available to
DPs through verbal descriptions.

Also, in ODF speakers are assumed to be com-
petent, so attempts at unprovoked teaching of
words (which is frequent in 1LA) are not mo-
tivated. Furthermore, ODF interaction is writ-
ten whereas adult-child dialogues are spoken and
arguably more interactive. Despite these differ-
ences, we believe it may be interesting to also
briefly note some similarities between the respec-
tive dialogue act taxonomies for ODF and 1LA.

Firstly, Clark and Wong’s explicit replace
(”that’s not an X, that’s a Y”) is very similar to
Myrendal’s contrast, but where the example is
provided by the jointly perceived situation rather
than by a verbal description. Secondly, Clark and
Wong’s direct offer is similar to Myrendal’s (pos-
itive) exemplification, but again the example is
provided by the jointly perceived situation.

For our current purposes, we will simply as-
sume that direct offers can be treated as exempli-
fications and that explicit replace can be treated
(more or less) as contrast. Importantly, doing
so requires allowing for jointly observable situ-
ations (potentially including subsymbolic infor-
mation derived from the sensory apparatuses of
agents) to serve as the basis for the updates in-
volved in both exemplification and contrast.

3 Meaning representations and updates

A full account of semantic updates involved in
WMNs would require capturing the sequential up-
dates at various stages of the negotiation process.
Our goals here are more modest, in that we will
not consider sequential updates or rejected propos-
als, but only try to capture isolated updates for ac-
cepted dialogue acts.

The exact way in which meaning updates are
formalised will depend on how meanings are rep-
resented. Marconi (1997) distinguishes between
inferential meanings of words, which enables to
draw inferences from uses of the word, and refer-
ential meaning, allowing speakers to identify the
objects and situations referred to by the word.
Firstly, We will regard inferential meaning as
high-level (symbolic) rules governing inference,
e.g. meaning postulates in modal logic or record
types (and associated functions) in TTR (Larsson
and Cooper, 2009). Secondly, referential mean-
ing may be represented at least in part as low-
level (sub-symbolic) statistical or neural classi-
fiers of perceptual data (Harnad, 1990; Steels and
Belpaeme, 2005; Larsson, 2013; Kennington and
Schlangen, 2015). A key insight here is that the
step from perception to language can be concep-
tualised and implemented as the application of a
classifier to perceptual data, yielding linguistically
relevant classification results as output.

Correspondingly, we may distinguish kinds of
meaning updates. High-level structures can be
modified e.g. by adding and retracting mean-
ing postulates or ”possible languages” (Barker,
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2002), or by adding and removing fields in record
types representing inferential meanings (Larsson
and Cooper, 2009). Low-level aspects of mean-
ings, modeled as classifiers, can be modified by
retraining the classifier with new (positive or neg-
ative) data.

However, there are also intermediate cases. For
example, as shown in the account of vagueness in-
volving comparison classes (Fernández and Lars-
son, 2014), meanings may involve both high-level
(e.g. comparison class for vague terms) and low-
level information (e.g. perceived height). Sim-
ilarly, meaning updates may concern both high-
level and low-level information (e.g. perceived
height).

We will adopt a fairly abstract formalism for
conceptual updates, where we assume that either
a full or partial (verbal and hence symbolic/high-
level) definition D of the trigger word T has been
provided, or alternatively an example situation or
entity4 E (represented using high or low level in-
formation, or a combination thereof). D or E is
then used for updating the meaning in question.

• δ+(T, D): T updated with D as a partial def-
inition of T

• δ−(T, D): T updated with D as a negative
partial definition of T

• ε+(T, E): T updated with E as a positive ex-
ample of a situation described by T

• ε−(T, E): T updated with E as a negative ex-
ample of a situation described by T

These abstract update operations can then be
further specified depending on the semantic for-
malism used. The abstract meaning update func-
tions thus serve as a sort of API between dialogue
acts and their consequent meaning updates.

Although it is not explicit in the formalism used
here, semantic updates always concern a partic-
ular agent’s take on the meaning of the word in
question. Meanings become shared by being in-
teractively coordinated. Also, the viability of a
semantic update may be limited to a specific dia-
logue, or it may eventually spread over a commu-
nity and become part of ”the language” as it is rep-
resented in dictionaries, or it may become part of a
more limited domain-specific sub-language (Lars-
son, 2008).

4Insofar as entities can be reified as situations involving
them, we need only to talk about example situations.

When a particular agent A updates her take on
a trigger word T , S will be A’s take on the jointly
perceivable situation. In fact, semantic updates are
always agent-relative. Group-level semantic up-
dates could be construed in terms of inidividual-
level updates.

4 Meaning updates for dialogue acts

In this section, we present an initial characterisa-
tion of explicification, exemplification (including
direct offers) and contrast (including explicit re-
place) in terms of the meaning updates described
in the previous section.

Note that we are here formalising the update ef-
fect of successful (i.e. accepted) meaning updates.
In general, proposed updates may not be accepted
immediately but can lead to negotiation that may
end up with coordinating on proposed update, no
update or modified update. Formalising such ex-
changes is left for future work.

We will sidestep the problem of interpreting
verbal definitions by simply using Jdouble square
bracketsK to indicate meanings of linguistic ex-
pressions. Updated meanings are indicated by a
prime (′).

Explicification: By definition, explicifications
provide a (full or partial) definition D of T , and
the update is thus symbolic (linguistic) in nature
which means that only the δ function is needed
here.

As mentioned above, in the case of specific ex-
plicifications, the definition D is derived by ab-
straction over the (verbally described) SUD S.

• Generic explicification
– Update: T ′ = D (full) or
T ′ =δ+(T , D) (partial)

– Example: JsexismK′=Jthat people are
treated differently because of their
genderK

• Specific explicification
– Positive update: T ′ =δ+(T , D)

– Example: Jchild abuseK′ =δ+(Jchild
abuseK, Jto inflict pain upon the child
and a physical change which the child
herself has not chosen and which cannot
be made undoneK)

– Negative update: T ′ =δ−(T , D)

– Example: JboozingK′ =δ−(JboozingK,
J(drinking) 2 glasses of wine (or less)K)
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Exemplifying Proposes an example E of a sit-
uation or entity appropriately (or not, in the case
of negative exemplification) described by T . The
example can either be given verbally or it can be
relevant aspects of the jointly perceived situation
(often indicated by a deictic reference (”that”)).

• Update: T ′ =ε+(T , E) or T ′ =ε−(T , E)

• Example: Jfull fatK′ =ε+(Jfull fatK, Jfull
cream milkK)

• Example: JpenK′ =ε+(JpenK, S) where S is
a jointly perceivable situation.

• Example: JunhealthyK′ =ε−(JunhealthyK,
Jhamburgers with lettuce and waterK)

The last example above shows that the meanings
negotiated may sometimes be specific to a domain
(here, fast food).

Contrast: Proposes contrasting word C as an
appropriate description of an example entity or sit-
uation E (as in positive exemplification), and trig-
ger word T as inappropriate (as in negative exem-
plification)5.

• Updates: T ′ =ε−(T , E), C ′ =ε+(C, E)

• Example:
JflirtingK′ =ε−(JflirtingK, E)
JcourtshipK′ =ε+(JcourtshipK, E),
where E= Jinvolves expressing strong feel-
ings, sending many texts and emails, and
sending flowers to the workplaceK.

• Example:
JbirdieK′ =ε−(JbirdieK, E),
JsealK′ =ε+(JsealK, E),
where E is the jointly perceived (by Naomi
and Mother) SUD in the example in Section
2.2.

5 Meaning updates in TTR

In this section, we propose a very tentative formal-
isation of meaning updates in Type Theory with
Records (TTR, Cooper (2012)). Given the defini-
tions in the previous section, this means we need

5Note that we here assume that contrast is always fleshed
out in terms of exemplification rather than explicification.
The reason is that in all cases of contrast we have seen, there
is a particular situation (typically, the SUD) which is judged
to be correctly described by one expression but not by an-
other. One could imagine cases where a more abstract defi-
nition (explicification) was used as the basis for contrast, but
we have not seen this in our data so far.

to define the four operators used in the definitions
of the dialogue acts for meaning updates.

For current purpouses, we assume meanings of
words and phrases are represented as a meet type
(corresponding to conjunction) of a record type
Tdef encoding a definition6, and a join type (cor-
responding to a disjunction) Texa of n > 0 record
types7 encoding examples8. The intuition is that
something is of this type if it is of the definition
type, or if it is of one of the example types9. This
can then be supplemented with methods for up-
dating the definition type by generalising over the
example types. For 1LA situations, where there is
a jointly perceivable situation and an agent’s take
on that situation can be encoded as low-level in-
formation (e.g. a picture encoded as a real-valued
matrix), generalisation from examples will most
likely involve training classifiers. We leave this for
future work, but see (Larsson, 2013) for an exam-
ple of learning meanings (modeled as classifiers)
from interaction.

The δ+ function can be implemented in TTR
using the asymmetric merge operator ∧. . This op-
erator takes two record types T1 and T2 and pro-
duces a single record type equivalent to the meet
type T1 ∧T2, except that if a label ` occurs in both
T1 and T2, the value of ` in T1 ∧. T2 will be T2.`.
We use it here to extend the definition record type
Tdef with another (possibly overlapping) record
type representing the (full or partial) definition D.

δ+((Tdef ∨ Texa), D) = (Tdef ∧. D) ∨ Texa

Figure 1 shows an example of an update result-
ing from positive explicification and using the δ+

operator.
6Elsewhere, we have assumed this to be a function f =

λr : Tbg.Tfg(r) from a record (representing a situation) of a
”background type” Tbg to a ”foreground type” Tfg(r) (repre-
senting the added information about the situation). The sim-
plified representation used here can be thought of as the fix-
point type F(f) (Larsson, 2013). This means that the mean-
ing updates presented here need further specification in terms
of how they update Tbg and Tfg . We leave this for future
work.

7To avoid that n = 0 we assume for the moment that ei-
ther a definition or an example is available for any word, and
whenever a new word is added and no example is available,
the definition also serves as an example.

8We assume that examples are encoded as record types.
In cases where the examples are instead records, we con-
vert them to the corresponding singleton types (see Cooper
(2012)).

9A consequence of this definition is that the definition is
no less important than any example (which may or may not
be what one wants). The difference between the definitions
lies instead in how they are updated.
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Jchild-abuseK=




x : Ind
y : Ind
eabuse : abuse(x,y)
cip : inflict-pain(x,y)
cc : child(y)



∨T c−a

exa

D = Jto inflict pain upon the child and a physical change which the child herself has not chosen and
which cannot be made undoneK =



x : Ind
y : Ind
eabuse : abuse(x,y)
cip : inflict-pain(x,y)
cphys : physical-change(eabuse)
cnc : ¬chosen(y,cphys)
cundo : ¬�undo(y,cphys)




Jchild-abuseK′ = δ+Jchild-abuseK,D)=(T c−a
def ∧. D)∨T c−a

exa =




x : Ind
y : Ind
eabuse : abuse(x,y)
cip : inflict-pain(x,y)
cc : child(y)
cphys : physical-change(eabuse)
cnc : ¬chosen(y,cphys)
cundo : ¬�undo(y,cphys)




∨T c−a
exa

Figure 1: TTR example of meaning update resulting from positive explicification

Jfull fatK = T ff
def ∨ T ff

exa

Jfull cream milkK =




x : Ind
cmilk : milk(x)
cfc : full-cream(x)




Jfull fatK′ = ε+(Jfull fatK, Jfull cream milkK) = T ff
def ∨ T ff

exa∨




x : Ind
cmilk : milk(x)
cfc : full-cream(x)




Figure 2: TTR example of meaning update resulting from positive exemplification
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The ε+ operator can be modeled as adding the
example (represented as a record type) to Texa us-
ing the ∨ operator.

ε+((Tdef ∨ Texa), E) = Tdef ∨ (Texa ∨ E)

An example of positive exemplification is
shown in Figure 2.

We leave the definitions of the negative opera-
tors δ− and ε− for future work10.

Incidentally, TTR also enables formalising the
intuition that for specific explicifications, the def-
inition D is an abstraction over the SUD S. This
can be done using the subtype relation to say that
S is a subtype of D; formally, S v D.

6 Conclusion

We have sketched a formal account of semantic
coordination, combining parts of two dialogue act
taxonomies and relating these to meaning updates
on an abstract level as well as on a more detailed
level (but incompletely) using TTR. We hope the
present account can work as a first attempt, to form
the basis for future work towards a formal and im-
plementable account of how dialogue agents can
coordinate on meanings through interaction in nat-
ural language.

In near-future work, we plan to increase the cov-
erage of the taxonomy, verify and if necessary ex-
tend the range of meaning update functions, and
provide further details about how the meaning up-
date functions can be specified in TTR. Specific
issues that need to be dealt with include:

• extending our taxonomy to cover all the cate-
gories in both Myrendal’s and Clarks’ taxon-
omy

• working out how meaning updates work
when meanings of sentences are functions
rather than record types (fixpoint types)

• situating the whole account in a composi-
tional semantics for (a fragment of) a natural
language

• defining the negative operators δ− and ε− in
TTR

10A complication here is that we do not want to require,
for a situation s to be judged as being of a type [e] for some
expression e, that a situation is of type ¬D, where D is an
definition provided in a negative specific explicification. Nor
do we want to allow that situations of type ¬E, where E is
a situation type provided in a negative exemplification, count
as being of type [e].

• formalise more complicated sequences of
meaning negotiation acts (not just the end
result of successful, i.e. accepted, dialogue
acts)
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Abstract

Successful out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
(OHCA) resuscitation relies upon effec-
tive team communication, which is eval-
uated as an aspect of non-technical skills.
However, this communication has been
largely neglected from a dialogue perspec-
tive. We propose addressing this issue
by examining the structure of OHCA in-
teraction and its characteristic dialogue
features. We explore how speakers ver-
bally signal and align their current states,
and the possible trade-off between direct-
ness and politeness. Preliminary data
suggests frequent use of Assertions in
OHCA communication, as in other med-
ical interactions, but that OHCA situa-
tions also involve distinctively high pro-
portions of Action-directives. Current
states are mostly signalled using explicit
State-awareness utterances. Directives’
force is also mitigated by politeness fea-
tures. We discuss how these findings ad-
vance our aim of understanding effective
team communication in the OHCA con-
text, and how future work might identify
associations between linguistic behaviours
and resuscitation outcomes.

1 Introduction

In modelling the communication structure in dia-
logue, one productive approach has been to build
models of interaction based on annotated dialogue
corpora. Using information annotated from real-
life interactions, researchers have been able to
identify features that are linked to elements such as
speaker intention and dialogue outcomes. For ex-
ample, a corpus of phone conversations was used
to develop probabilistic models for predicting call

outcomes and durations (Horvitz and Paek, 2007).
Similarly, recorded interactions in a bar were used
to derive hypotheses about human interactional
behaviours (Loth et al., 2013). In both cases, dia-
logues were abstracted into models depicting the
stages and potential branches of the interaction.
The findings were then used to inform interactive
systems, helping to establish, in the case of the
phone conversations, when to transfer calls from
an automated dialogue system to human counter-
parts and, in the case of the bar scenes, how a robot
bartender might identify speakers’ signals of their
intention to place an order for drinks.

The present study applies a similar approach to
a category of interactions in the medical domain:
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) resuscita-
tions. From a dialogue perspective, this represents
a case study of a high-stakes, time-constrained
team interaction, allowing us to explore the useful-
ness of dialogue modelling for this domain. From
a medical perspective, it represents an attempt to
use dialogue modelling to better understand and
potentially enhance communication between med-
ical experts when they work as a team.

Existing work related to dialogue modelling in
the medical realm primarily focuses on expert–
non-expert interactions (Ford et al., 2000; Laws
et al., 2011; McNeilis, 1995; Roter and Larson,
2001; Stiles, 1978). Such studies provide in-
sight into inter-medical communication, but they
say little about the intra-medical domain. Medi-
cal team communication in high-stakes contexts,
like surgery and resuscitation, has been under-
studied from the perspective of dialogue research.
Within the medical community, the training and
evaluation of team communication has largely es-
chewed theoretical linguistic input, instead focus-
ing on the subjective judgment of team commu-
nication as part of the evaluation of non-technical
skills (NTS).
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Our work ultimately aims to improve the resus-
citation procedure by providing a clearer charac-
terisation of what constitutes effective team com-
munication. Effective and appropriate commu-
nication scaffolds all NTS, and is essential for
successful outcomes. The identification of fea-
tures that are hallmarks of effective (or ineffective)
communication offers a first step towards optimis-
ing performance in OHCA resuscitation. Drawing
upon observed interactions and medical experts’
explicit procedural knowledge, we aim to capture
the overall structure of the interaction, and then to
examine where specific dialogue features appear
during the course of the interaction.

In this paper, we exemplify our approach using
preliminary findings from two interactions. We
first report the types of dialogue acts present dur-
ing different stages of the interaction. Second, we
assess how speakers verbally signal and align their
current states. Third, since resuscitation is a time-
pressured procedure requiring teamwork, we ex-
plore the possible trade-off between directness and
politeness when issuing orders and commands.

2 Background

A major body of dialogue research has focused
on developing inventories of utterance types and
exploring how these utterances fit together in in-
teractive communication. Austin’s (1962) classi-
fication of speech acts, and later, Searle’s (1976)
Speech Act Theory (SAT), paved the way for
context-specific dialogue coding schemes like the
Generalised Medical Interaction Analysis System
(GMIAS) (Laws et al., 2011). Other coding
schemes, such as Roter’s Interactional Analysis
System (RIAS) (Roter and Larson, 2001), the
Communicative and Competence System (CACS)
(McNeilis, 1995), and Verbal Response Modes
(Stiles, 1978) were based on theoretical frame-
works other than SAT, but include speech act cate-
gorisations as well. Such categorisation systems
allow researchers to assess the frequency with
which certain utterance types are used in partic-
ular domains (Stiles et al., 1988) or by speakers in
particular roles within the dialogue (Gillotti et al.,
2002; Vail et al., 2011).

Some researchers, like Laws et al. (2013), track
sequences of utterances about the same subject
matter, whilst others appeal to more global scripts
that define the key components of an interaction
in a particular context, in the sense of Schank

and Abelson (1977). Tracking subject matter al-
lows researchers to extract threads that speakers
pursue through a dialogue. This approach dif-
fers slightly from categorising utterances based on
topic codes, a prevalent practice in medical di-
alogue annotation systems (RIAS, GMIAS, and
CACS included), as a thread may cover multiple
topic codes. For example, a thread concerning
chest pain may include utterances about medical
history or lifestyle, either of which would typically
be classified under different topic codes in RIAS
or GMIAS. Thread tracking allows researchers to
delve deeper into the intricacies of the commu-
nication at hand and follow the progression of a
subject-matter throughout the conversation.

Meanwhile, script theory conceptualises dia-
logues as comprising a sequence of logically and
temporally dependent events. Adopting this in-
sight allows us to examine the negotiations of tran-
sitions between events, where information may
be exchanged about the current location within
the whole interaction. Some transitions are sig-
nalled explicitly using context-specific phrases
(e.g., “court is adjourned” in legal proceedings),
whilst others must be inferred from ambiguous
cues. The use of explicit context-specific phrases
aids in marking script junctures and stages, but
less explicitly managed interactions can still be
usefully analysed in terms of scripts. For instance,
Huth et al. (2012) extracted a drink-ordering script
by examining actions in a corpus of bar interac-
tions and identifying their temporal dependencies.
Such work can show how participants recognise
transitions between states within the script, typ-
ically via cues from specific actions effected by
discourse participants. For a more verbal example,
in phone calls, participants may rely on repetitions
and confirmations of information to signal what is
occurring at that point in the interaction (Horvitz
and Paek, 2007). We hypothesise that OHCA re-
suscitation constitutes a similarly constrained do-
main, and examine whether the interactions occur-
ring during resuscitations can also be analysed in
terms of scripts. Our goal is to characterise how
discourse participants (here, teams of medical pro-
fessionals) navigate the interaction, with particular
focus on how they signal the transitions between
states of the process.

Research on medical communication thus far
has not exploited scripts to understand interac-
tions, instead focusing on inventories of utter-
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ance types and topic codes. Common utterance
types include interrogatives – especially closed-
ended questions – and representatives (statements
regarding inter-subjective reality such as one’s
own behaviour or deduction) related to biomedical
information-giving (Laws et al., 2011; Roter and
Larson, 2001), whilst less common types include
empathetic statements. However, the prevalence
of specific utterance types varies throughout the
discourse. Laws et al. (2013) delved deeper into
the categories of utterance types and topic codes
by recovering discourse threads present in medical
communication. They found that the frequencies
of specific utterance types by patients and physi-
cians differ according to interaction stage: Patients
provide more representative utterances in the pre-
sentation stage, when symptoms, conditions, and
history are gathered or confirmed, whereas physi-
cians used more representatives during the infor-
mation stage, when general or medical informa-
tion is provided. Additionally, it is not only the
interaction stages that can influence the type and
frequencies of utterance types, but how physicians
choose to communicate. Physicians can guide dis-
course progression via their feedback: Patients
give more information when physicians provide
continuers (brief phrases encouraging speakers to
continue), than other forms of feedback, e.g.,
backchannels (McNeilis, 2001). Examining the
possible script in medical interactions can there-
fore further our understanding about the stages of
communication and the linguistic components re-
lated to them.

Extending this work beyond the inter-medical
domain raises questions about how intra-medical
teams communicate. Physician-patient encounters
normally comprise three segments: medical his-
tory, physical examination, and conclusion (Stiles
and Putnam, 1992); similarly, procedures such
as resuscitation involve a series of stages, as il-
lustrated in the Resuscitation Council UK ALS
Guidelines (2015). However, paramedics are not
obliged to mark the transitions between stages
using explicit verbal signals, unlike other high-
stakes domains such as air traffic control, in which
specific phrases are prescribed and required (Ra-
diotelephony Manual, 2015). To explore how
these transitions are navigated in OHCA resusci-
tations, we need first to understand the stages in-
volved in the resuscitation process.

Resuscitation is a procedure with clear medical

goals (return of spontaneous circulation, preserva-
tion of brain function until the patient is moved,
etc.). To ensure that these outcomes are achieved,
paramedics follow a set of life support algorithm
which includes continuous compressions, assess-
ing rhythm, possible shock, and treating reversible
causes (Resuscitation Council UK ALS Guide-
lines, 2015). Because of the non-linear nature
of the stages, different subject matter can arise
simultaneously, and topic codes and categorisa-
tions alone may not be sufficient to collect all
the information concerning how an issue is raised,
dealt with, and resolved. Given the number of
sub-dialogues that arise and persist through the
dialogue (confirming the patient’s medical his-
tory, starting compression, assessing rhythm, and
so on), these may be best captured by analysing
threads.

Furthermore, given that guidelines exist for
stages of OHCA resuscitation, script theory may
also be useful. To date, the guidelines defining
best practice have not been compared to scripts
procured through dialogue annotation and analy-
sis. Because of the high-stakes nature of OHCA
resuscitation, it is crucial for team members to
track the progress of multiple interwoven threads
of the procedure. As such, they must align their
understanding of the current stage of each thread.
One strategy for accomplishing this is termed situ-
ation awareness, a construct originally used in avi-
ation but also as a measure of team effectiveness
in other high-stakes domains such as surgery. The
Anaesthetists’ Non-Technical Skills (ANTS) Sys-
tem Handbook (2012) describes situation aware-
ness as a skill that team members use to develop
and maintain an overall awareness of the envi-
ronment whilst taking into account all necessary
and related elements. Even though verbal actions
alone may not be able to reflect all facets of situ-
ation awareness (e.g. watching procedures, mon-
itoring progress), they play a crucial role. In our
work, we are particularly interested in establishing
how much of team members’ situation awareness
is conducted verbally.

Prior work on medical teams’ adherence to best
practice guidelines has focused primarily on scor-
ing the teams’ NTS performance. NTS mea-
sures specify what communicative functions are
required from team members – but not explicitly
how these are to be performed. For instance, a be-
havioural marker for good communication prac-
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Categories** Sub.categories*** Examples*
Assert&&
Utterances)that)
make)explicit)claims)
about)the)world,)
which)also)includes)
answers)to)
questions.)

Conclude/Deduce&&&
An)assertion)of)fact)presented)as)the)result)of)a)process)of)logic)or)consideration.)
Situation3awareness&
Utterances)that)keep)everyone)on)the)same)page,)usually)the)current)stage.&
Forward3course&
Descriptions)or)outlines)regarding)the)next)course)of)action.)
Commiserate)
Utterances)that)show)empathy)or)sympathy.)

)
“Okay)it)appears)asystolic)now”)
)
“That’s)fluid)attached”)
)
“20)seconds)til)next)rhythm)check”)
)
“Obviously)you)had)a)great)shock)this)morning…”)
)

Action3directive&&
Utterances)that)
directly)influence)
the)hearer’s)future)
nonGcommunicative)
actions.)

Direct/Instruct&&
Utterances)that)directly)command/order)the)hearer)to)do)an)action.)
Recommend/Suggest&
Utterances)couched)so)as)to)suggest)that)it)is)the)speaker’s)advice,)not)
necessarily)an)order.)
Request&
A)direct)utterance)requesting)the)hearer)to)do)something,)normally)in)the)form)
of)conventionalised)structures.)

)
“Continue)ventilations”)
)
“And)let’s)start)thinking)about)execution”)
)
)
“Can)we)set)the)BP)a)cycle)for)every)twoGandGaGhalf)
minutes?”)
)

Open3option&&
Utterances)that)directly)influence)the)hearer’s)future)nonGcommunicative)actions)but)put)no)obligations)
on)the)hearer.)

)
“Okay)when)your)next)one’s)ready”)

Commit&&
Utterances)that)potentially)commit)the)speaker)(in)varying)degrees)of)strength))to)some)future)course)
of)action,)without)requiring)hearer’s)agreement.)

)
)“I’ll)be)I’ll)swap)up)next”)

Offer&&
Utterances)that)indicates)speakers’)willingness)to)commit)to)an)action)upon)the)acceptance)of)the)
hearer.)

)
“Just)give)me)a)shake)if)you)want)more”)

Info3request&&
Utterances)that)
require)binary)
dimension)
responses.&

Open3question&&&&
A)broad)question)with)possible)unlimited)response)categories.))
Closed3question&&&&
A)question)that)requires)a)brief,)specific)answer,)especially)of)the)“Yes/No”)
variety.*

)
“What)do)we)got)here?”))
)
“Any)pulse?”)

)

Table 1: Categories for OHCA coding taxonomy [non-exhaustive]

tice under Task Management is when one “com-
municates plan for case to relevant staff” (p. 8,
ANTS), but how this is achieved is not speci-
fied. Communicative techniques have been pro-
moted as effective ways of achieving these goals,
like closed-loop communication (Andersen et al.,
2010; Risser et al., 1999), whereby the receiver of
a verbal message confirms reception verbally by
repeating/rephrasing, and the speaker then verifies
that the message has been interpreted correctly,
thus forming a clear adjacency pair and closing the
loop (Härgestam et al., 2013). Although closed-
loop communication has been advocated as essen-
tial, its usefulness may depend on factors such
as the leader’s role and the urgency of the med-
ical situation. Jacobsson et al. (2012) found that
leaders in trauma teams communicated using dif-
ferent strategies, or repertoires, which suggests
that closed-loop communication is not universally
adopted as the best option in practice. We are thus
interested to see if OHCA teams that have been
perceived as representative of effective communi-
cation employ this type of strategy.

In the absence of formal communication proto-
cols as in air traffic control, OHCA teams are ex-
pected to communicate naturally, in some sense.
This raises the question of whether they will use
the kinds of indirect – and potentially ambigu-
ous – utterances that are characteristic of polite

interaction. If time is of the essence, does abso-
lute politeness take precedence, or is it subjugated
to communicative efficiency? Medical experts in
high-pressure team environments are trained to
give succinct directions: one principle of effec-
tive leadership communication used in training is
“Make short and clear statements” (Hunziker et
al., 2011, p. 2385). However, when perform-
ing acts such as issuing commands, team mem-
bers may wish to mitigate face threat, especially
as rude or insensitive comments are detrimental
to medical team performance (Riskin et al., 2015;
Riskin et al., 2017). The present study thus asks
how medical professionals reconcile the conflict-
ing pressures to be both direct/succinct, and sensi-
tive/polite (which typically involves longer utter-
ances than direct commands).

Previous work shows how communication can
influence clinical outcomes in the inter-medical
setting: Patient satisfaction, decision-making, and
stress level correlate with physicians’ communica-
tive acts (Gemmiti et al., 2017; Hall and Roter,
2012). But it is not known how the linguistic fac-
tors discussed above affect medical team commu-
nication, or indeed if they exert any influence at
all. Our study addresses these questions, focus-
ing on the kinds of verbal expression used dur-
ing different interaction points, those indicating
a stage or marking transitions, and the possible
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Table 2: OHCA thread codes [non-exhaustive]

directness-politeness trade-off in giving orders.

3 OHCA annotation

Two OHCA simulation videos (SIM1 and SIM2)
were selected as a starting point, both involving
highly experienced paramedics. Medical experts
involved in the study rated both videos as exam-
ples of effective OHCA resuscitations. As such,
we assume these are representative of effective
OHCA team communication. In each video, all
three paramedics are peers and well-acquainted,
but one paramedic is a designated OHCA expert
who is expected to lead the team.

Each video lasts approximately 10 minutes.
SIM1 has fewer utterances (N=184; SIM2:
N=289). Both videos were part of an ongoing
Resuscitation Research Group project and were
recorded for research and training purposes. Tran-
scriptions were reviewed by a member of the med-
ical team to ensure accuracy. Both transcriptions
were annotated by the first author.

As there is no clear precedent for a linguis-
tic coding system for medical teams, we mod-
ified three existing dialogue annotation systems
for our purpose: the Dialogue Act Markup in
Several Layers (DAMSL); the Generalised Med-
ical Interaction Analysis System (GMIAS); and
the Comprehensive Analysis of the Structure of
Encounters System (CASES). See Table 1 for
some of the resulting category set. DAMSL is a
generic annotation system which has its roots in
Searle’s Speech Act Theory, but aims for higher-
level annotations or dialogue acts. Since this
study’s domain is medical, we enriched exist-

ing DAMSL categories with sub-categories from
GMIAS, which was also developed within the
same theoretical tradition and has been applied in
medical settings. The present system only applies
the DAMSL layer most relevant to dialogue struc-
tures, namely the Forward Communicative Func-
tion (FCF) and Backward Communicative Func-
tion (BCF). Whilst three types of FCF are sub-
categorised using GMIAS categories, no changes
were made to BCF because the codes are suitably
discerning. For identifying specific content in the
interactions, we used an adaptation of Laws et al.’s
(2013) CASES.

DAMSL was selected for several reasons.
DAMSL has the same linguistic framework as
GMIAS, therefore combining some parts from the
two systems is plausible and workable. It also al-
lows multiple aspects of an utterance to be coded.
Finally, it is a primitive system that can be ex-
panded according to context. GMIAS was se-
lected as the basis for the coding expansion as it
i) applies to transcript-based coding (rather than
directly to speech); ii) is sufficiently modifiable to
fit contexts other than the one it was created for,
and iii) is a reliable medical dialogue coding tool.
DAMSL thus serves as the superordinate coding
category and GMIAS serves to discriminate the
finer distinctions of speech act categories.

For the identification of specific subject mat-
ter, we use CASES as a conceptual basis. Laws
et al. (2013) analysed their threads with four fur-
ther processes pertinent to medical consultations,
but we decided to settle at the identification level
at present. A thread in this study refers to speech
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Figure 1: Distribution of utterance types

containing separate subject matter, which can oc-
cur in parallel. Threads are analysed by the or-
der they appeared in the interaction. We posit that
the patterns brought forth by the threads may re-
veal paramedics’ underlying script. The decisions
as to what could constitute the subject matter of a
thread (“patient history”, “compression”, “intuba-
tion”, etc.) were established via the Resuscitation
Council UK ALS Guidelines (2015) and through
consultation with an expert practitioner. See Table
2 for the threads most relevant to the findings and
discussion of this study.

4 Results

Figure 1 shows the overall distribution of utter-
ance types (within the FCF categories) for each of
the simulations. In both cases, Assert and Action-
directive are the most frequent categories.

4.1 Threads
Thread analysis produces a snapshot of the whole
dialogue, showing which subject matter was raised
during which juncture. Both simulations exhibited
similar patterns. Figure 2 shows the thread analy-
sis results for SIM1 and SIM2.

A large proportion of threads are Procedure-
related (74% in SIM1 and 51% in SIM2), with fo-
cus on Compression (COMPR), Rhythm (RHY),
and Instrument (INST). Compression threads were
started within the first 10 utterances for both sim-
ulated settings. Since resuscitation guidelines em-
phasise continuous compressions as soon as possi-

ble in cardiac arrests, the paramedics in both simu-
lations were clearly following the guidelines strin-
gently. Other early threads included Patient His-
tory (PH) and Rhythm. Meanwhile, threads intro-
duced late in the communication included Possible
Causes (PC) (reversible causes of the arrest) and
Resolution (RES).

Even though the threads were introduced in
a similar order in both simulations, the number
of utterances dedicated to each thread differed.
The most striking was the Patient History thread
(76 utterances in SIM2; 9 in SIM1). Ventilation
(VENT) also showed a big difference (21 utter-
ances in SIM2; 3 in SIM1). We believe these dif-
ferences reflect context variations in each OHCA
(e.g., presence of a bystander, patient’s condition).
However, the Plan of Action (PAC) total thread ut-
terances was similar in both simulations (30 utter-
ances in SIM1; 29 in SIM2). The types of dialogue
act present in each thread also differed, but gener-
ally, team members gave more orders and com-
mitted themselves more when discussing the next
course of actions. In SIM1, for instance, 25 out of
the 30 observed utterances under the PAC thread
were made up of Commit and Action-Directive
tags. Dialogues tagged under COMPR and RHY
threads meanwhile showed frequent uses of As-
serts, mostly in the State-awareness category (e.g.
in SIM1, 15 out of 30 COMPR utterances were
Asserts; in SIM2, 28 out of 52 COMPR utterances
were Asserts). This suggests that team members
frequently stated facts (or opinions) when they
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Figure 2: Threads for Simulation 1 (top plot) and Simulation 2 (bottom plot); x-axis is utterance posi-
tion in the dialoguel; y-axis is thread topic; threads are arranged in order of initiation (bottom to top).
Abbreviations are explained in Table 2.

talked about compressions and the patient’s heart
rhythm.

Thread components usually form series of ad-
jacency pairs across discourse. When a subject-
matter is raised, it typically yields a response from
other interactants. However, in the two simu-
lations, “pure” closed-loop communication, i.e.
verbal confirmation from the hearer by repeating
or rephrasing the information received from the
speaker, and then verbal affirmation by the speaker
after receiving the repetition/rephrased statement
from the hearer, did not seem to occur. Rather,
a weaker form, like the example shown in (1), is
more commonly found:

(1) P1: Are you okay doing compressions? [COMPR]

P2: Yeah, thank you, yeah. [COMPR]

P1: Right. [COMPR]

Even though this form does not strictly replicate
the advocated closed-loop communication, we be-
lieve that the pragmatic force still carries through,
thus making it an effective exchange. This type
of adjacency pair occurred frequently across the
threads. Nonetheless, there were also cases with
no visible verbal response, as in (2). Although
P2 is talking about compressions, P1 raises the
Rhythm thread. See also (3).
(2) P2: . . . just continuous compressions, after next tube

ventilations. . . [COMPR]

P1: Okay so he’s had two shocks and he’s still in VF.

[RHY]

(3) P1: I’ve got the tube. [INST]

P3: 20 seconds til next rhythm check. [RHY, TIME]

In (3), P1’s thread was Instrument, as he was
telling his team members that he had hold of
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the needed tube. There was no verbal response,
the next utterance being P3’s Time and Rhythm
threads. Non-adjacency like this seems to occur
when the first utterance is a statement, like Assert
in both (2) and (3), rather than when the utterance
is an Action-directive or an Info-request (example
(1)). That said, we observed no visible communi-
cation issues when threads were left dangling. It
is likely that team members responded in a non-
verbal way, for instance, with a slight nod, as
face-to-face communication involves multimodal-
ity. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that
team members did not explicitly favour closed-
loop communication, a finding that lends some
support to the suggestion that this particular strat-
egy is not always the chosen option in trauma team
communication. We posit that one possible reason
for the lack of verbal response is such threads are
intended for general information only and do not
require direct responses from team members. This
type of thread is normally tagged with the State-
awareness code, discussed below.

4.2 Alignment and signalling states

The dialogue annotations revealed frequent use of
Assert in both simulations. The high frequency of
Assert (31% in SIM1 and 40% in SIM2) is similar
to other medical dialogue annotation findings. As
summarised by Hall and Roter (2012), the bulk of
physician-patient interaction is normally made up
of information-giving utterances, which would be-
long in the Assert category since the language act
involves stating facts or beliefs.

Assert is further distinguished into several sub-
categories. The most frequent is one we developed
via iterative analyses and has its base in NTS sit-
uation awareness. We call this State-awareness.
This category made up approximately half of the
Asserts for both simulations, marking statements
made by team members to keep others aware of
the ongoing procedure or the current state of af-
fairs. The category’s frequency suggests that team
members believed it to be crucial to keep others on
the same page of the procedure, or at least, aware
of the stage the speaker is currently in. See (4).

(4) P2: Not breathing and she’s quite cold. [REASSERT,

REPEAT]

Bystander: Yeah [ACKNOWLEDGE]

P3: Pads on, rhythm check. [STATE-
AWARENESS]

State-awareness utterances, as mentioned before,
are typically not verbally confirmed by others. Ut-
terances tagged in this sub-category can pop out of
the blue, i.e. not preceded by any related thread or
part of an adjacency pair. In some cases, the use
of State-awareness flagged a change of state in the
type of thread, for instance, from compression to
checking the rhythm (5), or from compression to
ventilation (6):

(5) P2: 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. [STATE-AWARENESS]

[COMPR]

P2: And that’s a rhythm check. [STATE-

AWARENESS] [RHY]

(6) P3: 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. [STATE-AWARENESS]

[COMPR]

P2: (ventilates) One. [STATE-AWARENESS] [VENT]

Paramedics might use Conclude/Deduce as a
way to navigate the state-to-state transitions in the
dialogues. Conclude/Deduce is the third most fre-
quent type of Assert found here. In (7), after con-
cluding that the patient was still asystolic, P1 de-
cided that they should continue with the CPR.

(7) P1: So we’re in asystole at four minutes of the arrest.

[CONC/DED]

P1: We’ll just continue here. [ACTION-DIR, COM-

MIT]

Action-directives (e.g. giving instructions, or-
ders) were the speech act most frequently used to
open a thread. Five of the 12 threads in SIM1 and
seven of the 13 threads in SIM2 start with Action-
directives. This pattern points to Action-directives
as transition signals. Nevertheless, it may also be
a result of OHCA resuscitations being a procedure
(yielding a higher frequency of Action-directives).

4.3 Politeness
One striking feature of OHCA team communica-
tion is the high frequency of Action-directives in
both simulations. Dialogue acts of this kind have
never previously been established as a major com-
ponent of medical dialogue. But their frequent use
in procedures, such as resuscitation, makes sense,
where there would be more instructions, orders,
and commands going back and forth compared to,
say, patient-physician consultations. This may be
especially pronounced in the presence of an ef-
fective team leader, who is typically less involved
in hands-on procedures but directs team members
from the sidelines (Cooper and Wakelam, 1999).
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In the simulations that we annotate, the OHCA-
trained paramedic is expected to take this role.

Due to their frequency, Action-directive utter-
ances were further divided into several subcate-
gories, based on their level of directness. The most
frequent sub-category was Direct/Instruct, which
made up 60.0% of SIM1 Action-directive utter-
ances, and 57.0% of SIM2’s. This was followed
by Recommend/Suggest, and then by Request. It
appears that team members, especially the team
leader, preferred to use direct orders when per-
forming Action-directives. Further examination of
this category revealed several types of mitigation
devices, the most frequent being the use of soften-
ers like please and the inclusion of self into orders
to highlight collectivity rather than individuality
(e.g. “Then we need to continue with compres-
sions”). Conventional pragmalinguistic expres-
sions like ‘Could you X’, ‘Can you X’, and others
along this line also made frequent appearances.

We note the possible ambiguity of team mem-
bers’ use of ‘Do you want to X’ – which could be
construed as either an indirect order/request or a
direct question. Nevertheless, there did not seem
to be any confusion in the responses, so we posited
that the use of this expression did not present a
communicative issue with the present teams, or
the contextual non-verbal cues were sufficient to
clarify the intent of the expression at that partic-
ular moment. Earlier on, we hypothesised that
the presence of more than two interlocutors could
mean that when Action-directives were given, the
speaker would directly pinpoint the person s/he is
talking to. Although this action existed, specific
addressees were seldom given (less than 10% in
both simulations). It is possible that orders and in-
structions were usually directed to the team as a
whole, or if addressee-explicit, signalled through
non-verbal cues like eye contact or gestures.

With only two simulations to be compared, we
concur that the results are still speculative. How-
ever, they help provide a sound platform for the
next phase of study.

5 Conclusion

We have presented early findings regarding com-
munication patterns in OHCA resuscitation, fo-
cusing on three areas: transitions, alignment and
signalling of states, and politeness. We found
that Action-directives were often used to intro-
duce new threads, suggesting an important role

for this type of utterance in inducing state tran-
sitions. Paramedics in this study made extensive
use of State-awareness utterances, a sub-category
of Assert, to explicitly communicate information
about the current state to other team members.
Lastly, despite the time-constrained setting, the
team members made use of politeness strategies,
especially when issuing orders.

Modelling communication within OHCA resus-
citation is a lengthy and challenging endeavour;
however, we consider that the findings from this
study represent a useful start. The next steps are to
apply the coding scheme developed in this study to
authentic OHCA resuscitation cases, and to com-
pare the results from real-life dialogues with the
best practice guidelines. We believe that this re-
search will prove informative in highlighting es-
sential components of effective team communica-
tion, and may ultimately assist in the optimisation
of OHCA resuscitation performance.
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Abstract

Online argumentative dialog is a rich
source of information on popular beliefs
and opinions that could be useful to com-
panies as well as governmental or public
policy agencies. Compact, easy to read,
summaries of these dialogues would thus
be highly valuable. A priori, it is not even
clear what form such a summary should
take. Previous work on summarization has
primarily focused on summarizing written
texts, where the notion of an abstract of the
text is well defined. We collect gold stan-
dard training data consisting of five human
summaries for each of 161 dialogues on
the topics of Gay Marriage, Gun Control
and Abortion. We present several different
computational models aimed at identify-
ing segments of the dialogues whose con-
tent should be used for the summary, us-
ing linguistic features and Word2vec fea-
tures with both SVMs and Bidirectional
LSTMs. We show that we can identify the
most important arguments by using the di-
alog context with a best F-measure of 0.74
for gun control, 0.71 for gay marriage, and
0.67 for abortion.

1 Introduction

Online argumentative dialog is a rich source of
information on popular beliefs and opinions that
could be useful to companies as well as govern-
mental or public policy agencies. Compact, easy
to read, summaries of these dialogues would thus
be highly valuable. However, previous work on
summarization has primarily focused on summa-
rizing written texts, where the notion of an abstract
of the text is well defined.

Work on dialog summarization is in its infancy.

Early work was domain specific, for example fo-
cusing on extracting actions items from meetings
(Murray, 2008). Gurevych and Strube (2004) ap-
plied semantic similarity to Switchboard dialog,
showing improvements over several baseline sum-
marizers. Work on argument summarization has
to date focused on monologic data. Ranade et
al. (2013) summarize online debates using topic
and sentiment rich features, but their unit of sum-
mary is a single debate post, rather than an ex-
tended conversation. Wang and Ling (2016) gen-
erate abstractive one sentence summaries for opin-
ionated arguments from debate websites using an
attention-based neural network model, but the in-
puts are well-structured arguments and a central
claim constructed by the editors, rather than user-
generated conversations.

PostID Turn
S1-1: Gays..you wont let me have everything I want so

you must hate me. Spoil child..you wont let me
have everything I want so you must hate me.

S2-1: And who made you master daddy that you think
it is your place to grant or disallow anything to
your fellow citizens?

S1-2: Did I say that I was and it is?
S2-2: You implied it when you compared gays (and

their supporters) fighting for rights to spoiled
children. For the analogy to work there has to
be a parent figure for the gays as well.

S1-3: The public is the ’parent’ figure and the law mak-
ers are ( or should be) the public’s servant .

S2-3: This then implies that homosexuals are are not
part of the public and the law-makers are not their
servants as well, and that you do indeed believe it
is your right to allow and disallow things to your
fellow citizens. That they are lesser group than
you. You just proved your hate.

S1-4: Homosexuals are a deviant minority.

Figure 1: Gay Rights Argument.

To our knowledge there is no prior work on
summarizing important arguments from noisy, ar-
gumentative, dialogs in online debate such as that
in Figure 1. A priori, it is not even clear what form
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Summary Contributors Human Label from
Pyramid Annotations

Tier
Rank

• S1 says that no one can prove that gun owners are safer than non gun owners.
• S1 says no one has been able to prove gun owners are safer than non-gun

owners.
• S1 points out there is no empirical data suggesting that gun owners are safer

than non-gun owners.
• S1 states there are no statistics proving owning a gun makes people safer.
• S1 believes that there is no proof that gun owners are safer than non-gun

owners.

Nobody has been able
to prove that gun

owners are safer than
non-gun owners.

5

• They say that if S2 had a family member die from gun violence it might be
more significant to them,

• He says if S1 had a personal or family encounter with gun violence, he would
feel differently.

• that people who have had relatives die from gun violence have a different
attitude.

Family encounters with
gun violence changes

significance.

3

• Pro-gun perspective is: on 9/11, 3000 people died without the ability to de-
fend themselves.

On 9/11, 3000 people
died without the ability
to defend themselves.

1

Table 1: Example summary contributors, pyramid labels and tier rank in gun control dialogs

such a summary should take. The two conver-
sants in Figure 1 obviously do not agree: should
a summary give preference to one person’s views?
Should a summary be based on decisions about
which argument is higher quality, well structured,
more logical, or which better follows theories of
argumentation?

Fortunately, summarization is something that
any native speaker can do without formal training.
Thus our gold standard training data consists of 5
human summaries for each dialog from a corpus
of dialogs discussing Gay Marriage, Gun Con-
trol and Abortion. Arguments that are important
to extract to form the basis of summary content
are defined to be those that appear in a majority
of human summaries, as per the Pyramid model
(Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004). We then aim to
learn how to automatically extract these important
arguments from the original dialogs.

We first define several baselines using off-the-
shelf summarizers such as LexRank and SumBa-
sic (Erkan and Radev, 2004a; Nenkova and Van-
derwende, 2005). Our experiments explore the ef-
fectiveness of combining traditional linguistic fea-
tures with Word2Vec in both SVMs and Bidirec-
tional LSTMs. We show that applying corefer-
ence, and representing the context improves per-
formance. Performance is overall better for the
Bidirectional LSTM, but both models perform bet-
ter when linguistic features and argumentative fea-
tures are combined with word embeddings. We
achieve a best F-measure of 0.74 for gun control,

0.71 for gay marriage, and 0.67 for abortion. We
discuss related work in more detail in Section 3
when we can compare it with our approach.

2 Experimental Method

2.1 Data

Our corpus of dialogs and summaries focus on the
topics Gay Marriage, Gun Control and Abortion
from the the publicly available Internet Argument
Corpus (IAC) (Abbott et al., 2016). We used the
portion of the IAC containing posts from http:

//4forums.com. We use the debate forum meta-
data to extract dialog exchanges between pairs of
authors with at least 3 turns per author, in order
to represent 2 different perspectives on an issue.
To get richer and more diverse data per topic con-
taining multiple argumentative claims and propo-
sitions, we ensure that the corpus does not contain
more than one dialog per topic between any partic-
ular pair of authors. The dataset contains 61 gay
rights dialogues, 50 gun control dialogues and 50
abortion dialogues.

We adopt a three step process to identify useful
sentences for extraction that we briefly summarize
here.

• S1: Dialogs are read and summarized by 5
pre-qualified workers on Mechanical Turk.
Since the dialogs vary in length and content
we applied a limit that dialogs with a word
count less than 750, must be summarized by
the annotators in 125 words and dialogs with
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In this task, you will carefully read part of a dialog where two people are discussing the issue of gun control. Several
previous workers have each summarized this dialog, and we have related those summaries by grouping together parts of
their summaries that roughly describe the same actions in the dialogue. In this task, you will link these action description
groups to sentences in the dialogue. Each dialog is automatically divided into sentences. Your job is to provide the best
action description group for each sentence.
The action description groups are sets of sentences from several summaries that essentially describe the same action in
the dialog in different words. Each group has a unique label and you will select the label that best approximates what is
happening in the sentence and select a label using the radio button provided with each sentence.
Please especially note:
• More than one sentence can map to same group. For example, two people may say virtually the same thing multiple

times.
• Not all sentences will have a good group, so if you cannot find any similar set for a sentence, then select None of the

labels match in the radio button option.
• You are expected to read and comprehend the sentence. Since these come from summaries, the action summaries may

use very different words from those used in the dialogs.

Table 2: Directions for Step 3 (S3 annotation, mapping pyramid labels to sentences.

word count greater than 750 words should be
summarized in 175 words.

• S2: We train undergraduate linguists to use
the Pyramid method (Nenkova and Passon-
neau, 2004) to identify important arguments
in the dialog; they then construct pyramids
for each set of five summaries. Repeated ele-
ments of the five summaries end up on higher
tiers of the pyramid, and indicate the most
important content, as shown in Table 1. This
results in a ranking of the most important ar-
guments (abstract objects) in a dialog, but the
linguistic representation of these arguments
is based on the language used in the sum-
maries themselves.

• S3: To identify the spans of text in the di-
alog itself that correspond to the important
arguments, we must map the ranked labels
from the summaries back onto the dialog text.
We recruited 2 graduate students and 2 un-
dergraduates to label each sentence of the di-
alog with the best set of human labels from
the pyramids. Table 2 shows the directions
for this task.

We now have one or more labels for each sen-
tence in a dialog, but we are primarily interested
in the tier rank of the sentences. We group labels
by tier and compute the average tier label per sen-
tence. We define any sentence with an average tier
score of 3 or higher as important. Thus, steps S1,
S2 and S3 above are simply carried out to arrive at
a well-motivated and theoretically grounded def-
inition of important argument, and the task we
address in this paper is binary classification ap-

plied to dialogs to select sentences that are impor-
tant. Table 3 shows the resulting number of im-
portant sentences for each topic. The average Co-
hen’s kappa between the annotators is respectable,
with a kappa value of 0.68 for gun control, 0.63
for abortion, and 0.62 for gay marriage.

Topic Important Not Important
Gun Control 1010 1041
Gay Marriage 1311 1195
Abortion 849 1203

Table 3: Sentence distribution in each domain.

2.2 Baselines

We use several off-the-shelf extractive summariza-
tion engines (frequency, probability distribution
and graph based) from the python package sumy
1 to provide a baseline for comparison with our
models. To enable direct comparison, we define
a sentence as important if it appears in the top n
sentences in the output of the baseline summarizer,
where n is the number of important sentences for
the dialog as defined by our method.
SumBasic. Nenkova and Vanderwende (2005)
show that content units and words that are repeated
often are likely be mentioned in a human sum-
mary, and that frequency is a powerful predictor
of human choices in content selection for sum-
marization. SumBasic uses a greedy search ap-
proximation with a frequency-based sentence se-
lection component, and a component to re-weight
the word probabilities in order to minimize redun-
dancy.
KL divergence Summary. This approach is
based on finding a set of summary sentences

1https://pypi.python.org/pypi/sumy
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which closely match the document set unigram
distribution. It greedily adds a sentence to a sum-
mary as long as it decreases the KL Divergence
(Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009).

LexRank. This method is a degree-based method
of computing centrality that is used for extrac-
tive summarization and has shown to outperform
centroid-based methods on DUC evaluation tasks.
It computes sentence importance based on eigen-
vector centrality in a graph where cosine similar-
ity is used for sentence adjacency weights in the
graph (Erkan and Radev, 2004a).

Summary Sentences selected by human annotators
Nobody has been able to prove that gun owners are safer
than non-gun owners.
You can play around with numbers to make the problem
seem insignificant.
I suppose you could also say that only 3,000 people died
in 9/11 and use your logic to say that it ’s only a small
problem.
Perhaps if somebody in your family had died of gun vi-
olence you would have a different attitude.
Nobody has been able to prove that non-gun owners are
safer than gun owners.
So if you can not prove things one way or the other why
try to infringe on my rights?
I did n’t say that it ca n’t be proven one way or the other.
I just said you ca n’t prove that gun owners are safer.
Using illogic , skewed statistics , revisionist history all in
an attempt to violate my constitutional rights , that would
be you and other gun grabbers who are trying to infringe
on law abiding citizens rights.
Show me in the Constitution where it says that mak-
ing an illogical argument is a violation of somebody ’s
rights.
You and your ilk are doing everything in your power to
implement your ” victim disamament ” program in ” vi-
olation ” of my civil rights.
No different than ” jim crow ” laws and other unconsti-
tutional drivel.

Figure 2: Human selected summary sentences for
a gun control dialogue.

Figures 2 and 3 show our gold standard sum-
mary and the summary sentences selected by
LexRank for the same dialog. LexRank identi-
fies many of the important sentences, but it also
includes a number of sentences which cannot be
used to construct a summary such as ”Wow that
is easy”. The baseline outputs in general sug-
gest that frequency or graph similarity alone leave
room for improvement when predicting impor-
tant sentences in user-generated argumentative di-
alogue.

Summary sentences selected by LexRank
Show me in the Constitution where it says that mak-
ing an illogical argument is a violation of somebody ’s
rights.
Nobody has been able to prove that gun owners are safer
than non-gun owners.
I just said you ca n’t prove that gun owners are safer.
Wow that is easy.
At least have the courage to say it ... .
Witch hunt.
No different than ” jim crow ” laws and other unconsti-
tutional drivel.
So if you can not prove things one way or the other why
try to infringe on my rights?
Oh, stop your witch hunt.
You can play around with numbers to make the problem
seem insignificant.
Using illogic, skewed statistics, revisionist history all in
an attempt to violate my constitutional rights, that would
be you and other gun grabbers who are trying to infringe
on law abiding citizens rights.
I suppose you could also say that only 3,000 people died
in 9/11 and use your logic to say that it ’s only a small
problem.

Figure 3: Lex Rank selected sentences for a gun
control dialogue.

2.3 Features

Most formal models of argumentation have fo-
cused on carefully crafted debates or face-to-face
exchanges. However, as the ‘bottom-up’ argu-
mentative dialogs in online social networks are far
less logical (Gabbriellini and Torroni, 2013; Toni
and Torroni, 2012), and the serendipity of the in-
teractions yields less rule-governed conversational
turns, ones that violate even the rules of natural-
istically grounded argument models (Walton and
Krabbe, 1995). This makes it difficult to construct
useful theoretically-grounded features. In place of
that enterprise, we exploit more conventional sum-
marization, sentiment, word class, and sentence
complexity features.

We also construct features sensitive to dialogic
context. The theoretical literature discusses the
ways in which dialogic argumentation shows dif-
ferent speech act uses than in less argumentative
genres (Budzynska and Reed, 2011; Jacobs and
Jackson, 1992), including the fact that arguments
in these conversations are frequently smuggled in
via non-assertive speech acts (e.g., hostile ques-
tions). Inspired by this, we implement three basic
methods for dialogic context: we extract the dia-
log act tag and some word class class information
from the previous sentence; we extract a rough-
grained measure of a sentence’s position within
a turn; and we use coreference chains to resolve
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anaphora in a sentence to acquire a (hopefully)
more contentful antecedent. Below, we describe
these features in more detail.
Google Word2Vec: Word embeddings from
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) are popular for
expressing semantic relationships between words.
Previous work on argument mining has developed
methods using word2vec that are effective for
argument recognition (Habernal and Gurevych,
2015). We created a 300-dimensional vector
by filtering stopwords and punctuation and then
averaging the word embeddings from Google’s
word2vec model for the remaining words.
GloVe Embeddings: GloVe is an unsupervised
algorithm for obtaining vector representations for
words (Pennington et al., 2014). These pre-trained
word embeddings are 100 dimensional vectors and
each sentence is represented as a concatenation
of word vectors. We use GloVe embeddings to
initialize our Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
models as glove embeddings have been trained
on web data, and in some cases work better than
Word2Vec (Stojanovski et al., 2016).
Readability Grades: We hypothesized that con-
tentful sentences were more likely to be com-
plex. To measure that, we used readability
grades, which calculate a series of linear regres-
sion measures based on the number of words,
syllables, and sentences. We used 7 readability
measures2 Flesch-Kincaid readability score, Au-
tomated Readability Index, Coleman-Liau Index,
SMOG Index, Gunning Fog index, Flesch Read-
ing Ease, LIX and RIX.
LIWC: The Linguistics Inquiry Word Count
(LIWC) tool has been useful in previous work on
stance detenction (Pennebaker et al., 2001; So-
masundaran and Wiebe, 2009; Hasan and Ng,
2013), and we suspected it would help to distin-
guish personal conversation from substantive anal-
ysis. It classifies words into different categories
based on thought processes, emotional states, in-
tentions, and motivations. For each LIWC cate-
gory, we computed an aggregate frequency score
for a sentence. Using these categories we aim
to capture both the style and the content types
in the argument. Style words are linked to mea-
sures of people’s social and psychological worlds
while content words are generally nouns, and reg-
ular verbs that convey the content of a communi-
cation. To capture additional contextual informa-

2https://pypi.python.org/pypi/readability

tion, we computed the LIWC score of the previous
sentence.
Sentiment: Sentiment features have shown to be
useful for argumentative claim identification, and
here too we suspected that name-calling and the
like could be flagged by sentiment features. We
used the Stanford sentiment analyzer from (Socher
et al., 2013) to compute five sentiment categories
(very negative to very positive) per sentence.
Dialog Act of Previous Sentence (DAC): We hy-
pothesized that important sentences may be more
likely in response to particular dialog acts, like
questions, e.g. a question may be followed by
an explanation or an answer. To identify if a
previous sentence was a question, we combined
the tags into two categories indicating whether
the previous sentence was a question type or not.
We implemented a binary PreviousSentAct feature
which used Dialog Act Classification from NLTK
(Loper and Bird, 2002).
Sentence position: We divide a turn into thirds
and create an integral feature based on which third
a sentence is located in the turn.
Coref: In the hope that coreference resolution
would help ground utterance semantics, we re-
placed anaphoric words with their most represen-
tative mention obtained using Stanford corefer-
ence chain resolution (Manning et al., 2014).

2.4 Machine Learning Models

We reserved 13 random dialogs in each topic for
our test set, using the rest as training. Sentences
were automatically split. This led to several sen-
tences consisting essentially of punctuation, which
were removed (filter for sentences without a verb
and at least 3 dictionary words.) For learning,
we created a balanced training and test set by
randomly selecting an equal number of sentences
for each class, giving the following combinations:
1236 train and 462 test sentences for abortion,
1578 training and 534 test for gay marriage and
1352 training and 476 test for gun control. We use
two machine learning models.
SVM. We use Support Vector Machines with a
linear Kernel from Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.,
2011) with our theoretically motivated linguistic
features and uses cross validation for parameter
tuning and the second is a combination Bidirec-
tional LSTM.
CNN + BiLSTM. A combination of Convolu-
tional and Recurrent Neural Networks has been
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used for sentence representations (Wang et al.,
2016) where CNN is able to learn the local fea-
tures from words or phrases in the text and the
RNN learns long-term dependencies. Using this
as a motivation, we include a convolutional layer
and max pooling layer before the input is fed into
an RNN. The model used for binary classification
consists of a 1D convolution layer of size 3 and 32
different filters. The convolution layer takes as in-
put the GloVe embeddings. A bidirectional LSTM
layer is stacked on the convolutions layer and then
concatenated with another layer of bidirectional
LSTM: different versions are used with different
features and feature combinations as shown in Ta-
ble 4 and described further below. The outputs of
the LSTM are fed through a sigmoid layer for bi-
nary classification. LSTM creates a validation set
by a 4 to 1 random selection on the training set.
Regularization is performed by using a drop-out
rate of 0.2 in the drop-out layer. The model is op-
timized using the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
optimizer. The deep network was implemented us-
ing the Keras package (Chollet, 2015).

2.5 Results

We use standard classification evaluation mea-
sures based on Precision/Recall and F measure.
Performance evaluation uses weighted average F-
score on test set. We first evaluate simple models
based on a single feature.
Simple Ablation Models. Table 4, Rows 1A, 1B
and 1C show the results for our three baseline sys-
tems. The LexRank summarizer performs best
across all topics, but overall the results show that
summarizers aimed at newswire or monologic data
do not work on argumentative dialog.

Row 3 shows that Word2Vec improves over the
baseline, but this did not work as well as it did in
previous research (Habernal and Gurevych, 2015).
One reason could be that averaged Word2Vec em-
beddings for each word lose too much informa-
tion in long sentences. Row 2 shows that Dialog
Act Classification works better than the random
baseline for gun control and gay marriage but not
for abortion. Interestingly, Row 6 shows that sen-
timent by itself beats LexRank across all topics,
suggesting a relationship of sentiment to argument
that could be further explored.

Each Row has an additional column for each
topic indicating what happens when we first run
Stanford Coreference to replacing each pronoun

with its most representative mention. The results
show that coreference improves the F-score for
both gun control and abortion.

LIWC categories and Readability perform well
across topics.
Feature Combination Models.
We first evaluate SVM with different feature com-
binations, with details on results in Table 4. For
the gun control topic, LIWC categories on the cur-
rent sentence give an F-score of 0.72. Adding
LIWC from the previous sentence improves it to
0.73 (rows 5 and 9, without coref column). In
contrast, just doing a coref replacement improves
LIWC current sentence score to 0.74 (row 5 for
gun control, with and without coref columns). A
paired t-test on the result vectors shows that coref
replacement provides a statistically significant im-
provement at (p <0.04). For the Abortion topic,
the overall performance is low as compared to the
other two topics suggesting that arguments used
for abortion are harder to identify. Both DAC,
Word2vec scores are quite low but readability and
LIWC do better.
The LSTM models on their own do not perform
better than SVM across topics, but adding features
to the LSTM models improves them beyond the
SVM results. We paired only LSTM (row 8) sep-
arately with the best performing model in bold for
each topic in Table 4 to evaluate if the combina-
tion is significant. Paired t-tests on the result vec-
tors show that the differences in F-score are sta-
tistically significant when we compare LSTM to
LSTM with features for each topic (p <0.01) for
all topics, indicating that adding contextual fea-
tures makes a significant improvement. Adding
LIWC categories from current and previous ut-
terances to LSTM also improves performance for
gun control and abortion. For the gay marriage
topic, LSTM combined with LIWC and readabil-
ity works better than LSTM alone.

2.6 Analysis and Discussion

To qualitatively gain some insight into the limita-
tions of some of the systems, we examined random
predictions from different models. One reason that
a Graph-based system such as LexRank performs
well on DUC might ne that DUC data sets are clus-
tered into related documents by human assessors.
To observe the behavior of the method on noisy
data, the authors of LexRank added random doc-
uments to each cluster to show that LexRank is
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Gun Control Gay Marriage Abortion
ID Classifier Features F-weight

Avg.
F-weight
Avg.
Coref

F-weight
Avg.

F-weight
Avg.
Coref

F-weight
Avg.

F-weight
Avg.
Coref

1A Baseline KL-SUM (KL ) 0.51 0.52 0.47
1B Baseline SumBasic (SB ) 0.53 0.57 0.49
1C Baseline Lex-Rank (LR ) 0.58 0.58 0.59
2 SVM Dialog Act (DAC) 0.61 0.60 0.58 0.58 0.42 0.41
3 SVM Word2Vec 0.65 0.65 0.63 0.56 0.58 0.58
4 SVM Readability (R) 0.64 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.63 0.64
5 SVM LIWC current sen-

tence (LC)
0.72 0.74 0.69 0.66 0.64 0.63

6 SVM Sentiment (SNT) 0.66 0.62 0.61
7 SVM Sentence Turn (ST) 0.61 0.61 0.40 0.40 0.33 0.33
8 Bi LSTM 0.68 0.69 0.63 0.58 0.64 0.65

Feature Combinations
9 SVM LIWC current + pre-

vious (LCP)
0.73 0.72 0.66 0.67 0.61 0.61

10 SVM LCP + R 0.73 0.73 0.70 0.68 0.61 0.60
11 SVM R+DAC 0.65 0.66 0.68 0.68 0.63 0.63
12 SVM LCP + DAC + R 0.72 0.73 0.69 0.68 0.61 0.61
13 Bi LSTM DAC 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.65 0.65 0.66
14 Bi LSTM ST 0.66 0.66 0.61 0.67 0.64 0.52
15 Bi LSTM LCP 0.70 0.68 0.52 0.52 0.65 0.67
16 Bi LSTM R 0.70 0.70 0.59 0.63 0.65 0.66
17 Bi-LSTM LCP+ DAC 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.68 0.61 0.62
18 Bi-LSTM R+ DAC 0.70 0.68 0.63 0.62 0.60 0.64
19 Bi-LSTM R+ LCP 0.69 0.68 0.71 0.67 0.64 0.66
20 Bi-LSTM LCP+R +DAC 0.73 0.74 0.70 0.69 0.62 0.63

Table 4: Results for classification on test set for each topic. Best performing model in bold.

insensitive to some limited noise in the data. How-
ever, topic changes are more frequent in dialog and
dialogs contain content that is not necessarily re-
lated to the argumentative purpose of the dialog.

For example, lexical overlap is important to
LexRank, but this resulted in LexRank selecting
the two of these sentences Well it’s not going to
work. and Get to work!.

One reason that SVM with sentiment features
performs well is that positive sentiment predicts
the not-important class. It seems that sentiment
analyzers classify both phatic communication and
sarcastic arguments as positive, both of which can
be correctly assigned to the not-important class, as
shown by the following examples:

• I ’ll be nice ... Out of context sermon.

• You ’re a fine one to talk about sliming folks

• Yes it does

• Sounds right to you?

The results show that LIWC performs well and
that LIWC used to represent context performs
even better. To understand which LIWC features
were important, we performed chi-square feature
selection over LIWC features on the training set.

Content categories were highly ranked across top-
ics, suggesting that the LIWC features are being
exploited for a form of within-topic topic detec-
tion; this suggests that more general topic model-
ing could help results.

Table 5 shows the top 5 LIWC categories for
each topic based on chi-square based feature se-
lection on the training set for all the three top-
ics. Unsurprisingly, across all topics, the LIWC
marker of complexity (Words Per Sentence) ap-
pears. In addition, many other topics link com-
monsense with important facets of these debates
– the opposition in abortion between questions of
the sanctity of life (biological processes), health
of individuals involved. Similarly, with Gay Mar-
riage, we see sides of the debate between per-
sonal relationships (family, affiliation) and ques-
tions of sexual practice (sexual, drives). The case
of Gun Control is somewhat surprising, since one
might expect to see LIWC categories relating to
life and safety. Instead we see Money category
coming from discussions about gun buy back and
gun prices. To understand better why coreference
resolution was helping, we also examined cases
where coreference matters. Coreference resolu-
tion can also interact with different features such
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as LIWC, i.e. since LIWC calculates a frequency
distribution of categories in the text, corefence
moves a word from the pronoun to some other
category. For example, replacing it by Govern-
ment decreases Impersonal Pronouns and Total
Pronouns, while increasing Six Letter Words. In
several cases these replacements produce correct
predictions, e.g. with
Only if it is legal to sell it.

Topic LIWC Categories
Abortion Biological Processes, Health, Sec-

ond Person, Sexual, Words Per Sen-
tence,

Gun Control First Person Singular, Money, Sec-
ond Person, Third Person Plural,
Words Per Sentence

Gay Marriage Family, Sexual, Words Per Sen-
tence, Affiliation, Drives

Table 5: Top 5 LIWC categories by chi-square for each topic

3 Related Work

This work builds on multiple strands of research
into dialog, summarization and argumentation.
Dialog Summarization. To the best of our knowl-
edge, none of the previous approaches have fo-
cused on debate dialog summarization. Prior re-
search on spoken dialog summarization has ex-
plored lexical features, and information specific
to meetings such as action items, speaker status,
and structural discourse features. (Zechner, 2001;
Murray et al., 2006; Whittaker et al., 2012; Janin
et al., 2004; Carletta, 2007). In contrast to infor-
mation content, Roman et al. (2006) examine how
social phenomena such as politeness level affect
summarization. Emotional information has also
been observed in summaries of professional chats
discussing technology (Zhou and Hovy, 2005).
Other approaches use semantic similarity metrics
to identify the most central or important utter-
ances of a spoken dialog using Switchboard cor-
pus (Gurevych and Strube, 2004). Dialog struc-
ture and prosodic features have been studied for
finding patterns of importance and opinion sum-
marization on Switchboard conversations (Wang
and Liu, 2011; Ward and Richart-Ruiz, 2013).
Additional parallel work is on summarizing email
thread conversations using conversational features
and dialog acts specific to the email domain (Mur-
ray, 2008; Oya and Carenini, 2014).
Summarization. Document summarization is
a mature area of NLP, and hence spans a vast

range of approaches. The graph and cluster-
ing based systems compute sentence importance
based on inter and intra-document sentence sim-
ilarities (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Erkan and
Radev, 2004a; Ganesan et al., 2010). (Carbonell
and Goldstein, 1998) use a greedy approach based
on Maximal Marginal Relevance. (McDonald,
2007) reformulated this as a dynamic program-
ming problem providing a knapsack based so-
lution. The submodular approach by (Lin and
Bilmes, 2011) produces a summary by maximiz-
ing an objective function that includes coverage
and diversity.

Recently there has been a surge in data-driven
approaches to summarization based on neural net-
works and continuous sentence features. An en-
coder decoder architecture is the main framework
used in these types of models. However, one ma-
jor bottleneck to applying neural network models
to extractive summarization is that the generation
systems need a huge amount of training data i.e.,
documents with sentences labeled as summary-
worthy. (Nallapati et al., 2016; Rush et al., 2015;
See et al., 2017) used models trained on the anno-
tated version of the Gigaword corpus and paired
the first sentence of each article with its headline
to form sentence-summary pairs. Such newswire
models did not work well here; the neural summa-
rization model from OpenNMT framework (Klein
et al., 2017) very often generated <UNK >to-
kens for our data. (Iyer et al., 2016) train an
end to end neural attention model using LSTMs to
summarize source code from online programming
websites. Pairing the post title with the source
code snippet from accepted answers gives a large
amount of training data that can be used to gener-
ate summaries.

Our approach is similar in spirit to (Li et al.,
2016). In this work, RST elementary discourse
units (EDU’s) are used as SCU’s for extractive
summarization of news articles. However, we ob-
served in debate dialogs, that the same argumen-
tative text can be used by interlocutors on oppo-
site sides of an issue, and hence could not be con-
sidered in isolation as a summary unit. Barker et
al. (2016) describe a corpus of original Guardian
articles along with associated content (comments,
groups, summaries and backlinks). However, the
comment data is different from conversational di-
alogic debates (it is less strongly threaded, less di-
rectly dialogic, and less argumentative) and they
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do not present a computational model for argu-
ment summary generation. Misra et al. (2015) use
pyramid annotation of dialog summaries on online
debates to derive SCUs and labels, but they go on
to work with the human-generated labels of the
pyramid annotation. Our task, using raw sentences
from social media dialogs, is appreciably harder.
Argumentation. Argumentative dialog is a highly
challenging task with creative, analytical and prac-
tical abilities needed to persuade or convince an-
other person, but what constitutes a ”good argu-
ment” is still an open ended question (Jackson and
Jacobs, 1980; Toulmin, 1958; Sternberg, 2008;
Walton et al., 2008). The real world arguments
found in social media dialog are informal, unstruc-
tured and so the well established argument theo-
ries may not be a good predictor of people’s choice
of arguments (Habernal et al., 2014; Rosenfeld
and Kraus, 2016). In this work, we propose pyra-
mid based summarization to rank and select argu-
ments in social media dialog, which to the best of
our knowledge is a novel method for ranking ar-
guments in conversational data.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a novel method for argument sum-
marization of dialog exchanges from social media
debates with our results significantly beating the
traditional summarization baselines. We show that
adding context based features improves argument
summarization. Since we could find both topic
specific and topic independent features, we plan
to explore unsupervised topic modeling that could
be used to create a larger and more diverse dataset
and build sequential models that could generalize
well across a vast range of topics.
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Abstract

We address the problem of user adapta-
tion in Spoken Dialogue Systems. The
goal is to quickly adapt online to a new
user given a large amount of dialogues col-
lected with other users. Previous works
using Transfer for Reinforcement Learning
tackled this problem when the number of
source users remains limited. In this paper,
we overcome this constraint by clustering
the source users: each user cluster, repre-
sented by its centroid, is used as a poten-
tial source in the state-of-the-art Transfer
Reinforcement Learning algorithm. Our
benchmark compares several clustering ap-
proaches, including one based on a novel
metric. All experiments are led on a negoti-
ation dialogue task, and their results show
significant improvements over baselines.

1 Introduction

Most industrial dialogue systems use a generic
management strategy without accounting for di-
versity in user behaviours. Yet, inter-user variabil-
ity is one of the most important issues preventing
adoption of voice-based interfaces by a large pub-
lic. We address the problem of Transfer Learn-
ing (Taylor and Stone, 2009; Lazaric, 2012) in Spo-
ken Dialogue Systems (SDS) (Gašić et al., 2013;
Casanueva et al., 2015; Genevay and Laroche,
2016), and especially the problem of fast optimi-
sation of user-adapted dialogue strategies (Levin
and Pieraccini, 1997) by means of Reinforcement
Learning (RL) (Sutton and Barto, 1998). The main
goal of this paper is to improve cold start (also
called jumpstart in the literature) learning of RL-
based dialogue management strategies when fac-
ing new users, by transferring data collected from

∗*now with DeepMind, London

similar users (Lazaric et al., 2008). To do so, we
consider the setting in which a large amount of dia-
logues has been collected for a several users, and
a new user connects to the service (Genevay and
Laroche, 2016). Our solution combines techniques
from the multi-armed bandit (Auer et al., 2002),
batch RL (Li et al., 2009; Chandramohan et al.,
2010; Pietquin et al., 2011) and policy/MDP clus-
tering (Chandramohan et al., 2012; Mahmud et al.,
2013) literatures.

Instead of clustering user behaviours as in (Chan-
dramohan et al., 2012), we propose to cluster
the policies that are trained on the user dialogue
datasets. To do so, we define a novel policy-based
distance, called PD-DISTANCE. Then, we inves-
tigate several clustering methods: k-medoids and
k-means, which enable the identification of source
representatives for the transfer learning. Once clus-
ters representatives have been selected, they are
plugged into a multi-armed bandit algorithm, as
proposed in Genevay and Laroche (2016).

Following previous work where user adaptation
(Janarthanam and Lemon, 2010; Ultes et al., 2015)
was used to address negotiation tasks (Sadri et al.,
2001; Georgila and Traum, 2011; Barlier et al.,
2015; Genevay and Laroche, 2016), we test our
methods on different types of users involved in a
negotiation game (Laroche and Genevay, 2017).
Methods are compared to two baselines: learning
without transfer and transfer from a generic pol-
icy learnt from all the sources. These methods are
tested by interacting with handcrafted users and
human-model users learnt from actual human in-
teractions (unlike Genevay and Laroche (2016)).
Results show that our clustering methods provide a
better dialogue experience than the generic meth-
ods in both setups.

After recalling mathematical background in Sec-
tion 2, we present the full user adaptation process
in Section 3. The clustering methods are described
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in Section 4. Section 5 describes the negotiation
game and experiments are summarised.

2 Reinforcement learning

A Markov Decision process (MDP) is used for
modelling sequential decision making problems.
It is defined as a tuple {S,A, R, P, γ}; S is the
state set, A the actions set, R : S × A × S → R
the reward function, P : S × A × S → [0, 1]
the Markovian transition function and γ the dis-
count factor. π : S → A is called a policy,
which can be either deterministic or stochastic.
Solving an MDP consists in finding a policy π∗

that maximises the γ-discounted expected return
Eπ∗

∑
t γ

tR(st, at, st+1). The policy π∗ satisfies
Bellman’s optimality equation (Bellman, 1956):

π∗(s) = argmax
a∈A

Q∗(s, a), (1)

Q∗ (s, a) =
∑

s′∈S

[
R
(
s, a, s′

)

+γP
(
s, a, s′

)
Q∗
(
s′, π∗(s′)

)]
, (2)

which is equivalent to Q∗ = T ∗Q∗ where Q∗ is
the optimal Q function and T ∗ the Bellman opti-
mality operator. If γ < 1, this operator is a con-
traction. Thanks to the Banach theorem, it admits
a unique solution. Then, one can find Q∗ by iterat-
ing on equation 2 : the algorithm is called Value-
Iteration (VI). When S is continuous, the previous
algorithm cannot apply.

Fitted Value-iteration (FVI) is used instead. It
learns the Q-function at each iteration using a su-
pervised learning algorithm which map some (s, a)
couples to their respective value in equation 2 in-
volvingR and P . However, in reinforcement learn-
ing, R and P are unknown so one must estimate
the value.

Fitted-Q resolves the aforementioned problem.
Given a batch of samples (sj , aj , r

′
j , s
′
j)j∈[0,N ],

it learns the Q-function at each iteration of VI
given the learning batch {(sj , aj), r′j + γ ∗
maxa′ Q(s′j , a

′)}j∈[0,N ] using a supervised learn-
ing algorithm, trees for example (Ernst et al.,
2005).

Linear least-squares-based Fitted-Q is a spe-
cial case of Fitted-Q Iteration where Q is repre-
sented by a linear parametrisation :

Qθi(s, a) =
∑

i

θiφi(s, a) = θTφ(s, a), (3)

with φ(sj , aj) = φj (φ is called the feature func-
tion). Least-square optimisation results in comput-

ing θ. Let M =
(∑N

j=1 φjφ
T
j

)−1
, then :

θi = M

N∑

j=1

φj

(
r′j + γmax

a∈A

(
θTi−1φ

(
s′j , a

)))
,

(4)
The algorithm terminates when either one of the
two following conditions is satisfied: i ≥ maxit or
||θi−θi−1||2 ≤ δ. A regularisation parameter λ can
be added to the co-variance matrix to avoid diver-
gences of θi’s values (Tikhonov, 1963; Massoud et
al., 2009). Least-squares-based Fitted-Q Iteration
is denoted as Fitted-Q in this paper. In the next
section, the full adaptation process from (Genevay
and Laroche, 2016) is recalled and adapted.

3 Adaptation process

Figure 1 shows the full process of user adaptation.
We remind the reader that our goal is to improve
cold start by transferring data from existing users
and learn a policy adapted to a new user by RL. As
an input, we assume the existence of a database
of dialogues with different users, which allows the
training of user specialised policies. At first, the
process consists in searching or constructing policy
representatives for this database so as to reduce
the number of possible transfer sources. This is
where the contribution of this paper mainly stands,
the rest being mostly inherited from (Genevay and
Laroche, 2016):

Figure 1: Adaptation process
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Source selection The source selection problem
is cast into a multi-armed bandit algorithm
(MAB), implemented here as UCB1 (Auer et al.,
2002), each arm standing for a representative.
When the MAB selects an arm, its corresponding
policy π interacts with the user for one full dia-
logue. The MAB performs nmab policy selections.
Nmab samples from dialogues, with target user u′,
are collected during this procedure. In the end of
this initial MAB step, the representative policy that
yielded the highest empirical reward designates the
source from which to transfer. The algorithm trans-
fers Nû samples from its source û dialogues, to
construct a batch of dialogues. Transitions from
the trajectories of the chosen source are added to
those already collected from the target as suggested
by (Lazaric et al., 2008).

Instance selection Source transitions are subject
to an instance selection to alleviate bias when suf-
ficient target data has collected. After instance
selection, the N b

û remaining samples are added to
the target samples for training a first policy with
Fitted-Q. The idea is to only transfer transitions
that are not present in the target transition dataset.
Given a parameter η and given a transition from
the source (s, a, r′, s′), all the transitions from the
target MDP which contain action a are considered.
If there is a source transition (si, a, r

′
i, s
′
i) such that

||s−si||2 ≤ η then the transition is not added to the
batch. The choice of η is problem-dependent and
should be tuned carefully. A large value for this
parameter leads to adding too few transitions to the
batch, while a small value will have the opposite
effect.

The hybrid source-target dataset is used for train-
ing the current policy that controls the behaviour
during the next epoch, with an ε-greedy exploration:
at each transition, with probability ε, a random ac-
tion is chosen instead. N b

u′ samples are collected
this way, and used to refine its training. The al-
gorithm repeats the operation from the transition
selection step for every batch b ∈ [0, B]. Eventu-
ally, the final learnt policy πBu′ on u′ is added to the
database. Note that this policy does not explore
anymore.

4 Source representatives

This section presents the main contributions of the
paper. The adaptation process requires a setup of
several source representatives in order to do the
first dialogues, with a target user, handled by the

MAB process. Indeed, setting one arm for every
source policy is not sustainable for real-world sys-
tems since the stochastic MAB regret is linear in
number of arms. The initial phase of MAB dia-
logue collection lasts d ∼ 100 dialogues. This is
why this paper proposes to create a set of limited
size k of source representatives from a large user
database. Two methods are proposed: one based on
the cost function of k-medoids and the other one
based on k-means. All rely on PD-DISTANCE,
a novel policy-driven distance introduced by this
paper:

dpd
(
u, u′

)
=

√∑

s∈Ω

1− 1 (πu(s), πu′(s)) (5)

where u and u′ are source users and πu and πu′
the policies trained with them. The state set Ω is
obtained by a sampling over the states reached.

In the KMEDOIDS method, we propose to
choose directly k representatives into the systems
database. The cost function optimized by the k-
medoids algorithm, denoted as J here, is used. Let
Pk(U) denote the ensemble of k combinations of
elements among U , the set of all source users. If
U ∈ Pk(U), and d is a distance, then the cost
function is defined as:

J(U) =
∑

u∈U
min
u′∈U

d(u, u′). (6)

Thus, the goal is to find the set Pmin minimising
KMEDOIDS. This paper uses PD-DISTANCE as the
distance d. For convenience, instead of optimising
over all U ∈ Pk(U), we sample uniformly on
Pk(U) and keep the smallest cost value J(U), but
one could use better optimization methods to find
the best fit according to KMEDOIDS (like a greedy
approach).

In the KMEANS method, we cluster systems
with the k-means algorithm using PD-DISTANCE

as a distance. When implementing, a change must
be operated so the k-means can keep using eu-
clidean distance: one must design each vector v
to cluster this way : v(s, a) = 1 if a has been
chosen in s, 0 otherwise. Note that KMEDOIDS

directly picks elements from the main set while k-
means regroups elements around means of vectors
potentially corresponding to non-existent systems.
The KMEANS method must construct the k system
representatives from the clusters. A representative
is a new system learnt using Fitted-Q. The train-
ing batch is constructed by gathering Nts transfer
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samples (s, a, r′, s′) of each system of the corre-
sponding cluster.

5 Experiments

In order to test the previous methods, experi-
ences are ran on the negotiation dialogue game
(NDG) (Laroche and Genevay, 2017). In this game,
two players must agree on a time-slot for an ap-
pointment. For each player p, each time-slot τ is
associated to a cost cp,τ ∈ [0, 1]. At each turn of the
game, a player can refuse the other player’s time-
slot and propose another time-slot: REFPROP(τ ),
ask the other player to repeat: ASKREPEAT, ter-
minate the game: ENDDIAL or accept the other
player’s slot: ACCEPT. The noise inherent to spo-
ken dialogues (because of ASR errors) is simu-
lated: when a player proposes a time-slot, there is
ser probability that the time-slot proposed is cor-
rupted where ser denotes the sentence error rate
of this player. The speech recognition score srs of
an utterance is then computed with the following
formula:

srs =
1

1 + e−X
(7)

where X ∼ N (x, 0.2), x = x> if understood,
x = x⊥ otherwise. These parameters are relative
to each player. The further apart the normal
distribution centers are, the easier it will be for the
system to know if it understood the right time-slot,
given the score. At the end of the game, if there is
an agreement (i.e. there is no misunderstanding
in the slot τ agreed), the system v, receives a
dialogue return rv = ωv − cv,τ + αv(ωu − cu,τ ),
where u denotes the other player: the user (either
real human or a user simulator). For each player
p, ωp ∈ R is the utility of reaching an agreement,
αp ∈ R his cooperation tendency and γu ∈ [0, 1]
his patience. If players, v and u, agreed on
different time-slots, the following formula applies
to compute v’s score rv = −cv,τv + αv(−cu,τu).
In this context, players should better agreed on
the same time-slot at the risk of getting a very bad
score. The dialogue score is then scorev = γ

tf
u rv

where tf is the size of the current dialogue. Thanks
to the γu parameter, players are inclined to accept
a time-slot in a limited time1. In the following,
the number of available slots (gamesize) is set
to 4 and the maximum number of utterances in a

1Please note that γu is not the same as the γ in the MDP
formulation.

Merwan Nico Will Alex
ACCEPT 7% 35% 24% 13%
ENDDIAL 0% 0% 0% 0%
ASKREPEAT 1% 14% 10% 6%
REFPROP(0) 88% 45% 60% 64%
REFPROP(1) 3% 5% 6% 15%
REFPROP(2) 0% 0% 1% 2%
REFPROP(3) 1% 0% 0% 0%
learn error 5.2% 5.2% 4.9% 6.8%

Table 1: Rounded actions distributions of humans
and learn error of their kNN model.

dialogue (maxdialoguesize) is set to 50 (once
this maximum is reached, a zero score is given). α
and ω are set to 1.

Both KMEANS and KMEDOIDS methods for
searching representatives will be tested. The ob-
jective is to show that these methods improve the
dialogue quality compared to non adaptive meth-
ods. All the tests are done in the following context:
a user (human-model user or handcrafted user) and
a system play a negotiation dialogue game. A dia-
logue is defined as one episode of the game. Slot
preferences for users and systems are determined
randomly at the beginning of each dialogue. The
collected target dialogues are used to train a policy
for the new user and the baselines and the cluster-
ing methods are compared in their ability to enable
fast user adaptation.

Before jumping to the results, next section
presents the user ensemble design.

5.1 Users design

Experiments are split in two parts with different
sets of (source and target) users: the first set is arti-
ficially handcrafted (handcrafted users), while the
second one is trained on human-human trajectories
(human-model users).

Handcrafted users: to expose the need of user
adaptation, different types of handcrafted users are
defined:

• The deterministic user (DU) proposes its slots
in decreasing order (in term of its own costs).
If a slot proposed by the other user fits in
its x% better slots, it accepts, otherwise it
refuses and proposes its next best slot. If the
other user proposes twice the same slot (in
other words, he insists), DU terminates the
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dialogue. Once that DU proposed all its slots,
it restarts with its best slots all over again.

• The random user (RU) accepts any slot with
a probability of x, otherwise it refuses and
proposes a random slot.

• The always-refprop-best user (ARPBU) al-
ways refuses other user’s slot and proposes its
best slot.

• The always-accept user (AAU) always accept
the other user slot. If AAU begins the dia-
logue, it proposes its best slot.

• The stop-after-one-turn user (SAOTU) pro-
poses a random slot then ends the dialogue
regardless of the other user response.

Human-model users: in order to gather dia-
logues from human users, a multi-human version
of the negotiation game has been created. Making
the humans play together avoids too fast adaptation
from the humans ((unlike human versus computer
setup) and thus keep the experiments in a stationary
environment.

The number of slots available has been set to
4 and all human users share the same parameters
from the negotiation game which are γu = 0.9,
ω = 1, ser = 0.3, c> = 1, c⊥ = −1 and α = 1.
The game is then fully cooperative. Four humans :
Alex, Nico, Merwan and Will played an average of
100 dialogues each. Using human trajectories, we
design human-model users. State/action couples
are extracted from these trajectories.

Human-model users can do the following ac-
tions: ACCEPT, ASKREPEAT and ENDDIAL. They
can also REFPROP(i) to refuse the other user slot
and propose their ith best slot. The action REF-
PROP(0) then means that the human-model user
refuses and proposes its best slot. We find the cor-
responding human-model users actions with the
humans actions. Table 1 shows the empirical distri-
bution on the human-model users actions space for
each (real) human. Even if a human has not been
subjected to the same dialogue trajectories, some
behavioural differences clearly appear. Merwan
tends to insist on his best slot while Nico seems
more compliant. Alex is more versatile in the ac-
tions chosen.

Human-model users require an approximate rep-
resentation, or projection, of the human state. Let
nbslots ∈ N+, the number of available slots of

the game, then the dialogue state representation is
defined as a vector of the 2 + 3 ∗nbslots following
attributes: the speech recognition score of the last
received utterance, the costs of all slots sorted, the
frequencies of all REFPROP(i) actions done by this
user during the dialogue, the frequencies of all slot
propositions done by the other user (ordered by
cost for this user) during the dialogue and finally
the cost of the last slot proposed by the other user.

Each human is modelled with a k-nearest-
neighbour algorithm (kNN), with k = 5, fed with
their corresponding data couples state/action. Ta-
ble 1 also shows the training errors.

Finally, handcrafted and human-model users
share the following parameter values: ser = 0.3,
c> = 1, c⊥ = 0, ω = 1, α = 1 and γu = 0.9.

5.2 Systems design
Each system is trained with the least-square Fitted-
Q algorithm. Their actions set is restricted to:
ACCEPT, ASKREPEAT, ENDDIAL, and two REF-
PROP actions: REFPROPNEXTBEST to refuse the
other user’s slot and propose the next best slot
after the last slot the system proposed (once all
slots have been proposed, the system loops) and
INSISTCURRENTBEST to propose his last pro-
posed slot. The dialogue state tracker collects
three attributes, the current iteration number of
the dialogue (nbUpdate), the speech recognition
score (srs) and the difference between the cost
of the next slot the system can propose and the
cost of the slot currently proposed by the user
(cost). Fitted-Q’s feature representation is then
defined with 7 attributes for each action: φ(s, a) =
(1, cost, srs, up, cost ∗ srs, cost ∗ up, srs ∗ up)
where up = 1− 1

nbUpdate . The learning is done in
B batches of Fitted-Q (with γ = 0.9, δ = 0.001
and maxit = 200). For each batch, a set of D
dialogues is generated between the system and a
user and then a new policy is computed with Fitted-
Q fed with all the dialogues done so far. Policies
are ε-greedy, ε annealing from ε = 0.25 at the 1st

batch to ε = 0.01 at the last batch. In between,
ε(b) = 1

ae∗b+be where ae = 19.2, be = −15.2 and
b the current batch index. ε is set to 0 during the
test phase (in order to greedily exploit the current
policy). In the human setup, B = 6 and D = 500.
In the handcrafted setup, B = 6 and D = 200.

5.3 Cross comparisons
To show the importance of user adaptation, source
systems are respectively trained versus users. Then,
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u
s

type c> c⊥ x vspu1 vspu2 vspu3 vspu4 vspu5 vspu6 vspu7

pu1 DU 1 -1 0.1 0,62 0,44 0,46 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,59
pu2 DU 5 -5 0.1 0,53 0,82 0,81 0,51 0,70 0,41 0,71
pu3 DU 5 -5 0.2 0,53 0,81 0,81 0,52 0,72 0,42 0,71
pu4 RU 5 -5 0.1 0,42 0,94 0,94 1,00 0,92 0,85 0,94
pu5 ARPBU 1 -1 0,84 0,98 1,00 1,11 1,16 1,13 1,05
pu6 AAU 1 -1 0,95 1,06 1,07 1,29 1,27 1,30 1,06
pu7 SAOTU 1 -1 0,43 0,26 0,27 0,10 0,18 0,03 0,58

Table 2: Handcrafted users characteristics and cross comparison between handcrafted users and systems.
For i ∈ [0, 7], vspui is the system trained versus the user pui.

u
s

vsAlex vsNico vsWill vsMerwan

Alex 1.077 1.041 1.071 1.066
Nico 1.246 1.251 1.246 1.231
Will 1.123 1.109 1.126 1.117
Merwan 0.989 0.903 0.985 0.998

Table 3: Cross comparison between human-model
users and systems

each system interacts versus all the users and
we compare the results. The experiences are re-
peated for 10 runs. Dialogue testing size is set to
103 for each run. In the handcrafted setup, as
in (Genevay and Laroche, 2016), handcrafted users
are created. Parameters of these users are listed in
Table 2. Also, cross comparisons between source
users and systems are displayed. Results in bold
show that each system trained versus a specific user
is the best fit to dialogue with this user. One can
see clear similarities between some of the results.
This is where the representatives design method
will operate by grouping all these similar policies.

In the human setup, test systems are trained
against the human-model user. Results are shown
in Table 3. Note that label Will means model of Will
and not Will himself as well as vsWill means the
system trained against Will’s model. Again, trained
systems perform better than others against the user
they learnt on. However, differences are not as clear
as in the handcrafted setup. The reason is shown in
Figure 2a, 2b and 2c where learnt policies are quite
similar. Computed policies are tested on the states
si from the set of (si, ai, r

′
i, s
′
i)i∈N they learnt from.

The (srs, costs) projection explains better policy
differences. One can see that vsAlex and vsWill
are pretty similar as they insist often when the cost
is negative, in contrary of other policies. On the

other hand, vsNico tends to REFPROP instead of
ACCEPT when the speech recognition score is high.
It’s pretty straightforward to remark that is because
Nico has tendencies to ACCEPT more than others
as we saw in Table 1. One can remark that even
if statistics gather from human actions distribution
shows significant differences (in Table 1), policies
computed are not necessarily different (like vsAlex
and vsWill).

5.4 Adaptation results

Now specialised systems have been shown lead-
ing to better results, we test the full adaptation
process with KMEDOIDS and KMEANS methods.
As previously, tests are performed on both hand-
crafted and human-model users. But first, the
database of source systems is constructed. 100
handcrafted source users and 100 human source
user models are created. Those are designed by
changing some parameters of the vanilla users. For
example, a model from Alex is changed switch-
ing its speech error rate from 0.3 to 0.5. Parame-
ters take random value between the following in-
tervals: c> ∈ [0, 5] with c⊥ = −c>, ser ∈ [0, 0.5],
α ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ [0.1, 0.9] and p ∈ [0.3, 0.9] . It
is useful for human setup because we do not have
enough dialogue corpora to design 100 systems
specialized versus 100 unique human-model users.
The same method is applied to generate a large
number of handcrafted users as well. For each user,
a source policy is trained after 6 batches of 200
dialogues (for a total of 1200 dialogues). Each
system is added to its respective database (human-
model or handcrafted). We end up with 100 source
trained policies with 100 handcrafted source users
and 100 source trained policies with 100 human-
model source users.

KMEANS and KMEDOIDS are tested for the com-
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(a) vsAlex policy’s 2D projection.

(b) vsWill policy’s 2D projection.

(c) vsNico policy’s 2D projection.

Figure 2: Some projections of policies optimised
versus human-model users.

plete adaptation process versus a base of 500 target
users generated randomly (in the same way as users
have been generated to create source systems). As
discussed in Section 3, the adaptation process im-
plies a bandit phase: 25 dialogues are done versus
the target user then the mean score is saved to be
plotted. Then all the samples (s, a, r′, s′) are re-
trieved from the source system winner of the ban-
dit. The process actually transfers a maximum of
1200 dialogues. Transfer samples are submitted
to a filtering using density-based selection with η
parameter picked in the set {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}
2. Then, a new policy is learnt with Fitted-Q fed
with samples from the source system and sam-
ples from the bandit dialogues. To avoid diver-
gence, a λ-regularization is applied to Fitted-Q
with λ = 1. Once the policy learnt, 25 additional
dialogues are sampled versus the target user. Af-
ter this sampling, the mean score is saved to be
plotted later. The process is repeated 6 times for a
total of 25+6*25+1200 dialogues maximum for the
learning and 25+6*25+25 dialogues for the evalu-
ation. All systems, sources and targets, share the
following parameters; ω = 1, γu = 0.9, ser = 0.0,
c> = 5, c⊥ = −5, α = 1 but differ in their policy.
All systems are learnt with Fitted-Q using the fol-
lowing parameters: δ = 0.001, maxit = 200 and
γ = 0.9. They all follow an ε-greedy policy with ε
defined as in Section 5.2.

In order to compare the previous methods, we
introduce two naive ways for user adaptation, AG-
GLO and SCRATCH. The first one learns a unique
system to represent the whole systems database
and the second one adopts a random policy during
the bandit phase then follows an ε-greedy policy
like other methods but without any transfer. Be-
fore running experiment, pre-processing is done for
some the methods: for AGGLO, 1200 dialogues are
gathered among all source systems in the database.
That means 12 dialogues are collected randomly
from the dialogue set of each of the 100 source
systems. A policy is learnt with one batch of Fitted-
Q with δ = 10−6, γ=0.9 and maxit=200. This
policy is used to create one unique system repre-
sentative for all the database. For KMEANS, PD-
DISTANCE vector representations of each system
in the database are created by sampling over 20000
states (picked from source systems). Then these
systems are clustered with k=5 using k-means with

2We kept only η = 0.3 as results are pretty similar with
any η
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Figure 3: Dialogue quality in the handcrafted and human setup.

euclidean distance. For each cluster the previous
AGGLO method is applied in order to create a clus-
ter representative. Finally, for KMEDOIDS, a ran-
dom sampling of five-element sets is ran. The J
value of each set is computed and the one who
minimizes this value is kept. Finally, 10 differ-
ent sets of AGGLO, KMEANS and KMEDOIDS are
created and tested. Results are shown in Figure
3. In the handcrafted setup, the overall dialogue
quality of the proposed methods is significantly
better than AGGLO and SCRATCH baselines. In-
deed, dialogues are shorter 3, final score is higher
and the task is more often completed. On the other
side, scores and task completions are similar in
the human setup. Still, the size of the dialogues
is improved by KMEANS and KMEDOIDS offering
a better dialogue experience and thus users keep
using the dialogue system.

6 Related work

To our knowledge, just one paper treats the subject
of searching system representatives among a sys-
tems database: (Mahmud et al., 2013) has a similar
adaptation process as the one presented in this pa-
per. It isn’t applied to dialogue systems specifically.
In order to choose good representatives from the
policies/MDP/systems database, clustering is done

3SCRATCH’s dialogue size can be shorter because it use
random policy on cold start and then ends the dialogue more
often.

using the following distance

dV (Mi,Mj) = max{V π∗i
i − V

π∗j
i , V

π∗j
j − V

π∗i
j }

given two MDP Mi and Mj , where V π
k is the

score of the policy π when executed on MDP Mk

and π∗k refers to the optimal policy for MDP Mk.
Thus, to compute all the systems distances two
by two, one needs to sample dialogues between
the source users and all the source systems of the
database. In a real life dialogue applications with
humans, it is not possible to do such thing unless
one creates a model of each source user.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, user adaptation has been proved to im-
prove dialogue systems performances when users
adopt different behaviours. The paper shows that
indeed, each human adopts a different way to play
the NDG although the shade is subtle. So, a system
learnt versus a particular user is more efficient than
other systems for this user, in the handcrafted user
setup as in the human-model user setup.

User adaptation requires selecting source sys-
tems to transfer knowledge. This paper proposed 2
methods: KMEANS and KMEDOIDS combined to a
novel distance PD-DISTANCE to select representa-
tive source systems, from a large database, which
are used for transferring dialogue samples. These
methods outperformed generic policies in the hand-
crafted setup and improved dialogue quality when
facing models learnt on human-human data.
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Abstract

In this paper I propose an analysis of
the Spanish discourse marker no? as a
form that allows the speaker to postpone
commitment to a discourse move. This
is achieved via projected sets, which are
individualized for each discourse partici-
pant. I claim that all the functions ob-
served in the previous literature and the
non-propositional distribution of no? can
be explained this way, without the need of
different underlying factors. This analysis
highlights the need to extend formal mod-
els of dialogue to include management of
non-propositional content.

1 Introduction

The Spanish tag or discourse marker (DM) no?
has attracted the attention of linguists that have
focused on its sociolinguistic (Rodrı́guez Muñoz,
2009; Garcı́a Vizcaı́no, 2005) and functional prop-
erties (Móccero, 2010) . They all agree about two
observations: (a) this marker seeks confirmation;
(b) it allows the speaker to avoid confrontation by
doing so. A prototypical example of no? seeking
confirmation of a fact is exemplified in (1):1

(1) Bueno,
well

tú
you

tienes
have

un
a

buen
good

coche,
car

no?
no

‘Well, you have a good car, [no]?’

This example is in line with analyses that pro-
pose that tags are ways to ask for the truth of
a proposition. However, the distribution of no?
poses a challenge for this idea, since it can appear
with all clause-types, as is illustrated in Section 2.

1The next example is taken from Rodrı́guez Muñoz
(2009).

I propose an analysis that explains the distribution
of no? across clause types. The analysis also ex-
plains how we can derive all observed functions
from a basic core lexical meaning which interacts
with the context of utterance.

2 Distribution

The layman description of the function of the tag
no? in Spanish is that it turns any statement into
a question, which is also the description of En-
glish tag questions. This description would restrict
the distribution of the tag to declarative sentences,
which is actually not the case. The literature on
no? already remarks that although this marker
can appear with declaratives, it is also quite of-
ten found accompanying non-declaratives check-
ing the “opinion” of the addressee regarding a sub-
jective evaluation (Garcı́a Vizcaı́no, 2005, 92).2 In
fact, no? can co-occur with all four types of clause
types, like table (1) shows:3

Table 1: Summary of co-occurence of no? with
different clause types.

Speech act type Judgement Example
DECLARATIVE 3 (2)
INTERROGATIVE 3 (3)
IMPERATIVE 3 (4)
EXCLAMATIVE 3 (5)

2According to her corpus–based study, this is the function
of no? in 20.5% of the cases she identifies, whereas the func-
tion of no? as a verifier of the truth of the proposition takes
up to a 40% of all cases.

3Examples (4), (6) and (9) are taken from
(Rodrı́guez Muñoz, 2009). He uses the Corpus de Ref-
erencia del Español Actual (CREA), [‘The Reference Corpus
of Current Spanish’], developed by the Royal Academy of
the Spanish Language. I have added the contexts which
would trigger such a judgement.
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(2) Two friends are chatting, and one starts talk-
ing about another friend’s fancy car.
Bueno,
well

tú
you

tienes
have

un
a

buen
good

coche,
car

no?
no

‘Well, you have a good car, [no]?’

(3) A and B are friends and cat-people; they are
sitting in a pub with C, who is going on and
on about how dogs are awesome. A says to
B:
De
about

qué
what

está
is

hablando,
talking

no?
no

‘What is he talking about, [no]?’

(4) A couple of friends are having some drinks
at a patio, and it is getting cold:
Venga,
come.SUBJ

vamos
go

a
to

otro
another

sitio,
place

no?
no

‘Come on, let’s go somewhere else, [no]?’

(5) A couple of friends are having some drinks
at a patio, and it is getting cold:
Oye,
hear.IMP

qué
what

frı́o
cold

hace
makes

aquı́!,
here

no?
no

‘Hey, it’s freezing in here, [no]?’

Most analyses of similar particles, such as tag
questions in English, claim that their function is to
ask for confirmation of a proposition (Malamud
and Stephenson, 2015; Reese and Asher, 2007;
Cuenca, 1997). But then how should we make
sense of examples such as (4), where the tag is
attached to an imperative and not a proposition de-
noting utterance?

Moreover, not all declaratives accept the use of
the tag. Commisives, such as promises and oaths,
are not felicitous when accompanied by no?, as (6)
illustrates:

(6) #Te
you

lo
it

prometo,
promise

no?
no

‘I promise, [no]?’

The same judgement arises when the tag is at-
tached to other types of performatives (7) and to
expressives such as (8):

(7) #Os
you

declaro
declare

marido
husband

y
and

mujer,
wife

no?
no

‘I declare you husband and wife, [no]?’

(8) A opens the door for a child. The child says:
#Muchas
many

gracias,
thanks

no?
no

‘Thank you very much, [no]?’

The tag no? can appear with positive and neg-
ative statements, unlike other tags that contain
a polarity particle, such as Englush RP-tags and
French non? (Beyssade, 2012)4:

(9) a. No
not

es
is

verdad,
truth

no?
no

‘It isn’t true, [no]?’

b. Es
is

verdad,
truth

no?
no

‘It’s true, [no]?’

Given the distribution of the tag, we can con-
clude two things: (1) the core lexical meaning of
no? cannot be tied to the notion of proposition,
and (2) clause type is not restricting the distribu-
tion of the tag.

Another issue is the variety of functions that the
literature has assigned to no?. The most widely
discussed function is that of confirming, which is
sometimes divided into confirmation of a fact or
an opinion (Garcı́a Vizcaı́no, 2005).5 The latter is
especially true of taste predicates, which are felic-
itous accompanying the tag, as in (10):

(10) Está
is

riquı́simo,
tasty.SUP

no?
no

‘This is delicious, [no]?’

In section 4 I present an analysis the derives
these different functions from a simple core lex-
ical meaning of the tag. It will also explain why
no?, is considered a politeness strategy, used to
mitigate utterances that might be considered face-
threatening.

4I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this work
to me.

5Besides confirming, no? can also be used with a
phatic or narrative function, to keep the addressee engaged
(Garcı́a Vizcaı́no, 2005), similar to Canadian eh (Denis et al.,
2016). I will not take these functions into consideration since,
just as with the Canadian tag, intonation seems to differ.
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3 Theoretical background

The distribution we have just seen raises two im-
portant questions:

1. How can we model non-propositional denot-
ing content and its interaction with no?

2. Can we use the notion of commitment to ex-
plain the distribution of the tag?

In this section, I will discuss a way to model
non-declarative content (Beyssade and Marandin,
2006), and a way to model postponement to com-
mitment (Farkas and Bruce, 2009; Malamud and
Stephenson, 2015).

3.1 Speech acts in gameboard
Inspired by the taxonomy presented in Zaefferer
(2001), Beyssade and Marandin (2006) (B&M)
claim that different speech act types are linked
with different commitments. The main divide be-
tween speech acts comes in the split between non-
expressives and expressives (which B&M equate
with exclamations). In their analysis, this cor-
responds to the difference between CONVERSA-
TIONAL MOVE TYPES (CMT): non-expressives re-
quire an interactive move, i.e. be accepted in both
the speaker’s (S) and the addressee’s (A) com-
mitment sets, whereas exclamatives are associated
with a commitment to only the speaker, and are
therefore non-interactive.

What does this mean for the dialogue game-
board (DGB), where all moves and changes in a
dialogue are registered and kept by each partici-
pant? B&S adopt a model inspired by Game The-
ory and works such as Ginzburg (2012; Ginzburg
(1996). From the work of this last author they keep
the elements listed in (11) from (a)-(c), and add the
ones from (d)-(f):

(11) a. SHARED GROUND (SG), which is a par-
tially ordered set of propositions that
have been accepted by all participants.
It can be incremented by uttering an as-
sertion.

b. QUESTION UNDER DISCUSSION

(QUD), a partially ordered set of
questions. It can be incremented by
uttering a question.

c. TO-DO-LIST (TDL) for each partici-
pant. It is an ordered list of “de-
scriptions of situations the actualiza-

tion of which depends on the Ad-
dressee and towards which the Speaker
is positively oriented” Beyssade and
Marandin (2006)55. TDL(A) can be in-
cremented by uttering a directive.

d. CALL-ON-ADDRESSEE (COA), which
registers the type, as well as the con-
tent, of S’s call on Addressee, the ele-
ment that elicits a response from the ad-
dressee. It contains only one element,
unlike SG, QUD, and TDL, which has to
be updated each time a new utterance is
made.

e. LATEST MOVE contains the very last
conversational move.

f. SPEAKER-ONLY-COMMITMENT (SP-
ONLY-CMT) is a set that contains
commitments that pertain only to
the speaker, such as exclamations.
Since exclamatives only concern S’s
own opinion, they do not require the
commitment of the addressee.

What is important for my own analysis of no?
is that each speech act type is linked to a differ-
ent type of commitment, that derives form the dif-
ferent semantic content types from each syntactic
type. A summary is shown in Table 2:

Table 2: Syntactic and semantic content types
Beyssade and Marandin (2006, 41).

Syntactic type Semantic content type
Declarative Proposition
Interrogative Question (propositional abstract)
Imperative Outcome
Exclamative Fact

Assertives commit the speaker to a proposition
p and call for an update of the discourse game-
boards by adding p to the SG. Questions commit
the speaker to an issue and call for an update of
the gameboard by adding a propositional abstract
q to the QUD. Directives commit the speaker to
an outcome o and call for an update of the game-
board by adding o to the TDL(A). Finally, excla-
matives are different from the rest of speech act
types in so far as they are only concerned about
the speakers’s commitment and don’t try to up-
date the gameboard by requesting anything from
the addressee.
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3.2 Postponing commitment
Farkas and Bruce (2009) (F&B) propose a score-
board structure for discourse that revolves around
a TABLE. This, and all other elements of their
model are defined in (12) and illustrated in Ta-
ble 3:

(12) a. The TABLE is how F&B rename the
Questions Under Discussions (QUD)
proposed by Ginzburg (1996). The
items on the Table are syntactic objects
paired with their denotations, and form
a stack. One of the forces that drives
conversations is emptying the Table,
that is, reaching a stable state.

b. DISCOURSE COMMITMENTS (DC) for
each participant (following Gunlogson
2008), which are sets of propositions to
which each participant has committed.

c. The COMMON GROUND (cg) contains
all the propositions that have been ac-
cepted by all participants, and also a set
of background propositions. The sec-
ond force that drives conversations is to
increase the cg.

d. The PROJECTED SET (ps) is a superset
of the cg, composed of future common
grounds.

Differences in how many future common
grounds are projected in the ps explain the dif-
ferences between assertions and polar questions.
Whereas assertions only project one future cg,
namely the one in which p is added to the cg, po-
lar questions project a non-singleton set of CGS,
since the input on the Table is not a single p but a
non-singleton set.

Table 3: Conversational scoreboard by Farkas and
Bruce (2009).

A Table B
DCA S DCB

Common Ground cg Projected Set ps

Malamud and Stephenson (2015) (M&S) mod-
ify this model to include projected sets for each
discourse participant’s commitments, as shown in
Table (4).6 They defend this modification based

6This is my own visual version of their model. I have

on three types of evidence in English: reverse-
polarity tags (RP-tags), same-polarity tags (SP-
tags), and non-interrogative rising intonation (NI-
rise).

Table 4: Conversational scoreboard as seen by
Malamud and Stephenson (2015). Elements with
an asterisk (*) are projected.

DCA DC*A DCB DC*B
Table S

CG CG*

M&S’s main evidence comes from the differ-
ences in distribution between the three aforemen-
tioned structures and predicates that undoubtedly
ask for only one of the participants’ judgments,
that is, only one of the discourse commitment sets
is at play. These are taste predicates and vague
scalar predicates. M&S argue that taste predicates
only access S’s discourse commitments, since they
rely on the subjective evaluation of a judge, who
by default is the speaker following Stephenson
(2007). In the case of vague scalar predicates, S
may want to categorize an item that is hard to de-
fine in terms of a previously established scale, and
therefore the final say needs to be agreed upon: S
cannot unilaterally change the CG.

This analysis allows to formalize the
confirmation-seeking functions of English tags
and also Spanish no?. However, it cannot capture
the distribution of the tag in non-declarative cases.
In the next section, I combine the strengths of
these two models for my analysis of Spanish no?.

4 Analysis

My main hypothesis is that no? marks two things:

1. The underlying function of the DM is to ask
for confirmation of a discourse move

2. It does so by placing the discourse move in a
projected set

The conjunction of these two points and the
differences in how different utterances update the
conversation explain the different functions that
have been attributed to the DM in the literature:
for example, when the DM is uttered after an im-
perative, it allows the addressee not to comply

tried to make the two conversational scoreboards as similar
as possible.
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with the command, and therefore contributes to its
politeness effect. It also explains why, when at-
tached to a declarative, it can work both as a con-
firmational of truth of proposition and as a confir-
mational of adequacy of the discourse move, the
latter serving a narrative function (confirmational
in the sense of Wiltschko and Heim (2016)).

These points show the influences of the two
models: B&M highlight the importance of differ-
ent types of speech acts and the commitments they
introduce, while F&B and M&S focused on the
importance of having projected sets. Before other
types of speech acts are discussed, I will show
what the difference is between a declarative sen-
tence with and without the DM no?.

When a speaker A utters a bare declarative, AS-
SERT(p) is placed on the TABLE and in the DC sets
of speaker A: there is a commitment to the truth
of the proposition asserted. This is shown in Ta-
ble 5. When a declarative is followed by no?, the
whole discourse move is again put on the TABLE,
but this time there is no immediate commitment to
the truth of p: ASSERT(p) is placed in the projected
set of A’s DC. This is shown in Table 6:7

Table 5: Conversational scoreboard after a declar-
ative is uttered by A.

DCA ASSERT(p) DC*A DCB DC*B
Table S ASSERT(p)

CG CG* p

Table 6: Conversational scoreboard after a declar-
ative+no? is uttered by A.

DCA DC*A ASSERT(p) DCB DC*B
Table S ASSERT(p)

CG CG* p

The next step involves the addressee: if she
doesn’t oppose the speaker’s move (either explic-
itly or implicitly), ASSERT(p) will make it into the
Speaker’s current discourse commitments, and p
will move from the CG* to the current CG.

One of the main goals of the paper is to allow
the formalization of non-propositional content in

7It is especially difficult to distinguish between placing
ASSERT(p) or just p on the TABLE when a declarative is not
followed by no?; although I have decided to use a parallel
analysis to other types of speech acts, I am aware that this
needs to be developed.

the model. This is important because different ut-
terances update the conversation differently. Ta-
ble 7 shows how this analysis would formalize the
utterance of an imperative by Speaker A: COM-
MAND(o) is placed on the TABLE, as well as in the
current DC of the speaker. But at the same time,
it is placed on the addressee’s (Speaker B) current
DC as well, since it is a requirement to update their
To-Do-List (following Portner (2004)).

Table 7: Conversational scoreboard after an im-
perative is uttered by A.

DCA COMMAND(o) DC*A DCB o DC*B
Table S COMMAND(o)

CG CG*

This is not the case when an imperative is fol-
lowed by no?. Although COMMAND(o) is placed
on the TABLE as well, it is not placed in the
current DC of the speaker but in its projected
set: the speaker is not committing to an exhorta-
tion, but asking for confirmation of whether that
move would be acceptable. At the same time, the
speaker does not place the outcome in the current
DC of the addressee but again in the projected sets,
as a future possible move if there is no disagree-
ment. This is what gives this DM its politeness
flavour, especially when accompanying an imper-
ative: it allows the speaker to give the addressee
the chance to refuse to comply by not requiring
an immediate update of the To-Do-List. This is
shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Conversational scoreboard after a declar-
ative+no? is uttered by A.

DCA DC*A COMMAND(o) DCB DC*B o
Table S COMMAND(o)

CG CG*

With questions, the use of the tag marks that it is
the whole act of asking a question (the whole dis-
course move) that is put on the TABLE, as well as
in the projected discourse set of the speaker. Once
again, if the addressee does not complain about
this development in the dialogue, the speaker will
commit to making the move. Whereas just before
we saw how the tag turns an imperative into a sug-
gestion, in this case it turns a polar question into a
sort of rhetorical polar question, in the sense that it
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does not require the addressee to choose between
one of the alternatives but to the act of asking the
question. This is shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Conversational scoreboard after an inter-
rogative+no? is uttered by A.

DCA DC*A ASK {p, ¬p} DCB DC*B
Table S ASK {p, ¬p}

CG CG*

As it is shown, the different functions that no?
has been said to serve can be pin down to one un-
derlying function, namely that of placing linguis-
tic units in projected sets. The different functions
can be derived from a) the differences in update
from different utterances, and b) context.

5 Conclusions

In this paper I have proposed an analysis of the
Spanish tag/DM no? that would explain its dif-
ferent functions with a sole underlying meaning.
I base this analysis on two previous pieces of re-
search: how different speech acts differ in terms
of the update of a conversation, and how speakers
can avoid committing to a proposition. I combined
both and argued that no? signals that the speaker
is using projected sets (that is, future moves) in-
stead of current sets, thus allowing her to post-
pone a present commitment to a discourse move.
The differences in function (politeness, interaction
marker, etc.) result from the different ways the ut-
terances to which the DM attaches to update the
conversation.

This analysis is not without challenges: with
declaratives, it is unclear how speakers know
whether it is committing to the truth of the propo-
sition that is being postponed or committing to the
whole utterance. A more fine-grained distinction
of declaratives and the role of intonation may shed
light on this matter. Future research will address
these questions and make the model more accu-
rate, including other DMs as well.
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Abstract

In this work, we present a model that
incorporates Dialogue Act (DA) seman-
tics in the framework of Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) for DA classification.
Specifically, we propose a novel scheme
for automatically encoding DA semantics
via the extraction of salient keywords that
are representative of the DA tags. The pro-
posed model is applied to the Switchboard
corpus and achieves 1.7% (absolute) im-
provement in classification accuracy with
respect to the baseline model. We demon-
strate that the addition of discourse-level
features enhances the DA classification as
well as makes the algorithm more robust:
the proposed model does not require the
preprocessing of dialogue transcriptions.

1 Introduction

Dialogue Act (DA) classification constitutes a ma-
jor processing step in Spoken Dialogue Systems
(SDS) assisting the understanding of user input.
Typically, this is implemented as the assignment
of tags to user utterances that (lexically) describe
the respective acts. DAs can be regarded as the
minimal units of linguistic communication that are
directly connected with the speaker’s communica-
tive intentions (Searle, 1969). The output of DA
classification can be exploited by other SDS com-
ponents including the modules of natural language
understanding and dialogue management.

Various approaches have been used for DA
classification including Bayesian Networks (BN),
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) (Stolcke et al.,
2000), feed-forward Neural Networks (Ji et al.,
2016), Decision Trees (Ang et al., 2005) and Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) (Fernandez and Pi-
card, 2002). The majority of these approaches

examined both the utterance meaning as well as
the sequence of the utterances within the dia-
logue. Recently, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
have been utilized for dialogue act classification
(Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Lee and Der-
noncourt, 2016; Khanpour et al., 2016; Ji et al.,
2016) providing a significant increase in classi-
fication accuracy in task-independent conversa-
tions.

A challenge in the area of DA classification
is the construction of models that are domain-
agnostic and perform well across different gran-
ularities (coarse- vs. fine-grained) of DA tags. In
recent deep learning approaches (e.g., (Kalchbren-
ner and Blunsom, 2013; Khanpour et al., 2016;
Lee and Dernoncourt, 2016)) DNNs rely on word
embeddings that are generic or randomly set, ig-
noring domain-specific semantics. In (Lee and
Dernoncourt, 2016), the performance of DA sys-
tems using various domain generic word embed-
ding schemes was investigated and it was shown
that performance depends on the granularity of DA
tags.

In this work, we address the incorporation of
DA-specific semantics in the framework of RNNs.
Specifically, we propose a novel scheme for the
automatic encoding of DA semantics via the ex-
traction of a set of semantically salient keywords.
Those keywords can be regarded as members of
semantic subspaces that correspond to the respec-
tive DA. The importance of such keywords being
relative to each DA is estimated by a regression
model that exploits word embeddings. The clas-
sification of an unknown utterance relies on the
computation of semantic similarity scores between
the utterance words and the aforementioned DA
subspaces, which are given as features in the used
DNN in addition to typical word embeddings.

The rest paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the prior work is presented. In Section 3,
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both the baseline model (Khanpour et al., 2016;
Lee and Dernoncourt, 2016) and the proposed
model are described. In Section 4, the experimen-
tal dataset as well as the used DA tags are pre-
sented. The experimental setup and the related pa-
rameters are provided in Section 5, while the eval-
uation results are presented in Section 6. Section
7 concludes this work.

2 Related Work

The early approaches of DA classification took ad-
vantage of lexical information, syntax, semantics,
prosody, and dialogue history with manual extrac-
tion of the features (Qadir and Riloff, 2011; Stol-
cke et al., 2000; Jurafsky et al., 1997b; Klaus et
al., 1997; Kim et al., 2010; Novielli and Strap-
parava, 2013). Qadir and Riloff (2011) built
speech act classifiers in message board posts uti-
lizing lexical, syntactic and semantic features by
creating fixed, topic specific lexicons with key-
words. Stolcke et al. (2000) exploited lexical, col-
locational and prosodic cues, extracted from dia-
logues, in combination with discourse information
of the DA sequence. The reported model is a Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM), where each HMM
state corresponds to a sequential DA, achieving
classification accuracy of 71.0% when applied to
the Switchboard-DAMSL corpus (Jurafsky et al.,
1997a). Novielli and Strapparava (2013) exam-
ined the role of affective analysis through affec-
tive lexicons in the recognition of DAs. In terms
of affective text analysis, semantic features have
been extracted based on the distributional seman-
tic models built by Malandrakis et al. (2013).

Recently, the evolution of deep learning allowed
the implementation of different models of DNNs
in NLP, including the dialogue act classification.
Kalchbrenner and Blunsom (2013) used a mix-
ture of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
as a sentence model for the extraction of features
from each utterance and Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) as a discourse model for the extrac-
tion of information about the sequence of the DA.
This work improved the state-of-the-art DA clas-
sification on Switchboard-DAMSL corpus, reach-
ing 73.9% accuracy. Lee and Dernoncourt (2016)
built a model based on RNN and CNN that incor-
porates the preceding utterances via a two-layer
feedforward Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for
the extraction of discourse information. Ji et al.
(2016) proposed a hybrid architecture that com-

bines an RNN sentence model with discourse in-
formation about the relation between two sequen-
tial utterances in the form of a latent variable.
When the likelihood of the discourse relations de-
rived from the model is maximized, treating the
sentence model as a collateral factor in DA classi-
fication, an accuracy of 77.0% is achieved. Khan-
pour et al. (2016) employed a deep Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997) structure with pre-trained word em-
beddings, and reported a classification accuracy of
80.1% outperforming the state-of-the-art.

For testing the various models suggested for
DA classification accuracy, a variety of annota-
tion schemes as well as datasets have been utilized
(Jurafsky et al., 1997a; Ang et al., 2005; Kim et
al., 2015; Henderson et al., 2014). Jurafsky et
al. (1997a) provided a dataset annotated with 42
DA tags according to the Dialog Act Markup in
Several Layers (DAMSL) (Allen and Core, 1997)
annotation scheme. Ang et al. (2005) proposed
an annotation scheme of five classes based on the
MRDA corpus. However, efforts are made in order
to develop a DA annotation scheme that is task-
independent and can be used by automatic annota-
tion methods (Bunt et al., 2012; Bunt et al., 2010;
Bunt et al., 2017). Nevertheless, there are still
limited data annotated based on the principles of
these schemes, such as ISO standard 24617-2 and
DIT++ (Bunt et al., 2012; Bunt et al., 2010).

3 Proposed Model

The two parts that constitute the proposed model
are depicted in Figure 1. The first part (sentence
model) creates a vector representation of the utter-
ance based on the LSTM structure suggested by
Lei et al. (2015a) and also used by Khanpour et
al. (2016). The sentence model uses word embed-
dings for the similarity computation between the
constituent words of utterances and DA tags. This
model is detailed in Section 3.1. The second part
is a discourse model that classifies the current ut-
terance based on its representation as well as the
representations of the preceding ones as proposed
by Lee and Dernoncourt (2016). The discourse
model is detailed in Section 3.2. To the baseline
model we add the semantic representation of the
DA tags.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed model.

3.1 Sentence Model

The proposed sentence model is an extension of
the baseline sentence model with DA-specific se-
mantic features as illustrated in Figure 1. The
baseline sentence model and the proposed ap-
proach of semantic features extraction are de-
scribed next.

Baseline Sentence Model
The baseline sentence model is depicted in Fig-
ure 2. Given an utterance that contains l words,
the model converts it into a sequence of l d-
dimensional word vectorsX1, X2, ..., Xl. This se-
quence is given as input to the LSTM network that
produces a m-dimensional vector representation
s of the utterance. LSTM is a variant of RNN
that has the benefit of preserving long-distance
dependencies between words and distilling unim-
portant words from the cell gate through its for-
get gate layer. In particular, given a sequence
X1, X2, ..., Xt, ..., Xl of word vectors, for the tth

word vector Xt, with inputs ht−1 and ct−1, ht
and ct are computed as follows (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997):

it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi), (1)

ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufht−1 + bf ), (2)

ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1 + bo), (3)

ut = tanh(Wuxt + Uuht−1 + bu), (4)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � ut, (5)

ht = ot � tanh(ct), (6)

where Wj ∈ <d×d, Uj ∈ <d×m for j ∈
{i, f, o, u} are weight matrices, bj ∈ <d are bias
vectors and σ(·) is the element-wise signoid func-
tion, tanh(·) is the hyperbolic tangent function
and � is the element-wise multiplication.

In the pooling layer, all h1, h2, ..., ht vectors
that have been computed are combined for the
generation of a single vector that represents the
utterance. The combination of the h vectors can
be produced by applying any of the following
schemes: max-pooling, mean-pooling and last-
pooling. Max-pooling keeps the element-wise
maximum of the h vectors, mean-pooling averages
the h vectors and last-pooling keeps the last h vec-
tor, namely the ht vector. In order to obtain longer
dependencies between the utterance words, two
LSTM cells are stacked as proposed by Graves et
al. (2013) and Sutskever et al. (2014). Therefore,
the sentence model has two hidden layers.

DA Representation
The typical word embeddings that constitute the
input of the sentence model, does not directly
model the semantic information about the relation
between each utterance word w and each DA tag.
Here, we present a semantic model that automati-
cally extracts the domain-specific semantics of w.
Specifically, the semantic model computes the se-
mantic similarity between w and each DA. The
first step towards calculating semantic similarity
between w and each one of the DAs, is the selec-
tion of keywords that are representative of the con-
text of the DA tags as described in the following
paragraph.

Keyword Selection. In order to automatically
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Figure 2: Overview of the baseline sentence model for representing utterance s.
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determine the keywords that are representative of
the DAs, we use the following measurements:

1. Saliency of w, that measures the information
content of w in respect to a specific task (DA
in this case), as proposed by Gorin (1996):

L(w) =
T∑

i=1

p(ti|w)log
p(ti|w)

p(ti)
, (8)

where L(w) is the saliency of w, T is the
number of DA tags, p(ti|w) is the probabil-
ity of the ith DA ti given w, and p(ti) is the
probability of the ith DA ti,

2. Frequency of w, denoted as f(w),

3. maximum probability of a DA tag given w
(maxT

i=1 p(ti|w)), where ti is the ith DA.

The keyword extraction is then based on thresh-
olds (see Section 5.1) applied to the product of
the saliency of w and its frequency (S(w)f(w))
and to the maximum probability of a DA given w
(maxT

i=1 p(ti|w)).
Semantic Model. After determining the key-

words, the semantic similarity betweenw and each
DA is computed as follows:

s(w, ti) =
N∑

j=1

aij
p(ti|kj)p(kj)

p(ti)
d(kj , w) , (9)

where s(w, ti) is the semantic similarity be-
tween w and the ith DA ti normalized in range 0 to
1, N is the total number of keywords and aij are
the weights assigned to each keyword kj for every
DA ti which are computed according to (7) for ev-
ery i ∈ [1, T ]. p(ti|kj) is the probability of the ith

DA ti given the keyword kj , p(ti) is the probabil-
ity of the ith DA ti, p(kj) is the probability of the
keyword kj ,

p(ti|kj)p(kj)
p(ti)

= p(kj |ti) is the proba-
bility of being keyword kj representative of the ith

DA ti, normalized in the range 0 to 1 and d(kj , w)
is the cosine similarity between the vectors of w
and the keyword kj .
In (7) where the a weights are calculated, K is the
size of the dialogue vocabulary and s̄(wk, ti) is the
estimated semantic similarity between wk and the
ith DA ti. s̄(wk, ti) is computed by applying (9)
and setting the a weights equal to 1.

3.2 Discourse Model
The discourse model is depicted in Figure 3. Let si
be the vector representation of the ith utterance of
the dialogue computed from the sentence model.
The sequence si−2, si−1, si is used as input to a
two-layer feedforward ANN. The goal of the dis-
course model is to predict the DA of the ith utter-
ance (zi ∈ <T ). The output of the first layer of the
ANN is computed as follows:

yi = tanh(
2∑

d=0

W−dsi−d + b1), (10)
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Figure 3: Overview of the discourse model that
predicts the DA zi of utterance si.

where W0,W−1,W−2 ∈ <T×m are the weight
matrices, b1 ∈ <T is the bias vector, yi ∈ <T

is the DA representation of the si utterance, and T
is the number of DAs.

Next, the input of the second layer of the ANN
is the vector representation yi provided by the first
layer. The final output of the network is the pre-
diction of the DA for the utterance si computed as
follows:

zi = softmax(U0yi + b2), (11)

where U0 ∈ <T×T and b2 ∈ <T are the weight
matrices and bias vector, respectively. For the dis-
course model, history size of two previous utter-
ances is used for the first layer and no history is
taken into account for the second layer as recom-
mended by Lee and Dernoncourt (2016).

4 Experimental Dataset

The dataset used is the Switchboard-DAMSL
dataset (Jurafsky et al., 1997a), which is anno-
tated with the 42 DAMSL tags. The Switchboard
corpus was originally used for training and test-
ing various speech processing algorithms. Also, it
has been used for other tasks such as Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) (Iyer et al., 1997) and
acoustic model adaptation (Povey et al., 2003),
including the modeling of DAs (Jurafsky et al.,
1997b). This dataset is split into training and test
subsets as proposed by Stolcke et al. (2000). The
training set comprises of 1,155 dialogues (199,050
utterances) and the test set of 19 dialogues (3,927
utterances) collected over the phone from 500 dif-
ferent speakers. The word-by-word transcriptions
are also provided. The topic of discussion between
two speakers is introduced by a computer-driven
robot agent and the conversation that follows is

recorded. About 70 casual topics were introduced.
In Table 1, the length of the dialogues (in terms
of number of utterances) included in the dataset is
presented. A development set was created by ran-

# of Utterances
per dialogue Train set Test set

min value 92 187
max value 954 679
mean value 334.6 410.0

Table 1: Switchboard-DAMSL corpus.

domly selecting 115 dialogues (13,192 utterances)
from the training set.

In Table 2, representative examples of the eight
most frequent DAs are presented. Furthermore,
the distribution of the DAs over the dataset is re-
ported in Table 3. As shown in this table, the most
frequent DA is the “Statement-non-opinion”.

No preprocessing, including tools for stripping
the punctuation and changing the capitalization, is
applied to the dataset. For the experiments that
follow classification accuracy is used as evaluation
measurement.

DA tag Example
Statement-non-
opinion

There’s no one else
that works there.

Acknowledge
(Backchannel)

Sure.

Statement-opinion
but I think its
relevance is pretty
limited.

Agree/Accept That’s right.
Abandoned or
Turn-Exit

Do you,-

Appreciation Well good.

Yes-No-Question
So do you have a
family too?

Non-verbal <Laughter>.

Table 2: Examples of the most frequent DAs.

5 Parameter Tuning

In this point, we describe the process for select-
ing the keywords of the semantic model (see Sec-
tion 5.1) and the tuning of the hyperparameters of
the LSTM baseline model (see Section 5.2). For
tuning we used the development set mentioned in
Section 4.
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DA tag Train set Test set
(%) (%)

Statement-non-
opinion

36.9 31.5

Acknowledge
(Backchannel)

18.8 18.2

Statement-
opinion

12.7 17.1

Agree/Accept 7.6 8.6
Abandoned or
Turn-Exit

5.5 5.0

Appreciation 2.3 2.2
Yes-No-
Question

2.3 2.0

Non-verbal 1.7 1.9
Remaining DAs 12.2 13.5

Table 3: Relative frequency (%) of the DAs.

5.1 Keyword Selection

For the selection of the keywords, classification
accuracy is calculated when different thresholds to
the metrics described in Section 3.1 are applied.
The best performance is achieved when 323 key-
words are selected (for S(w)f(w) = 200 and
maxT

i=1 p(ti|w) = 0.5). Indicative examples of
the selected keywords for the most frequent DAs
are presented in Table 4.

DA tag Selected keywords

Statement-non-
opinion

want, can’t, work, mine,
decided, always,
remember

Acknowledge
(Backchannel)

huh-uh, huh, yeah, yep,
what?, huh?

Statement-
opinion

seem, think, scary, ought,
worse, difficult

Agree/Accept true, agree, yes
Abandoned or
Turn-Exit

–, -/, -

Appreciation gosh, dear, wow, kidding
Yes-No-
Question

mean?, there?, then?, all?

Non-verbal
<Laughter>, <Noise>,
<Clicking>., <sniffing>

Table 4: Examples of automatically selected key-
words (shown for most frequent DAs).

5.2 LSTM Parameters

For the implementation of the baseline sentence
model (see Section 3.1) the NN packages provided
by Lei et al. (2015a) and Lei et al. (2015b) were
used. One hyperparameter at a time is tuned while
keeping the remaining ones fixed in order to de-
termine the best configuration. Based on findings
taken from literature (Khanpour et al., 2016), we
initialize the parameters with the following values:
word embeddings=200-dimensional vectors with
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), decay rate=0.7,
dropout=0.3, pooling-mechanism=mean-pooling.

Word Embeddings. Keeping the hyperparam-
eters of the LSTM network fixed, different word-
to-vector techniques and the dimensionality of
the word vectors, that constitute part of the in-
put to the network, are tested. The word vec-
tors are trained either with word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013b) method on
the GoogleNews corpus or with the GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) method on the Common-
Crawl corpus. Regarding the dimensions of the
word embeddings, we use those referred in (Lee
and Dernoncourt, 2016) 1. The word embed-
dings are then concatenated with the features ex-
tracted by the semantic model. The performance
for various dimensions is presented in Table 5. As
shown in this table, the best performance (75.6%)
is achieved when 200-dimensional word embed-
dings are used. Therefore, for the experiments that
follow this setting is used.

Decay Rate. The decay rate is a regulariza-
tion factor of the update of the network connec-
tion weights in order to avoid overfitting of the net-
work. Typically, the decay rate value lies between
0 and 1. In this work, the decay rates that are
recommended in the literature (Lee and Dernon-
court, 2016; Khanpour et al., 2016) are examined,
as shown in Table 5. The best performance (75.6%
accuracy) is achieved with decay rate equal to 0.7
and this setting is used for the rest experiments.

Dropout. For most DNNs, dropout (Hinton et
al., 2012) is used as a regularization technique
against overfitting. In Table 5, the impact of
dropout rate on the classification accuracy is pre-
sented for values in the range between 0.0 and
0.5 as proposed in the literature (Lee and Dernon-
court, 2016; Khanpour et al., 2016). The best per-

1The word2vec method yields lower classification accu-
racy (by 0.2%) compared to GloVe and is not reported in Ta-
ble 5.
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Word embeddings Decay rate Dropout Pooling mechanism Classification
Accuracy(%)

50

0.7 0.3 mean

74.7
150 75.4
200 75.6
300 75.2

200
0.3

0.3 mean
74.3

0.5 75.1
0.9 74.1

200 0.7

0.0

mean

75.4
0.1 75.4
0.2 75.5
0.4 75.4
0.5 75.2

200 0.7 0.3
max 75.3
last 75.2

Table 5: Performance of LSTM hyperparameters w.r.t. test set.

formance (75.6% accuracy) is achieved when the
dropout rate equals to 0.3 and this setting is used
for the experiments that follow.

Pooling mechanism. The various mechanisms
that can be used in the pooling layer (max-, mean-,
and last-pooling) as described in Section 3.1, are
tested. The performance (classification accuracy)
for various pooling schemes (max, mean, last) is
reported in Table 5. The highest classification
accuracy (75.6%) is yielded by the mean-based
scheme, which is adopted.

Other Hyperparameters. Here, we briefly
mention the settings for a number of other pa-
rameters following literature findings (Khanpour
et al., 2016). The value of l2-regularization is set
at 1e − 5 and the tanh function is used for acti-
vation in the LSTM cell. Moreover, as reported
by Khanpour et al. (2016) changes on the learning
rate do not have an impact on the performance of
the model. Hence, the learning rate is set at 1e−3.

6 Evaluation Results

In Table 6, the classification accuracy for both
the baseline and proposed model is reported. The
highest accuracy (75.6%) is achieved by the pro-
posed model outperforming the baseline by 3.8%
when both sentence and discourse information is
used. Regarding the sentence-level analysis, the
difference between the proposed model and the
baseline is even bigger (4.3%). In Table 6 the
performance of the baseline model, when apply-

ing preprocessing of the dataset, is also presented.
In this case, the proposed model still outperforms
the baseline by 1.7% accuracy.

Based on the results of Table 6, the proposed
model benefits from the additional semantic infor-
mation. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the pro-
posed model avoids the need for preprocessing of
the dataset2.

The performance of the proposed model is com-
parable with the state-of-the-art3 classification ac-
curacy (see Table 7 for an overview) which equals
to 77.0% (Ji et al., 2016). An advantage of the
present work is the utilization of straightforward
feature extraction compared to (Ji et al., 2016) that
requires the identification of latent discourse-level
features.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we demonstrated the effectiveness
of the incorporation of DA-specific semantic fea-
tures in RNN-based DA classification. Those fea-
tures were computed with respect to a set of salient
keywords meant to semantically represent the DA
of interest. The proposed features were found to
yield 1.7% (absolute) improvement in classifica-
tion accuracy with respect to the baseline approach

2This was experimentally justified, so, the performance of
the proposed model when applying data preprocessing is not
reported.

3Also, we replicated (use of same model implementation
and data) the experiments proposed in (Khanpour et al., 2016)
without achieving the same results.
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Model Analysis Level Preprocessing Classification
Accuracy(%)

Baseline
sentence

7 69.5
3 72.8

Proposed 7 73.8

Baseline Sentence &
7 71.8

discourse
3 73.9

Proposed 7 75.6

Table 6: Performance of the baseline and the proposed model.

Model Classification
Accuracy(%)

Majority classification
baseline

31.6

Proposed 75.6
HMM (Stolcke et al.,
2000)

71.0

LSTM (Lee and
Dernoncourt, 2016)

69.6

CNN (Lee and
Dernoncourt, 2016)

73.1

RCNN (Kalchbrenner
and Blunsom, 2013)

73.9

DRLM-joint training (Ji
et al., 2016)

74.0

DRLM-conditional
training (Ji et al., 2016)

77.0

Tf-idf (baseline) 47.3
Inter-annotator
agreement

84.0

Table 7: Performance of the proposed model and
other methods from the literature.

that relies solely on word-level embeddings. Also,
we experimentally showed that the discourse-level
(specifically, the consideration of current and the
previous two utterances) further improves on the
baseline performance. Unlike similar approaches
presented in the literature, the proposed model
does not require any additional tools meant for the
preprocessing of dialogues transcriptions.

Regarding future work, we plan to investigate
the incorporation of more features derived from
deeper discourse analysis. In addition, we aim to
further validate the experimental findings of this
work by using datasets in languages other than En-
glish.
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Abstract

This paper presents a computational ap-
proach to modelling pragmatic and seman-
tic aspects of multi-issue bargaining dia-
logues. The model accounts for actions
that shape negotiation structure and ac-
tions that express negotiation strategies.
The model also accepts a number of ne-
gotiation moves as specifications of the
semantic content of the performed task-
related dialogue acts. The designed dia-
logue context model specifies the creation,
maintenance and transfer of participants’
private and shared beliefs. A negotiation
agent that operates on this basis was im-
plemented and evaluated against human
performance. The approach allows effi-
cient interpretation and generation of ne-
gotiation behaviour according to different
negotiation strategies.

1 Introduction

The fundamentals of human dialogue modelling
are concerned primarily with the modelling of
conversational goals and intentions, dialogue
structure, grounding mechanisms and reasoning
with the assumptions of rationality and coopera-
tion. Dialogue models are important for interac-
tive human-computer systems development. Most
research in human-computer interaction mod-
elling and dialogue systems design so far has been
done in the area of task-oriented systems (TOS)
with well-defined tasks in restricted domains.

Research efforts in dialogue modelling have re-
cently been moving towards a world of smart en-
vironments seeking new ways of interfacing and
engaging with technologies that more closely re-
flect rich natural human interaction in domains and
settings of various complexity. The research com-
munity is targeting more flexible adaptable open-
domain dialogue modelling driven by cognitive

modelling of human dialogue behaviour. Exist-
ing two-party TOS dialogue models are undergo-
ing changes to reflect advanced understanding and
to allow efficient computation of phenomena spe-
cific to new domains, new ways of interacting, and
novel user experiences. For instance, it has been
acknowledged that the assumption that conversa-
tional agents act fully rationally and cooperatively
does not hold in many conversational settings, see
e.g. (Traum et al., 2008b) and (Asher and Quin-
ley, 2011). In competitive games, debates, and ne-
gotiations participants may not have fully aligned
preferences and may not adopt shared intentions
or goals. This paper focuses on modelling negoti-
ations in a multi-issue bargaining setting.

Human-computer negotiation dialogue is typi-
cally modelled as a sequence of offers. The of-
fers represent participants’ commitments to a cer-
tain negotiation outcome. Valuable work has been
done on well-structured negotiations - interactions
among a few parties with fixed interests and alter-
natives, see e.g. (Traum et al., 2008a), (Georgila
and Traum, 2011), (Guhe and Lascarides, 2014),
(Efstathiou and Lemon, 2015). In human negotia-
tion, however, offers as binding commitments are
rare and a larger variety of negotiation behavioural
patterns is observed (Raiffa et al., 2002a). Partic-
ipant actions are focused mainly on obtaining and
providing preference information and can do this
explicitly but also implicitly, see e.g. (Cadilhac
et al., 2013). A negotiator often states his pref-
erences without expressing (strong) commitments
to accept an offer that includes a positively eval-
uated option, or to reject an offer that includes a
negatively evaluated option.

To achieve more human-like system behaviour,
we designed a model which accepts a large vari-
ety of dialogue acts representing different levels
of commitment. We defined the semantic con-
tent of task-related dialogue acts in terms of ne-
gotiation moves. To model negotiation behav-
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ior with respect to preferences, abilities, neces-
sity and acquiescence, and to compute negotiation
strategies as accurate as possible, we define sev-
eral modal relations between the modality ‘holder’
(typically the speaker of the utterance) and the tar-
get which consists of the negotiation move and
its arguments. Additionally, to facilitate structur-
ing the interaction and enable participants to in-
terpret partner intentions, dynamically changing
goals and strategies efficiently, we defined a set
of qualifiers attached to offer acceptances or re-
jections and agreements, e.g. tentative or final.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses the multi-issue bargaining setting spec-
ifying participant tasks, negotiation structure and
procedures, actions and other task-related and in-
teractive phenomena observed, and negotiation
strategies. In Section 3 the specific data collec-
tion scenario is outlined. Section 4 specifies the
dialogue act update semantics. A domain-specific
negotiation semantics is discussed in Section 5.
We present the performed annotations and provide
corpus statistics. We outline an approach to com-
puting the semantics of negotiation actions. In
Section 6 we describe the information state update
process in multi-issue bargaining dialogue, lead-
ing to the creation of mutual beliefs and belief
transfer using various negotiation strategies. Sec-
tion 7 presents and evaluates the implemented ne-
gotiation agent. Section 8 summarises our findings
and outlines future research.

2 Multi-issue bargaining

In negotiations, two or more parties have an inter-
est in reaching one or more agreements, and their
preferences concerning these agreements are not
identical (Raiffa et al., 2002a). Distributive, joint
problem-solving, and integrative negotiations are
distinguished. 1 Distributive negotiation means
that any gain of one party is made at the expense
of the other and vice versa; any agreement di-
vides a fixed pie of value between the parties, see
e.g. (Walton and McKersie, 1965). The goal of
joint problem-solving negotiations is, by contrast,
to work together on an equitable and reasonable
solution: negotiators will listen more and discuss
the situation longer before exploring options and
finally proposing solutions. The relationship is im-

1A fourth type of negotiation is bad faith, where parties
only pretend to negotiate, but actually have no intention to
compromise. Such negotiations often take place in political
context, see (Cox, 1958).
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Figure 1: Negotiation phases associated with negotiation
structure, based on (Watkins, 2003; Sebenius, 2007).

portant for joint problem solving, mostly in that
it helps trust and working together on a solution
(Beach and Connolly, 2005).

In many real-life negotiations pure distributive
and problem-solving are rare, more often ‘mixed-
motive’ negotiations take place (Lax and Sebe-
nius, 1992). For instance, in sociopolitical and
socio-economic contexts, parties are often inter-
ested in maintaining good long-term relations with
each other and therefore try to make trade-offs in
order for both sides to be satisfied with the out-
come. At the same time, however, they make
competitive efforts to get a bigger share. This
problem is often referred to as the ‘Negotiator’s
Dilemma’ (Lax and Sebenius, 1992). Negotiators
may have partially competitive, and partially co-
operative goals. This often happens in integrative
multi-issue bargaining, where parties usually have
the possibility to simultaneously bargain over sev-
eral goods and attributes, and to search for inte-
grative potential (interest-based bargaining or win-
win bargaining, see e.g. Fisher an Ury, 1981).

The different types of negotiation manifest
mainly in how parties create and claim values.
Negotiation starts with the Anchoring phase, in
which participants introduce negotiation issues
and options. They also obtain and provide in-
formation about preferences, establishing jointly
possible values contributing to the Zone of Pos-
sible Agreement (ZOPA, following the terminol-
ogy of (Sebenius, 2007)). Participants may bring
up early (tentative) offers, typically in the form of
suggestions, including referring to the least desir-
able events - ‘Create Value’. The actual bargain-
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o All outdoor smoking allowed 

o No smoking in public transportation 

o No smoking in public transportation and parks 

o No smoking in public transportation, parks and open air events 

 

SCOPE 

 
 

o Flyer and billboard campaign in shopping district 

o Anti-smoking posters at all tobacco sales points 

o Anti-smoking television advertisements 

o Anti-smoking advertisements across all traditional mass media 

 

CAMPAIGN 

 
 

o No change in tobacco taxes 

o 5% increase in tobacco taxes 

o 10% increase in tobacco taxes 

o 15% increase in tobacco taxes 

o 25% increase in tobacco taxes 

 

TAXATION 

 
 

o Police fines for minors in possession of tobacco products 

o Ban on tobacco vending machines 

o Police fines for selling tobacco products to minors 

o Identification required for all tobacco purchases 

o Government issued tobacco card for tobacco purchases 

 

ENFORCEMENT 

Figure 2: Preference card: example of values in four negotiated issues presented in colours.

ing occurs in the ‘Claim Value’ phase, potentially
leading to either adaptation, adjustment or can-
celling the originally established ZOPA actions.
Patterns of concessions, threats, warnings, and
early tentative commitments are observed here.
Distributive negotiations are more ‘claiming val-
ues’, while joint problem-solving negotiations are
more ‘value creating’ interactions, and integra-
tive negotiations are a mix of ‘creating and claim-
ing values’ negotiations (Watkins, 2003). In dis-
tributive negotiations the existence and size of the
ZOPA is mostly determined by the ‘bottom lines’
of the opposite parties, which are formed by their
respective best alternatives to a negotiated agree-
ment (BATNA), see (Fisher and Ury, 1981). In
integrative bargaining the ZOPA is mainly deter-
mined by the number of possible Pareto optimal
outcomes. Pareto optimality reflects a state of af-
fairs when there is no alternative state that would
make any partner better off without making any-
one worse off.

After establishing the ZOPA, negotiators may
still cancel previously made agreements, and ne-
gotiations may be terminated. Negotiation Out-
come is the phase associated with the “walk-
away” positions for each partner. Finally, negotia-
tors can move to the Secure phase summing up,
restating reached negotiation agreements or ter-
mination outcomes. At this stage, strong com-
mitments are expressed, and weak (mutual) be-
liefs concerning previously made commitments
and reached agreements are strengthened. Partici-
pants take decisions to move with another issue or
re-start the discussion. Figure 1 depicts the gen-
eral negotiation structure as described in (Watkins,
2003; Sebenius, 2007) and observed in our data
described in the next section.

The outcome of a negotiation depends on the
agenda each partner has (Tinsley et al., 2002).
The most common tactic of novice negotiators ob-

served is issue-by-issue bargaining. Sometimes,
however, negotiators bring all their preferences
on the table from the very beginning. This in-
creases the chance to reach a Pareto efficient out-
come, since a participant can explore the negoti-
ation space more effectively, being able to reason
about each other’s goals, see e.g. (Stevens et al.,
2016b). Defensive behaviour, i.e. not revealing
preferences, but also being misleading or decep-
tive (i.e. not revealing true preferences), results in
missed opportunities for value creation (Watkins,
2003; Lax and Sebenius, 1992).

All these aspects may influence negotiators’
strategies, which may also change within one in-
teraction. Traum et al. (2008), who consider
a multi-issue bargaining setting as a multi-party
problem-solving task, define strategies as objec-
tives rather than the orientations that lead to them.
They distinguish seven different strategies: find
issue, avoid, attack, negotiate, advocate, success
and failure. Other researchers define negotiation
strategies closely related to the overall approach
for conducting the negotiation. Five main strate-
gies are observed: competing (adversarial), col-
laborating, compromising, avoiding (passive ag-
gressive), and accommodating (submissive), see
(Raiffa et al., 2002b; Tinsley et al., 2002). As
in integrative negotiation, where the negotiators
strive to achieve a delicate balance between co-
operation and competition, (Lax and Sebenius,
1992), we defined two basic negotiation strategies:
cooperative and non-cooperative.

Cooperative negotiators share information
about their preferences with their opponents,
are engaged in problem-solving behaviours and
attempt to find mutually beneficial agreements,
(De Dreu et al., 2000). A cooperative negotiator
prefers the options that have the highest collective
value. If not enough information is available to
make this determination, a cooperative negotiator
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Dialogue Act
Relative frequency

(in %)
Dialogue Act

Relative frequency
(in %)

Communicative function
Modality/
Qualifier

Communicative function
Modality/
Qualifier

propositionalQuestion 2.0 suggest 10.0
checkQuestion 2.2 addressSuggest 1.4
setQuestion 10.3 acceptSuggest 2.0
choiceQuestion 0.6 declineSuggest 1.7
inform −> 30.3 offer −> 16.7

. . . non-modalised 41.3 . . . conditional 28.3

. . . prefer 30.4 . . . tentative 35.0

. . . disprefer 3.1 . . . final 36.7

. . . acquiesce 3.0 addressOffer 0.6

. . . need 2.0 acceptOffer −> 5.8

. . . able 19.0 . . . tentative 47.6

. . . unable 1.2 . . . final 52.4
agreement 10.3 declineOffer tentative 2.0
disagreement 4.1

Table 1: Distribution of task-related dialogue acts in the analysed multi-issue bargaining dialogues.

will elicit this information from his opponent. A
cooperative negotiator will not engage in posi-
tional bargaining2 tactics, instead, he will attempt
to find issues where a trade-off is possible.

Non-cooperative (or sometimes called adver-
sarial, competitive) negotiators prefer to withhold
their preferences for fear of weakening their power
in the negotiation by sharing too much, or they
may not reveal true preferences, deceiving and
misleading the partner. These negotiators focus
on asserting their own preferred positions rather
than exploring the space of possible agreements,
(Fisher and Ury, 1981). A non-cooperative strat-
egy is characterized by a focus on positional bar-
gaining. A negotiator agent using this strategy
will rarely ask an opponent for preferences, and
will often ignore a partner’s interests and requests
for information. A non-cooperative negotiator, in-
stead, will find his own ideal offer, state it, and
insist upon it in the hope of making the opponent
concede. He will threaten to end the negotiation
or will make very small concessions. If the oppo-
nent makes a threat, the non-cooperative strategy
will accept an offer only if the negotiator can gain
a significant number of points from it.

All the discussed suggests that for adequate
modelling we need to take into account several
types of actions performed by negotiators: (1) di-
alogue acts expressing various levels of commit-
ment; (2) negotiation moves specifying events and
their arguments; (3) qualified actions expressing
participants’ negotiation strategies; (4) commu-
nicative actions to control the interaction.

2Positional bargaining involves holding on to a fixed pref-
erences set regardless of the interests of others.

Dialogue Act Relative frequency (in %)
Task

Management
Discourse

Structuring
propositionalQuestion 1.8 -
checkQuestion 1.8 -
choiceQuestion 1.8 -
setQuestion 3.5 -
inform 22.8 1.9
answer 7.0 -
(dis-)agreement 10.5 1.9
suggest 22.8 16.8
request 7.0 -
addressSuggest - 0.9
acceptSuggest 15.8 7.5
declineSuggest 1.8 0.9
offer 1.8 -
addressOffer 1.8 -
interactionStructuring na 46.7
closing na 2.8
opening na 3.7

Table 2: Distribution of Task Management and Discourse
Structuring dialogue acts in the analysed multi-issue bargain-
ing dialogues.

3 Data Collection

For adequate modelling of human dialogue inter-
actions a systematic analysis of a variety of dia-
logue phenomena is required. A common proce-
dure of such analysis is human-human data col-
lection and its semantic annotation. The specific
setting considered in this study involved a real-
life multi-issue bargaining scenario about anti-
smoking legislation in the city of Athens passed in
2015-2016. After the new law was enacted, many
cases of civil disobedience were reported. Dif-
ferent stakeholders came together to (re-)negotiate
and improve the legislation. The main negotiation
partner was the Department of Public Affairs of
the City Council who negotiates with representa-
tives of small businesses, police, insurances, etc.

The anti-smoking regulations were concerned
with four main issues: (1) smoke-free public ar-
eas (smoking ban scope); (2) tobacco tax increase
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Negotiation Move Relative frequency (in %)
Offer 75.0
CounterOffer 12.4
Exchange 6.6
Concession 1.2
BargainIn 0.4
BargainDown 1.2
Deal 2.4
Withdraw 0.8

Table 3: Defined negotiation moves and their relative fre-
quencies in the annotated multi-issue bargaining corpus.

(taxation); (3) effective anti-smoking campaign
programs (campaign); and (4) enforcement policy
and police involvement (enforcement), see Figure
2. Each of these issues involves four to five most
important negotiation values with preferences as-
signed representing parties negotiation positions,
i.e. preference profiles. Nine cases with differ-
ent preference profiles were designed. The pref-
erence strength was communicated to the negotia-
tors through colours. Brighter orange colours indi-
cated increasingly negative options; brighter blue
colours increasingly positive options. The use of
colour rather than numbers introduces a form of
uncertainty in the exact value of a given agree-
ment, which is closer to real-life negotiations.

Each participant in the experiment received the
background story and instructions, as well as their
preference profiles for each scenario. Their task
was to negotiate an agreement which assigns ex-
actly one value to each issue, exchanging and elic-
iting offers concerning an 〈ISSUE;VALUE〉 option.
Participants were randomly assigned their roles.
They were advised to start with the highest possi-
ble values according to their preference informa-
tion. Participants were not allowed to show their
preference cards to each other. They were allowed
to withdraw previously made agreements, or ter-
minate a negotiation. No further rules on the nego-
tiation process, order of discussed issues, or time
constraints were imposed.

16 unique subjects (aged between 19 and 25)
participated in the experiments. The resulting
data collection consists of 50 dialogues of a to-
tal duration of about 8 hours, comprising about
4.000 speaking turns (Petukhova et al., 2016). The
human-human negotiation behaviour was evalu-
ated with respect to the number of agreements
reached, the ability to find Pareto optimal out-
comes, and acceptance of negative outcomes, see
Table 6 for results and comparison with human-
agent performance. The data was segmented and
annotated with dialogue act information following
the ISO 24617-2 standard (ISO, 2012).

4 Dialogue Acts and Update Semantics

In order to model all relevant phenomena, we de-
fined a set of dialogue acts stipulating different
levels of commitment with respect to the targeted
negotiated outcome. For this purpose the ISO
24617-2 dialogue act taxonomy3 and its superset
DIT++4, were used. We distinguished five lev-
els of commitment: (1) zero commitment for offer
elicitations and preference information requests;
(2) the lowest non-zero level of commitment for
informing about preferences, abilities and neces-
sities; (3) an interest and consideration to offer a
certain value; (4) weak (tentative) or conditional
commitment to offer a certain value; and (5) strong
(final) commitment to offer a certain value.

Actions at zero level of commitment are used
by negotiators to gather information about part-
ner’s preferences, mostly in the form of questions.
For example, a Set Question of participant A ad-
dressed to B with the goal to elicit B’s preference
concerning the smoking ban scope, e.g. ‘Where
do you think we should ban smoking?’, can
be represented as SetQuestion(A,B,o f f er(ISSUE =

1;?VALUE)). To describe the intended update ef-
fects of an action a number of formal concepts
- semantic primitives - are used that specify an
agent’s beliefs, goals, and commitments. A set
of semantic primitives is defined in (Petukhova,
2011). Bunt (2014) provides a detailed specifi-
cation of the update semantics of dialogue acts.
For instance, the primitive Bel expresses the pos-
session of information, and the KnowVal prim-
itive serves to represent the availability of in-
formation. For example, A believing that B
has certain preferences for the ‘scope’ issue
is represented as Bel(A,KnowVal(B,o f f er(ISSUE =

1;?VALUE))).5 The primitive Want is used to cap-
ture a participant’s goal to achieve a certain situa-
tion. Thus, A’s goal to obtain information about
a negotiation preference can be represented as
Want(A,KnowVal(A,o f f er(ISSUE = 1;?VALUE))).

Negotiators may Inform each other about their
preferences. These actions also include vari-
ous types of Answers. A’s goal to inform B
about his negotiation preferences can be rep-
resented as Want(A,KnowVal(B,Bel(A,o f f er(ISSUE =

3See http://dit.uvt.nl/\#iso_24617-2
4http://dit.uvt.nl/
5Additionally, the strength of A’s beliefs is represented by

the parameter σ , which can have the values ‘firm’ and ‘weak’,
or numerical values, e.g. expressing confidence scores.
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1;VALUE = 1C)). Negotiators do not just provide
information about their preferences, but also com-
municate their evaluation and estimation of the
probability of events and their beliefs about what
is possible, necessary and desirable in the current
context, e.g. Bel(A,2o f f er(ISSUE = 1;VALUE = 1C)),
Bel(A,¬3o f f er(ISSUE = 1;VALUE = 1C)).

Suggestion acts express considerations to offer
certain values, and assumptions about the oppo-
nent’s abilities and interests to offer the same, i.e.
ConsidDo(A,o f f er(X ;Y ));Bel(A,CanDo(B,o f f er(X ;Y )));
Bel(A, Interest(B,o f f er(X ;Y ))).

At a higher level of commitment, Of-
fer acts are observed, expressing com-
mitments to offer (or not to offer) a cer-
tain value, e.g. CommitDo(A,o f f er(X ;Y )) and
CommitRe f rain(A,o f f er(X ;Y )). Weak and strong
commitments to Accept or Reject an Offer (but
also a Suggestion) may dependent on a condition
specified in the semantic content of a dialogue
act. When annotating, a conditional qualifier
is attached to action-discussion communicative
functions. Additionally, all offers and responses
to them at all negotiation stages except the
Secure phase are modelled as weak commitments,
e.g. WBel(A,CommitDo(A,o f f er(X ;Y ))), indicating
that they are tentative, and can eventually be
strengthened or cancelled. At the highest level of
commitment are final offers and responses to them
in the Secure phase. Annotations contain tentative
and final communicative function qualifiers. Table
1 presents the observed distribution of task-related
dialogue acts in the annotated data.

To structure a negotiation task, Task Manage-
ment acts are used. These dialogue acts explic-
itly address the negotiation process and procedure.
This includes utterances for coordinating the ne-
gotiators’ activities (e.g., “Let’s go issue by is-
sue”) or asking about the status of the process
(e.g., “Are we done with the agenda?”). Task Man-
agement acts are specific for a particular task and
are often similar in form but different in meaning
from Discourse Structuring acts, which address
the management and monitoring of the interaction.
Examples of the later are utterances like “To sum
up”, and “Let’s move to a next round”. Table 2
presents the distribution of these dialogue acts.

5 Negotiation Semantics

Semantically, dialogue acts correspond to update
operations on the information states of the dia-

logue participants. They have two main compo-
nents: (1) the communicative function, that spec-
ifies how to update an information state, e.g. In-
form, Question, and Request, and (2) the semantic
content, i.e. the objects, events, situations, rela-
tions, properties, etc. involved in the update, see
(Bunt, 2000). Negotiations are commonly anal-
ysed in terms of certain actions, such as offers,
counter-offers, and concessions, see (Watkins,
2003), (Hindriks et al., 2007). We considered
two possible ways of using such actions, also re-
ferred to as ‘negotiation moves’, to compute the
update semantics in negotiation dialogues. One
is to treat negotiation moves as task-specific dia-
logue acts. Due to its domain-independent char-
acter, the ISO 24617-2 standard does not define
any communicative functions that are specific for
a particular kind of task or domain, but the stan-
dard invites the addition of such functions, and in-
cludes guidelines for how to do so. For example,
a negotiation-specific OfferN function could be in-
troduced for the expression of commitments con-
cerning a negotiation value.6 Another possibility
is to use negotiation moves as the semantic con-
tent of general-purpose dialogue acts. For exam-
ple, a negotiator’s statements concerning his pref-
erence to a certain option can be represented as
In f orm(A,B,3o f f er(X ;Y )).

We specified 8 basic negotiation moves, see dis-
tribution in the analysed data in Table 3.

Negotiators often communicate their coopera-
tivity by using modal utterances expressing pref-
erence and ability. Non-cooperative behaviour, by
contrast, may be articulated by expressing inabil-
ity and dislike. Modality expressions are mainly
observed in Inform and Answer acts, see Table 1.

The proposed approach allows for flexibility in
the interpretation and generation of negotiation
strategies and accounts for a richer set of task-
related actions.

6 Belief Transfer and Negotiation
Strategies

We compute the meaning of negotiation dialogue
contributions in terms of their effects on the partic-
ipants’ information states as defined in the Infor-
mation State Update (ISU) approach, (Poesio and
Traum, 1998; Bunt, 1989) and the computational
model of grounding and belief transfer proposed

6Negotiation ‘Offers’ may have a more domain-specific
name, e.g. Bid for selling-buying bargaining.
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Context num source Agent (A)context num source Council (C) context
LC u001 prec Bel(C,Next Speaker(C))

LC s1 Bel(A,Current Speaker(C)) u1 Bel(C,Current Speaker(C))
f s1 latest 〈verbatim〉 f s1 latest 〈verbatim〉
da1 D;CF Task; Suggest da1 D;CF Task; Suggest

sem content p2 = o f f er(ISSUE = 1;VALUE = 1b) sem content p2 = 〈o f f er(ISSUE = 1;VALUE = 1b)
Speaker:C; Addressee: A Speaker:C;Addressee: A

CC s2 exp.und:da1 Bel(A,MBel({A,C},WBel(C, u2 exp.und:da1 Bel(A,MBel({A,C},WBel(C,
Interpreted(A,du1)))) Interpreted(A,du1))))

SC s01a exp.und:da1 Bel(A,MBel({A,C},WBel(C, u01a exp.und:da1 Bel(C,MBel({A,C},WBel(C,
Bel(A,Bel(C, Interest(A, p2)))))) Bel(A,Bel(C, Interest(A, p2))))))

s01b exp.und:da1 Bel(A,MBel({A,C},WBel(C, u01b exp.und:da1 Bel(C,MBel({A,C},WBel(C,
Bel(A,Assume(C,CanDo(A, p2)))))) Bel(A,Assume(C,CanDo(A, p2))))))

s01c exp.und:da1 Bel(A,MBel({A,C},WBel(C, u01c exp.und:da1 Bel(C,MBel({A,C},WBel(C,
Bel(A,Want(C,ConsidDo(A, p2)))))) Bel(A,Want(C,ConsidDo(A, p2))))))

s02a exp.ad: da1 Bel(A,MBel({A,C},WBel(C, u02a exp.ad:da1 Bel(C,MBel({A,C},WBel(C,
Bel(A, Interest(A, p2)))))) Bel(A, Interest(A, p2))))))

s02b exp.ad: da1 Bel(A,MBel({A,C},WBel(C, u02b exp.ad:da1 Bel(C,MBel({A,C},WBel(C,
Bel(A,CanDo(A, p2)))))) Bel(A,CanDo(A, p2))))))

s02c exp.ad: da1 Bel(A,MBel({A,C},WBel(C, u02c exp.ad:da1 Bel(C,MBel({A,C},WBel(C,
Bel(A,ConsidDo(A, p2)))))) Bel(A,ConsidDo(A, p2))))))

SC s03a und:da1 Bel(A,Bel(C, Interest(A, p2)))
s03b Bel(A,Assume(C,CanDo(A, p2)))
s03c Bel(A,Want(C,ConsidDo(A, p2)))

SC s3 prec Bel(A,3p2)
s04a ad:da1 Bel(A, Interest(A, p2))
s04b ConsidDo(A, p2)
s04c Bel(A,CanDo(A, p2))

SC s4 prec CommitDo(A, p2)
LC da2 plan:s4 Task; AcceptSuggest

sem content p2 = o f f er(ISSUE = 1;VALUE = 1b)
LC s001 prec Bel(A,Next Speaker(A))

LC s5 Bel(A,Current Speaker(A)) u2 Bel(C,Current Speaker(A))
f s2 latest 〈verbatim〉 f s2 : du2 latest 〈verbatim〉
da2 D;CF Task;AcceptSuggest f s2 : da2 D;CF Task;AcceptSuggest

sem content p2 = o f f er(ISSUE = 1;VALUE = 1b) sem content p2 = o f f er(ISSUE = 1;VALUE = 1b)
antecedent: da1 antecedent: da1
Speaker:A; Addressee: C Speaker:A;Addressee: C

Table 4: Example of context update for cooperative negotiation behaviour. (LC = Linguistic Context; CC = Cognitive Context;
SC = semantic context; prec = preconditions; da = dialogue act; fs = functional segment; D = dimension; CF = communicative
function; exp.und = expected understanding; und = understanding; exp.ad = expected adoption; ad = adoption; Bel = believes;
MBel = mutually believed; WBel = weakly believes)

by (Bunt et al., 2007).
Negotiators produce their contributions aiming

at understanding by others. Understanding that a
certain dialogue act is performed means creating
the belief that the preconditions hold which are
characteristic for that dialogue act. Using the ISU
procedures for incorporating beliefs and expecta-
tions shared between speaker and hearers, we can
compute expected understanding effects modelled
as weak beliefs. When evidence about successful
understanding arrives, weak beliefs are strength-
ened, otherwise they may be cancelled.

Negotiators also expect that their opponent will
share some of their preferences and will accept
some of their offers (expected adoption effects).
The strength of such expectations depends on the
available knowledge about the opponents, on their
goals, and on the knowledge concerning the oppo-
nent’s negotiation strategy. When the negotiator
states identical preferences, agrees with the oppo-
nent’s preferences, or accepts his suggestions and
offers, he adopts the opponent’s beliefs as beliefs
of his own. Consider the following example:

(1) Council(human): What do you think if we do not allow

smoking in public transportation at least?

Business(agent): Well, I think we can live with that

Council (C) produces a 〈Task;suggest〉 dialogue act
with the semantic content p2. Weak mutual beliefs
concerning expected understanding and adoption
effects are created, the dialogue context model is
updated with s01a− s02c and u01a−u02c updates as
shown in Table 4. Business representative A un-
derstands C’s da1 as a suggestion and accepts it
following the cooperative negotiation strategy. A’s
understanding means that A believes that C wants
A to consider to do p2 because C believes that p2
would be interesting for A, and A is able to do p2.
In A’s preference profile, p2 is a possible offer.
This enables A to accept C’s suggestion, see pre-
condition in s3. A acting as a cooperative agent is
considering to offer the discussed value and com-
mits to perform this action. Thus, beliefs about ex-
pected and actual understanding and adoption to-
gether with the negotiator’s preferences give rise
to the generation of one or more relevant dialogue
acts. Similarly, additional updates are performed
in other contexts. For instance, the Linguistic
Context (LC) is updated with respect to beliefs
concerning the speaker role management, and in
the Cognitive Context (CC) concerning process-
ing successes and failures. This triggers the gener-
ation of dialogue acts in multiple dimensions, e.g.
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Information type Explanation Source
Strategy The strategy associated with the instance negotiationMove, modality
My-bid-value-me The number of points the agent’s bid is worth to the agent

Preference profile

My-bid-value-opp The number of points that the agent believes its bid is worth to the user
Opp-bid-value-me The number of points the users bid is worth to the agent
Opp-bid-greater true if the users bid is at least as much as the agent’s current bid, false otherwise
Next-bid-value-me The number of points that the next best option is worth

The next best option is defined as the option closest in value to the current one
(Not including those that are worth more than the current option.)

Overall-value The total value of all options that have been agreed upon so far.
HistoryThis is a measure of how the negotiation is going.

If it is negative, negotiation is likely to result in an unacceptable outcome.
My-move The move that the agent should take in this context. Planned future

Table 5: Structure of an instance in the Negotiation Agent, adopted with extensions from (Stevens et al., 2016a).

here in the Turn Management and Feedback di-
mensions, respectively.

The example in (2) shows non-cooperative ne-
gotiation behaviour. It may be noted that nego-
tiation partners always cooperate at a linguistic
level, as they try to understand each other’s con-
tributions and respond to perceived intentions.7 A
rational agent may show non-cooperative behav-
ior at the level of perlocutionary actions (Attardo,
1997), when cancelling of expected adoption be-
liefs occurs.

(2) Council(human): What do you think if we do not allow

smoking in public transport at least?

Business(agent): It’s not possible for me

The dialogue context model is updated in this
case as follows. A understanding C means that
A believes that C wants A to consider to do p2
because C believes that p2 would be interest-
ing for A and A is able to do p2. Accord-
ing to A’s preference profile, p2 is a possible
but not a preferable offer, resulting in the pre-
condition in s3 as Bel(A,3p2); Bel(A,¬2p2). This
leads to cancelling C’s expected adoption be-
liefs. Acting as a non-cooperative but rational
agent, A refuses to commit to p2. Alternatively,
A may offer another value more preferable for
him, i.e. performing a counter-offer move when
Bel(A, Interest(A,¬p2)); Bel(A, Interest(A, p3)) where p3
stands for example for o f f er(ISSUE = 1;VALUE =

1c). If A believes that Bel(A,CanDo(C,o f f er(p3)))

then A acts as cooperative agent, but if he
holds beliefs like Bel(A,¬CanDo(C,o f f er(p3))) and
insist on ConsidDo(A,o f f er(p3)) he behaves as non-
cooperative agent.

7Consider also the definition of cooperative communica-
tive behaviour proposed by Allwood et al., 2000. Commu-
nicative agents are cooperative at least in trying to recognise
each other’s goals, and the recognition of a goal may be suf-
ficient reason to form the intention to act.

7 Negotiation Agent

The implemented Negotiation Agent produces
counter-move, based on the estimation of partner
preferences and goals. The Agent adjusts its strat-
egy according to the perceived level of the oppo-
nent’s cooperativeness. Such meta-strategies are
observed in human negotiation and coordination
games, see (Kelley and Stahelski, 1970), (Smith et
al., 1982). Currently, the Agent distinguishes three
strategies: cooperative, non-cooperative and neu-
tral. The agent starts neutrally, requesting the part-
ner’s preferences. If the Agent believes the oppo-
nent is behaving cooperatively, it will react with a
cooperative negotiation move. For instance, it will
reveal its preferences when asked for, it will accept
the opponent’s offers, and propose concessions.
It will use modality triggers of liking and abil-
ity. If the Agent experiences the opponent being
non-cooperative, it will switch to non-cooperative
mode. It will stick to its preferences and insist on
acceptance by the opponent. It will repeatedly re-
ject the opponent’s offers using modal expressions
of inability, dislike and necessity. It will not make
concessions, will threaten to withdraw previously
made agreements and/or terminate negotiation.

The Agent’s negotiation moves and their argu-
ments are encoded as instances represented as a
set of slot-value pairs corresponding to the Agent’s
preference profile concerning beliefs about the
Agent’s and partner’s preferences (state of the ne-
gotiation and conditions), and the Agent’s and
partner’s estimated goals (actions), see Table 5.
The Agent assumes that the partner’s preferences
are comparable, but values may differ. At the be-
ginning of the interaction, the Agent may have no
or weak assumptions (guesses) about the partner’s
preferences. As the interaction proceeds the Agent
builds up (learns) more knowledge about his part-
ner’s choices.
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Evaluation criteria
Human- Human-
human computer

Mean dialogue duration (min) 5:51 9:37
Agreements (%) 78 66
Pareto optimal (%) 61 60
Negative deal (%) 21 16
Cooperativeness rate (%) 39 51

Table 6: Comparison of human-human and human-agent
negotiation behaviour.

The Agent’s decisions are made by finding a
prior experience (an instance) that is most ‘active’
(based on history, e.g. frequency and recency,
and on similarity, e.g. how similar the instance
is, given the context) in the current context, see
(Gonzalez and Lebiere, 2005). The Negotiation
Agent is based on the Instance-Based Learning
(IBL) model as implemented in ACT-R cognitive
architecture, see (Anderson, 2007) for the latter.

Having computed the ‘best’ negotiation move
as a response, the Agent will pass it to the Dia-
logue Manager for updating the dialogue context
model and producing an appropriate task-related
dialogue act. Thus, the Negotiation Agent is in-
tegrated in a spoken dialogue system as a Task
Agent of its Dialogue Manager, which operates
on a structured dynamic dialogue context; see
(Malchanau et al., 2015) for the proposed multi-
threaded DM architecture.

We evaluated the Negotiation Agent’s perfor-
mance, comparing it with human performance on
the number of agreements reached, the ability to
find Pareto optimal outcomes, the degree of co-
operativeness, and negative outcomes, see Table
6. For this evaluation, 28 sessions involving 28
participants aged 25-45 (all professional politi-
cians or governmental workers) were analysed.
We found that the participants reached a lower
number of agreements when negotiating with the
Agent than when negotiating with each other. This
could in most cases be attributed to the imper-
fect recognition and interpretation by the dialogue
system of spoken participant behaviour. Overall
task effectiveness in terms of proportion of suc-
cessfully completed dialogues was found to be
76.8% (human-human pairs were 100% success-
ful). Of the reached agreements, the participants
made a similar number of Pareto optimal agree-
ments when negotiating with the Agent as when
negotiating with each other. Human participants
show a higher level of cooperativity when inter-
acting with the Agent, measured in the number of
cooperative actions given the total number of the

task-related actions performed. This may mean
that humans were more competitive when interact-
ing with each other. A lower number of negative
deals (i.e. agreements on bright ‘orange’ options
in Figure 2) was observed for human-agent pairs.

8 Conclusions and Future Research

In this study we proposed, implemented and eval-
uated an ISU-based model of multi-issue bargain-
ing dialogue behaviour. A real-life complex nego-
tiation scenario was used for data collection, with
a rather comprehensive pragmatic and semantic
analysis of negotiation phenomena. The model ac-
counts for specific multi-issue bargaining dialogue
structure, for actions that express different degrees
of commitment to targeted negotiation outcome,
as well as for strategic actions to achieve this out-
come. The model is flexible in that it can be ex-
tended with other domain-specific event-based se-
mantics. We showed how the participants’ beliefs
are created when a speaker’s behaviour is under-
stood and how it leads to the adoption or cancella-
tion of beliefs when participants have overlapping
and conflicting preferences. The model supports
the generation of dialogue contributions in multi-
ple dimensions accounting for task-related negoti-
ation actions as well as for actions that are used to
control the overall interaction.

The evaluation of human-human and human-
agent performance shows that the relevant nego-
tiation aspects and interactive phenomena are ade-
quately modelled, resulting in plausible and effec-
tive negotiation behaviour.

Future efforts will be undertaken to refine the
model with respect to the negotiation moves se-
mantics. We also plan to extend the model to
account for attitudinal meaning aspects of multi-
modal dialogue contributions to compute sophis-
ticated negotiation strategies with respect to co-
operativity and dominance. A user-based within-
subject evaluation (e.g. in repetitive negotiation
rounds) will be performed to analyse participant’s
negotiation behaviour change over time, and to in-
corporate user models into the adaptive human-
computer negotiation system.
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Abstract

Natural, spontaneous dialogue proceeds
incrementally on a word-by-word basis;
and it contains many sorts of disflu-
ency such as mid-utterance/sentence hesi-
tations, interruptions, and self-corrections.
But training data for machine learning
approaches to dialogue processing is of-
ten either cleaned-up or wholly synthetic
in order to avoid such phenomena. The
question then arises of how well sys-
tems trained on such clean data gener-
alise to real spontaneous dialogue, or in-
deed whether they are trainable at all on
naturally occurring dialogue data. To
answer this question, we created a new
corpus called bAbI+1 by systematically
adding natural spontaneous incremental
dialogue phenomena such as restarts and
self-corrections to the Facebook AI Re-
search’s bAbI dialogues dataset. We then
explore the performance of a state-of-the-
art retrieval model, MemN2N (Bordes et
al., 2017; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), on this
more natural dataset. Results show that the
semantic accuracy of the MemN2N model
drops drastically; and that although it is
in principle able to learn to process the
constructions in bAbI+, it needs an im-
practical amount of training data to do so.
Finally, we go on to show that an incre-
mental, semantic parser – DyLan – shows
100% semantic accuracy on both bAbI
and bAbI+, highlighting the generalisation
properties of linguistically informed dia-
logue models.

1this dataset is freely available at https://bit.ly/
babi_plus

1 Introduction

A key problem for the practical data-driven (rather
than hand-crafted) development of task-oriented
dialogue systems is that they are generally turn-
based, and so do not support natural, everyday in-
cremental (i.e. word-by-word) dialogue process-
ing. This means that they often cannot process nat-
urally occurring incremental dialogue phenomena
such as mid-sentence restarts and self-corrections
(Hough, 2015; Howes et al., 2009). Dialogue sys-
tems will not be able to make sense of the every-
day language produced by users which is replete
with pauses, interruptions, self-corrections and
other inherently incremental dialogue phenomena,
until they incorporate one or another form of incre-
mental language processing. Indeed incremental
dialogue systems (i.e. processing word-by-word
instead of at utterance/turn boundaries) have pre-
viously been empirically shown to be beneficial
and more natural for users (Aist et al., 2007;
Skantze and Hjalmarsson, 2010).

In this paper, we explore the performance of the
state-of-the-art neural retrieval model of Bordes et
al. (2017) on dialogues containing some prototyp-
ical incremental dialogue structures. Bordes et al.
(2017) initially presented the bAbI dialog tasks
dataset aimed at learning goal-oriented dialogue
systems in an end-to-end fashion: there are no an-
notations in the data whatsoever, and the model
learns all components of a dialogue system. On
this dataset, they report that End-to-End Memory
Networks (henceforth MemN2Ns) achieve an im-
pressive 100% performance on a test set of 1000
dialogues, after being trained on 1000 similar dia-
logues.

However, the bAbI dataset is both synthetic and
clean: it contains none of the more interesting
naturally occurring, disfluent phenomena identi-
fied above. To assess the effectiveness of the
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MemN2N model on more natural dialogue data,
we introduce an extended, incremental version
of the bAbI dataset – dubbed bAbI+ (see sec-
tion 2.2) – which we created by systematically
adding self-corrections, hesitations, and restarts to
the original bAbI dataset.

We go on to explore the performance of
MemN2N on this new dataset. The results of our
experiments show that the semantic accuracy of
MemN2N , measured in terms of how well the
model predicts API calls (a non-linguistic action –
in this case querying a data-base with the user’s
requirements) at the end of a dialogue segment,
drops very significantly (by about 50%) even when
trained on the full bAbI+ dataset.

Finally, we compare these results to the method-
ologically distinct, linguistically informed model
of (Eshghi et al., 2017b; Kalatzis et al., 2016), who
employ an incremental dialogue parser, DyLan
(Eshghi, 2015; Eshghi et al., 2011; Purver et al.,
2011); based around the Dynamic Syntax gram-
mar framework (Kempson et al., 2001; Cann et
al., 2005)). We show here that there is no drop in
performance in the same semantic accuracy met-
ric from bAbI to bAbI+ with both at 100% due to
the rich, theoretically-grounded knowledge incor-
porated within the model.

2 Exploring the performance of
MemN2Ns

Our focus in this paper is to explore the approach
of Bordes et al. (2017), and its performance on
spontaneous dialogue data.

2.1 The Dialog bAbI tasks dataset

We use Facebook AI Research’s Dialogue bAbI
tasks dataset (Bordes et al., 2017). These are
goal-oriented dialogues in the domain of restau-
rant search. In the dataset, there are 6 tasks of
increasing complexity ranging from only collect-
ing the user’s preferences on restaurant and up
to conducting full dialogues with changes in the
user’s goal and providing extra information upon
request. The first 5 tasks are ‘clean’ dialogues
composed synthetically and they thus lack the fea-
tures of natural everyday conversations. Task 6, in
turn, is based on real dialogues collected for the
Dialog State Tracking Challenge 2.

Recent studies have shown different ways in
which MemN2Ns are outperformed: Eric and
Manning (2017) introduced the Copy-Augmented

Sequence-to-Sequence model that outperforms
MemN2N on Task 6; Williams et al. (2017) pre-
sented a hybrid RNN + rule-based model trainable
in a 2-stage supervised + reinforcement learning
setup, outperforming MemN2N on Tasks 5 and 6.

However, none of these studies control for the
type of complexity that might result in worse per-
formance, and thus do not shed any light on why
a particular architecture such as MemN2N might
be at a disadvantage. While Task 5 dialogues have
the full task complexity, conducting full dialogues
with an unfixed user goal and additional informa-
tion requests, they are still composed programmat-
ically and contain minimal surface variation. The
Task 6 dialogues on the other hand are complex
both in terms of the surface variation and the task
itself.

Here, in order to study the specific effects of
incremental variations in dialogue such as con-
versational disfluencies, we focus on Task 1,
where in each dialogue the system asks the user
about their preferences for the properties of a
restaurant, and each dialogue results in an API
call containing values of each slot obtained (e.g.
food-type=french) – the ability of predicting
the API calls correctly thus provides a direct mea-
sure of how a well a particular model can interpret
the dialogues.

Using the MemN2N model, the approach of
Bordes et al. (2017) achieves 100% performance –
measured as per-utterance accuracy including the
final API call – after training on 1000 dialogues.

2.2 The bAbI+ dataset

While containing sufficient lexical variation, the
original bAbI Task 1 dialogues significantly lack
incremental and interactional variations vital for
natural real-life dialogues. In order to obtain such
variation while keeping the controllable environ-
ment close to the laboratory conditions that bAbI
offers, we created the bAbI+ dataset by systemati-
cally transforming the original dataset’s dialogues.

bAbI+ is an extension of the bAbI Task 1 di-
alogues with everyday incremental dialogue phe-
nomena (hesitations, restarts, and corrections – see
below). This extension can be seen as orthogonal
to the increasing task complexity which Tasks 2–6
offer: we instead increase the complexity of sur-
face forms of dialogue utterances, while keeping
every other aspect of the task fixed.

Our incremental modifications model the disflu-
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Figure 1: MemN2N architecture – (a) single memory hop and (b) multiple memory hops, from
(Sukhbaatar et al., 2015)

encies and communication problems in everyday
spoken interaction in real-world environments.
These variations are:

• 1. Hesitations, e.g. as in “we will be uhm
eight”;

• 2. Restarts, e.g. “can you make a restaurant
uhm yeah can you make a restaurant
reservation for four people with french
cuisine in a moderate price range”;

• 3. Corrections affecting task-specific infor-
mation – both short-distance ones correcting
one token, e.g. “with french oh no spanish
food”, and long-distance NP/PP-level correc-
tions, e.g. “with french food uhm sorry
with spanish food”, all within a single
user utterance, rather than across multiple
turns.

The phenomena above are mixed in probabilis-
tically from the fixed sets of templates to the origi-
nal data2. The modifications affect a total of 11336
utterances in the 3998 dialogues. Around 21% of
user’s turns contain corrections, 40% hesitations,
and 5% restarts (they are not mutually exclusive,
so that an utterance can contain up to 3 modifi-
cations). Our modifications, with respect to cor-
rections in particular, are more conservative than
those observed in real-world data: (Hough, 2015)
reports that self-corrections appear in 20% of all

2See https://github.com/ishalyminov/babi_
tools

turns natural conversations from British National
Corpus, and in 40% of turns in the Map Task, a
corpus of human-human goal-oriented dialogues.

Here’s part of an example dialogue in the
bAbI+ corpus, showing corrections in all user
turns:

sys: hello what can I help you with today?
usr: I’d like to book a uhm yeah I’d like to book a

table in a expensive price range no sorry in a
cheap price range

sys: I’m on it. Any preference on a type of cuisine?
usr: with indian food no sorry with spanish food
sys: where should it be?
usr: in tokyo
sys: how many people would be in your party?
usr: for uhm yeah for eight people please
sys: ok let me look into some options for you

2.3 Memory Networks

We follow Bordes et al.’s setup by using a
MemN2N (we took an open source Tensorflow
implementation for bAbI QA tasks and modified
it3 according to their setup – see details below).

The architecture of a MemN2N is shown in Fig-
ure 1 (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015).

One of the model’s key features is what can
be thought of as an “explicit memory” compo-
nent: before the inference process, all the input
sentences are written into the memory from which
they are then read during the inference. The inter-
nal memory representation is as follows: an ut-
terance xi is first vectorized as a fixed-sized ar-
ray of 1-hot vectors (zero padding is used), then

3See https://github.com/ishalyminov/memn2n
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each vector is embedded via the matrix A, and
finally these embeddings are encoded into a sin-
gle memory vector mi using temporal encoding (it
preserves the information of word order in a sen-
tence – for the details, please refer to (Sukhbaatar
et al., 2015)). The same procedure is applied to the
user’s input using another embedding matrix B.

Another important feature in the MemN2N ar-
chitecture is reading from memory with attention.
With the input sentences and the utterance en-
coded, the match between each of the memory
vectors mi and the utterance u is calculated:

pi = S o f tmax(uT mi)

This is used as the attention vector over the en-
coded memories further in the inference process.

Next, for the final answer prediction, both
attention-weighted memories and user’s utterance
are passed through the final weight matrix W:

â = S o f tmax(W(o + u))

where o =
∑

i pici is weighted memories.
For the QA tasks, the answer â is just an index

of a word from the vocabulary. In dialogue tasks,
however, answers are the entire utterances, either
system utterances (e.g. “how many people would
be in your party?”) or API calls (“api_call
french london four expensive”). They are
still predicted as indices from the answer candi-
dates list, but given that there is e.g. absolutely no
overlap in exact api call examples between train
and test sets, an internal representation of each
candidate answer is added to the architecture (Bor-
des et al., 2017). Thus, the final step now looks as
follows:

â = S o f tmax((o + u)T ·W(y))

where y is a vector of answer candidates pro-
cessed just as described above for the input sen-
tences, with W as the embedding matrix.

The architecture described above may be
stacked into several layers called hops (Figure 1
(b)) – refer for details to (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015);
here we’re initially interested in the single hop
configuration (see the next section), for which
(Bordes et al., 2017) report their results.

2.4 Data preprocessing and the MemN2N
setup

In order to adapt the data for the MemN2N, we
transform the dialogues into <story, question, an-

swer> triplets. The number of triplets for a single
dialogue is equal to the number of the system’s
turns, and in each triplet, the answer is the cur-
rent system’s turn, the question is the user’s turn
preceding it, and the story is a list of all the pre-
vious turns from both sides. Other than that, each
sentence in the story gets 2 additional tokens: the
number of the turn, and the ID of the speaker (Bor-
des et al., 2017).

We also use the single embedding matrix A for
both input memories and the user’s question; the
same matrix is used for the output memories repre-
sentation – in that we follow (Bordes et al., 2017),
and it corresponds to the “Adjacent” weight tying
model in (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015).

In our setup, there are no out-of-vocabulary
words for the model during both training and test-
ing, and for both bAbI and bAbI+ with the max-
imum sentence length taking account of the in-
crease due to the transformations in bAbI+.

We train our MemN2Ns with a Stochastic Gra-
dient Descent optimizer for 100 epochs with a
learning rate of 0.01 and a batch size of 8 – in
this we again follow the configuration reported by
(Bordes et al., 2017) to be the best for bAbI Task
1.

2.5 Experiments

We are here interested in: (1) how robust
MemN2Ns are to the surface transformations in
bAbI+ when trained on bAbI; (2) can MemN2Ns
learn to interpret bAbI+ when they are in fact
trained on similar data that actually contain the
bAbI+ structures – i.e. when trained on bAbI+;
and (3) if so, how much bAbI+ data is needed
for this. While (1) is a question about generalisa-
tion properties of a model, (2) & (3) are about po-
tential in principle and/or practical limitations of
MemN2Ns to learn to interpret dialogues contain-
ing, e.g. self-corrections where utterances con-
tain both the correct, and an incorrect (and subse-
quently repaired) slot value (e.g. “for four sorry
five people”). To answer (1) we therefore train
the model on the bAbI dataset and test on bAbI+;
and to answer (2) & (3) we train the model on
the bAbI+ train set and test it on the bAbI+ test
set. Furthermore, in order to explore the impact
of the amount of training data on the model’s per-
formance, we perform the latter experiment with
varying train set size, as well as varying the hy-
perparameters, embedding size & number of hops.
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train / test set configuration train accuracy test accuracy
bAbI / bAbI 100 100

bAbI / bAbI+ 100 28
bAbI+ / bAbI 67 99

bAbI+ / bAbI+ 72 53

Table 1: MemN2N API call accuracy (%)

training bAbI+ dialogues memory hops embedding size train accuracy test accuracy
2000 2 128 72.5 57.5
5000 2 128 72.7 60.7

10000 2 128 72.8 65.8
50000 1 128 82.6 78.2
100000 1 64 83.3 80.5

Table 2: MemN2N API call accuracy (%) with extended training data

The extended training data is obtained in the same
way as the initial bAbI+ dataset: we go over the
same original bAbI dialogues and keep randomly
mixing in the incremental modifications.

Performance Measure: Semantic Accuracy
Self-corrections and restarts are especially prob-
lematic because processing them is potentially a
non-monotonic operation involving deletion and
replacement in the resulting semantic representa-
tions. To measure the model’s effectiveness in pro-
cessing such structures we therefore consider the
semantic accuracy of the model defined as how
accurately it predicts the final API calls – recall
that the API calls contain all the values of the slots
corresponding to the user’s request expressed in
the preceding dialogue.

Hypotheses We predicted that (i) given the
positional encoding of memory vectors in the
MemN2N model and the attendant attention mech-
anisms, it would be able to learn to process bAbI+
dialogues given that it was trained on similar data,
resulting in an insignificant drop in performance
from bAbI to bAbI+ data; (ii) a lot more data
would be needed to learn to process the bAbI+
structures; and (iii) if trained on bAbI data, there
would be a very significant drop in performance
on bAbI+ with incorrect API calls predicted as a
result of incorrect weightings and total lack of op-
portunity to learn the meaning of words such as
“no” or “sorry” which trigger the self-corrections
and restarts.

Finally, we also perform training on bAbI+ and
testing on bAbI to see if the model is able to gener-

alise from more complex back to the simpler data.

2.6 Results and Discussion

2.6.1 The original setup

Table 1 shows how the MemN2N model performs
in different conditions. For this, we used identical
hyperparameter settings to those of Bordes et al.
(2017): 1 hop, 128 embedding size, 100 epochs,
learning rate of 0.01, and batch size of 8. The train
and test sets each contain 1000 dialogues, i.e. the
entire corpus.

First note that the first row shows identical re-
sults to those of Bordes et al. (2017): training
on bAbI and testing on the bAbI test set results
in 100% accuracy in API call prediction. It is
therefore highly unlikely that the rest of the results
reported here are due to implementational differ-
ences between our setup and that of Bordes et al.
(2017).

As we had predicted, the model performs very
badly when trained on bAbI and tested on bAbI+
showing very poor robustness to the variations we
had introduced, and indicating significant overfit-
ting to the original data.

When the model is trained on bAbI+ data, its
performance on the bAbI+ API calls nearly dou-
bles, showing that the model can potentially learn
to process the bAbI+ test set given enough data –
see below. Nevertheless, it remains very low at
about 53% making any system created in this fash-
ion unusable in the face of spontaneous dialogue
data. We also note that the accuracy on the train
set itself is now lower. This suggests that bAbI+
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is a dataset significantly harder to learn (or over-
fit to), and given the extreme homogeneity of the
original bAbI train and test sets, overfitting might
be one reason for the model’s outstanding results.
However, training on bAbI+ and testing on bAbI
shows that our assumption about the model’s abil-
ity to generalize to more simple data appears to be
correct.

2.6.2 How much data is enough data?
Table 2 shows how MemN2N performs on the
same initial, fixed bAbI+ test set, when trained on
progressively more data and up to 100000 bAbI+
dialogues. As MemN2N ’s performance on bigger
data highly depends on the model’s hyperparame-
ters, in this experiment we perform a grid search
over the number of memory hops (1, 2, 3), and the
embeddings dimensionality (32, 64, 128) for each
train set size independently – everything else is
fixed as in the previous experiment. The table only
shows the best performing hyperparameter config-
uration for each of the train set sizes.

The results confirm hypothesis (ii) above, i.e.
that MemN2Ns are in principle able to learn to
process the incremental dialogue phenomena in
bAbI+ but that they require tens of thousands of
training instances for this: even with 100000 dia-
logues, the semantic accuracy on the original test
set stands at 80.5%.

These experiments shed significant light on the
currently ambiguous robustness results reported in
the dialogue systems literature today. Specifically,
they show that, from the point of view of dia-
logue system developers in the real world, learn-
ing to process natural spontaneous dialogue using
MemN2Ns only in an end-to-end fashion may not
be practical: in bAbI+, the disfluent incremental
phenomena were mixed in at will, thus affording
access to arbitrarily large training sets; further-
more, the test set was synthetically constructed to
follow the same pattern as in the train set; whereas
real, natural, spontaneous dialogue data is not only
very expensive to collect, but is bound to be more
complex, with the closeness between train & test
data very difficult to control.

A potential solution to this ‘small data’ problem
is the use of computational dialogue models (such
as e.g. (Ginzburg, 2012; Larsson, 2002; Poesio
and Rieser, 2010; Eshghi et al., 2015)) with stud-
ied empirical foundation as a form of bias or prior
in subsequent learning, thus exploiting the linguis-
tic knowledge inherent in such models. Even if

they are not used directly, they can be used to in-
form the architecture of particular machine learn-
ing methods, especially deep learning architec-
tures and techniques, with a view to more modu-
larity in such architectures, with general language
processing modules that are transferable from one
domain to another, much like a NL grammar.

3 Testing an incremental, semantic
grammar on bAbI & bAbI+

In this section, we first quickly introduce an in-
cremental, semantic parser for dialogue process-
ing – DyLan (Eshghi et al., 2011; Eshghi, 2015;
Purver et al., 2011) – based around the Dynamic
Syntax and Type Theory with Records framework
(Kempson et al., 2001; Cann et al., 2005; Eshghi et
al., 2012; Cooper, 2005; Cooper, 2012), which has
been used recently in combination with Reinforce-
ment Learning for automatically inducing fully in-
cremental dialogue systems from small amounts
of raw, unannotated dialogue data (Eshghi and
Lemon, 2014; Kalatzis et al., 2016), showing re-
markable generalisation properties (Eshghi et al.,
2017b; Eshghi et al., 2017a). We then go on to
perform the same experiments on semantic accu-
racy as we did above with MemN2Ns using this
linguistically informed model instead.

3.1 DyLan4: parser for Dynamic Syntax

DyLan (Eshghi et al., 2011; Eshghi, 2015) is the
parser/implementation for Dynamic Syntax (DS),
an action-based, word-by-word incremental, se-
mantic grammar formalism (Kempson et al., 2001;
Cann et al., 2005), especially suited to the highly
fragmentary and contextual nature of dialogue. In
DS, words are conditional actions – semantic up-
dates; and dialogue is modelled as the interactive
and incremental construction of contextual and se-
mantic representations (Eshghi et al., 2015) – see
Fig. 2 which shows how semantic representations
are constructed incrementally as Record Types
of Type Theory with Records (TTR) (Cooper,
2005; Cooper, 2012). The contextual representa-
tions afforded by DS are of the fine-grained se-
mantic content that is jointly negotiated/agreed
upon by the interlocutors, as a result of process-
ing questions and answers, clarification interac-
tion, acceptances, self-/other-corrections, restarts,
and other characteristic incremental phenomena in
dialogue – see Fig. 3 for a sketch of how self-

4DyLan is derived from “Dynamics of Language”
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[
event : es
p1=today(event) : t

]
7→



event=arrive : es
p1=today(event) : t
p2=pres(event) : t
x=robin : e
p3=sub j(event,x) : t


7→



event=arrive : es
p1=today(event) : t
p2=pres(event) : t
x=robin : e
p3=sub j(event,x) : t
x1 : e
p3= f rom(event,x1) : t



7→



event=arrive : es
p1=today(event) : t
p2=pres(event) : t
x=robin : e
p=sub j(event,x) : t
x1=S weden : e
p3= f rom(event,x1) : t



“A: Today” 7→ “..Robin arrives” 7→ “B: from?” 7→ “A: Sweden”

Figure 2: Incremental parsing with DyLan

Figure 3: Processing self-corrections & restarts with DyLan: “A: any preference? B: with italian yeah
sorry with spanish cuisine”

corrections and restarts are processed via a back-
track and search mechanism over the parse search
graph. The nodes in this graph are (partial) se-
mantic trees, and the edges correspond to words
uttered by particular speakers. Context of a par-
tial tree in DS is the path back to root on this
parse search graph (see Hough (2015; Hough and
Purver (2014; Eshghi et al. (2015) for details of the
model). The upshot of this is that using DS, one
can not only track the semantic content of some
current turn as it is being constructed (parsed or
generated) word-by-word, but also the context of
the conversation as whole, with the latter also en-
coding the grounded/agreed content of the con-
versation (see Eshghi et al. (2015); Purver et al.
(2010) for details). Crucially for (Eshghi et al.,
2017b)’s model, the inherent incrementality of DS
together with the word-level, as well as cross-turn,
parsing constraints it provides, enables the word-
by-word exploration of the space of grammatical
dialogues, thus lending itself very well to Rein-
forcement Learning (Kalatzis et al., 2016; Eshghi
et al., 2017a).

3.2 Parsing bAbI and bAbI+ dialogues with
DS

The Dynamic Syntax (DS) grammar is learnable
from data (Eshghi et al., 2013a; Eshghi et al.,
2013b). But since the lexicon was induced from
a corpus of child-directed utterances in this prior
work, there were some constructions as well as in-
dividual words that it did not include5. One of the

5in the near future we will use the learning method in Es-
hghi et al. (2013a) to induce DS grammars from larger se-

authors therefore extended this induced grammar
manually to cover the bAbI dataset, which, despite
not being very diverse, contains a wide range of
complex grammatical constructions, such as long
sequences of prepositional phrases, adjuncts, short
answers to yes/no and wh-questions, appositions
of NPs, causative verbs etc – and all of this within
and across dialogue turns/speakers.

Using DyLan we parsed all dialogues in the
bAbI train and test sets, as well as on the bAbI+
corpus word-by-word, including both user and
system utterances, in context. The grammar parses
100% of the dialogues, i.e. it does not fail on any
word in any of the dialogues.

3.3 Semantic Accuracy of DyLan
Merely parsing all dialogues in the bAbI and
bAbI+ datasets doesn’t mean that the semantic
representations compiled for the dialogues were
in fact correct. To measure the semantic accu-
racy of the parser, we used, as before, the API
call annotations at the end of bAbI and bAbI+ task
1 dialogues. This was done programmatically by
checking that the correct slot values – those in the
API call annotations – were in fact present in the
semantic representations produced by the parser
for each dialogue (see Fig. 2 for example semantic
representations). We further checked that there is
no other incorrect slot value present in these rep-
resentations.

The results showed that the parser has 100% se-

mantic corpora such as the Groningen Meaning Bank, lead-
ing to much more wide-coverage lexicons than the present
one
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mantic accuracy on both bAbI and bAbI+. This re-
sult is not surprising, given that Dynamic Syntax is
a general model of incremental language process-
ing, including phenomena such as self-corrections
& restarts (see (Hough, 2015) for details of the
model)6. It is worth noting that even though new
lexical entries would have to be added for each
new dataset/domain, given the parts-of-speech of
the words in any given dataset, this can mostly be
done automatically.

Moreover, this result further reinforces the point
made by Eshghi et al. (2017a) about the generali-
sation power of the Dynamic Syntax grammar: the
grammar automatically generalises to a combina-
torially large number of dialogue variations with
various phenomena such as self-corrections, hesi-
tations, restarts, clarification interaction, continu-
ations, question-answer pairs etc. without having
actually observed these in any of the seed/training
dialogues.

4 Conclusion and ongoing work

Our main advance is in exploring incremental pro-
cessing for wider coverage of more natural every-
day dialogue (e.g. containing self-corrections).

Our experiments show that a state-of-the-
art model for end-to-end goal-oriented dialogue,
MemN2N , lacks the ability to generalise to such
phenomena, and performs poorly when confronted
with natural spontaneous dialogue data. Our ex-
periments further show that although this particu-
lar model is in principle able to learn to process in-
cremental dialogue phenomena, it requires an im-
practically large amount of data to do so. The re-
sults in this paper therefore shed significant light
on the currently ambiguous robustness results re-
ported for end-to-end systems.

We also assessed the performance of the DyLan
dialogue parser on bAbI and bAbI+ which showed
100% parsing and semantic accuracy, highlighting
the generalisation power of models that are lin-
guistically informed, and theoretically grounded
as compared with pure machine learning meth-
ods that aim to learn to process dialogue bottom
up from textual data alone, without any linguistic

6A helpful reviewer points out that the DyLan setup is a
carefully tuned rule-based system, thus rendering these re-
sults trivial. But we note that the results here are not due
to ad-hoc constructions of rules/lexicons, but due to the gen-
erality of the grammar model, and its attendant incremental,
left-to-right properties. For example, the ability to process
self-corrections, restarts, etc. “comes for free”, without the
need to add or posit new machinery

bias. These issues are explored further in (Eshghi
et al., 2017a).
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Abstract

The goal of dialogue practice for a second
language learner is to facilitate their pro-
duction of dialogue similar to that between
native speakers. This paper explores the
characteristics of student and tutor dia-
logue in terms of their differences from
classic conversational and task-oriented
corpora. Interlocutors have the tendency
to align to the language of the other in
conversational dialogue, creating a sym-
metry between speakers which learners
of a language may be unable at first to
achieve. Our hypothesis is that as a
learner’s competence increases, symme-
try between learner and tutor language in-
creases. We investigate this at both a sur-
face and a deeper level, using automatic
measures of linguistic complexity, and di-
alogue act analysis. The data supports our
hypothesis.

1 Introduction

Alignment and entrainment are phenomena of di-
alogue present to varying degree depending on the
nature of the interaction. For second language
learners,1 aligning with their interlocutor allows
them to bootstrap their knowledge from the more
competent linguistic example being given to them
(Robinson, 2011). Their constrained fluency, how-
ever, limits their ability to achieve this in all ar-
eas. This leads us to predict differences in align-
ment and symmetry between learner and native di-
alogue, whether conversational or task based, due
to this difference in speaker status.

Our goal was to understand the patterns and dy-
namics of student and tutor interaction and the

1Here we use second language (L2) in the broad sense, to
include any language additional to the speaker’s native lan-
guage.

Figure 1: Example of Learner-Tutor dialogue
from the BELC corpus, where INV stands for in-
terviewer and PAR participant.

level of synchronisation between the two actors
in these dialogues. Likewise we want to compare
L2 with native dialogues, in both conversational
and task-based styles. To that end, we analyse
and compare transcribed dialogues between L2
learners and tutors (an excerpt of which is shown
in Figure 1), to key characteristics observed in
dialogues between native English speakers. We
posit that both task-oriented and conversational
dialogue corpora are relevant for comparison be-
cause on the one hand L2 learner dialogue can be
viewed as both a learning or a teaching task, and
on the other, the student is trying to participate in
and gain conversational skill, while the tutor en-
courages it. Our assumption is that tutors moni-
tor students’ convergence and use this to identify
when the student is capable of learning more. This
task of pushing the student, yet reassuring them, to
promote their production, involves a tutor’s con-
stant adaption to remain within the Zone of Proxi-
mal Development.2

2The Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) is “the dis-
tance between actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving and the level of potential devel-
opment as determined through problem solving under adult
guidance, or in collaboration with more capable peers” (Vy-
gotsky, 1978, p. 86). In other words, the ZPD is a space be-
tween the learner’s current level of development, and their
potential development when supported by an interlocutor.
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The overarching goal of our work is to obtain a
better understanding of the patterns of L2 learner
dialogues at different levels of expertise in order
to inform work in the field of Computer Assisted
Language Learning (CALL), specifically dialogue
agents for L2 tutoring. This differs from exist-
ing work in this domain (Ferreira et al., 2007)
as it focusses on one to one tutoring dialogues,
and uses automatic measures of complexity in ad-
dition to dialogue act analysis. Dialogue agents
for tutoring science and engineering subjects, as
in Auto Tutor (Graesser et al., 2005) or BEETLE
(Dzikovska et al., 2014) have achieved some suc-
cesses, however dialogue agents for one-to-one L2
conversational learning are less well explored. L2
agents’ goals are to practice conversational En-
glish as well as to both implicitly and explicitly
correct the learner in order to scaffold3 new vo-
cabulary or grammatical constructs. Examples of
dialogue agents for one on one L2 learning are
CLIVE (Zakos and Capper, 2008), an agent which
allows learners to practice basic conversation and
fall back on their native language for clarification
and more teaching oriented work, which varies the
explicitness of corrective feedback (Wilske and
Wolska, 2011). Immersive games-based dialogue
tutoring has been proven an effective environment
for language learning (Johnson and Valente, 2009)
and dialogue agents for facilitating collaborative
learner dialogue in the context of online courses
also exist (Kumar et al., 2007). None of these
expressly focus on adapting the complexity of an
agent’s language to the learner.

Objectives

This paper is an initial study to compare aspects
of L2 learner dialogue across levels, and between
native dialogue corpora, both conversational and
task based. Our objectives comprise comparing
these three dialogue types over the following di-
mensions:

O1 Linguistic Complexity
a) Per speaker
b) Over the course of a dialogue
c) Across levels
d) Between dialogue corpora type
(learner/conversational/task-based)

3Scaffolding refers to one of the roles of an L2 tutor: pro-
viding contextual supports for meaning through the use of
simplified language. First introduced by Wood et al. (1976).

O2 Dialogue Act (DA) distribution
a) Speaker’s own DAs per level
b) DA share per dialogue (speaker labelled)
c) Cross corpora, regardless of speaker
d) DA bigrams to inspect turn taking
(such as speaker-statement/question turn bi-
grams)

O3 Complexity of specific Dialogue Acts charac-
teristic of L2 learning
a) Statements
b) Questions

We want to compare multi-level L2 dialogue
with that of native speakers, covering different di-
alogue types. Section 2 describes the choice of
corpora to achieve these objectives. The measures
with which we will compare these aspects are ad-
dressed in section 3. These draw from the fields
of Readability Analysis, Automatic Assessment of
text, Second Language Acquisition research; and
from the Dialogue analysis literature. We present
the results of these comparisons in Section 4. Sec-
tions 5 and 6 discuss the implications of these find-
ings and propose future work which will build on
these conclusions.

2 Corpora

Corpus Type English Size
Map Task
(MT)

task based native/fluent 128

Switchboard
(SB)

conversational native/fluent 1155

BELC learner practice non-native
(level 1-4)

118

Table 1: Corpora types and details

The L2 dialogues used consist of a section of
The Barcelona English Language Corpus (BELC)
(Muñoz, 2006), containing transcripts from 118
semi-guided interviews conducted over the course
of 4 sessions; over a long period of time, with the
same participants each session. The participants
had received each on average about 200 hours of
English instruction before the start of the study
and between each session. The interviewer’s role
was that of an encouraging tutor where “Inter-
viewers attempted to elicit as many responses as
possible from the learners, and accepted learner-
initiated topics in order to create as natural and in-
teractive a situation as possible”. The interviews
were semi-guided in that the interviewer “began
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with a series of questions about the subjects fam-
ily, daily life and hobbies. This constituted a
warming-up phase that helped students feel more
at ease.”.

Transcripts of one-to-one L2 learner-tutor
dialogues do not exist in great quantity and BELC
includes the kinds of scaffolding and backchannel
acknowledgement aspects of L2 tutoring we want
to model. Figure 1 contains a short example of
this.

In order to contrast the task element of L2 dia-
logue with its conversational goal, we use the Map
Task corpus (Anderson et al., 1991) and Switch-
board corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992) (Table 1). The
MapTask corpus consists of dialogues between
two participants, the Giver and the Follower. They
are tasked with describing or marking a route on a
map that is marked on only the giver’s map, the
follower has to follow their partner’s instructions
and mark the same path on their own copy of the
map. This task based dialogue was chosen for its
leader and follower dynamic, which we contrast to
L2 learner conversation where the learner is much
less fluent than their interlocutor. The Switch-
board corpus is a large corpus collected from tele-
phone conversations between native speakers on
one of a set of pre-defined conversational top-
ics. The speakers did not necessarily know each
other, had equal status, and the aim was to produce
largely unconstrained conversation.

3 Comparison Methods

Existing methods for grading dialogue of stu-
dents and tutors within science tutoring involve la-
tent semantic analysis between student response
and documents consisting of relevant syllabus
(Graesser et al., 2000). The challenge in assess-
ing L2 learner dialogue is that the language itself is
the syllabus, and although students responding in a
relevant manner is important, the main aspects are:
a) the level of complexity of the language which
they can produce; and b) the level of complexity
of the language of their interlocutor to which they
are capable of successfully responding. In the lat-
ter case, successfully responding means not just
responding to a question with silence or signalling
they do not understand.

3.1 Linguistic Complexity
Existing measures of text complexity developed
to predict the readability of discourse have been
applied to dialogue in the form of subtitles from
television shows of varying age of audience (Va-
jjala and Meurers, 2014), successfully differenti-
ating between subtitles aimed at young children,
children of school age and adults in terms of the
complexity of the language shown. We use the
same feature set to train a simple Linear regres-
sion model as a way to ‘grade’ the transcribed dia-
logue text in order to compare the complexities of
language used between the corpora.

The main feature types used by Vajjala and
Meurers (2016) to measure readability are de-
scribed below:

Lexical Lexically complex words are those for
which a simpler synonym exists, diversity
and density are measured by type-token and
part-of-speech ratios

Morphological Morpho-syntactic properties of
lemmas, estimated from the Celex (Baayen
et al., 1993) database.

Psycholinguistic Concreteness, meaningfulness
and Age of Acquisition measures (Kuperman
et al., 2012)

Simple Counts Average sentence length, word
lengths and occurrence frequencies, n-grams,
“difficult” words from frequency lists, sylla-
bles per word and other weighted combina-
tions such as (Farr et al., 1951)

To train our model, we use the graded hand-
simplified collection of simple discursive articles
provided in the Newsela corpus (Xu et al., 2015).
We chose this corpus for two main reasons, firstly
the corpus is written for learners (not by learners)
at a known level of competence. Secondly, it has a
wide and varied vocabulary, large size, and num-
ber of distinct level labels (grades 3-12) which will
allow us to best deal with the sparse nature of dia-
logue text.

3.2 Dialogue Act Patterns
Dialogue Act (DA) modelling can tell us a lot
more about the dynamics of a dialogue such as
whether participation is equal, whether certain
DAs are more prevalent in particular dialogues,
and what the strategy of the individual speakers
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is. In order to gain this deeper look at the structure
of the dialogue, utterances were automatically la-
belled with a subset of DA labels from Stolcke et
al. (1998) selected for their relevance to the dia-
logues in question, and whether they were simple
enough to be captured with a regular expression
rule. The resulting utterances for each DA label
were manually inspected and found to conform to
the pattern specified by the regular expression rule.
The regular expression tags were also compared to
the gold standard labels of the Switchboard cor-
pus, achieving an F1 score of 0.82 although these
labels were not used. Table 2 contains a descrip-
tion of the DAs applied.

Tag Example
YES-NO-QUESTION do you XX, are you XX
DECLARATIVE YES-
NO-QUESTION

so XX ?

BACKCHANNEL-
QUESTION

yes?/ oh yeah? / no? / re-
ally?

WH-QUESTION ok and wh*... / wh* .. / uhhuh
ok wh* ..

GENERAL-OTHER-
QUESTION

Any other question

YES ANSWERS yes .
NO ANSWERS no / nope / uh no
SIGNAL-NON-
UNDERSTANDING

hmm. / ah. / [-spa] no se/
silence

BACKCHANNEL-
ACKNOWLEDGE

uhhuh

RESPONSE ACKNOWL-
EDGEMENT

ok. / good. / right ok

REPEAT-PHRASE XX ok/ ah XX: when XX is in
previous utterance

STATEMENT Any other utterance

Table 2: Dialogue Acts selected from the 42 la-
bels used in (Stolcke et al., 2000) with their ac-
companying reg-ex recognition examples. Labels
general statement or general question are bucket
labels, for any utterance not falling into other cat-
egories.

In order to achieve the best quality of labels,
the existing hand labelled DAs available in both
Switchboard and MapTask were grouped into cat-
egories aligning to those we chose to use for our
rule based labelling. The alignment is shown in
Table 3 and these final tags are compared in the
following sections.

4 Results

To address the aspects of linguistic complexity
analysis (Objective O1), we separately analyse the
first and second halves of the dialogue, divided by
speaker. We then use our complexity model to as-

Rule based Map Task Switchboard
yes-no-
question

query-yn yes-no-Question

declarative
yes-no-
question

check declarative yes no ques-
tion

backchannel-
question

– backchannel question
tag question

wh-question – wh-question
general-
other-
question

query-w
(other q)

open question
rhetorical question
declarative wh question
or-clause (or question)

yes answers reply-y yes answer
no answers reply-n no answer

reject
signal-non-
understanding

– signal non understand-
ing

backchannel-
acknowledge

– backchannel ack

response
acknowledge-
ment

acknowledge response ack

repeat-phrase – repeat phrase
statement instruction

explanation
clarify
ready
align
reply-w

statement
opinion
agreement/accept
appreciation
conventional closing
hedge
other
quotation
affirmative non-yes A
action directive
collab. completion
hold before A/agree **

**The remaining switchboard dialogue acts each make up
0.1% or less of the switchboard utterances and would also
fall within the STATEMENT label when classified with our
rules: negative non no answers, other answers ,dis-preferred
answers, 3rd party talk, offers, options and commits, self
talk, downplayer, maybe/accept part, apology, thanking

Table 3: Mapping of our rule based dialogue act
labels to those used in the Switchboard and Map
task corpora.

sign the resulting text a ‘grade’ in order to com-
pare the surface level linguistic complexity (Fig-
ure 2). We observe that for learners at L1, the tu-
tor and student tend towards convergence of com-
plexity, and at a higher level they diverge. Switch-
board (SB) has a complexity a little above that of
the most advanced of the BELC dialogues, and
there is neither significant difference between half
nor speaker. MapTask (MT) has a similar differ-
ence in complexity between speakers as the L1
& L2 of BELC, although both are more complex.
There is no convergence of complexity between
speakers, nor significant change over their dia-
logue. Additionally, a simple word-per-utterance
count per speaker across levels and corpora shows
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the symmetry of Switchboard, asymmetry of Map-
Task and a trend from asymmetry to symmetry as
level increases for BELC in terms of speaker con-
tribution.

Dialogue Act Tags BELC MT SB
yes answers: 5.2% 11.3% 1%
no answers: 1.7% 4.8% 1%

backchannel ack: 3.3% ↓ 19%
response ack: 2.3% 24.2% 1%

sig non understand: 8.0% 0% .1%
repeat phrase: 1.9% – .3%

yes no Q: 3.5% 6.5% 2%
declarative yes no Q: 6.8% 5.2% 1%

backchannel Q: 2.7% ↓ 1.1%
wh Q: 9.3% ↓ 1%

general other Q: 25.0% 11.6% .8%
statement: 36.4% 32.3% 68%

Table 4: Dialogue Act distribution across utter-
ances with SB for Switchboard, MT for MapTask
and Q for Question. The ↓ means that the act is
grouped and this is the percentage for the previous
act combined. There are on average a greater pro-
portion of statements in SB, more questions and
sig non understand in BELC, and comparatively
more yes and no answers in both BELC and MT
than in SB.

Following Objective O2, we firstly look at the
average distribution of DAs, regardless of speaker,
in Table 4. This shows there is a significantly
greater ratio of statements to questions in SB,
and the inverse is found in BELC. Continuing
this cross-corpora view, Figure 3 shows the dis-
tribution of DAs for the average dialogue split by
speaker. This shows a general asymmetry of state-
ment contribution in BELC and MT (between stu-
dent and follower) and a very symmetrical share
between speakers in SB. Comparing BELC levels,
Figure 3 also shows that learners at a higher level
make a more similar proportion of statements to
their tutor than at mid level. The proportion of
gen other question increases for students as it de-
creases for tutors. This becomes closer to the sym-
metrical contribution of native speakers in SB, as
does a student’s percentage of yes answers, which
increases with level.

The distribution of individual speakers’ DAs
is shown in Figure 4. This shows that a stu-
dent’s questions, statements, response acknowl-
edgement and yes answers increase, and their
signal non understanding, and no answers de-
crease with the student level. The tutor’s gen-
eral questions decrease with student level, as

Bigram BELC MT SB
Speaker L1 L2 L3 L4
TT/AA/GG 30.6 21.1 18.3 19.8 22.7 47.6
TS/AB/GF 34.3 39.3 39.3 39.4 35.2 2.5
ST/BA/FG 34.7 38.8 39.9 39.1 34.9 2.5
SS/BB/FF 0.3 0.8 2.5 1.7 7.2 47.3
Statement L1 L2 L3 L4
TT/AA/GG 1.73 1.18 2.44 2.08 11.62 40.61
TS/AB/GF 2.64 2.92 3.61 3.60 2.76 1.47
ST/BA/FG 6.04 6.71 7.34 6.98 2.22 1.45
SS/BB/FF 0.00 0.38 1.11 0.52 0.84 31.44
Question L1 L2 L3 L4
TT/AA/GG 0.573 0.289 0.190 0.138 0.017 0.129
TS/AB/GF 0.054 0.068 0.101 0.076 0.013 0.001
ST/BA/FG 0.027 0.031 0.044 0.038 0.012 0.001
SS/BB/FF 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.010 0.061

Table 5: Dialogue Act bigrams for speakers,
statements and questions. T=Tutor, S=Student
for BELC corpus, A=speakerA, B=speakerB for
Switchboard corpus, F=Follower, G=Giver for
MapTask corpus. e.g. TS/AB/GF = tutor-
student/speakerA-speaker-B/giver-follower aver-
age bigram percentages.

their statements increase slightly along with WH-
questions, and signal non understanding.

Table 5 shows the average percentage of DA bi-
grams for the utterances in each dialogue. This
shows a symmetrical contribution of SB speakers.
The first bigram type, Speaker, can be interpreted
as a higher incidence of single utterance speaker
turns in all levels of BELC, compared to the op-
posite in native SB & MT where multi-utterance
turns are most common, particularly for the in-
struction giver in MT.

Finally, to address O3, Figure 5 shows the aver-
age ‘grade’ of the text in only the Statements and
Questions of each type of dialogue. In order to
better understand the constant distance in level be-
tween the tutor and the student within the ques-
tion ‘grades’, we examined the bigrams for state-
ments and questions alone, which can be seen in
the bottom two segments of Table 5. These show
an increase in tutor statement bigrams at L3 & 4,
and a steady decrease in tutor question bigrams ap-
proaching L4.

5 Analysis and Discussion

From the results discussed in Section 4, it is clear
that tutors adapt their conversation strategy to the
level of the learner in all dimensions we explored.

In terms of surface level complexity (O1), Fig-
ure 2 suggests that it is only when the tutor and stu-
dent start the dialogue at a similar enough ‘grade’
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Figure 2: Average Student tutor complexities for first and second halves of dialogues by level. In the
BELC results, the convergence and divergence of the tutor’s complexity grade in relation to the student’s
in level (L)1 and 4 is significant (t = 6.25, p = 1.60e-08, t = -4.18e+00, p = 2.95e-04), as is the divergence
of complexity between speakers in the second half of the dialogue in L4 (t = 3.18, p = 2.47e-03). There
is no significant difference between any grade complexity in the Switchboard corpus, and although the
speakers in the MapTask are at a significantly different grade level (t = 6.52, p = 1.12e-10), their dialogue
has no significant increase in complexity.

Figure 3: Dialogue Act percentages by corpus for the average dialogue.

that the tutor changes their strategy and increases
the complexity of their input, to push the learner as
their ‘task’ is tutoring not conversation. The dif-
ference in complexity of student and tutor in L1 &
2 is similar to task based speakers in MT, in L3 it
becomes more symmetrical as in the native speak-
ers in SB, and at L4 the tutor changes their com-
plexity to increase this distance once more. We
interpret this as the tutor adhering to the zone of
proximal development. Additionally, we interpret
the change in L2 dialogue from an asymmetrical
speaker complexity balance like MT, to a more
symmetrical contribution like SB, as a phenomena
of tutoring dialogue: to shift from a task-like struc-

ture to a conversational one as student competence
increases.

Analysis of the DAs (O2) show the general in-
crease in the students’ share of the dialogue, not
only in terms of statements, but also questions; the
production of which takes greater cognitive task
than simply responding to them. This increase in
asking questions can be seen as the student’s tak-
ing a more active role in the conversation, which
demonstrates an additional dimension to their ac-
quisition of skills. Not only do they proportion-
ally contribute a greater share of the questions and
statements to the dialogue at a higher level (Fig-
ure 4), but within their own share of the dialogue
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Figure 4: Average Dialogue Act percentages per dialogue by corpus: for an individual speaker’s average
share of the dialogue.

Figure 5: Complexities within Statement and Question dialogue acts in the three corpora.
For the Statements (upper row), the interviewer’s statements between the first and second half of Levels
3 and 4 significantly (t = -2.28, p = 2.72e-02, t = -4.18, p = 2.95e-04) increase in grade complexity. In
Levels 3 and 4, the convergence from different grades to a similar grade between speakers is significant
(t = -3.08, p = 3.51e-03, t = -5.10, p = 2.58e-05). For the Questions (lower row), the difference between
interviewer and participant grade is significant across levels: at Level 1, the interviewer’s trend to con-
verge is significant (t = 3.24, p = 1.82e-03), as is the student’s at Levels 3 and 4. (t = -3.13, p = 3.01e-03,
t = -2.26, p = 3.26e-02).

the proportion of their utterances signalling non-
understanding (as defined in Table 2) decreases,
with their participation in question and statement
acts increasing (Figure 3).

The final objective, O3, of this work was to
explore whether examining the complexity within
certain dialogue acts can better inform us of the
patterns of student tutor dialogues. Figure 5 al-
lows us to see at a finer grained level what hap-
pens when the tutor changes strategy at Levels 3

& 4. We hypothesise first that although tutor ques-
tions tend to align to the complexity level of the
students and vice versa in levels 3 & 4, they never
converge; and secondly that the tutor adapts their
statements to match the complexity of the student.
We suggest that this is evidence of the tutors mon-
itoring students’ convergence, using this to iden-
tify when the student is capable of learning more.
These shifts in our view, are signs of the tutor ob-
serving the Zone of Proximal Development.
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On analysing DA bigrams in order to further in-
vestigate the patterns of statement and complexity
changes, we note differences in terms of both turn
taking and types of turn taking (Table 5). Our in-
terpretation is that the single-utterance turn taking
is a tutoring strategy (as evidenced in BELC), as
this is the only aspect where there is no trend to-
wards the symmetry of SB. Our interpretation is
that tutor question bigrams are evidence of scaf-
folding, a key strategy of the Zone of Proximal
Development. We see their decrease a sign that
the tutor no longer needs to paraphrase themselves
to be understood. This helps illuminate Figure 5,
that although the questions asked may not be sig-
nificantly more complex, it is likely that a lot fewer
of them go unanswered at L4 than at L1.

6 Future Work

As this was an initial study, DAs for the BELC cor-
pus were not annotated by hand, resultantly, our
analysis of DAs has to be at a relatively coarse
grained level. The algorithmic annotations were
developed on the judgement of a single annota-
tor; further work will recruit additional annota-
tors and establish inter-annotator agreement. In
future work, we aim to annotate the BELC dia-
logues with the full 42 DA tag set of the Switch-
board corpus, in order to more thoroughly investi-
gate whether there are level-specific sequences we
can observe. It would be interesting to work with
the tag collaborative completion so as to further
examine the use of scaffolding in the tutor’s di-
alogue. In the future, we also plan to expand our
comparisons to include that of participant topic in-
troduction and measures of semantic relevance of
questions to answers. We also plan to compare the
patterns in BELC’s L2 dialogues with those of sci-
ence tutoring dialogues and other spoken and text
based language tutoring corpora, to better model
tutoring strategy. Our observations will be applied
to the task of predicting “good” tutor utterances
given a dialogue history window and a student ut-
terance. In other words, we will work towards de-
veloping a tutoring language model, constrained
both by dialogue act and linguistic complexity.
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Abstract

This paper describes an approach to de-
signing interactive, automated dialogues
for L2 pragmatics learning. It first
outlines advantages and challenges of
using automated multi-turn conversa-
tions to help learners practice pragmatic
moves. In order to deal with a par-
ticular challenge–excessive variability in
users’ pragmatic performances–an inter-
active dialogue aimed at eliciting requests
was deployed via a crowdsourcing plat-
form. A total of 328 completed conversa-
tions, with both L1 and L2 English speak-
ers, were collected and analyzed with re-
gard to number of turns and requests as
well as request strategies elicited in the
conversations. Requests were coded based
on head acts as direct (D), convention-
ally indirect (CI), and hint (H). The re-
sults revealed interesting patterns in both
L1 and L2 speaker responses. For exam-
ple, even though they were speaking to the
same interlocutor, L1 speakers tended to
use different request strategies for two dis-
tinct requests, dependent on the interac-
tion sequence and prompts within the di-
alogue. Moreover, further culture-specific
variability was identified. Finally, the
implications of the findings for the de-
sign and use of systematic feedback on
pragmatics in computer-assisted language
learning applications is discussed.

1 Introduction

While the ability to communicate effectively and
appropriately (i.e., pragmatic competence) is crit-
ical in general, it is particularly crucial in work-
place contexts. For instance, pragmatic failure
has been identified as a major cause of commu-
nication breakdown in workplace environments

(Clyne, 1994). Moreover, pragmatic failure—
unlike grammatical mistakes—has been shown
to create negative impressions about the speaker
(Thomas, 1983; Timpe, 2013; Washburn, 2001)
insofar as many interlocutors do not recognize
pragmatic infelicities as a language deficiency, but
rather attribute pragmatic violations to the char-
acter of a speaker, perceiving them as impolite,
crude, or direct. For example, (Holmes, 2000)
interviewed employers about migrant workers in
New Zealand. Although employers agreed that the
workers had sufficient second/foreign (L2) abil-
ities to perform their job, they highlighted that
“they seem unfriendly or uncomfortable at work;
they don’t seem to fit in smoothly” (p. 9). Hence,
pragmatic infelicities and the lack of pragmatic
awareness are oftentimes major reasons for unsuc-
cessful communication—especially when speak-
ers involved in a communicative encounter do
not share the same language and/or cultural back-
ground. However, despite potentially serious,
high-stakes consequences, the inclusion of prag-
matics in instructional materials, especially for
Workplace English, is still very limited; this may
leave English language learners either unaware
of or ill-prepared for pragmatic challenges in the
English-medium workplace.

In this study, we report on one aspect of a
large-scale project that aims to design a self-
access, interactive learning platform intended to
help adult adult learners of English systematically
raise awareness of pragmatic phenomena in the
context of the English-medium workplace in the
United States. Given the culture-dependency of
pragmatics the tool focuses on one particular va-
riety: American English pragmatics–a feature that
may make the learning tool interesting and use-
ful for for speakers of other varieties of English as
well. The computer-delivered learning tool sim-
ulates the interrelated steps of a real-life career,
starting with a Job Hunt, followed by a Job In-
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terview, the first day on The New Job, up through
the development of a regular Job Routine. Em-
bedded in this scenario structure are nine learn-
ing modules, each of which focuses on a specific
pragmatic phenomenon or speech act that is im-
portant for successful communication in the work-
place such as requests, small talk, apologies, etc.
A specific focus within the overall approach to de-
signing this capability was the development of in-
teractive speaking tasks for each learning module
that deploy a spoken dialogue system (SDS) tech-
nology and allow L2 learners to engage in talk-in-
interaction.

2 Background

2.1 Language learning using spoken dialogue
systems

The multi-turn conversation items operationalized
by means of an SDS offer a number of advantages
for practicing and assessing L2 pragmatics in in-
teraction. First, researchers in the field of L2 prag-
matics have repeatedly highlighted the need for
more use of pragmatics within discourse both for
teaching and assessment (Kasper, 2006; Roever,
2011)—a capability provided by the SDS-based
dialogues. Second, the automated SDS provides
a low-stakes environment for practice. That is,
learners can engage in the dialogues without run-
ning the risk of embarrassment when making mis-
takes. Third, they can practice anytime and any-
where they can access the internet. They do not
need to find another human-being if they want to
engage in a conversation and use English. Fourth,
in contrast to L1 speaker interlocutors who tend to
refrain from directly responding to pragmatic in-
felicities in a face-to-face conversation, SDSs pro-
vide the opportunity for systematic feedback im-
plementation, thus making the learner aware of
pragmatic violations. Finally, SDSs provide en-
vironments that allow for the operationalization of
a number of principles that have been identified
as key to effective L2 pragmatic pedagogy. They
(a) allow for the design of dialogues that have a
specific pragmatic focus or objective-orientation,
(b) provide learners with enhanced, authentic, and
relevant input, (c) promote their observational and
reflective skills, (d) provide learner-oriented op-
portunities for interaction and practice, and (e)
offer feedback and assessment (Limberg, 2016;
Sykes and Cohen, 2008; Timpe-Laughlin, 2016)).
Hence, SDSs constitute a beneficial environment

that provide interactive activities, structured and
scaffolded in ways that maximize noticing and
awareness of the form-function-meaning relation-
ship.

Due to the challenge of obtaining accurate au-
tomatic speech recognition (ASR) and semantic
understanding results for open-ended spontaneous
speech produced by L2 speakers, many interactive
computer-assisted language learning applications
have elicited restricted speech from the learners
and have limited their feedback to pronunciation
(Su et al., 2013, for example); however, some
studies have attempted to automate the process
of providing feedback to language learners about
aspects of language proficiency that rely on ac-
curate ASR, such as grammar (Morton and Jack,
2005; Lee et al., 2014; Baur, 2015) and even prag-
matics (Bernstein et al., 1999; Johnson and Va-
lente, 2009). This study extends on these previ-
ous efforts by investigating in detail how users re-
spond to an interactive, dialogue-based language
learning application that elicits a particular speech
function (namely, requests) and what type of prag-
matic strategies are employed.

2.2 Requests

A particular pragmatic phenomenon that tends to
constitute a challenge for L2 learners due to its
face-threatening potential are requests. Catego-
rized as directives (Searle, 1969), requests are
generally defined as “attempts by the speaker to
get the hearer to do something” that benefits the
speaker (Searle, 1979, p. 13). According to Leech
(2014, p. 135), requests can be verbalized in a va-
riety of ways along a “continuous scale of option-
ality” that ranges from direct requests that hardly
leave the hearer a choice for non-compliance to
very indirect requests (i.e., hints) that provide
the hearer with an increasingly greater choice to
refuse compliance. Along this continuum of op-
tionality or indirectness, requests head acts have
been classified according to three levels of direct-
ness (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989; Trosborg, 1995):
(a) direct strategies (e.g., Please clean up your
room, Martin.), (b) conventionally indirect strate-
gies (e.g., Could you clean up your room, Mar-
tin?), and non-conventionally indirect requests or
hints (e.g., It looks like a bomb exploded in here,
Martin.). With regard to request use, Leech (2014,
p. 134) noted that English “exhibits a tendency
to favor indirectness of requests more than other
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languages, indirectness being closely connected to
politeness”. Hence, Leech (2014) as well as oth-
ers (Brown and Levinson, 1987, for example) have
argued that higher levels of indirectness result in
higher levels of politeness. However, Blum-Kulka
(1987) mediated Leech’s stance, arguing that in
order to be polite every speaker has to strike a
balance between pragmatic clarity and avoiding
coerciveness. That is to say, while more direct
strategies tip the balance toward being more coer-
cive and thus impolite, hints may result in unclear
messages which may also be perceived as impo-
lite given that they violate the cooperative princi-
ple of clarity. In the following, we will describe
the development of the dialogue that aims to elicit
requests—the focus of this study.

3 The study

3.1 The dialogue task
The dialogue was couched in a task-based de-
sign. Accordingly, the learners received instruc-
tions that provided the needed contextualization
for the task, featuring a clearly-defined interlocu-
tor as well as goals that are to be achieved in the
conversation. Given that the ultimate objective is
to implement the dialogue task into The New Job
unit of the pragmatics learning tool, the task fea-
tures one of the interlocutors from the learning
tool–the boss, Lisa Green. The following instruc-
tions were provided before learners engaged in the
conversation.

Imagine that you are calling your boss,
Lisa Green. Your goals are to (1) get
her to agree to have a meeting with you
and (2) ask her to review the presenta-
tion slides that you made so that you can
discuss them at the meeting. Your sched-
ule is free for the rest of the week so any
time proposed by Lisa will work for you.

Given that the SDS requires prompts that can be
generated as responses to what users say during
the conversation, any dialogue needs to be care-
fully conceptualized before it is implemented into
a SDS.

Thus far, two iterations of the request dialogue
have been developed and deployed in HALEF,
an open-source, modular, web-based framework
for designing and deploying SDS tasks (Rama-
narayanan et al., 2017). As a first step, a team of
pragmatics and natural language processing (NLP)

experts conceptualized a short unbranched dia-
logue that was intended to elicit two different re-
quests in line with the task instructions presented
above. Table 1 below shows this initial version
of the dialogue, featuring Lisa Green’s turns (in
italics). Lisa’s turns, also referred to as “dia-
logue states”, were unbranched and thus fixed in
the initial version. Additionally, Lisa’s turns were
recorded by a voice actor in order to provide the
intended intonation. In contrast, the user turns
(T1-T5) are responses obtained from the study
participants who called in and engaged in the con-
versation with Lisa. The notes featured in the
brackets (see column labeled “Output” in Table
1) constitute the types of responses that we antici-
pated from the users when conceptualizing the di-
alogue. Request made by users, for instance, were
anticipated in T2 (request for a meeting) and T4
(request to review the slides).

Once conceptualized, the dialogue was im-
plemented using the OpenVXML design tool in
HALEF (see Figure 1) and deployed via Amazon
Mechanical Turk in order to obtain first insights
into how users navigated the task. The responses
collected in March 2016 were then used in order
to refine the initial unbranched version of the di-
alogue, thus accounting for variability in user re-
sponses. For example, we observed that requests
were not only made in T2 and T4 as anticipated,
but that users made responses across all turns, of-
tentimes even combining both requests in one turn.
As a result, the branching was implemented in an
attempt to raise the authenticity of the system’s re-
sponses, thus increasing the perceived naturalness
of the interaction.

The system was set up in order to account for
the variability as to where (i.e., in which turn) re-
quests were made, responding accordingly based
on semantic tokens identified in the respective ut-
terance. If the ASR did not detect certain semantic
tokens (e.g., meeting, meet, slides or a combina-
tion thereof), the system would repeat the prompt
and thus expand the number of turns. While vari-
ability in turn count can be understood as a pre-
liminary indicator of proper system performance,
it also provides insights into user behavior—the
focus of this study.

3.2 Research questions

The following research questions guided the anal-
yses, aiming at investigating the dialogue re-
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Dialog state (Turn) Interlocutor Response

Hello (T1)
Lisa Green Hello?

User [greeting]

How (T2)
Lisa Green Hi, how’s it going? What can I do for you?

User [(positive sentiment) + request for meeting]

Friday (T3)
Lisa Green Yeah, sure I’m available on Friday at 12. Does that work for you?

User [positive response]

Anything (T4)
Lisa Green Was there anything else you needed?

User [request to review slides]

Sure (T5)
Lisa Green Sure, no problem. Send them over.

User [expression of thanks]

Table 1: Request dialog template

sponses, particularly focusing on pragmatic phe-
nomena elicited by the branched version of the
task:

1. Based on the request moves, do the elicited
dialogues differ in terms of length?

2. Where in the interactive dialogue do users
tend to make the requests?

3. Which request strategies are being used in the
interactive dialogue?

4. Do request moves differ between L1 and L2
speakers of English?

4 Methodology

4.1 Procedure

For the branched version, data were collected via
the Amazon Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing plat-
form from February to April 2017. Figure 2 be-
low features a screenshot of the instructions and
web-based video-telephony interface that partici-
pants saw during data collection.1 A picture of
Lisa Green was featured on the right-hand side of
the screen and respondents would see themselves
by means of their webcam on the left-hand side.

After completing the dialogue with Lisa Green,
participants were asked to answer a background
questionnaire, providing demographic informa-
tion as well as feedback about their experience in-
teracting with the SDS.

1A prototype version of this SDS task is available
for demonstration purposes at http://englishtasks.
org/.

4.2 Participants
Out of a total 534 received calls2, 328 calls were
“complete calls,” that is, calls that contain the Sure
dialog state which is designed to prompt the fi-
nal user response. Out of the 328 participants
who completed the dialogues, 162 completed the
background questionnaire, thus limiting the num-
ber of user responses for the analysis of L1 ver-
sus L2 speaker request behavior. Participants in-
dicating English as their L1 were exclusively from
the United States. Participants who completed the
questionnaire reported a range of L1s, including
U.S. English (n=108), Hindi (n=13), Malayalam
(n=7), Tamil (n=7), Spanish (n=6), Urdu (n=5),
Telugu (n=4), Bengali (n=2), Filipino (n=2), Ara-
bic (n=1), Greek (n=1), Gujarati (n=1), Kannada
(n=1), Korean (n=1), Portuguese (n=1), Russian
(n=1), and Slovakian (n=1). Similarly, respon-
dents varied in terms of age, ranging from 18 to
approximately 60 years of age with the majority
of callers indicating that they were between 22 and
29 years old.

4.3 Analyses
The data were transcribed verbatim. Each di-
alogue state was annotated for (a) request type
(request-meeting versus request-slide review) and
(b) request strategies which were coded based on
the requests’ head acts as direct (D), convention-
ally indirect (CI), and hint (H). The coding was
conducted by two annotators. Intercoder reliabil-
ity was calculated for 20 randomly selected calls
(i.e., a total of 94 turns). The obtained simple
agreement was 94.70 percent and the quadratic

2These include calls during which people did not say any-
thing, hung up before completing the dialogue, or when the
system encountered a technical difficulty.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the branching version of the request dialogue in OpenVXML

Figure 2: Screenshot of the web interface of the
task

weighted kappa value was .86. Discrepancies in
the codings were the result of slight misunder-
standings with regard to the category ”hint” which
were resolved in a subsequent consensus coding.
Based on the codings, frequency counts were tab-
ulated to analyze the collected responses with re-
gard to number of turns, requests, and request
strategies elicited in the conversations.

5 Results

Taking a progressively fine-grained approach in
the analysis, we first counted the number of par-
ticipant turns per dialogue for all complete calls
(n=328) as well as for the two subgroups of calls
completed by L1 (n=108) and L2 (n=54) speakers
of English respectively (Table 2 below). The num-
ber of different turns is a result of the branching
within the dialogue, suggesting that the branch-
ing seemed to work when deployed operationally.
Overall, the majority of dialogues featured be-
tween four to six turns. Moreover, L1 English
speaker dialogues had on average fewer turns
than dialogues completed by L2 English speakers.
However, an independent sample t-test showed
that this difference was not statistically significant
(t(10)=1.481, p=.169).

The following examples show three distinct
cases: a 5-turn, a 4-turn, and a 3-turn dialogue.
All examples show the turns taken by male L1 En-
glish speakers (turns taken by the system omitted).
The 5-turn dialogue shown in Table 3 features a
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# Turns Total
(n=328)

L1 Eng.
(n=108)

L2 Eng.
(n=54)

2 1.8% 1.9% 2.0%
3 10.4% 15.7% 5.6%
4 26.5% 30.6% 16.7%
5 32.3% 29.6% 38.9%
6 19.5% 18.5% 16.7%
7 9.5% 3.7% 18.5%

Table 2: Turn counts for complete calls

participant response that is very much in line with
the underlying, anticipated 5-turn schema. Partici-
pant ID176 makes the request for a meeting in T2,
following the How dialogue state, then provides
a positive response to the suggested meeting time,
before making the request for a review of the slides
in T4, immediately after the prompt embedded in
the Anything dialogue state. By contrast, partici-
pant ID172 in T3 combines the acknowledgment
of the suggested time with the request for the re-
view of the slides (Table 4). In yet another pattern,
participant ID166 (Table 5) makes the request for
a meeting immediately in T1 and makes the re-
quest to review the slides in the Friday dialog state
in T2, thus leading to a 3-turn dialogue, since the
How and Anything dialogue states were bypassed.

Turn Utterance
T1 Hello?
T2 Yeah hi, um I’d like to set up a meeting.
T3 Yeah that’s fine. That sounds good for

me.
T4 Yeah could you review the uh presenta-

tion slides that I made before we meet?
T5 All right, I’ll send them in right away.

Table 3: Sample 5-turn dialogue (ID176, male, L1
English)

Hence, although the three examples all feature
male speakers who identified English as their L1,
there was quite a bit of variation noted in terms of
how and where participants made the requests.

As a second step, we counted the number of re-
quests per dialogue state (see Table 3 below). For
instance, we observed 282 instances of requests
for a meeting, 288 instances of requests to review
the slides, and 21 instances of both requests made
together. Overall, we found that requests were
made across all dialogue states. For example, fol-

Turn Utterance
T1 Hello yes, um this is Lisa?
T2 Um yes I would like to set up um a meet-

ing with you some time this week.
T3 Friday on twelve would work great. Um

I also would like to ask you if you could
review uh the presentation slides that
I’m, I’ll send you before the meeting.

T4 Okay great. Um let’s see uh. That’s,
that’s, that’s everything I need then.
Thank you.

Table 4: Sample 4-turn dialogue (ID172, male, L1
English)

Turn Utterance
T1 Hi, can we have a meeting?
T2 Yeah that works for me. Do you mind

reviewing my presentation slides first?
T3 All right I will send them to you.

Table 5: Sample 3-turn dialogue (ID166, male, L1
English)

lowing the Hello dialogue state, we observed 30
instances of requests for a meeting (e.g., Hello,
I am calling to schedule a meeting., ID138), but
no instance in which participants had asked only
for the review of the slides. However, in 5 cases
participants made both requests together (e.g., Hi
Lisa, it’s Lina. Um I was wondering if you’re
available this week to have a meeting. I’d like
you to uh review my presentation slides uh before-
hand. If you have a chance, let me know if you’re
free this week. My schedule is pretty open. Uh so
let me know if you’d be interested in doing that.,
ID305). While these two examples already pro-
vide preliminary insights into request variability
per turn, the pattern shows that, as anticipated in
the dialogue design, the majority of meeting re-
quests were made in T2 after the How dialogue
state (62.6%), whereas most requests for the slide
review were made in T4 following the Anything
dialogue state (56.5%).

As a third step, we provided frequency counts
of the request strategies (see Table 7), distinguish-
ing requests in terms of their head acts accord-
ing to direct requests (D), conventionally indirect
requests (CI), and non-conventionally indirect re-
quests/hints (H). Contrary to the expectation that
requests to a person in a higher position of power
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State n Mtg. Slides Both None
Hello 285 10.5% 0% 1.8% 87.7%
How 396 62.6% 0.8% 3.3% 33.3%

Friday 310 0.3% 40.3% 0.7% 58.7%
Anythg. 283 0.7% 56.5% 0.4% 42.4%

Sure 328 0.3% 0% 0% 99.7%

Table 6: Frequency of requests per dialogue state

(+P) would be worded in a polite form, employ-
ing more (conventionally) indirect requests, it can
be noted that most meeting requests were made in
form of direct requests—a finding that may be due
to the direct nature of the prompt embedded in the
Hello dialogue state (What can I do for you?). Ad-
ditionally, the request to review the slides is not
only the second request users are to make, but it
also has a potentially higher imposition associated
with it because reviewing slides may take up more
of someone’s time than scheduling a meeting.

Finally, in order to explore potential differences
between L1 English speakers and L2 speakers, we
investigated request strategies for each group of
participants. As shown in Table 8 below, there was
a trend among L1 speakers of English to use direct
request strategies for the meeting request and con-
ventionally indirect request strategies for the re-
quest to review the slides—again, the latter may
have more of an imposition associated with the
request which would require a more indirect and
polite wording. By contrast, L2 English speakers
were found to primarily use direct request strate-
gies for both requests. A chi square test of inde-
pendence was performed to further examine the
relation between native English background and
directness of request strategy used. The relation
between these variables was significant, (2, N =
311) = 20.65, p = .000. We speculate that this
trend in the L2 English sample may be explained
by the greater use of direct strategies by less profi-
cient language users, whereas indirect ones were
used by more advanced speakers who (a) have
the linguistic repertoire to express CI requests and
(b) are familiar with conversational conventions in
English.

Overall, the dialogue elicited requests in a num-
ber of different turns with a variety of request
strategies employed by participants. Despite the
variability in user performances, distinct patterns
and trends emerged in the data. For example, NS
dialogues were on average slightly shorter than

NNS ones. Moreover, NS seemed to prefer direct
requests when responding to a direct prompt. That
is to say, NS used more direct requests for mak-
ing meetings than for requesting the review of the
PPT slides. Hence, despite variability these ob-
served trends can inform further development of
the automated dialogues, including the implemen-
tation of feedback with regard to the use of certain
pragmatic moves at particular turns.

6 Discussion and conclusion

Taking everything into account, the conversations
elicited by the branched dialogue structure were
found to elicit the intended speech act in var-
ious ways—a variability that is typical of real-
life talk-in-interaction. While this variability is
common in real-life, human-to-human communi-
cation, it poses a number of challenges for SDS
technology which can be addressed by means of
an empirically-driven development approach that
analyses linguistic and in this case pragmatic phe-
nomena in order to reveal trends in speaker behav-
ior. These patterns and trends can then be used
to inform the next steps in the development pro-
cess. Further advancing the capability, we aim to
account for the variation in SDS system responses
in order to provide a more authentic user experi-
ence while also implementing feedback for users.

In this study, we looked in more detail at the
number of turns, requests, and request strategies—
both for L1 and L2 English speakers—that were
elicited by the first iteration of the branched di-
alogue. As shown in Table 2, we found con-
siderable variability in dialogue length based on
variability of request moves—both within and
across L1 groups. Although this indicates success-
ful branching and system performance based on
where users made the requests, we also found L1
dialogues to be slightly shorter, containing on av-
erage fewer turns than L2 dialogues. A closer look
at the elicited responses showed that this finding
might in part be due to challenges with the ASR
and/or semantic understanding of the SDS as ex-
emplified in the example in Table 9, where appro-
priate requests were identified as off-topic, leading
to a re-prompt by the system.

Although this type of re-prompt was found in
only very few cases, it constitutes an issue for fur-
ther investigation in order to rule out bias that may
consist in terms of semantic understanding relative
to different accents.
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Dialog state n
Meeting Slides

D CI H D CI H
Hello 40 35% 50% 2.5% 12.5% 0% 0%
How 277 58.8% 31.4% 4.0% 3.6% 2.2% 0%
Friday 130 0% 2.3% 0% 26.2% 63.1% 8.5%
Anything 164 0.6% 1.2% 0% 45.1% 50.6% 2.4%
Sure 1 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Table 7: Frequency of request strategies per dialogue state

Strategy
L1 English L2 English

Meeting
(n=107)

Slides
(n=108)

Total
(n=215)

Meeting
(n=47)

Slides
(n=49)

Total
(n=96)

D 52.3% 21.3% 36.7% 74.5% 53.1% 63.5%
CI 43.9% 75.9% 60.0% 23.4% 40.8% 32.3%
H 3.7% 2.8% 3.3% 2.1% 6.1% 4.2%

Table 8: Request strategy type per L1 group

Dialog state Utterance
Anything Yes, uh so I want you to review

my presentation slides before the
meeting. Can you do that? I
want you to review my presenta-
tion slides before the meeting.

Anything I want you to review presentation
slides before the meeting.

Table 9: Example of potential ASR challenge
(ID233, L2 English)

With regard to feedback implementation, post-
hoc feedback could be provided for the average
number of turns based on the analysis of a large
corpus of callers (one that would need to be larger
than the one used in this study)–a step planned for
future iterations in the development cycle. The
trends revealed in such a large corpus could be
used to establish a benchmark and provide forma-
tive feedback, making users aware how many turns
speakers take on average in order to complete the
task.

Somewhat interconnected to the variability in
dialogue length, we found that users made re-
quests across all dialogue states; however, these
requests differed in terms of request strategies em-
ployed. As shown in Table 6, there was a clear
trend supporting the original dialogue structure in-
sofar as meeting requests were mainly elicited in
the early turns (T1 and T2) and requests to re-
view the slides later on in the conversation (T4 and

T5). Within this larger pattern, L1 user responses
showed a preference for direct request strategies
to make the request for a meeting, while strongly
favoring conventionally indirect request strategies
when making the second request in terms of ask-
ing for a review of PPT slides. By contrast,
L2 callers heavily relied on direct strategy use
throughout.

These patterns highlight two interesting as-
pects in terms of feedback implementation and L2
speaker responses. With regard to feedback, it
highlights the need to investigate responses from
representatives of the target language and culture
before making any decision regading appropriate-
ness. That is to say, most native speaker judgments
as well as textbooks (if they deal with pragmatic
phenomena) recommend the use of conventionally
indirect strategies as a polite means of making re-
quests to a superior in the workplace. However,
the data clearly show that such a blanket recom-
mendation may not always be applicable. To make
the meeting request in the dialogue L1 speakers
used direct strategies even more frequently than
CI request strategies. This finding may be ex-
plained by the direct question in Lisa Green’s
prompt (What can I do for you?), a direct ques-
tion which seems to require a clear, concise, and
direct response. Overall, this finding emphasizes
the importance of the interaction sequence within
the dialogue. That is, adjacent turns also need to
be taken into consideration when determining ap-
propriateness of a given pragmatic move. Hence,
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pragmatics feedback cannot be provided a priori
without consideration of the local context.

In addition to the L1 responses which may be
used to systematically design and implement feed-
back, it is also important to consider the patterns
in L2 speaker responses. The reason that L2 En-
glish speakers used primarily direct request strate-
gies could be due to their lower English language
proficiency. For example, direct requests in form
of a command that uses an imperative is gram-
matically less challenging than a complex ques-
tion format that uses modal auxiliaries (e.g., I was
wondering if you + past tense). In addition to the
more general issue of lower L2 proficiency, L1
culture-specific transfer could also play a role in
L2 speaker’s pragmatic moves–a critical issue es-
pecially with regard to providing learner-specific
feedback which could be implemented into the
system’s dialogue state. Feedback could be imple-
mented into Lisa Green’s responses to provide in-
put to users with regard to appropriate pragmalin-
guistic realizations. Thus, Lisa Green could be of-
fended by the direct request for the slide review or
confused if a hint is used which violated the prin-
ciple of pragmatic clarity (Blum-Kulka, 1987).

However, further analyses, especially with re-
gard to (culture-specific) variation within request
strategies, still need to be conducted in more de-
tail in order to allow for an even more fine-grained
feedback adaptation and implementation. That is
to say, request strategies were only categorized
based on their head acts according to the three
broad categories of direct, conventionally indirect,
and hinted requests. However, a first glance at
the data revealed considerable variation with re-
gard to internal and external modification devices
such as syntactic and lexical downgraders as well
as supportive moves like grounders and disarmers.
For example, a trend we noticed in the sample—
primarily among speakers from India—was the
use of a direct strategy in combination with mostly
lexical and phrasal downgraders as shown in the
following examples: I want to, I want to meet
you madam. (ID87), Uh please tell me which
time you are available for me madam. (ID201)
or Good morning madam. Uh I want to meet
you madam. (ID282). In addition to the term
of address (madam), internal modifiers such as
please are used to mitigate the force of the request.
Hence, the range of internal and external modi-
fication devices will need to be analyzed from a

qualitative perspective in order to provide further
insights that can inform developments. Additional
analyses should improve the dialogue and increase
the user experience by gradually approximating
real-life conversations. Future work will also fo-
cus on examining a larger data sample, with a
wider range (and sufficient number) of non-native
English speakers from different L1 backgrounds.
The insights gained during these iterations, such as
the one presented here, will be used to further ad-
vance the language model underlying the SDS and
develop a branching structure that includes feed-
back to students regarding the linguistic realiza-
tions of requests, thus providing a more complete
low-stakes environment for practicing pragmatic
moves.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present the architecture
our argumentative dialogue system that
can hold discussions with users by using
large-scale argumentation structures. The
system can pinpoint argumentation nodes
asserted by user utterances and make sup-
portive utterances or rebuttals. The system
can be useful for decision-making support
as well as promoting better mutual under-
standing between humans and systems.

1 Introduction

Argumentation is a process of reaching consen-
sus through premises and rebuttals and is impor-
tant for making decisions and exchanging views.
Recent years have seen a large body of work on
argumentation mining (Lippi and Torroni, 2016)
in which elements that form arguments, such as
premises and conclusions, are automatically ex-
tracted from natural language text.

Compared to the sizable work on argumentation
mining, there has been little investigation in devel-
oping argumentative dialogue systems. We believe
an automated agent engaging in argumentative
dialogue with users will be useful for decision-
making support as well as promoting better mutual
understanding between humans and systems.

In this paper, we present the architecture of our
argumentative dialogue system that enables a nat-
ural discussion between a user and system. The
system works via text input or speech recognition.
The system can be embodied or be a text-based
agent. Figure 1 shows a discussion scene with two
robots based on our system and a human user. To
understand user utterances in a discussion domain
(currently, we have five discussion domains in-
cluding “The pros and cons of auto-driving”) and
keep track of the discussion, the system uses large-

Figure 1: Two robots and human user engaging in
argumentative dialogue

scale argumentation structures (over 2,000 argu-
mentation nodes for each discussion domain). The
system works either in English or Japanese.

2 Architecture

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of our ar-
gumentative dialogue system. The basic flow is
that the system understands a user utterance and
pinpoints the argumentation node that matches the
content of the user utterance in the argumentation
structure. Then, the system uses the supportive
or non-supportive premises of that argumentation
node to utter supportive utterances or rebuttals.
When speech recognition or robots are used, the
system uses multimodal information to make nat-
ural turn-taking possible. We describe how each
module in the architecture works below. The mod-
ules are connected using the publisher/subscriber
model with activeMQ1.

Voice Activity Detection (VAD) With this mod-
ule, VAD is carried out so that the system can
recognize that the user has started speaking.

User Activity Detection (UAD) With this mod-
ule, UAD is carried out with a unit attached
to a microphone composed of a gyro-sensor

1http://activemq.apache.org/
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Figure 2: System architecture

and accelerometer. It is used to recognize
whether the user is holding a microphone and
about to make an utterance.

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) We use
NTT’s open-vocabulary speech-recognition
engine SpeechRec for this module.

Natural Language Understanding (NLU) The
NLU module takes as input a user utterance
and estimates its dialogue act. We have
four dialogue-act types, assertion, question,
concession, and retraction. We identify
these types as those necessary to update the
argumentation structure. We use a logistic-
regression-based classifier to carry out this
classification.

Out-of-Domain (OOD) Classification OOD
classification module determines whether a
user utterance is out-of-domain. In the case
of OOD, the chat module (details below)
will handle the user utterance. We use a
logistic-regression-based classifier to carry
out this classification.

Proposition Identification This module finds the
argumentation node that has the content clos-
est to the input user utterance. The similarity
is calculated using the cosine similarity be-
tween the sentence vectors created from the
averaged word vectors of the statement of an
argumentation node and a user utterance. If
the similarity is lower than a threshold, it is
classified as OOD.

Discussion Manager The discussion manager,
for an in-domain utterance, updates the ar-
gumentation structure on the basis of the un-

derstanding result and retrieves premises that
can be used for support or rebuttal. In the
case of OOD, the utterance is fed to the chat
module.

Multimodal Processing This module tracks
whether the user is speaking or is about to
speak and notifies the discussion manager
regarding the state of the user.

Argumentation Structure We use the model by
Walton (2013) with some extensions. In
this model, an argument is represented as a
tree (or graph) structure composed of nodes
that represent premises; the edges represent
support/non-support relationships.

Chat Module The system uses a chat-oriented di-
alogue system (Higashinaka et al., 2014) (or
Alice-based chat-engine (Wallace, 2009) for
English) to respond to OOD utterances.

Natural Language Generation (NLG) We
use utterances we manually created and
associated with argumentation nodes for
generation.

Text-to-Speech (TTS) We use NTT’s speech-
synthesis engine FutureVoice.

3 Summary and Future Work

We briefly described the architecture of our argu-
mentative dialogue system. We consider this sys-
tem to be a testbed for future argumentative dia-
logue systems. For example, we can modify the
argumentation structures and test various dialogue
strategies. We plan to automatically create argu-
mentation structures from large text data by ar-
gumentation mining (Lippi and Torroni, 2016) so
that the discussion domain can be extended.
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Abstract

‘Concern Alignment in Conversations’
project aims, through empirical examina-
tions of real-life conversations, to estab-
lish a theoretical and descriptive frame-
work to capture discourse structures and
underlying rational and affective processes
in human-human joint planning interac-
tions at dialogue act exchange level. Con-
cern alignment model has been devel-
oped to address convergent negotiation
for consensus-building and open-ended
joint exploration for maximal satisfaction
of participants observed in real-life dia-
logues.

1 Concern alignment

Concern align model (Katagiri et al., 2013; Kata-
giri et al., 2015) of dialogues assumes that real-
life dialogues, which almost always involve some
form of consensus decision-making, consist of two
conceptually distinguishable processes: concern
alignment and proposal exchange (Figure 1). A
group of people, when engaging in a conversation
to pursue a joint course of actions among them-
selves on certain objectives (issues), start by ex-
pressing what they deem relevant on the proper-
ties and criteria on the actions to be settled on
(concerns). When they find that sufficient level of
alignment of their concerns is attained, they pro-
ceed to propose and negotiate on concrete choice
of actions (proposals) to form a joint action plan.
for speech acts performed by utterances, we stip-
ulate a set of dialogue acts at the level of concern
alignment in terms of functions a discourse seg-
ment perform in consensus-building (Table 1).

Figure 1: A concern alignment model for dialogue
structures in consensus-building conversations.

2 Convergent negotiation for
consensus-building

We collected and analyzed medical consultation
dialogues between obesity patients and nurses.
The main purpose of the consultation was to come
up with patient life-style improvement plans. We
observed that in most of the sessions, the nurse
sequentially tried out improvement suggestions
for patients by selecting out of predetermined set

Table 1: Discourse acts in concern alignment
Concern alignment
C-solicit solicit relevant concerns from partner
C-introduce introduce your concern
C-eval/positive positive evaluation to introduced concern
C-eval/negative negative evaluation to introduced concern
C-elaborate elaborate on the concern introduced
Proposal exchange
P-solicit provide relevant proposal from partner
P-introduce introduce your proposal
P-accept provide affirmation to introduced proposal
P-reject indicate rejection to introduced proposal
P-elaborate modify the proposal introduced
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A-B: C-introduce:(stop smoking) ⇒ B-A: C-eval/negative:(no intention)
A-B: C-introduce:(reduce smoking) ⇒ B-A: C-eval/negative:(already tried)
A-B: C-introduce:(use non-smoking pipe) ⇒ B-A: C-eval/negative:(tongue tingling)
B-A: C-introduce:(cost money) ⇒ A-B: C-eval/positive: (acknowledge)
B-A: C-introduce:(choose tobacco rather than eating) ⇒ A-B: C-eval/negative:(not good)
B-A: C-introduce:(consider when short on money) ⇒ A-B: C-eval/positive: (good)
B-A: C-introduce:(withdrawal syndrome) ⇒ A-B: C-eval/positive: (acknowledge)
B-A: C-introduce:(smoker communication) ⇒ A-B: C-eval/positive: (acknowledge)

⇓
A-B: P-introduce: (consider stop smoking when prices go up)
B-A: P-accept: (stop smoking when prices go up)

Figure 2: An example of dialogue sequential organization in convergent negotiation.

B-A: P-introduce: proposed web-based commu-
nity makes value assessment for
each of the small services pro-
vided by community members

A-B: C-introduce: method of assessment
B-A: P-introduce: assessment based on evaluation

feedbacks by small service re-
cipients

· · ·
A-B: C-introduce: aim for a market place to pro-

mote exchange of small ser-
vices between members through
matching their skills and needs

(or)
A-B: C-introduce: aim for a mutual support com-

munity for promote social inter-
actions among members

B-A: C-eval/positive: community for social interac-
tion

· · ·
A-B: C-introduce: assessment based on monetary

value
A-B: C-eval/negative: not suitable for promoting so-

cial interactions
B-A: P-introduce: assessment and exchange based

on community local points

Figure 3: An example of dialogue sequential orga-
nization in joint exploration of concern space.

of potential life-style improvement routes and by
making adjustments based on patients feedbacks.
This type of convergent negotiations can be cap-
tured by the exchange of concerns and their evalu-
ations followed by exchange of proposals and their
acceptances (Figure 2).

3 Joint exploration of concern space

Business consultation dialogues between en-
trepreneur candidates and venture capital consul-
tants tend to have a lot of room for potential con-
cerns to be considered beyond obvious factors
such as production method, cost or target mar-
ket. Dialogues often go back and forth between
concerns and proposals, reflecting the exploratory
nature of identifying relevant concerns to put to-
gether a successful business proposal. Concerns
are not only employed to support or to criticize
proposals, but they can also be employed to clar-

ify goals and to direct the course of breaking down
of proposals, e.g., by presenting multiple choices
between competing concerns (Figure 3).

Newly introduced concerns provide enrichment
to the structures of potential space of concerns,
and invite participants to jointly advance toward
successful and concrete proposals. Concern align-
ment captures the dynamics of concern space ex-
ploration.

4 Future Directions

We have identified two contrasting processes in
consensus-building dialogues. We believe the con-
cept of multi-issue negotiation (Traum et al., 2008;
Katagiri et al., 2014) can be applied to provide a
computational underpinning to the process of con-
vergent negotiation. We are working on the devel-
opment of computational models for joint concern
space exploration.
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Abstract

Statistical approaches to dialogue manage-
ment have brought improvements in ro-
bustness and scalability of spoken dia-
logue systems, but still rely heavily on
in-domain data, thus limiting their cross-
domain scalability. In this paper, we
present a new multi-dimensional, statisti-
cal dialogue management framework, in
which transferable conversational skills
can be learnt by separating out domain-
independent dimensions of communica-
tion. Our preliminary experiments demon-
strate the effectiveness of such transfer.

1 Introduction

Virtual personal assistants, such as Siri, Cortana,
Google Now, and Alexa, have made commer-
cial use of interactive spoken language technol-
ogy. However, commercial exploitation of ad-
vanced spoken dialogue technology requires new
methods for cost-effective development and effi-
cient adaptation to new domains. We argue that
this problem can be tackled by taking a multi-di-
mensional approach, which is based on the idea
that in addition to an underlying task/activity, dia-
logue participants simultaneously address several
other aspects of communication when interpreting
and generating utterances, such as giving and elic-
iting feedback, following social conventions, and
managing turn-taking and timing. In the example
below, the user both greets the system and asks
for a cheap Indian restaurant, before releasing the
turn; the system then takes the turn and indicates
that it needs some time to retrieve the requested in-
formation; in the second part the system both pro-
vides this information and gives feedback about
understanding the user’s question (underlined).

Usr: Hello, I am looking for a cheap Indian restaurant
SOCIAL:GREET; TASK:INFORM; TURN:RELEASE

Sys: Let me see, . . .
TURN:TAKE; TIME:PAUSING; TASK:INFORMSEARCH

Sys: The Rice Boat is an Indian restaurant
in the cheap pricerange

AUTO-FEEDBACK:INFORM; TASK:INFORM

Following this notion of multi-dimensionality
of dialogue as described by Bunt (2011) and early
exploratory work on multi-dimensional dialogue
management by Keizer and Bunt (2006, 2007), we
present a new framework for statistical dialogue
management which explicitly accounts for these
different dimensions of communication. By sep-
arating out domain-independent dimensions, our
approach has the potential to learn a set of transfer-
able conversational skills, enabling more efficient
cross-domain adaptation.

2 Multi-dimensional dialogue manager

Following general design features of the POMDP
systems described in (Young et al., 2010) and
(Thomson and Young, 2010), we created a generic
dialogue management framework, consisting of
state monitoring and action selection components,
and an agenda-based user simulator and error
model for testing, training and evaluation. In
contrast to existing POMDP-based systems, di-
alogue contributions here are modelled in terms
of dialogue acts from the ISO 24617-2 multi-
dimensional dialogue act taxonomy (ISO, 2012),
and the action selection component consists of
multiple dialogue act agents, each dedicated to
generating candidate dialogue acts from one di-
mension. The agents are modelled as MDPs
and can be trained simultaneously using (multi-
agent) reinforcement learning (currently Monte
Carlo control with linear value function approxi-
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mation). With our new multi-dimensional frame-
work, we can train a multi-agent dialogue manager
in a particular domain, resulting in a domain spe-
cific policy and several domain-independent poli-
cies, which can be re-used and adapted in a new
domain with the aim to speed up learning.

3 Preliminary experiments in simulation

As a first proof-of-concept experiment, we have
developed a multi-dimensional dialogue manager
for the restaurant information domain, consisting
of three dialogue act agents, corresponding to the
dimensions Task (5 actions, including asking for
user preferences, making recommendations, pre-
senting restaurant information), AutoFeedback (3
actions, including asking clarification questions),
and SocialOblMan (2 actions, including goodbye
acts). In all policy optimisation experiments, 10
independent training runs have been carried out,
and the evaluation results are averages over the
10 corresponding policy evaluations. All policies
were trained over 40k dialogues with an explo-
ration rate linearly decaying from ε = 0.4 to ε = 0
and a fixed learning rate of α = 0.001. The agents
shared a single reward function (+30 upon task
completion; -1 per turn).

Each of the three learning curves in Fig. 1 shows
the performance of trained policies at different
training stages, where each data point represents
the average reward over 3000 evaluation dialogues
(averaged over 10 policies). The red curve with
square markers corresponds to the baseline system
described above that was trained from scratch.

Figure 1: Policy evaluation results in terms of average suc-
cess rate at different training stages.

After jointly optimising the three MDP policies,
two domain-independent policies have been ob-
tained that have the potential to be re-used in a new
domain. To demonstrate this potential in a first
preliminary test, we re-trained the dialogue man-

ager by retaining the trained AutoFeedback and
SocOblMan policies (as if they were trained in a
different source domain) and training only the task
policy from scratch (for the ‘new’ target domain).
This domain transfer exercise was carried out in
two settings: 1) multi-dim transfer: only updating
the task policy, i.e., keeping the trained domain-
independent policies fixed, and 2) multi-dim trans-
fer+adapt : updating all three polices during train-
ing, i.e., adapting the trained domain-independent
policies to the ‘new’ domain. The effectiveness
of domain transfer is demonstrated by the corre-
sponding learning curves in Fig. 1, which show
improved performance levels at the earlier stages
of training in comparison to the non-transferred
multi-dimensional system. Setting 1 (blue, with
circular markers) shows clear and consistent im-
provement, whereas the improvement in setting
2 (green, with diamond markers) is more modest
and training seems less stable.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the first implementation of
a multi-dimensional statistical dialogue manager
and illustrated our approach with proof-of-concept
experiments in simulation, demonstrating the fea-
sibility of training transferable conversational
skills using multi-agent reinforcement learning.
We will extend our dialogue manager to support a
wider range of dialogue act combinations, and are
building an end-to-end system for the restaurant
and smart home domains, in order to demonstrate
our results on real data and across domains.
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Abstract

Intelligent personal assistants lack long-
term memory. We propose graph
databases as a extensible solution to this
problem by representing relevant knowl-
edge as entities, properties, and relations
between them. We demonstrate through
two experiments that our approach lends
itself to a system that can improve natu-
ral language understanding by updating its
knowledge dynamically in a generalizable
and interpretable fashion.

1 Introduction

Despite an increase in popularity, usefulness, and
user adoption, intelligent personal assistants (PAs)
have significant areas for improvement. The fol-
lowing interactions between a known PA system
(S) and a user (U) illustrates one of those areas:

(1) a. U: Hey S, call my mom
b. S: I don’t know “mom”
c. U: My mom is Martha
d. S: OK, calling Martha.

(2) a. U: Hey S, call my mom
b. S: I don’t know “mom”

By uttering OK, the system makes the user think
that system signaled understanding. However, the
user was later surprised that the system misun-
derstood, as evidenced in (2-a). This example il-
lustrates a system that lacks grounding (i.e., es-
tablishing and building mutual understanding) be-
tween the user and the system (Clark, 1996); more
specifically in this case the system had no memory
to store and recall facts about users and interac-
tions in order to build mutual understanding. For
this kind of grounding to be accomplished, sys-
tem memory should dynamically update with each
interaction. In this paper, we explore the role of

memory in dialogue systems as step towards sys-
tems that can better ground conversationally with
users.

2 System Overview

The experiments below demonstrate the dynamic
nature of graph databases and their ability to
express high-level natural language constructs.
Our approach involves representing tokens (e.g.,
“Mary”) as nodes in the graph and drawing edges
between them when there is a temporal or syntac-
tic relation. The semantics can then be interpreted
as traversing the graph to find the desired answer
to a question.

3 Experiments

We provisioned a Neo4j graph database1 to store
and retrieve graph-related information and pro-
duced a Python implementation2 to evaluate its
usefulness.

Experiment 1: NLU with Dynamic Memory
The goal of this experiment is to determine the
usefulness of a slot-filling natural language under-
standing system (NLU) using a pre-filled knowl-
edge base. To this end, we apply a basic NLU

which, incrementally for each word, performs a
query against the graph database; the returned
result informs the NLU about which entities are
known.
Data & Task We applied the dialogue state track-
ing challenge (Williams et al., 2013) data from the
Facebook bAbI dataset (task 6) (Kim et al., 2017).
Below is an example dialogue between system S

and user U:

(3) a. S: hello what can i help you with today

1https://neo4j.com
2https://github.com/hyperparticle/

graph-nlu
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b. U: can you make a restaurant reservation with
indian cuisine for six people in a cheap price
range

c. S: where should it be
d. U: in the west part of town please

By the end of this dialogue, the system has filled
in a 3-slot frame such as the following:



cuisine indian
location west
price cheap




We constructed the knowledge base by creating
restaurant nodes, pointing them to their three cor-
responding property nodes, and merging them all
together. The task reduces to finding the restaurant
nodes that most closely match the frame.

Results The baseline slot accuracy is 45%
over 405 frames. By performing direct lookups
of words with potential property nodes in the
database and filling them when a match was found,
we improved this to a 97% accuracy on the evalua-
tion set. Compare this to Zilka and Jurcicek (2015)
which used an RNN achieving a 98% accuracy.

Experiment 2: Interactivity using Dynamic
Memory Experiment 1 showcased the useful-
ness of the graph database for NLU (i.e., a re-
trieval only task), this experiment showcases up-
dating knowledge as well as retrieving knowledge
as would be required in an interactive system.
Data & Task For this experiment, we apply our
approach to the Facebook bAbI data (tasks 1-3),
a synthetic dataset for testing a model’s ability to
store facts and reason over them (Kim et al., 2017).
The following shows an example of Task 2: Two
Supporting Facts:

(4) a. Mary moved to the bathroom.
b. Mary picked up a football.
c. Mary went to the hallway.
d. Mary put down the football.
e. Mary moved back to the bathroom.
f. Where is the football?

The task in this experiment is to correctly an-
swer the questions. Each task has between 2-5k
statements and 1k questions.

As opposed to Experiment 1, once the seman-
tic meaning is known, the system must update its
state of the world. We accomplish this by encod-
ing each statement as nodes and edges in a graph,
merging them into the graph database, and per-
forming a traversal on the graph to achieve an an-
swer for a given question.

By extracting each statement into a
(subject, relation, object) triple, we repre-
sent each component as a node, connecting them
via edges, and merging the subject and object
nodes together. Then we construct a linked list of
relation nodes via edges in the order the dialogue
presents them, so that we can dynamically update
the state of the graph and traverse it to find the
answer to any question given.

Results We achieved a 100% accuracy for Task 1
and Task 2, and 80% for Task 3 on the evaluation
set. We compare this to to Kumar et al. (2015),
which used a gated recurrent neural network to
achieve 100% accuracy on all three tasks.

4 Conclusion & Future Work

We conclude that graph databases show promise
in representing relationships between relevant en-
tities and their properties for the purposes of in-
cremental NLU and interactive dialogue. They not
only enable quick lookup due to index-free adja-
cency, but can also update their knowledge dy-
namically without forgetting previous facts. This
behavior is crucial for constructing an interactive
dialogue system that can remember relevant pieces
of information over the short to very long term.
For future work, more experiments are necessary
to capture the types of scenarios for which the sys-
tem can be most suitable.
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Abstract

We present a simple approach to adapt
neural conversation models to incremental
processing. The approach is validated with
a proof-of-concept experiment in a visual
reference resolution task.

1 Introduction

The last recent years have witnessed the emer-
gence of new dialogue modelling approaches
based on recurrent neural networks (Vinyals and
Le, 2015; Lowe et al., 2017). One neglected as-
pect of these neural models is that they effectively
construct a latent representation of the dialogue
state on a token-by-token basis. However, de-
spite this conceptual proximity with incremental
approaches to dialogue processing (Schlangen and
Skantze, 2011), these neural models have so far al-
ways been applied to fully fledged utterances.

We present in this abstract a simple approach
for adapting neural conversation models to pro-
cess incremental units instead of fixed sequences
of tokens. This model is able to not only process
words one at the time, but also commit or revoke
these words at any point during processing.

2 Incremental model

Assume a neural model such as the one illustrated
in Figure 1(a). The model takes a sequence of to-
kens as inputs and transforms this sequence with
an embedding layer followed by a recurrent layer
(such as an LSTM or a GRU). The sequence length
must typically be fixed in advance (by e.g. de-
termining a maximum length and using padding
to encode shorter utterances). At the end of the
sequence, the model outputs a fixed-size vector
representing the dialogue. The model parameters
comprise both the embeddings themselves and the
weights of the recurrent units. These parameters

are optimised on a particular task such as predict-
ing the next utterance in the dialogue.

Once the network parameters are learned, one
can construct an equivalent, incremental version
of the same model using the following approach.
Instead of taking a sequence of tokens as inputs,
we adapt the network by reducing the input length
to one single token, and adding a new type of in-
put, namely a fixed-size vector representing the di-
alogue processed so far. The network outputs a
new, updated vector after each token. The embed-
dings and the weights of the recurrent units remain
identical to the ones in the non-incremental model.
The resulting model is illustrated in Figure 1(b).

When a new word is inserted into the incremen-
tal system, the neural model is triggered to pro-
duce another vector expressing the updated dia-
logue state. The history of previous state vec-
tors is kept in memory until their corresponding
words are committed by other modules. This al-
lows the system to “backtrack” to previous state
vectors whenever incremental units are revoked.

Thanks to the continuous nature of the vec-
tors generated by the neural network, uncertain
inputs (for instance incremental units associated
with confidence scores from speech recognition)
can be handled by simple algebraic operations.
Let di−1 represent the fixed-size vector for the di-
alogue at time t−1 and wi a new word hypothesis
with probability pi. The updated vector after pro-
cessing wi can be defined as an interpolation be-
tween the previous vector di−1 and the output of
the neural model N(di−1, wi):

di = piN(di−1, wi) + (1− pi)di−1 (1)

3 Experiments

This neural incremental model has been imple-
mented and evaluated in a simple proof-of-concept
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(c) Visual reference resolution task.

Figure 1: On the left, a standard neural conversation model taking a token sequence as inputs and pro-
ducing a fixed-size output vector. In the middle, an incremental version of the same neural model, taking
two inputs (the current dialogue vector and a new token) and producing an updated vector. On the right,
the application of the neural model for the visual reference resolution task described in Section 3.

experiment with the TAKE corpus from the Pen-
toRef collection (Zarrieß et al., 2016). The cor-
pus includes 1045 utterances recorded through a
Wizard-of-Oz study where the participants had to
choose one Pentomino title among 15 titles on a
game board and then instruct the system to select it
through verbal descriptions and pointing gestures.

To apply the model to this visual reference res-
olution task, the model was extended with another
layer computing the dot products of the utterance
with a list of vectors encoding the visual features
of each tile in the scene, normalised with a sig-
moid function. The model was trained on both
positive and negative examples (the distractors in
each scene). The model is similar to a Dual En-
coder model (Lowe et al., 2017), except the dot
products are here computed between referring ex-
pressions and visual objects. The utterance vec-
tor can therefore be viewed as encoding a “pre-
diction” on the visual features of the target object.
The neural model is illustrated in Figure 1(c).

The speech recordings of all TAKE episodes
were then transcribed by the streaming Google
Speech API in order to obtain a list of incremen-
tal operations (comprising not only insertions, but
also revoke and commit operations). After each
incremental operation, the neural model was trig-
gered to obtain an updated vector and determine
the fitness scores between each object and the ut-
terance observed so far. The accuracy on the task
of selecting the right target object was measured at
each incremental step. The results, shown in Fig-
ure 2, show that the accuracy increases as more
words are processed. The final accuracy after pro-
cessing the full utterances is 0.669 when applied to
the noisy ASR transcriptions, and 0.87 when ap-
plied to the manual transcriptions.

Figure 2: Evaluation results on the visual refer-
ence resolution task on the TAKE dataset.

4 Conclusion

We presented a simple approach to make neural di-
alogue models “incremental” – that is, able to op-
erate on incremental units instead of on complete
utterances. The model can handle insertions, com-
mit and revoke operations as well as incremental
units associated with probabilities. A proof-of-
concept experiment on a visual reference resolu-
tion task shows the promise of the approach.
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Abstract

We present an Intelligent Digital Assistant
for Clinical Operating Rooms (IDACO),
providing the surgeon assistance in many
different situations before and during an
ongoing surgery using natural spoken lan-
guage. The speech interface enables the
surgeon to focus on the operation while
controlling the technical environment at
the same time, without taking care of how
to interact with the system. Furthermore,
the system monitors the context of the
surgery and controls several devices au-
tonomously at the appropriate time.

1 Introduction

With the emergence of new technologies, the sur-
gical working environment becomes increasingly
complex and comprises many medical devices
which have to be monitored and controlled. How-
ever, the operating personnel cannot be extended
infinitely, which is why new strategies are needed
for keeping the working environment manage-
able. Our goal is to develop an intelligent assistant
for clinical operating rooms which allows speech-
based interaction as speech is the modality used
by the surgeon to communicate with their staff and
therefore does not pose an additional mental bur-
den if it is used to control surgical devices.

2 Functionalities

In order to increase productivity and reduce the
workload for the operating staff, our system acts
active-cooperatively and supports the surgeon au-
tonomously during the surgery. IDACO escorts
the surgery team throughout the entire procedure
and provides assistance where necessary. The
main functionalities of the presented speech-based

assistant for a clinical operation room (OR) in-
clude:

• Providing data about surgery type, operating
team, general patient data, pre-diseases, med-
ical treatment and laboratory data

• Saving preferred device settings for each sur-
geon, reading and changing the pre-settings
as well as transmitting the parameters to the
OR devices (e.g. OR table, room light, insuf-
flator, suction and irrigation unit)

• Automatically controlling surgical devices
(e.g. starting the insufflator, increasing the
gas insufflation, turning off and on the light,
tilting the table)

• Tracking the usage of surgical material (e.g.
trocars, different types of clips, suturing ma-
terial) and warning if the usage differs from
the predicted surgical workflow

• Emergency mode for unforeseen incidents
during a surgery, which includes a ”silent op-
tion” to prevent further distractions by the
system

3 Challenges

Enabling an intelligent operating assistance sys-
tem to follow a surgery and control surgical de-
vices automatically bears several challenges.

For keeping track of the procedure and auto-
matically controlling surgical devices, the system
needs to know when to perform which action on
which device and when to stay in the background.
Therefore, it has to be aware of the whole context
of the surgery, i.e. the current point of the proce-
dure and all past and future actions. This means
that a reliable method for tracking the course of
the surgery needs to be developed, thus allowing
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of IDACO com-
prising OwlSpeak, a VoiceXML interpreter and
the connection to the clinical operating room.

to detect unscheduled events. Moreover, it has
to be clearly defined how the system is supposed
to react in tenuous situations. For this purpose,
standardized surgeries need to be modelled in de-
tail, allowing the system to compare the actual
course of the procedure to the schedule (Feußner
and Wilhelm, 2016). Using this medical domain
knowledge, exact models of the complex surgery
structure need to be created which are then ap-
plied to the voice interaction system. Addition-
ally, an interface needs to be designed and im-
plemented which allows intercommunication be-
tween the voice interaction system and the surgical
devices as well as the clinical information system.

4 Implementation

For the implementation of our Intelligent Digi-
tal Assistant, we used the ontology-based Dia-
logue Management System OwlSpeak developed
by Heinroth et al. (2010) and further extended by
Ultes and Minker (2014). The overall architec-
ture can be seen in Figure 1. As OwlSpeak pro-
vides a new VoiceXML document at each turn, a
VoiceXML interpreter by Voxeo1 has been inte-
grated. Moreover, OwlSpeak has been connected
to the Hospital Information Database which acts
as the interface between the Dialogue Manager
and the Intelligent Operating Room, thus allowing
OwlSpeak to access necessary data and to control
surgical devices.

As a first prototype, we modelled a laparoscopic
cholecystectomy. Keeping track of the surgery is
done by tracking the tool usage. Therefore, we in-
troduced variables for all kinds of instruments and

1https://evolution.voxeo.com/

assistance actions. The system listens to each of
the surgeon’s instructions and increments the vari-
ables after each user utterance corresponding to its
specific purpose. The workflow and hence the cur-
rent part of the operation are then derived from the
history of used tools at any point of the surgical
intervention. The observed course of the proce-
dure is compared to the surgery schedule which
has been modelled in the Spoken Dialogue On-
tology used by OwlSpeak. In case of a deviation
from the schedule, the system reacts proactively
and utters a warning. The surgeon can then cor-
rect the amount of used material or tell the system
that the expected usage has to be adapted for the
rest of the procedure. For the emergency mode, we
introduced an Agenda2 without any system move
and only one possible user move which is the user
giving the command to deactivate this mode.

5 Conclusion

We presented a speech-based assistant for clini-
cal operating rooms allowing the surgeon to fo-
cus on the surgery while controlling the OR de-
vices at the same time. The system monitors
the usage of surgical material, infers the cur-
rent part of the ongoing operation and escorts the
surgery team throughout the procedure. Moreover,
IDACO acts proactively and supports the surgeon
autonomously during the surgery. This reduces the
workload for the surgical team in order to allow
them to fully focus on the actual surgical proce-
dure as well as the amount of staff needed to assist
during an operation and promises to lessen the rate
of avoidable incidents caused by human error.
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Abstract 

Most Japanese EFL (English as a foreign lan-
guage) learners have acquired certain levels of 
knowledge of English in terms of vocabulary, 
collocation, and grammar, while in real-time 
comprehension and production tasks, their per-
formance drops markedly, showing that they 
have not achieved automatization in utilizing 
their knowledge of the language. We are con-
ducting a series of studies to verify what types 
of interactions will help students achieve bet-
ter automatization and performance in real-
time tasks. In this paper, we report on results 
and plans of several studies to investigate the 
degree of syntactic priming in different types 
of tasks where the students are expected to 
complete certain tasks and/or keep the conver-
sational ball rolling. 

1 Introduction 

According to the Interaction Hypothesis, 
pair and/or group activities among interlocutors 
with different levels of fluency are useful for 
second language acquisition. This does not al-
ways hold, however, among L2 / FL learners 
(Long, 1996). With the increase in communica-
tion-oriented activities in English language clas-
ses in Japan, we need to verify which types of 
tasks and procedures are effective in enhancing 
learner proficiency. 

In a series of studies, we investigate syntac-
tic priming (Bock, 1986), i.e., the tendency for 
speakers to produce a particular syntactic struc-
ture (as opposed to an equally acceptable struc-
ture) after recent exposure to that structure, in 
different types of tasks where the students should 
complete certain tasks and/or keep the conversa-
tional ball rolling.  

2 Monologue Studies Completed (So 
Far)  

We started a series of syntactic priming ex-
periments with Japanese EFL leaners in mono-
logue contexts based on a scheme as described in 
Pickering and Branigan (1998). The results of 
our earlier studies (e.g., Morishita, Satoi, & 
Yokokawa, 2010; Morishita, 2011) suggest that, 
overall, Japanese EFL learners with medium or 
higher English proficiency tend to be sensitive to 
syntactic structures and use the previously expe-
rienced sentence structure in a strategic way, 
while those with lower English proficiency lack 
the grammatical knowledge to construct correct 
sentences with those structures.  

It was also found that syntactic representa-
tion in the mental lexicon of Japanese EFL learn-
ers is shared between spoken and written produc-
tion (e.g., Morishita, 2011) and that repeated ex-
posure to a certain syntactic structure accelerated 
learning in the course of syntactic priming exper-
iments (e.g., Morishita, 2012). 

3 Dialogue Studies Completed (So Far)  

In Morishita (2013), Japanese EFL learners 
and L1 English speakers participated in scripted 
interaction tasks based on a scheme presented in 
Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland (2000). The 
results show that, overall, L1 English speakers 
used the same structures as those produced by 
their partners significantly more than Japanese 
EFL learners did, unlike the results of previous 
studies using sentence completion tasks in the 
case of prepositional object (PO) and double ob-
ject (DO) structures. This might be because the 
interaction tasks required the exchange of infor-
mation (i.e., meaning) and the construction of 
syntactic structures at the same time. Such tasks 
might have put a higher cognitive load on Japa-
nese EFL learners, who lack automaticity in sen-
tence processing. 
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In Morishita (2014), university students 
with elementary-level English proficiency were 
given a spot-the-difference task, where they 
formed pairs and alternately asked questions to 
find the differences in the pictures presented to 
them. We found that the participants were not 
able to produce question forms quickly and accu-
rately in this kind of dialogue contexts. They 
were also rarely influenced by the utterances of 
their partners in terms of sentence-level produc-
tion. The results show that if the students simply 
carry out this kind of activities, there is little pos-
sibility of implicit learning of correct or higher 
level of question forms. This suggests that we 
should develop effective tasks and their proce-
dures based on syntactic priming, which leads to 
implicit learning of syntactic rules for language 
production. 

4 Current Ongoing and Further Studies 

Our most recent study focuses on transcrip-
tions and other observations based on short in-
terviews with Japanese university students 
spending three weeks in a short-term study 
abroad program. The students produced only 4 to 
5 questions on average, compared with 16 to 17 
questions by the first author in dialogues that 
continued for about 20 minutes. Again, the rather 
limited number of wh-question sentences made it 
difficult to locate effects of syntactic priming. 

According to the Alignment Theory (Picker-
ing & Garrod, 2004), interlocutors reach a mutu-
al understanding of a situation by aligning their 
representations at all linguistic levels. The idea 
of how to utilize these effects of interaction for 
improving English proficiency, however, has not 
been shared so far in the field of English educa-
tion in Japan. Therefore, we will further focus on 
syntactic priming in dialogue contexts. 

We are currently planning to conduct the 
following experiments to examine; 1) how prim-
ing effects occur and accelerate in spontaneous 
conversations between Japanese EFL learners 
and L1 English speakers, 2) how priming effects 
change in the course of scripted interaction tasks 
between Japanese EFL learners and L1 English 
speakers, and 3) how the students learn more 
accurate and/or complex language use, focusing 
on the exchange of questions and answers in the 
classroom activities. 
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Abstract

We present an ASR-free end-to-end
modeling approach to spoken language
understanding for a cloud-based mod-
ular spoken dialog system. We eval-
uate the effectiveness of our approach
on crowdsourced data collected from
non-native English speakers interacting
with a conversational language learn-
ing application. Experimental results
show that our approach performs al-
most as well as the traditional baseline
of ASR-based semantic classification
and is particularly promising in situa-
tions with low ASR accuracy.

1 Introduction

Spoken language understanding (SLU) in di-
alog systems is generally performed using a
natural language understanding (NLU) model
based on the hypotheses produced by an auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) system. How-
ever, when new spoken dialog applications are
built from scratch in real user environments
that often have sub-optimal audio characteris-
tics, ASR performance can suffer due to factors
such as the paucity of training data or a mis-
match between the training and test data. To
address this issue, this paper proposes an ASR-
free, end-to-end (E2E) modeling approach to
SLU for a cloud-based, modular spoken dialog
system (SDS).

Recently, several research studies have in-
vestigated models of the speech signal using an
end-to-end (E2E) approach that utilizes as little
a priori knowledge as possible, e.g., by using
filter-bank features instead of MFCCs (Graves
and Jaitly, 2015) or by directly using speech

waveforms (Jaitly and Hinton, 2011). E2E
speech recognition systems have yielded com-
petitive performance compared to conventional
hybrid DNN-HMM systems (Miao et al., 2015)
and E2E models have also produced promis-
ing results on speaker verification (Heigold et
al., 2016) and language identification (Geng et
al., 2016). However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no studies have yet explored ASR-free
E2E modeling for the task of SLU.

2 Methodology

Our experiments use an SDS that leverages a
variety of open source components in a frame-
work that is cloud-based, modular and stan-
dards compliant; (Ramanarayanan et al., 2017)
provides further details about the SDS architec-
ture. This study examines an interactive con-
versational task for English language learners
designed to provide speaking practice in the
context of a simulated job interview. The con-
versation is structured as a system-initiated dia-
log in which a representative at a job placement
agency interviews the language learner about
his or her job interests and qualifications.

The task of predicting semantic labels for
spoken utterances from the job interview con-
versations can be treated as a semantic utter-
ance classification task, which aims at classis-
fying a given utterance into one of M seman-
tic classes, ĉk ∈ {ck1, ..., ckM}, where k is the
dialog state index. This study explores two ap-
proaches to compact audio feature representa-
tion using unsupervised learning. In the first
approach, an RNN-based acoustic autoencoder
maps the acoustic feature vector sequence onto
a fixed-dimensional vector. In the second ap-
proach, factor analysis is used to transform the
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variable length spoken utterance into a low-
dimensional subspace. As shown in Figure 1,
the fixed-dimensional vector, V , generated by
either the RNN encoder or factor analysis, is
the input layer to the SLU model; the output
layer is the softmax layer with K one-hot vec-
tors (each vector represents one dialog state);
Multi-task learning is used here by assuming
each dialog state as one task; K=4 and M=3 or
4 are used in this study.

Figure 1: Transfer learning with feedforward
NN

3 Experimental Results

A corpus of 4,778 utterances for the job in-
terview task provided by 1,179 speakers was
collected via crowdsourcing. 4,191 utterances
are used as the training set and the remaining
586 utterances are used as the test set. Based
on 1,004 utterances (10,288 tokens), the inter-
transcriber word error rate (WER) is 38.3%. It
is largely suffering from the poor audio qual-
ity, which could be either caused by waveform
distortions, e.g., clipping occurs when an am-
plifier is overdriven, or dead silence caused by
packet loss when the internet transmission is
unstable, or low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
general due to large amounts of background
noise. Two corpora are used to build our ASR
system. One corpus (NNS) is drawn from a
large-scale global assessment of English pro-
ficiency and contains over 800 hours of non-
native spontaneous speech covering over 100
native languages across 8,700 speakers. An-
other corpus (SDS) was collected using our
SDS via crowdsourcing with several different
spoken dialog applications, including the job
interview conversation task, and contains ap-
proximately 50 hours of speech. The experi-

mental results show that there was no signifi-
cant difference between the performance of the
autoencoder and factor analysis approaches to
extracting compact representations of the audio
signal. Table 1 presents the performance of the
ASR and SLU systems (E2E and ASR+NLU)
on the test set and shows that the E2E system’s
accuracy is closest to the ASR+NLU system’s
accuracy when the ASR WER is the highest.
NLU system performs multi-class classifica-
tion of Bag of Words features extracted from
the recognized hypotheses using decision tree
classifier. As a reference, the SLU accuracy of
a majority vote baseline is 59.8%.

Table 1: WER and SLU accuracy using three
ASR systems and two SLU systems (E2E and
ASR+NLU)

Corpus ASR E2E ASR+NLU
NNS 55.5 64.1 68.0
SDS 49.4 66.7 74.0
NNS + SDS 43.5 67.4 77.6
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Abstract

This paper presents a novel component
for spoken dialogue systems, which adds
the functionality of adapting the system’s
speech output based on the user’s input.
The adaptation in done on the phonetic
level for adopting the user’s speech char-
acteristics without changing the system’s
own voice. An architecture for a spoken
dialogue system is introduced, in which
this module creates a direct link between
the speech recognition and the speech syn-
thesis modules.

1 Introduction

In a typical workflow of a spoken dialogue system
(SDS), the automatic speech recognition (ASR)
and the text to speech (TTS) modules work sep-
arately, meaning that the speech input and out-
put are completely unrelated and function merely
as speech-to-text and text-to-speech transformers.
This means that a system’s output will be pro-
nounced in the same manner, regardless of how the
user speaks to it. The module implementation in-
troduced in this paper aims to create a more direct
connection between the ASR and the TTS mod-
ules. Such a connection enables the direct influ-
ence of the user’s input on the system’s output on
the phonetic level.

Such adaptation (or convergence) capabilities
make it possible for the system to personalize
its output to the user’s style of speech. See-
ing that convergence between interlocutors occurs
in human-human interaction (Pardo et al., 2010),
triggering it in human-computer interaction may
lead to a more natural – and therefore more fluent –
interaction. This feature can be beneficial, among
others, for social chatbots, for their main purpose
is to create a natural and personalized interaction

input ASR NLU

output TTS NLG

ASP DM

Figure 1: Architecture of an SDS with an ad-
ditional component and connections (in red) be-
tween the ASR and TTS components, which per-
forms additional speech processing for phonetic
adaptation.

with the user. More specific applications could uti-
lize it for more goal-driven tasks, like pronuncia-
tion tutoring or capturing dialectal differences.

2 System

We present here an end-to-end dialogue SDS with
an additional module that supports phonetic adap-
tation (see Figure 1).

2.1 Architecture

In this work, OpenDial framework (Lison and
Kennington, 2016) was used for creating a modu-
lar spoken dialogue system architecture. Some of
its built-in components were used, including the
natural language understanding (NLU), dialogue
manager (DM), and natural language generation
(NLG) modules. A new ASR module was imple-
mented, which includes some additional function-
ality for detecting the target segments and extract-
ing relevant metadata to pass to the ASP module
(see below). A new TTS module was also im-
plemented, using Praat1 as the signal processing
back-end. This module is needed for the trans-
formation of the phonetic data output of the ASP

1http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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Figure 2: Overview of the adaptation pipeline integrated into the ASP module, with Praat as the signal
processing back-end. Mandatory, fixed steps are marked by blue rectangles and parameterized steps by
orange diamonds. Dashed arrows mark conditional transitions that terminate the process if they are not
fulfilled. All the steps are explained in detail in Raveh et al. (2017).

module into articulation properties. The main ad-
dition to the typical SDS model is the additional
speech processing (ASP) module. This module
extracts phonetic features from the speech signal
and ASR output, and provides their adapted val-
ues to the TTS module, where the adaptation is
realized in the synthetic speech. These values are
the output of the pipeline presented in Raveh and
Steiner (2017). The flow of this pipeline is sum-
marized in Figure 2. This module takes input
which combines some customized functionalities
of the ASR module and the feature tracking and
adaption pipeline.

2.2 Models
A subset of the system’s modules contribute to its
response to the user. To sum up, the DM module
determines why the output utterance it generated,
the NLG module what will be uttered, and finally
the ASP module defined how it will be uttered.
We created a new XML-based OpenDial domain
with simple NLU and NLG models using manu-
ally crafted rules for handling user intent and sys-
tem response. The ASR component uses standard
Voxforge2 acoustic models for German dictionary
and language model designed especially for this
system. The segment-level adaptation is realized
through the phonetic response model introduced
in Raveh et al. (2017). This model adapts to given
input speech on the segmental level. The goal of
the model is to adapt to the user’s speech char-
acteristics, while avoiding changes in the voice
itself. The adaptation behavior can be modified

2http://www.voxforge.org/de/downloads

by various parameters, e.g., allowed value range,
update frequency, convergence rate, convergence
limit, and more. These parameters are a com-
putational representation of behavior observed in
human-human interaction while listening to syn-
thetic stimuli.

3 Summary

A novel module for adding phonetic adaptation ca-
pabilities to SDSs based on a computational con-
vergence model was presented. This module was
integrated into an end-to-end SDS, making it pos-
sible for the phonetic characteristics of the sys-
tem’s output to be adapted to those of the user.
Future work includes using this architecture for
a task-specific system to evaluate such adaptation
and its effect on the user’s behavior.
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Abstract

There are several voice browser imple-
mentations for dialog systems, but none of
them are both open-source and standards-
compliant, while retaining compatibility
with multiple implementations of sys-
tem components such as natural lan-
guage understanding (NLU) and dialog
management modules. We present an
standards-compliant open source solution
that closes this gap while incorporating
support for modern dialog concepts like
flexible switching of user goals, custom
grammar design and adaptivity to users.
We show that our implementation can flex-
ibly interface with two different NLU im-
plementations to extract semantic infor-
mation from user input and expose it to
a VoiceXML application which integrates
into a cloud-based dialog system that han-
dles real user traffic.

1 Introduction

While there are various voice browser imple-
mentations available, they are either standards-
compliant or available as open-source, but not
both.Part of the causes of this deficit is that in-
dustrial implementations tend to be proprietary for
commercial reasons, while academic implementa-
tions generally tend to focus on research exam-
ples that involve relatively small volumes of data.
Bridging this gap is crucial to the continued de-
velopment of the field and the integration of in-
dustrial and academic voice technology expertise.
Standard compliance is crucial for interoperabil-
ity among different systems developed by different
parties, while being open-source is important for
continued community development and progress,
as well as widespread use of the technology.

The standards-compliant JVoiceXML software
implementation (Schnelle-Walka et al., 2013;
Prylipko et al., 2011) has attempted to bridge this
gap. JVoiceXML is a VoiceXML interpreter writ-
ten entirely in the Java programming language,
supporting the VoiceXML 2.1 standard. The
strength of JVoiceXML is its open architecture.
Besides the support of Java APIs such as JSAPI
and JTAPI, custom speech engines can easily be
integrated. Examples are the text based platform
and the MRCPv2 platform which are available
with the distribution. It can be used within a tele-
phony environment (Prylipko et al., 2011) but also
without any telephony card as a standalone server.

This paper demonstrates an extension of the
basic voice browser functionalities to incorporate
support for modern dialog concepts like flexi-
ble switching between user goals, custom gram-
mar design and adaptivity to users. In addi-
tion, we show that it can interface with differ-
ent NLU implementations to extract semantic in-
formation from user input and make it avail-
able in VoiceXML applications, namely: (i) the
Language Understanding Intelligent Service or
LUIS (Williams et al., 2015) and (ii) the HALEF
dialog system (Ramanarayanan et al., 2017a).

2 Reference Implementation I: LUIS

For the extension of VoiceXML to support state-
of-the art natural language understanding capa-
bilities, we make use of JVoiceXML’s capability
to support custom grammar types (in our case,
application/nlu). The new type is made
available to the interpreter via a dedicated factory
that is loaded when the interpreter starts. This new
type provides a component to parse any utterance
with the help of any grammar document or an URI
thereof into a semantic interpretation. This makes
it possible to combine the new capability with any
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speech recognizer or textual input.
For automatic speech recognition (ASR) we

employ the text implementation platform to cap-
ture strings as decoded input. Generally, this can
be substituted by any unconstrained ASR. For the
NLU engine we selected LUIS as a reference.
Conceptually, this engine can be replaced by any
other NLU engine to produce comparable output
in terms of application, intent and associated enti-
ties. LUIS is based on active learning to enable
developers utilize machine-learning based mod-
els without the need for large corpora. Its corpus
grows based on real usage data (Williams et al.,
2015).

From the grammar document, we use only its
URI. Once the ASR returns a recognition hypoth-
esis from the user’s spoken input, the hypothe-
sis will be passed to the grammar parser to de-
termine its semantic interpretation. The grammar
parser issues multiple requests to the LUIS server
to check if any of the active grammars is able to
derive meaning from the utterance, i.e. the in-
tent is not None and at least one entity was rec-
ognized. Those with the highest confidence scores
will be taken as the result of the interpretation and
in turn create an ECMAScript object thereof. For
example, the utterance “I would like a large pizza
with pepperoni” (also see Section 3.1.6.1 of the
VoiceXML standard) would be parsed as:
{

nlu-application: "pizza",
nlu-intent: "order-pizza",
order-pizza: {

number: "1",
size: "large",
topping:"pepperoni",

}
}

This allows us to take advantage of VoiceXML
as a scripting language with unconstrained user in-
put for mixed initiative dialogs without the need
for additional changes in the VoiceXML document
and grammar design. The grammar with the new
type can be used at any place where grammars are
involved.

3 Reference Implementation II: The
HALEF Dialog System

The modular and standards-compliant HALEF1

multimodal dialog framework (Ramanarayanan et
al., 2017a) is another example use-case that lever-
ages the JVoiceXML voice browser platform. The

1http://halef.org

HALEF dialog system has collected over 35.000
calls from people all over the world who interacted
with multiple conversational applications (Rama-
narayanan et al., 2017b). Design considerations
in building the open-source HALEF system re-
quire standard compliance (in particular, with the
VoiceXML 2.1 standard), the ability to process
SIP traffic and support for multiple grammar stan-
dards, all of which are provided by the open-
source JVoiceXML platform. In this case, for each
dialog turn, the ASR returns the decoded recogni-
ton hypothesis as a simple ECMAScript variable.
We then perform NLU on this input by querying a
webservice that invokes previously trained statis-
tical models.

4 Conclusions

We have presented an open-source standards-
compliant voice browser implementation and
shown how it can flexibly interface with two dif-
ferent NLU implementations: LUIS and HALEF.
Both approaches enable the reuse of established
knowledge in creating standards compliant appli-
cations with VoiceXML for more modern dialog
concepts as they were available when the stan-
dard was created. No additional changes in the
VoiceXML document are required in the case of
LUIS while HALEF only relies on an additional
web service call.
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Abstract

We present an writing support system for
assessing written arguments. Our system
incorporates three analysis models allow-
ing for rich feedback about argumentation
structure, quality of reasons, and presence
of opposing arguments.

1 Introduction

Persuasive essay writing is an established method
for training argumentation skills. By analyz-
ing different views on a (predefined) controver-
sial topic, the author trains to recognize logi-
cal flaws in arguments, to anticipate counter ar-
guments, and to formulate sufficient reasons for
strengthening the own standpoint (to name only
some of these skills). The effective development
of argumentative abilities requires, however, for-
mative feedback, which indicates particular flaws
in the argumentation and provides guidelines for
correcting them. So far, the provision of feedback
about argumentation has been considered a man-
ual task. While existing Automated Essay Eval-
uation (AWE) systems provide feedback about
grammar, discourse structure, and lexical richness
(Shermis and Burstein, 2013), they are not yet ca-
pable of assessing written arguments.

In order to bridge this gap, we developed an Ar-
gumentative Writing Support (AWS) system, that
complements existing AWE systems with argu-
ment analysis methods. In particular, our AWS
system incorporates three different argument anal-
ysis models that allow for feedback about the ar-
gumentation structure, the sufficiency of reasons,
and the consideration of opposing arguments. In
this paper, we introduce the feedback types of our
AWS system and describe how the results of the
analysis models are converted to human under-
standable feedback.

2 Argumentative Writing Support

Our AWS system builds upon three argument anal-
ysis models. The first model (struct) identi-
fies the argumentation structure of the essay as
a connected tree using an ILP-joint model (Stab
and Gurevych, 2017a). It first segments the text
into argument components, classifies each compo-
nent as major claim, claim or premise and finally
links the argument components using support and
attack relations. The second model (suff) rec-
ognizes if the premises of an argument are suffi-
cient for supporting its claim (Stab and Gurevych,
2017b). It is based on the sufficiency criterion
proposed by Johnson and Blair (1977) and classi-
fies a given argument as sufficient or insufficient.
The third model (bias) recognizes if the author
ignores opposing arguments (Stab and Gurevych,
2016), which is known as myside bias. It has been
shown that guiding authors to include opposing ar-
guments in their argumentation significantly im-
proves the argumentation quality and the precision
of claims (Wolfe and Britt, 2009).

2.1 Argumentative Feedback

Given the results of the analysis models, our
AWS system generates (1) document level feed-
back about the entire essay well as (2) paragraph
level feedback for each paragraph separately.

At the document level, the system first checks if
the essay has a title and if it includes at least four
paragraphs (introduction, two body paragraphs,
and a conclusion) by examining line breaks.1 In
addition, the bias model recognizes opposing ar-
guments to indicate myside biases.

At the paragraph level, the AWS first com-
pares the argumentation structure identified with
the struct model to the common rules of writing

1Note that a proper essay structure guarantees the best
possible results of our argument analysis models.
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Figure 1: UI showing the paragraph level feedback of an essay about the topic studying abroad.

guidelines. It estimates whether the author takes a
stance by checking the presence of a major claim
in the introduction and conclusion, and if the in-
troduction includes a non-argumentative descrip-
tion of the controversy. Furthermore, the system
verifies if a body paragraph includes a single ar-
gument, i.e. a claim supported (or attacked) by at
least one premise and whether a body paragraph
includes unwarranted claims. Since presenting the
claim before premises significantly improves the
recall and comprehension of arguments (Britt and
Larson, 2003), we also check the order of argu-
ment components. The suff model finds logical
sufficiency flaws and verifies whether the premises
of an argument are enough to support the claim.

2.2 User Interface Design

The user interface of our AWS system consists of
three components (columns in Figure 1). The first
column shows the paragraphs of the essay with
the identified argument components. The feed-
back component in the second column is based
on a checklist metaphor which shows positive
(green) and negative (red) feedbacks. For eas-
ily spotting the location in the essay, we imple-
mented a brushing-and-linking method that high-
lights the argument components affected by an en-
try in the feedback list. The third column pro-
vides a description of the selected feedback type
and a guideline for improving the argumentation.
The user interface also visualizes the argumenta-
tion structure in an interactive tree visualization.

3 Conclusion

For the first time, we presented an AWS system
that provides rich feedback about written argu-
ments. We described the feedback types which
are generated using the results of three argument
analysis models. In future work, we plan to con-
duct user studies to investigate the effectiveness of
our AWS for improving argumentation skills.
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1 Introduction

Dialogue State Tracking (DST) is a crucial part of
Dialogue Systems, as it provides a powerful mech-
anism to track the user and system’s contributions
to the dialogue so that the system can determine
the best next move in dialogue. In task-oriented
Dialogue Systems the distribution over the set of
dialogue slots with possible values is called the
Dialogue State or State Belief.

While there have been great improvements in
DST technology in recent years, there remain two
big disadvantages of traditional DST approaches:
(1) different DST models are developed separately
for different dialogue slots, therefore each model
can only partially observe the dialogue; (2) Di-
alogue States are tracked in a turn-by-turn man-
ner, which lacks flexibility for real-time Spoken
Dialogue Systems. The second disadvantage has
been recently addressed with LecTrack presented
by Zilka and Jurcicek (2015). Aiming to improve
on this work, we propose an Incremental Joint
Model (IJM) as a novel approach to DST tasks.

2 Incremental Joint Modelling

Generally, dialogues can be treated as a sequence
of turns or words, therefore in recent times Re-
current Neural Networks (RNN) have been widely
chosen for dialogue tasks. With this in mind,
we have developed the IJM tracker, which has
the structure shown in Figure 1, based on RNNs
with Long Short-Term Memory (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997).

Our IJM tracker consists of two parts: a shared
RNN to handle input and memory channels and
separate RNNs to output different components of
Dialogue States. We represent words using an em-
bedded vector format and feed these vectors as the
input to the network. The memory is a combina-
tion of inner RNN memory and previous output

Figure 1: Incremental Joint Modelling tracker.
RNN denotes Recurrent Neural Networks, P –
Probability Distribution.

in dialogue history. The shared RNN takes into
account the input of the current time step and net-
work’s memory and produces a universal hidden
state. Then the separate RNNs use this universal
hidden state to output the probability distribution
of particular slots, such as food and price range.

The IJM tracker processes dialogues on a word-
by-word basis and gives the ultimate output only
when it reaches the end of utterance, i.e. when
the user stops talking. At one time step only one
word is transformed into a vector and put into the
network. This incremental manner allows our IJM
tracker to produce Dialog States in real time and
output them when required.

We have trained and tested the IJM tracker on
Dialogue State Tracking Challenge 2 (DSTC2)
(Henderson et al., 2014a) data, which has 1612
training, 506 development, and 1117 test dia-
logues. DSTC2 tasks require trackers to present
the Dialogue State consisting of three components
for each dialogue turn: Joint Goal Constraints,
Search Method and Requested Slots. Trackers’ re-
sults are evaluated using accuracy metric (Bohus
and Rudnicky, 2006) and L2 norm metric (Young
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Trackers
Tracker Inputs Joint Goals Method Requested
ASR SLU Acc. L2 Acc. L2 Acc. L2

Baseline X 0.619 0.738 0.879 0.209 0.884 0.196

Web-style ranking & SLU
X X 0.784 0.735 0.947 0.087 0.957 0.068
X X 0.773 0.467 0.950 0.082 0.968 0.050

Word-based with RNN X 0.768 0.346 0.940 0.095 0.978 0.035
LecTrack X 0.720 0.640 0.930 0.140 0.970 0.060
Separate Model X 0.584 0.779 0.903 0.182 0.954 0.088
Joint Model X 0.637 0.658 0.912 0.154 0.954 0.085
Incremental Separate Model X 0.702 0.556 0.934 0.124 0.973 0.051
Incremental Joint Model (IJM) X 0.707 0.545 0.940 0.114 0.975 0.047

Table 1: Performance of DSTC2 baseline system and best trackers, LecTrack, and our models on DSTC2
test data. Higher accuracy (Acc.) and lower L2 are better.

et al., 2009). Results with higher accuracy and
lower L2 norm are better.

3 Results and Discussion

We are currently at an early phase of develop-
ing the IJM tracker. However, preliminary eval-
uation on DSTC2 test data is presented in Table
1. The top four rows of Table 1 present the re-
sults of the baseline and best performing systems
at the DSTC2 (Henderson et al., 2014a; Williams,
2014; Henderson et al., 2014b), and the state-of-
the-art incremental DST LecTrack (Zilka and Jur-
cicek, 2015), the bottom 4 rows present the results
of 4 variants of models we have developed.

Overall, Joint Modelling outperforms Separate
Modelling in all tasks, producing higher accuracy
and lower L2 norms. Changing input from Spo-
ken Language Understanding (SLU) unit to Auto
Speech Recognition (ASR) data, i.e. changing
from a turn-by-turn to a word-by-word approach,
increases the results substantially. We also found
that Joint Modelling trackers outperformed Base-
line system provided by the DSTC2 organizers.

The IJM tracker is not competitive yet with best
trackers presented in DSTC2, especially in Joint
Goals task, which leaves a lot of room to develop
our model. Nevertheless, in comparison with the
incremental tracker LecTrack, the IJM tracker pro-
duces lower accuracy but lower L2 in the Joint
Goals task and better results in the Search Method
and Requested Slots tasks than LecTrack.

We plan to increase Joint Goals accuracy of our
Incremental Joint Model by working on utterance
and word vector representations.
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Abstract

Gazing activities during utterances and si-
lence were analyzed in a face-to-face three
party conversation setting in a native lan-
guage (L1) and in a second language (L2).
The function of each utterance was cate-
gorized (Traum, 1994) so that gazes dur-
ing utterances could be analyzed from the
viewpoint of grounding in communication
(Clark, 1996). The result of a factor anal-
ysis suggests that language difference is a
dominative factor that affects gazing activ-
ities in communication.

1 Introduction

Gaze combines many functions in communica-
tion. Previous studies have observed that gaze
helps coordinate turn-taking (Duncan, 1972)
(Kendon, 1967), establish a given piece of infor-
mation as part of common ground (Clark and
Brennan, 1991) (Clark, 1996), and express inti-
macy (Mehrabian and Ferris, 1967), and the con-
dition of conversational setup might change the
relative importance of these functions (Kleinke,
1986).

In this study, we examine the effect of language
difference on gazing activities in communication.
The result of a factor analysis for gazing activi-
ties shows that language difference is a dominative
factor that affects gazing activities in communica-
tion. The result suggests that multimodal commu-
nication support systems processing gaze informa-
tion must take such effects of linguistic proficiency
into consideration.

2 Data Collection

We analyzed data from the goal-oriented task in
which the interlocutors collaboratively decided

what to take with them on a trip to a deserted is-
land or the mountains (for details, refer to (Ya-
mamoto et al., 2015)). Each group had six-
minute conversations on goal-oriented topics in
both Japanese and English. The data contains mul-
timodal conversations from 40 (20 goal-oriented
in Japanese, and 20 goal-oriented in English)
three-party conversations in L1 (Japanese) and in
L2 (English) languages (Yamamoto et al., 2015).
All participants were native-Japanese speakers
whose second language was English. Three sets
of NAC EMR-9 head-mounted eye trackers and
headsets with microphones recorded their eye
gazes and voices. The EUDICO Linguistic An-
notator (ELAN) developed by the Max Planck In-
stitute was used as a tool for gaze and utterance
annotation. The utterances were annotated with
Grounding Act tags established by Traum (Traum,
1994) for 20 groups of goal-oriented conversations
(Umata et al., 2016).

3 Analysis I: Factor Analysis of Gazing
Activities

We conducted a factor analysis for gazing ac-
tivities of each communication channels in each
group under the assumption that gazes are strongly
affected by the language difference. Three partic-
ipants (ex. A, B, C) formed a group, and we de-
fined six communication channels in a group (i.e.
A → B, A → C, B → A, B → C, C → A, C → B).
Gazes during silence and during utterances with
one of the four major Grounding Act tags (i.e.,
init, ack init, cont, ack) were subject to the anal-
ysis because there were very few occurrences of
others (i.e., utterances with repair, reqRepair, re-
qAck, and cancel tags) (Umata et al. 2016). We
define the indices of gazing activities via a com-
munication channel between participant j and k
during silence and utterances. The average of gaz-
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ing ratio during silences (SILGR) is defined as fol-
lows:

Average of gazing ratios during silences
(SILGR):

SILGR =

∑n
i=1 DSILGjk(i)∑n

i=1 S(i)

Here, DSILGjk(i) is the duration when a par-
ticipant j is looking at a participant k in the du-
ration of the i-th silence S(i). The average of
speaker ’s gazing ratios (SGR) is defined as fol-
lows:

Average of speaker’s gazing ratios (SGR):

SGR =

∑n
i=1 DSGjk(i)∑n

i=1 Dj(i)

Here, DSGjk(i) is the total duration when the
speaker j is gazing at a participant k in the du-
ration of the i-th utterance by j. The average of
listenerr ’s gazing ratios (LGR) is defined as fol-
lows:

Average of listener’s gazing ratios (LGR):

LGR =

∑n
i=1 DLGjk(i)∑n

i=1 Dj(i)

Here, DLGjk(i) is the total duration when the
listener k is gazing at the speaker j in the duration
of the i-th utterance by j.

We conducted factor analysis of gazes during si-
lence, speakers’gazes (SGR) and listener’s gazes
(LGR) during utterances with four major ground-
ing act tags in L1 and L2 conversations. A par-
ticipant without a cont utterance in L1, one with-
out an ackInit utterance in L2, and one without a
cont utterance in L2 were excluded from the analy-
sis. Factors were extracted by the principal factor
method, and promax rotation was adopted. Five
factors were extracted by giving consideration to
the decay of the eigenvalues.

The factor structure of gazing activities shows
that the language difference affects the gazing ac-
tivities stronger than the utterance functions do.
The first factor (FI) is characterized by high load-
ing of the gaze during silence and the speaker ’s
gazes in L1, and the second one (FII) is character-
ized by high loading of the gaze during silence and
the speaker ’s gazes in L2. The third factor (FIII)
is characterized by high loading of the listener ’s
gazes other than during ack utterances in L1, and
the fourth one (FIV) is characterized by high load-
ing of the listener ’s gazes other than during ack

utterances in L2. The fifth factor (FV) is charac-
terized by high loading of the listener’s gazes dur-
ing ack utterances both in L1 and L2. The factor
correlations are high between FI and FII, and mod-
erately high between FIII and FIV. FV also show
moderately high correlation between FIII and FV.

4 Summary

We examine the effect of language difference on
gazing activities in communication. The result of
a factor analysis for gazing activities shows that
language difference is a dominative factor that af-
fects gazing activities in communication. The re-
sult suggests that multimodal communication sup-
port systems processing gaze information must
take such effects of linguistic proficiency into con-
sideration.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a preliminary de-
sign and evaluation of a natural user inter-
face for multimodal conversational agents
which can be placed in real museums. The
natural user interface aims at creating an
experience in that users can behave natu-
rally. Specifically, focusing on the require-
ments imposed by a real museum context,
our goal is to implement an interface for
small groups in order to allow users to
interact through their own bodies without
additional and auxiliary devices.

1 System Architecture

The possibility to use embodied conversational
agents in real contexts, like museums, has been
already investigated in other works (Swartout and
et al., 2010; Kopp et al., 2005), with several issues
reported. These works, in dealing with real en-
vironmental challenges, contrive strategies which
restrict the way users can freely interact. There-
fore, we are interested in investigating and testing
alternative approaches for modelling small groups
interactions in real contexts, which allow users
to communicate with both verbal and non-verbal
actions. With the exclusive use of natural hu-
man means of communication, i.e. voice, lan-
guage and gestures, the virtual agent, projected
on a curved screen, understands multimodal dia-
logue acts performed by users asking for informa-
tion about paintings or other artworks contained
in a 3D scene. Since users can interact in shared
environments, the multimodal system is based on
a probabilistic model to correctly focus its atten-
tion on a single user in the group. Specifically, as
primary work, we have implemented three input
modules with the purpose of modelling an interac-
tion based on speech and pointing gestures:

• Natural Language Understanding (NLU), re-
sponsible to process speech signals in order
to obtain a semantic interpretation.

• Pointing Recognition (PR), in charge of
recognising which objects are pointed by
users.

• Active Speaker Detection (ASD), which al-
lows to identify the last speaker over the time.

The NLU module has been designed through a
semi-automatic SRGS grammar extended with a
graph database (Origlia et al., 2017). Moreover,
Pointing Recognition and Active Speaker Detec-
tion have been implemented by vector calculations
thanks to a combined use of Unreal Engine 41

and Kinect 2. This integration allows avoiding
a data-driven approach which usually requires a
huge amount of training data. Furthermore, the
game engine provides facilitation to create an im-
mersive 3D environment and to directly project
users into the scene. The entire setup of the in-
teraction environment consists of a curved screen
2,5m high and 4,4m long. One Kinect is placed on
the floor, at the centre of the screen, for tracking
users movements and their speech signals in real
time. All the users are tracked in a parallel and
independent way but the attention will only be fo-
cused on the one who has produced the current di-
alogue act. His verbal and non-verbal signals are
therefore combined into a multimodal fusion en-
gine to understand the current request. Linguistic
spatial expressions, such as left or center, are also
taken into account to allow users to freely choose
the referring strategy. These expressions are used
to further reinforce the meaning of the pointing
gestures, when they co-occur, in order to make
clear what external entity the active speaker is re-
ferring to. The multimodal fusion engine adopts a

1www.unrealengine.com
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hybrid approach based on probabilistic rules (Li-
son and Kennington, 2015). The designed network

Figure 1: The probabilistic network designed to
understand user requests in group interactions.
The random variables are represented as blue
nodes while the probability rules as red ones

is shown in Figure 1. The input fusion process is
activated as soon as a user dialogue act is recog-
nised. Therefore, network synchronisation is per-
formed through the a u variable. By adopting this
model, the system is able to combine input data
into a single random variable representing the cur-
rent request. Finally, by considering the one with
the highest probability, the system selects the ac-
tion to perform through an utility-based approach.

2 Preliminary Evaluation

Preliminary tests were conducted with the aim of
getting both limits and potentialities of the imple-
mented architecture. Following what discussed in
(Khnel et al., 2010), we analysed system perfor-
mances by computing the success rate of each in-
put module during simultaneous interactions with
groups of two users. System usability was also
evaluated by asking participants to compile a 7
point scale USE questionnaire. The obtained re-
sults are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

ASD PR NLU
88% 97% 71,4%

Table 1: Recognition success rates for Active
Speaker Detection (ASD), Pointing Recognition
(PR) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU)

Usefulness Ease of Use
6.16 6.22

Ease of Learning Satisfaction
6.77 6,44

Table 2: USE questionnaire results

3 Future Works

Promising results prove both the potentiality of
this framework and the positive attitude showed
by participants. As the NLU error rate is mainly
caused by environmental noises, further improve-
ment can be reached by placing more than one
Kinect in the interactive environment. Moreover,
starting from these results, our purpose is to ex-
tend the system functionality by adding new input
modalities, such as new gestures, gaze and facial
expressions, prosody analysis and modelling of a
multi-party dialogue to improve and promote col-
laborative interactions between users.
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Abstract 

 

This paper aims to address the developmental path 

of functions and semantics of a connective marker 

-etaka in Korean from perspectives of 

grammaticalizat ion and pragmatics. This paper 

focuses on transferentives, emphasis, and 

condition of -etaka. The path of grammatical 

evolution of -etaka is [lexical verb > functional 

category > affix]. The mechanism of FFV (Focus 

Frame of Variation) will illustrate its 

transferentives, based on the contact or separation 

between TR (Trajector) and LM (Landmark). This 

paper also argues that the directionality into an 

attitude stance-marker -etakanun from emphasis 

and condition of -etaka proceeds towards a 

domain of discourse from a domain of text , 

increasing subjectification of the speaker. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The source lexeme of the connective marker -
etaka in Korean is a verb takuta. The verb takuta 
etymologically denotes ‘to have’ or ‘to possess.’ 
In the early 20th century it acquires the meaning 
‘to approximate’ or ‘to draw near.’ In terms of 
etymological persistence, -etaka is construed as 
‘having the properties of the preceding verb and 
drawing near the goal.’  
  A connective marker -etaka has been 
researched by K-G Lee (2004), Rhee (1996), Yae 
(2015), Zhang (2015), inter alios. The connective 
marker -etaka is composed of [-e, NF + takuta, V 
+ a, Conn]. The connective marker -etaka 
designates transferentives, enumeration, emphasis, 
causality, and condition. Due to the limit of the 
space, this paper deals with transferentives 
(completion and incompletion) and condition of -
etaka. The connective marker -etaka links a 
preceding verb with a verb or a clause that follows 
-etaka. Grammatical and pragmatic approaches 
will clarify the path of the developmental 
continuum of -etaka. 
 

2. Constructions of -etaka 
 

The connective marker -etaka denotes the 

completion transferentive, the incompletion 
transferentive, and condition. The example in (1) 
elaborates the completion transferentive: the 
completion of the first event kokilul capassta 
‘caught a fish’ and transition towards the second 
event nohchyessta ‘missed it.’ 
 
(1) Completion transferentive: 
   ku-nun    koki-lul    cap-ass-taka   

nohchy-ess-ta 

   he-Nom   fish-Acc   catch-Pst-taka    

miss-Pst-Dec 

   ‘He caught a fish but missed it.’  

     
The example in (2) describes the incompletion 

transferentive: kunun inmwunkwanulo kata ‘he is 
going to the building of Humanities’ is not a 
completed action at the point where he changed 
his direction to the library. 
 
(2) Incompletion transferentive:  
   ku-nun  inmwunkwan-ulo             ka-taka   

palkelum-ul   tolly-e        

tosekwan-ulo  hyangha-yss-ta 

   He-Top the.building.of.the.humanities -to go-taka   

step-Acc     turn-NF  

   library-to     head.for-Pst-Dec 

   ‘He stopped going to the building of Humanities in 

the middle and headed for the library.’ 

 
The connective marker -etaka also denotes 

condition as shown in (3). Nolkiman hata ‘you 
only play’ is the protasis for the apodosis 
nakceyhanta ‘you will fail in the examination.’ 
 
(3) Condition:  
   nol-ki-man       ha-taka    nakceyha-n-ta 

   play-Nmn-only    do-taka    fail.in-Fut-Dec 

   ‘You will fail in the examination if you only play.’ 

 
The connective marker -etaka is directly 

attached to the preceding verbs in the examples 
above. Therefore, we can conclude that -etaka has 
grammaticallized from the connective marker to 
the postposition as shown in (4). 
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(4) Lexical stage  >   Functional stage     >  Affixal stage 

                    connective marker   >  postposition 
       takuta   >       -etaka          >  -etaka 

 

3. Discussion 
 

3.1. Frame of focus 
 

The completion and incompletion transferentive 
connective markers of -etaka discussed in section 
2 are characterized by the LM1 on the surface and 
TR in association with the LM1. Therefore, the 
distance between TR with LM1 in the completion 
and incompletion transferentives of -etaka, is 
decided by adjusting the FFV. 
  In (1), the LM1 is ku ‘he’ and the TR is koki 
‘fish.’ The LM1 ku ‘he’ on the surface contacts the 
TR koki ‘fish’ and then the TR koki ‘fish’ gets out 
of the LM1 ku ‘he’ and transfers to the LM2 (the 
impact point of the fish). The contact point of TR 
and LM1 is a turning point where the fish was 
caught and missed, and thus TR transferred its 
action toward the LM2. In the completion 
transferentive, the association of TR and LM1 is 
induced by the telescopic focus of frame. 

In the incompletion transferentive in (2), the TR 
ku ‘he’ does not contact the LM1 inmwunkwan 
‘the building of the humanities’ when the TR ku 
‘he’ transfers his movement toward the LM2 
tosekwan ‘the library’ at the turning point. The 
separation of TR with LM1 is clarified by 
adjusting the frame to the microscopic focus. 
 

3.2. Subjectification 
 

The completion transferentive in (1) and the 
incompletion transferentive in (2) describe the 
events objectively while the conditional example 
in (3) is a hypothesis created by speaker’s 
evaluation on the increase of subjectification. 
 

4. Pragmatic approach 
 

4.1 Attitude Stance 
 

-Etaka, attached to verbs in (1) and (2), cannot be 
deleted while the transferentive connective 
marker -etaka in (5) can be deleted without 
affecting the grammatical status of the sentence. 
 
(5) nolay-pwum  phal-a   han phwun  tuw phwun  

mo-a-taka     sikkwu-tul  mek-ye-sali-ko 

song-labor   sell-NF  one penny   two penny  

gather-NF-taka family-Pl   feed-NF-save-Conn 

‘I support my family by saving even one or two 

pennies from singing a song and ...’ 

 
It is argued that the transferentive connective 
marker -etaka in (5) functions as an emphasis 
marker of the event it describes, representing the 
attitude stance of the speaker. 
 

4.2. Negative-stance marker 
 

The condition example in (3) is repeated in (6), 
adding a particle nun to -etaka.  
 
(6) Condition:  
   nol-ki-man    ha-taka-nun    nakceyha-n-ta 

   play-Nmn-only do-taka-particle fail.in-Fut-Dec 

   ‘You will fail in the examination if you only play.’ 
 
In the conditional context, -etakanun indicates the 
negative point of view of the speaker, that is, the 
negative stance marker.  

Regarding the attitude stance of the speaker, -
etakanun is summarized as in (7). 
 
(7) Attitude stance-marker of -etakanun:  

 a. transferentive > emphatic attitude-stance marker 

  b. condition    > negative attitude-stance marker 

 

5. Conclusion  
 
This paper has discussed grammaticalization and 
pragmaticization of -etaka. This paper has 
employed the mechanisms of FFV and 
subjectification to account for tranferentives and a 
conditional marker of -etaka. In the pragmatic 
stage of developmental path, -etakanun has 
marked a stance of the speaker to show his/her 
attitude: emphasis and a negative point of view.  
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